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"The front cover of our syllabus this year is from a design 
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PREFACE 

In 1951 1 went to Edinburgh for one year's post graduate study; 

because my imagination was stimulated by casual references to the 

Labour Churches, I stayed for three. A few questions revealed 

that little was known about these manifestations of early social- 

ism and that a thorough investigation of them'would be a contri- 

bution to learning; my plans were changed and'I enrolled in the 

degree course. 

It was felt that it might not be possible to gain sufficient 

information about the Labour Churches, -to justify a full thesis, 

so the topic was broadened to include allied movements. However 

there were so many societies and associations whose aims and ob- 

jectives paralleled or overlapped those of the Labour Churches that 

it has»been necessary to restrict the 'allied movements' to those 

which had a definite and specific relationship-to tho'churches 

founded by John Trevor. A number of the other groups are merely 

listed in a directory. 

The basic source of information for this study has been the 

_14a our Pohett a, d Labour Church cord, and the "Labour Prophet 

Tracts". but without the information contributed by people who 

were active in the movement, the present study would have been im- 

possible. I should like to express my gratitude to those who re- 

sponded to my letter in the Manchester-Guardian and to my later 

correspondence. The significant parts of their letters and papers 

are quoted, and reference is made to personal interviews with them, 

because the insight thus given into the life of the movement can- 

not be better conveyed. Of my many correspondents' I should like 
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to pay special tribute to Mrs. H. M. Mitchell, who was instru- 

mental in the formation of the Ashton-under-Lyne Labour Church; 

to Mr. A. J. Waldegrave, one-time secretary of the Labour Church 

Union who graciously read the section on the theology of the 

Labour Churches; and to Mr* A. L, Brown, who allowed me access 

to the unpublished papers of Fred Jowett« The help and sug- 

gestions of these three have been of particular importance. 

The problem of gatherings arranging and evaluating information 

have been made easier by the assistance of Lawrence V. Thompson, 

biographer of Robert Blatchford, Bernard Palmer of the Library 

Association, London, and many librarians throughout Great Britain, 

Canada, and the United States of America. I am deeply grateful 

for their courtesy and help. Financial assistance has been of 

prime importance. Without the help. of-my parents, the Bev. Ben- 

son and Mrs. Summers, the generous gifts of the late Mrs, A. 3. 

Logan of Yorkton, Bask., three months leave of absence from my 

responsibilities as the minister of Zion United Church, Carleton 

Place, and a grant from the Canada Council thervork would never 

have reached the present stage. 

The preparation of the manuscript has had the help of a number 

of friends, chief among whom have been lxs. G. R. MacKay, Mr. and 

Mrs. John Cutherbertson, and Mrs. R. Snet{den. They have assisted 

with proof reading, corrections, and page numbering, etc. Special 

apprediation goes to my wife for her patience, her encouragement, 

and her typing. 

To my advisors, Mr. W. H. Marwick and Professor Wm. Tindal! I 

pay high tribute. They have been constant in their attention and 

help and have had patience beyond the c all of duty. They are in 



no way responsible for the shortcomings of this study but they 

may, both of thews take credit for any of its good points. They 

have wisely counselled me against digressions, have corrected a 

number of errors and false emphases$ and have directed me in the 

paths of scholarship. I am deeply appreciative of their efforts 

on my behalf. 

The Labour Churches were part of a spontaneous revolt of Labour. 

It is interesting to note that when conditions of a similar nature 

appeared in Canada in 1918 to 1920, Labour Churches were formed-in 

several centers. During the thirties, in several mining and in- 

dustrial areas of the United, States and Canada, similar conditions 

appeared again, giving rise to the work of Claude Williams in 

Arkansas, Fred Shorter in Seattle, iiahn in Buffalo, and Paul Cotton 

in Eastern Pennsylvania and the Religion nand Labour Foundation 

in the United States' the Fellowship of the Christian Social Order 

and the Religion-Labour Foundation of Canada. 

In the modern world many groups have been formed to express the 

religious implications of industrial society, movements like the 

Iona Community and the Worker Priests of France. Perhaps lessons 

learned in the labour Churches may be of interest and relevance 

to future developments in this field. 

Carleton Place, Ont. 
June 19 58. 
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Work Brother mine; work, brain and hand, 
To free our Labour and our Land; 
That Love's Millennial morn may rise 
On happy hearts and blessed ey©s. 

furrahi Hurrah: true Workers be 
In Labour's Knightlier Chivalry 

Gerald Massey. 
(Wrontpiece in 
L. C. Uymn 13ook) 
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A Thesis in partial fulfillment of the requirements of the 
Doctor of Philosophy Degree from the University of Edinburghs 

By 

The-Reverend David Fowler Summers, B. A. Hon. 

The labour Church is an organised effort to develop the 
religious life inherent in the Labour Movement, and to 
give to that Movement a higher Inspiration and a sturdier 
Independence in the great work of personal and social re- 
generation that lies before it. It appeals especially to 
those who have abandoned the Traditional Religion of the 
day without having found satisfaction in abandoning Rel- 
igion altogether. 

The Message of the Labour Church is that without obed- 
ience to God's Iaws there can be no Liberty. 

The Gospel of the Labour Church is that God is in the 
Labour Movement, working through it for the further eman- 
cipation of man from the tyranhq both of his corn half. 
developed nature, and of those social conditions which are 
opposed to his higher development. 

The Call of the Labour Church is to men everywhere to 
become "God's fellow workers" in the Era of Reconstruction 
on which we have entered. 

-- John Trevor in ePro he 1 

1. &_nhe�t, March 1894+, page 18. 
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By 

The Reverend David Fowler Summers, B. A. Hon. 

The Tabour Church is an organised effort to develop the 
religious life inherent in the Labour Movement, and to 
give to that Movement a higher Inspiration and a sturdier 
Independence in the great work of personal and social re- 
generation that lies before it. It appeals especially to 
those who have abandoned the Traditional Religion of the 
day without having found satisfaction in abandoning Rel- 
igion altogether. 

The Message of the Labour Church is that without obed- 
ience to God's Iaws there can be no Liberty. 

The Gospel of the Labour Church is that God is in the 
Labour Movement, working through it for the further eman- 
cipation of man from the tyranby both of his own half- 
developed nature and of those social conditions which are 
opposed to his higher development. 

The Call of the labour Church is to men everywhere to 
become "God's fellow workers" in the Era of Reconstruction 
on which we have entered. 

-- John Trevor in The ProDhetl 
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AN IDEA IS BORK 

It was Sunday evening, April 26,1891. John Trevor walked 

the streets of ManchOster. His heart was weighed down with a 

brooding burden of hopelessness. Why was it that he could not 

so preach that his hearers would break the confining walls of 

institutionalism and with the mighty power of religion bring 

life to the 'depressed massest? For months now he had been 

sending the members of his congregation home to their Sunday 

dinners "with severe self-questionings as to their right to have 

any dinner at all in a city of such hideous squalor, "1 But what 

was the use? They did little about it apart from giving to 

charities; they did not help their less fortunate brothers to 

obtain justice; they did not help them to live more abundantly! 

On the other hand, how could they come into more direct contact 

with working-class people? Trevor had to admit that he knew no 

solution to the problems he could so clearly envisage. 

Religion must break the confining walls of institutionalism 

and become a vital force in the pressing problems of life. But 

how? He thought of his sermon that night: 

Can we not rise with the enthusiasm of the Salvation Army 
yet without its intellectual poverty and narrowness, and pro- 
claim the presence of God in our midst? Let us here,. 'nd now 
dedicate ourselves to the Cause of God in our world. `t 

These too were 'impatient words that led nowhere'. 

Doubt began to take possession of his mind. Could it be that 

1. Trevor$ John My Quest For God, First edition, (hereinafter 
Quegt) p. 221. 

2. A reconstruction of Trevor's sermon based on notes quoted in 
Quest, p. 21+1. 

A 
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the churches had no message of salvation for society? What of 

the Unitarian Church? Were even those who were free from the 

fetters of historic dogma so lacking in life that they were 

without power? Was it the very liberty of thought and freedom 

of conduct of the Unitarian position which denied it the zeal 

and enthusiasm so necessary to every successful religious 

movement? But, whatever the answer to these questions, unless 

he could persuade his congregation to concentrate their atten- 

tion on God's work in this world, and unless he could lead his 

people to consecrate themselves to Godts service, he would feel 

the four walls of his church in Manchester to be 

.. like the four walls of a grave, and the roof like the 
earth above ... with no sense of daisies and lesser 
celandines springing in humble loveliness from the turf. l 

Walking the streets, and turning the problem over and over 

in his mind, Trevor's despair grew deeper. Presently he met 

Saw Lowndes, a working-man who had been attending Upper Brook 

Street Chapel regularly until the past few Sundays. They fell 

in step, side by side. Trevor later wrote of that meetings 

I asked him what was the matter, We had a long talk, pacing 
up and down the hard pavements, and at last it all came out. 
He liked mop he liked my sermons, but he could not stand the 
atmosphere of the Church. He could not breathe freely. He 
gave examples of the kind of thing that upset him. In answer, 
I said, that if he could not find a home in that Church, it 
was no home for me; and that we must get one started to which 
we could go together. We shook hands, with the promise on my 
part that I would form such a Church, and on his that he would 
help me. That was the first step towards the founding of the 
Labour Church. ... I lay awake some hours that night, 
my brain turning over and over this new idea and fell asleep 
with the determination that a Workingman's Crutch should be 
formed. 2 

1. Quest p. 226 
2. est p. 241 
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When wilt Thou save Thy People? 
0 God of neroyl when? 

Not kings and lords, but nations! 
Not thrones and crotns, but men! 

Flowers of Thy heat Q God, are they, 
Let them not pass, 

like 
weeds, away 

Their heritage a sunless dayl 
God save the People. 

-- L. C. Hymn Hook! No. 21 

1. Mrs. M. Senior reports that Conrad Noel borrowed herqcopy of 
tho music edition in order to suggest the inclusion of this 
hymn in the Church of England book. 
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The New gongt: 

That night John Trevor found the simple conception which 

could turn hopelessness into joys "God is in the Labour Movement". 

The belief that God is working through the Labour Movement as 

once He had worked through the Churches was the living thought 

that could free religion from the confines of dogma and instit- 

utionalism, and yet inspire it with a mission and message com- 

manding the total allegiance of its adherents. The vitalizing 

principle was at last revealed. 

This new concept gave Trevor the impetus and confidence to 

step outside the narrow circle of his 'free' Church, and to throw 

himself wholly into the midst of the growing Labour Movement. 

Because he conceived the rising 'self-consciousness of Labours 

to be realized in himself as 'God-consciousness', he accepted 

the mission of spreading that realization far and wide. 

Now I saw bow and where we could become God's fellow-workers 
in the world, and accept our own responsible position in the 
unfolding of man's high destiny. Man must become the Human 
Providence of the world in co-operation with God as the 
Divine Providence; and 

In these times the Labour Movement 
seemed to be the point at which he could best co-operatQ 
the growing point of the evolution of Humanity Godward. 

Trevor conceived the goal of evolution to be the awakening of, 

and the ever higher and wider sweep of consciousness from Self- 

consciousness, through Tribal-consciousness, National. -conscious- 

ness, Class-consciousness, and Universal-consciousness to God- 

',; consciousness. Reality in life comes only as one attains God- 

consciousness; anything less than this is incomplete and unsat- 

1. Quest pp. 221-2.. 
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isfying. He claimed that the principle of the extension of con- 

sciousness has guided all the great movements of history, though 

generally men have been unaware of it. Thus men of the Western 

World have been unable to co-operate in the evolution of their 

own destiny. In the Orient, where men have acknowledged this 

principle of development, there has been a lack of growth in 

other aspects of life which has vitiated their philosophies and 

religions. We of the Modern World, though, can learn from the 

successes and the mistakes of our predecessors. We 

... must reject none of the functions of our being, but 
must work them all out sincerely, according to their place 
and purpose in use knowing that the end of this working out 
lies in finding God in them all, and the reality of them all 
in God. So, too we must not reject the world. We must live 
in its work in its share in its activities, always along the 
line of the discovery of God. Until the whole of life becomes 
our own, made real to us and unified by the discovery of God 
in every part, we have not fully realized the 
meaning and the reality and the harmony of Self, Universe, 
God. l 

Trevor's proposed venture came from the combination of two 

ideas: (1) The goal of evolution is God-Consciousness, and (2) 

The present point of evolutionary advance is the Labour Movement. 

From these propositions came the idea of a new church. It was 

to be a 'church' for it was to stimulate and express the corporate 

experience of a group; it was to be a church 'for labouring folk 

and all who could see the justice of Labour's claims' for it was 

intended to be an integral part of the Labour Movement. 2 

Trevor took the proposal of such a 'Workingman's Church' to a 

1. es p. 243- 
2. he Labour Church was to be the way in which its members could 

"consciously co-operate with God in the process of human 
evolution. " - Quest p. 243. 
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friend, a member of the Socialist League, who was in close tough 

with the Labour Movement. 'Anarchist-communist-revolutionist- 

atheist' William Bailiel, a man with whom Trevor intellectually 

disagreed, but in whom he recognized a vitality and reality of 

life often missing in his more agreeable and orthodox church 

friends, enthusiastically 'accepted the idea. In a description of 

this reception, Trevor later wrotes 
A, Socialist Salvation Army! -- that is what he saw in it. 
Like many another revolutionist, he was almost heartbroken by 
the apathy and the selfishness of those for whom he was sac- 
rificing himself$ and he thought if anything were to be done 
to awaken among them the splendid self-sacrifice and devotion 
which characterizes the Salvation Army, it would have to be 
through some kind of religious enthusiasm. 2 

Bailie suggested that the name "Workingman's Church" was not 

entirely appropriate. Such a name would indicate a class seg- 

negation which he was sure Trevor did not intend. The name 

should suggest the foundational principle. If God is now working 

through the Labour Movement, would not the name "Labour Church" 

be more suggestive of the purpose of the new organization? 

Trevor agreed. It was in this manner that the organization which 

was to attempt to stimulate and express the higher idealism of 

the Labour Movement received its name. 3 

1. William Bailie was a streetcorner propagandist in Manchester. 
He spent four hours each day reading that he might know what 
he was talking about. He later emigratedtto America, where he 
played some part in Socialist Propaga day and the founding of 
the Lynn Labour Church. (Svn7nner Ir9/) 

2. Trevor, John The Prophet (hereinafter Prophet) Mar. 
1893, p. 18. 

3, For a good explanation of how the term "Labour" was understood 
to be classless'} see editorial comment by Trevor in reply to 
the criticism of Dr. George Barrett in the latter's Presidential 
Address to the Congregational Union of England and Wales, 1894, 
entitled "The Secularisation of the Church". Trevor states in 
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Trevor believed that, if workingmen were to have a church, it 

must be one of their own upbuilding. He had worked in London and 

Manchester with those who) in their church life, were most anxious 

to set aside class distinctions. He had a fair idea of what was 

being done and of what could not be done. He knew that any hint 

of patronizing rendered the effort, no matter how sincerely made, 

of no avail. If any existing church were to become a workingman's 

church, it must be by a reversal of policy which he deemed to be 

well nigh impossible. There was but one alternative. He must 

step outside the boundaries of all existing denominations and 

encourage the workingmen to form their own church. Other people 

could assist only in so far as they recognized that labouring 

people had a dignity and worth in no way inferior to that of 

others. They could help. only if they set about to make the cause 

" of Labour their own. Concerning this belief he wrotes 
I saw that the only men who could help them C workingmen) out- 
side their own class were those who had workingmen's hearts 
in them and that they must resolutely adopt, not the-garb or 
the dwelling of the toilers, but the cause they had at heart, 
and adopt it as a cause independent of all others. I never 
saw the need of donning workingmen's clothes and living in 
the slums, in order to identify myself with my poorer brothers l. 

... One class cannot save another class. They must work out 

part: "And it is not this class church? because its ideal 
is not a class ideal. The Ideal of the Tabour Movement is 
that all shall have the opportunity to labour, that none shall 
be exempt from labour, that all shall enjoy the fruits of 
their labour. Work and wealth shared by all -- this is the 
ideal that we strive for. " (ProDhet s Nov. 1894 p. 153. ) See 
also Philip Wicksteed "Is the Labour Church a 

Class Church? " 
Pohý Jan. 1892, p. 1. 

1. his autobiography Trevor tells of an experience which Is 
seemingly inconsistent with his contention here. While tra- 
velling to Australia in 1876 he taught himself many of the 
skills required by a sailor, and then offered to serve before 
the mast in place of a sailor who had died. He assumed both 
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their own salvation, until there are no longer any classes, 
but only the Brotherhood of Humanity. If any among the upper 
classes wish to see the lower classes saved from bondage, let 
them identify themselves with them, and make their cause 
their own. 

Trevor desired to implement his new idea without compromising 

Upper Brook Street Church; he also wished the new venture to 

carry the good will of his congregation. Nay, more than this, 

he wanted to give its members the way of getting outside their 

narrow selfishness and to present to them the means of giving 

themselves completely to the service of God. To this end he 

wrote a letter to his congregation2 in which he expressed his 

feelings of limitation within the organized church, and his grow- 

ing conviction that the real missionary work of true religion was 

in the Labour Movement. Undoubtedly Labour was in need of Rel- 

igion for its inspiration; and it was abundantly clear that the 

organized churches were not arousing a sense of need for religion 

in the hearts of workingmen, nor satisfying the need where 

occasionally it did exist. The churches did not stand for true 

brotherhood; they did not demand the emancipation of Labour; 

they could give no reasonable hope for the establishment of the 

Brotherhood of all Humanity. There was need for a body which 

stood for all of these things, and which would endeavour to pro- 

the work and the living conditions of a ship hand. "My friends 
could quite understand my desire to work with the sailors, but 
that I should be willing to abandon saloon fare for 'salt-junk' 
and 'hard-tack' utterly passed their comprehension. Indeed, 
one man frankly asserted that I must be mad, But how shallow 
men's minds must be when they cannot understand the infinite 
difference between sharing the sailors' whole round of life and 
merely working with them and going into the saloon for meals. 
It is such elemental stupidity which makes the world so hard 
to save. " ( tea , p. 71. ) 

L Prophet March 1 939 p. 18. 
2. This letter is reproduced in the appendix, pp. OtT T" 
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vide a means of expression for the Religion of the Labour Move- 

ment. Trevor proposed to deal with the matter more fully on the 

first Sunday morning in July, and to enter into discussion with 

any interested persons on the following Thursday evening. 

The week night meeting accepted the proposal. Considerable 

sympathy was forthcoming; though a little marked opposition was 

expressed, the discussions were friendly and straight-foreward. 

The resolution to form a Labour Church was framed. The first 

stage in the progression from idea to actuality was successfully 

passed. 

The new idea was immediately given wider publicity in an 

article in the Inquirer for July 11,1891, entitled "The Proposed 

Labour Church". The following extracts from this were selected 

by Trevor as giving the essential positive propositions minus the 

unavoidable criticisms of the Unitarian position which appeared 

in the original. The editing was done because Trevor disliked 

criticizing, and did so only when driven to it. 

The history of God in the world is the history of self- 
sacrifice. If we would prophesy what God will do in the 
coming century, let us study well the lives of the martyrs of 
today. Wherever men are ready to die for a cause, God has a 
message for us. There are two causes in our times for which 
men are willing to toil in poverty and obscurity, to wander 
through foreign lands far from home, and to die, if need be 
to witness to the truth of their message and mission. One Is 

that of Personal Salvation, with God and Heaven beyond; the 
other is that of Social Salvation, often with no God and no 
Heaven beyond. The most tragic, and yet, rightly understood, 
the most hopeful sign of our times, is the appalling fact that 
there are thousands of men living a dying life today, who 
might be comfortable and happy if they could accept the world's 
Gospel; and those unsupported by any hope of future blessedness, 
inspired only by pain at "man's inhumanity to man". Why are 
these men dying? What message have we for them? Can we not 
tell these heroic outcasts of a God who is working out the 
world's salvation through their suffering, just as, ages back, 
he was working it out through the sufferings of Jesus? 
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The time is ripe for a new religious movement which shall 
unite together the forces of the two enthusiasms of our time 
the enthusiasm for personal salvation and the enthusiasm for 
social salvation -- into one conquering religious energy which 
shall forward the world'aidevelopment as much as Christianity 
has done. Different minds must contribute to this great work. 
The contribution to it that I propose to make is the formation 
of a Labour Church here in Manchester. It is to behalf of 
Labour that the enthusiasm for social salvation is aroused, It 
is in the Labour Movement in all its varied forms that this 
enthusiasm is manifesting itself to the world. The fundamental 
principle of the new social order will be the universal oblig- 
ation to Labour. This great principle is being advocated by a 
Labour Party$ a Labour Press by Labour Representatives and a 
Labour Army, I believe God Is 

at work in all these ands that 
the time has come when we can best express this fact and deepen 
the world's conviction of it by organising a Labour Church to 
give a new inspiration to the movement. Religion must find a 
place in the Labour Programme. The Labour Party must be made 
conscious of the fact that God is not opposed to their high 
aspirations$ as so many churches are teaching to-days but that 
the great work of emancipation to which they have consecrated 
their lives is God's very own, Our times are singularly like 
the times in which Jesus lived, and in this respect among 
others, that in furthering the coming of God's kingdom on 
earth we must work outside the existing organisation of Churches. 

The theological foundation of this new organisation I pro- 
pose to express by the motto "God-is our King! ". The Father- 
hood of God has been so much talked about and so little acted 
upon that it has become difficult to give the thought any 
adequate vitality. Moreover, the work to be done, and the 
people to be appealed toi are such that the idea of a Supreme 
Ruler, whose laws all must obey, and whose subjects we all 
equaly are, will have more force, and gain'a wider acceptance. 
On the *social side the Emancipation of Labour will be our aim, 
as it is the aim of the whole Labour Party. The first work of 
the Labour Church will be to organise Sunday afternoon services, 
to be held in some public hail in Manchester. According to the 
growth of the Church, various practical agencies will be added. 
It will thus be seen that what I propose is not merely to hold 
popular services, but to achieve the far more difficult task 
of organising the workers and their friends into a religious 
body which will labour earnestly for the coming of God's 
Kingdom. 

In the months that followed the publication of this letter 

Trevor gave himself to the planning of the new venture. The help 

and sympathy of friends were enlisted; a promotion fund of forty 

1. Egoph2tj March 1893, p. 19. 
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pounds subscribed, thousands of handbills printed and distributed, 

Three workman friends from Upper Brook Street, chief among them 

Sam Lowndesls spent their leisure time in assisting the project. 

The first few Sunday afternoon services were planned, hymn sheets 

printed, a choir organized, and a band engaged. Finally, on 

October the fourth, 1891, over four hundred people gathered in the 

Choriton Town Hall for the first service of the Labour Church2o 

The promise of an April evening some five months earlier was 

at last fulfilled. The Church organized to inspire and express 

1. Sam Lowndes, whose experiences led to the first conception of 
the Labour Church was a strong supporter of both Trevor and 
the new congregation. He loaned his piano (which his son 
reports was never returned) for the services, and named one of 
his many sons after Trevor. 

2. The Manchester City News gave full reports of this and follow- 
ing services. The following reconstruction of the Order of 
service is based mainly upon its reports. 

1. Overture played by a string band. 
2. Brief prayer by John Trevor. 
3. Solo - "The Song That Reached My Heart" sung by Joseph 

Freeman. 
4, Poem - "On The Capture Of Certain Fugitive Slaves Near 

Washington" read by John Trevor. (This poem by Russell 
Lowell was one-of the selections given in "Labour Church 
Readings", and is quoted in the appendix, pp. ý2/f) 

5. Scripture Lesson - Isaiah 5- read by, the Rev. Harold 
Rylett of Hyde. 

6. Choir selection - "England Arise". 
7. Lecture - "Program of the Labour Church" by John Trevor. 

In this statement of purpose! Trevor emphasized the non- 
exclusive nature of the project, pledging his co-operation 
with the cause of Labour, the Labour Electoral Association, 
the Ancoats Brotherhood etc. The Parliamentary movement has 
grown from the days of the Trafalgar Square Riots. What is 
now wanted is votes for the Labour parties are pledged to 
using constitutional methods so long as they are free to use 
them. If this freedom is denied they are ready to use force. 
The Labour Church wishes to contribute to the progress that 
will render resort to violence completely unnecessary (applause) 
by bringing religion into the struggle. Trevor assured the 
people that he was aware of the anti-labour attitude of the 
churches. The way to get religion to help, and to change the 
churches, was to start a religious movement outside the chur- 
ches. Such a movement would help people to live the godly 
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FOR GOD AND LIBERTY 

4, 

Friends : 

From my first conception of the Labour Church Movement, I 
felt certain that it would be a success; but I was not pre- 
pared for the quick and enthusiastic response which has fol- 
lowed my appeal to the religious instincts of the people. I 
know that those who said that working men did not care for 
Religion, only half understood the case, that what they did 
not care for was a Religion which left Social Injustice sup- 
reme, or only sought to remove it by inadequate methods. But 
I supposed that any attempt to develop into an active force 
the Religion which lives at the heart of the Labour Movement 
would be riet at first with no much mistrust, that the early 
steps toward organisation would be slow and difficult. And 
now, after but three Sunday Services, the real difficulty is 
our overwhelming success, I am not a man of leisure. Before 
cozrmencing the Labour Church Organisation I was already 
heavily burdened, but I could not rest in the work I was do- 
ing without seeking the means of coming into closer contact 
with the real hearts of the people. Already contact has been 
made; we are in sympathetic touch; a body of aroused man and 
women is waiting to be organised. 

But some patience must be asked of you. A deal of time 
and work are needed to get ourselves organised into a living 
body, with a living heart and head. Here is the trouble. I 
have so little time. But I am looking about for a good man 
to employ as secretary who will help me in this matter. This 
will add to our expense, but the cause is worth it, and the 
money will come. Last Sunday you put tFatbeyonT-doubt. I 
thank you heartily for the cry you raised when I announced a 
collection at a future date: "Let's have it nowt" Such a spi- 
rit is a guarantee that we may go foreward with confidence. 

Because of this additional expense we will cut down coats 
in other directions as far as possible. I have already stop- 
ped the yellow posters. If you will make good use of the ten 
thousand handbills printed'this week we shall not need any 
further show. And if, those of you who can play any suitable 
musical instrument will volunteer your services, we will soon 
have a voluntary band, which gill , save some of_our- 5present 
outlay. Also, we want more=cabmen's voices to strengthen our 
choir. Many a woman -helps the long day through, by singing 
over her toil, who could-also make our services brighter by 
singing with others on our platform. Vi want a strong choir 
and band to keep us in good heart for the work that lies 
before us. Come and give us your help in the cause of God 
and Liberty. xýý 

Sincerely 
. yours, 

JOHN TREVOR. 

Reverse side of handbill advertising Nov. ist, 18910 
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the Religion of the Labour Movement was a reality, In it all 

labouring people should find a warm welcome and a comfortable 

church home, in it all thosel whether labourers or executives, 

who had become 'Labour conscious' should find a place to work, 

for here was a church which took as its program of action the 

'Emancipation of Labour', 

lives each wanted, Ours is not a 'wolf age', but it might be 
called a 'pig age'. We struggle to put our feet in the trough 
and to keep others out. Wealth makes us all guilded pigs in 
a golden trough. This can be changed only by God's laws. The 
place of the Labour Church would be to bring a simple religion 
without creeds by which men could learn God's laws. 

8. Collection (Not taken till October 18th. ) 
9. Closing Hymn. 

10. Benediction. 

The lecture subjects and the speakers at the next three ser- 
vices were: Robert Blatchford - "Sunshine and Shadow"; John 
Trevor - "God in the Labour Movement"; and Ben Tillett - "The 
Ethics of Government". 
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Who is a brave man, who? 
Who is a brave man, who? 

He who dares defend the right 
When right is miscalled wrong 

He who shrinks not from the fight 
When weak contend with strong 

Who fearing God, fears none beside Ind dares do right whate'er betide; 
This man has courage 

true 
This man has courage true. 

Who is a free man, who? 
Who is a free man, who? 

He who finds his chief delight 
In keeping God's commands; 

He who loves whatefer Is right, 
And hatte to sin no bonds; 

From every law but one set free 
The perfect law of liberty; 

This man bath freedom true 
This man bath freedom true. 

Who is a noble man? 
Who is a noble man? 

He who scorns all words or deeds 
That are not just and true: 

He whose heart for suffering bleeds, 
Is quick to feel and do; 

Whose noble soul will ne'er descend 
To treacherous act towards foe or friend; 

This is a noble man 
This is a noble man. 

-- L. C. Hymn Book, 2nd ®d.! No. 15 
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CHAPTER I 

THE MAN WHO HAD IDEAL 

The Labour Church, in its early stages, was the product of two 

main factors: the man whose idea gave it birth, and the movement 

within which it found its life. We shall discuss each of these 

before we turn our attention to the church itself, for apart from 

this background the events are inexplicable. 

Initially the Labour Church was the creation of one man. Though 

it quickly assumed an independence which led to its development in 

other directions, its form was moulded to a great degree by its 

founder who has been described by one who knew him wellt as a poet 

and a prophet. Poet he was in temperament if not in the product 

of bis pen (though his writings are often more than mere prose2); 

and prophet he was in speaking to the imperative needs of his day 

if not in recalling men to a more orthodox doctrine (though his 

faith demanded a return to Christian moral standards). In these 

respects the Labour Church followed him, for, in the growing Labour 

movement, its inspiration was that of poet and its role was that 

of prophet. 

John Trevor . Biographical Sketch: 

The founder of the Labour Church, John Trevor, was born in 

Liverpool on October the seventh, 1855. His father was a strug- 

gling linen draper whose business failed shortly after John's 

- 1. Rev. Philip Henry Wicksteed. See Herford, C. H., P. H. Wick 
steed, r. 

2. A Labour Church sympathizer in New York sent a boundouböe 
volume of he Labour Prophet (issues for 1892 and 1893) t 
Count Leo oistoy. Toistoy s acknowledgement and reply is 
complimentary to Trevor's work. See Prop het. Nov. 1894, p. 146. 
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birth, necessitating a temporary separation of the family. Though 

it was reunited a few months later, it was broken permanently 

three years later when John's father died, and his mother became 

an invalid, living for another five years in pain and suffering. 

John and his sister were löoked after by their aunt and grandpar- 

ants. Further emotional turmoil was created in John's mind when 

he was six, for his sister went to live with the other grand- 

parents. When his mother died, John felt utterly and completely 

alonel. 

Though an orphan, John Trevor was well cared for. His uncle2, 

a prosperous business man in Norwich, provided generously for his 

upkeep; his maiden aunt and his maternal grandmother3 were con- 

scientious guardians of his physical, moral, and spiritual health. 

Though denied the security of a normal family circle, he neverthe- 

less had the advantages of a respectable middle-class upbringing. 

This did much to offset the effects of the illness, arising from 

the many traumatic experiences of his childhood, which prevented 

him from taking a fully active part in the later development of 

the Labour Church. 

Much of John's subjective self-examination, which was part of 

his illness, was influenced by recollections of his parents, 
though he remembered but little of either. Of his father he remem- 

bared only a man smoking a long clay pipe; but an incident of which 

he was told did make a deep impression. As a child he had been 

very sickly and weak, and bad spent long periods hovering between 

1. "A father's or a mother's love was therefore unknown to me 
and the kind relatives who had charge of me could not supply 
the want. " 

2. Trevor of the Norwich Furniture Business 
3. Miss Cripps and Mrs. Cripps of Wisbech 
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life and death. On one of these occasions his father had prayed 

that the boy's life be spared. He had added the provisiont how- 

ever, that he would rather the early death of the child than its 

long life unsaved by the Grace of God. When John was old enough 

to have the need of redemption impressed upon him -" which age 

was within the tender years of childhood -- he was comforted by 

the thought that his father's prayer had been answered, that he 

had not been allowed to live only to be lost in hell. 

John's mother had practically nothing to do with his care and 

training from the time he was four years old, but there was one 

important lesson he learned from her. In her illness she had 

great pain and suffering which she endured with strength and 

patience beyond the ordinary. John knew that this came from her 

faith within which pain had its place as part of the divine 

economy of a loving God. Thus from his earliest years he felt 

that suffering was not a meaningless mystery, and much less a 

horrible curse. It was, rather, a discipline for this life and 

a preparation for the life to come. 

John's aunt, who was chiefly responsible for his upbringing, 

was perhaps the most important person in his childhood, for hers 

was the place of a loving mother for her sister's child. She was 

a God-fearing woman who watched over her ward with firmness and 

yet with understanding. Though she was strict, she did allow 

many of the freedoms so necessary for a growing boy. It was she 

who gave him the love and security which helped to make him the 

person he was. In one aspect however, her influence, in support 

of her mother, was to the detriment of the boy. 
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Bell eiou sTraining: 

John's grandmother was a very devout woman who took pains to 

train him in the knowledge and nurture of the Baptist sect to 

which the Trevors belonged. She made known to him the mysteries 

of righteousness and sing of life and death, of redemption and 

damnation, of predestination and free graces and of the crowning 

act of God's love in His appearing in human form on earth and in 

His suffering on the cross. What she did not realize was that 

she succeeded in impressing upon the sensitive lad one feeling 

above all others, and that was the fear of hell. A quotation 

from Trevor's autobiography will give some idea of the extent and 

depth of that fears 

How to escape He111 .., that was the one absorbing problem 
of my early years. I remember once persuading myself that, 
if I could keep one of the commandments unbroken I might 
escape the one I felt pretty sure of obeying being "Thou 
shalt do no murder".. Unfortunately for my peace of mind, I 
sought confirmation of my opinion but was assured that, not 
only would keeping one commandment be insufficient to save men but that breaking one was equal to breaking them all. To en- force this statement James ii; l0 was quoted. "For whosoever 
shall keep the whole low, and yet stumble in one point, he is 
become guilty , of all. " The law. was regarded as a chain, one link of which being broken, the whole would fall to the ground. 

Thus, while I was still so young, the dark cloud of Hell 
began to overshadow my whole life. It was not because it was 
presented to me very dramatically in my religious teaching, 
though it was always there -- real, awful, unending, and only 
to be avoided through faith in the blood of Christ. There 
must have been something in my own mind which could not allow 
so frightful a reality to remain in the background, but which insisted upon dragging it out into the fullest light. If Hell 
was there, I must know all about it, cost me what mental tor- 
ture it would. 8o I eagerly filled up from the Bible itself 
what was left untold of my possible fate: -- the worm that 
dieth not, the fire that is not quenched, the smoke of their 
torment ascending for ever and ever. I feel appalled evezi now 
as I recall the sensations which these pictures produced. 

est p. 
- 

5. Cf. "I remember waking in my little crib with Bi tan's giant wings hovering over me. " 
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John's religious training, begun very early by his parents, 

and continued by his grandmother and his aunt, was strongly rein- 

forced by the social group within which the family moved. It was 

an exclusive group of narrow Baptistsl who had a very strong sense 

of brotherhood among the 'saved'. Social equality of rich and 

poor, and mutual responsibility for one another was the pattern 

within the denomination; the sense of democracy'and brotherhood 

was marred only by its exclusiveness. 2 

John remained within this Baptist sect until his early twenties, 

though alternation of periods of exhilaration and depression gave 

him times of extreme anxiety with regard to his faith. It is im- 

portant here to trace in some detail (even at the risk of being 

repetitious) his religious experience, for it throws considerable 

light on much of his later activity. 

The Baptist denomination to which the Trevors belonged believed 

that there could be no intermediary between man and God, that there 

could be no 'means of Grace' save the immediate' action of the Holy 

Spirit in the human heart. Ceremonies and forms were discarded, 

with the exception of Baptism and Communion which were regarded as 

human acts of confession and gratitude, and not as effective in- 

1. "In Norwich was a small Baptist Chapel belonging to the same 
group as the one at Wisbech. There were others at Liverpool, 
Towcester Newark and Lymm. The one at Wisbech was the largest 
and is still in flourishing condition. Only the members of this 
little handful of churches held the true, faith, and only they 
were sure of salvation. " -. Quest ý p. 36. 

2. Trevor, even as a child, felt that the sense of brotherhood was 
good and that exclusiveness was wrong. "As a boy'I refused to 
raise my hat to 'ladies' because I was not supposed to raise it 
to 'women', and would shake hands with the gardener in the 
presence of-his master. " 
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struments by which man could reconcile himself with God. They 

accepted the Bible as their sole guide to the spiritual life. 

This 'directness' of religious experiencel was something that 

Trevor never forgot. Indeed, when he discarded doctrinal beliefs 

it was this directness of the divine-human encounter which became 

his faith'. It was a logical step to discard not only forms and 

ceremonies but also traditions and written records. 

As a child Trevor was religiously inclined. His knowledge of 

`ýý 

the Bible enabled him to boast before his playmates, and to parade 

his superiority. But this was often a cover for his insecurity. 

The question which bothered him greatly was the central one of his 

church, i. e., salvation. He knew that salvation came from belief 

in Christ, but he could find no help, in distinguishing his 'be- 

lief' from the 'saving belief' which he was expected to have. At 

one period of his life this problem became so acute that he car- 

ried his New Testament at all times' and even in the face of the 

derision of his classmates, read it at every opportunity, and 

spent hours in earnest prayer. But his depression only became 

deeper, and he considered himself to be one of the 'vessels of 

wrath fitted for destruction'. One afternoon, in utter despair, 

and symbolizing his acceptance of his dreadful doom, he cast his 

J, ". .. these people seem to me to have penetrated to bottom 
facts more deeply than most. At any rate there was none of 
the weakness either of Liberalism or of Ceremonialism among 
them no attempt to explain away or to dress up the naked 
realities of their faith. " nest p. 9. 

2. "No man's religion can be descr ed in terms other than God 
and Walt Whitman, God and Mazzini, God and Jesus, God and Paul. 
Until this uniqueness of relationship is understood, Religion 
will always be the enemy of progress, and suck the life out of 
every progressive movement. 92081 pp. 247-8. 
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New Testament into the river. 

But John did not long continue to accept his hopelessness. 

Reaction set in, and for a time he seemed to reach the goal of his 

prayers. He wrote an evangelistic sermon, vividly picturing the 

sufferings of Jesus on the Cross, and appealing to his fellow 

pupils to seek salvation through the Blood of Christ. For a time 

he was the hero of the school. Many' including the school bully, 

professed conversion. In due time collapse came, and 'disciples' 

returned to the more natural pursuits of boys. The period of 

elation over, John descended into a despair more desperate than 

before* 

When John was sixteen, apprenticed to an architectj and living 

alone in lodgings, he again became absorbed in thoughts of his 

sinfulness and his need of salvation. He spent all of his leisure 

time in Bible reading, earnest prayer, and self-examination. One 

evening, as he was reading Paul's Epistle to the Romans he read 

the verses "For the wages of sin is death; but the gift of God is 

eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord. " His eyes were opened 

and he saw salvation as God's free gift which he had but to accept. 

The very acceptance involved much mores he knew, but the basic and 

ultimately the only important act was to accept God's mercy and 

atonement. Intellectual assent was scarcely enough; an act of 

will, an exercise of faith and trusty was an essential part of 

'saving faith'1. 

1. "Religious faith is not merely an intellectual belief; it is 
rather an act of will which carries conviction with its ... The heroic Will, instinctively pressing foreward to new ventures in life, breaks up new material and gains new experiences, which 
the Intellect, hobbling after, accepts, arranges, and catalogues. " 

Quest, P. 32. 
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With confidence in his conversion experience, Trevor entered 

wholeheartedly into the life and work of the Baptist Chapel in 

Norwich. When his brethren were convinced of the sincerity and 

reality of his new found faith, he was baptized, given responsib- 

ility for a Sunday School class, and invited to join in the evan- 

gelistic and revivalist activities of the church. He gave his 

time and energy without stint. He not only taught his class on 

Sundays, but visited the scholars in their homes during the week. 

He spent unnumbered hours in preparing his lessons and his talks 

that what he did might be done to the very best of his ability, 

In this life of self-giving he gained valuable experience, and a 

self-understanding he could have found in no other way. The fear 

of Hellq which had been a veritable obsession with him, disappeared; 

in its place came a desire for a continuing experience of ever 

closer communion with God. 

Butt in the pattern now familiar to him, the peace and content- 

ment could not remain. Low thoughts and temptations and horrors 

of imagination came to break the communion which he had known. 

Tensions of nervous strain mountedg and life itself seemed near 

the breaking point. Medical examination could find nothing wrong 

with him, so a change of environment and activity was prescribed, 

and he spent ten pleasant days sailing on the Rhine. On two other 

occasions in the succeeding three years the same pattern repeated 

itself; 'holidays' were spent with relatives in Liverpool and time 

was spent in quiet secluded study of good books. 

When these periods of depression would pass, Trevor would re- 

turn to his apprenticeship at Norwich, but would spend most of his 

time pondering his life. Whir was it that the free gift of sal. 
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vation could not enable him to live a pure and holy life? The 

answer came in the suggestion that just as justification is a free 

gift, so sanctification will be given to the believer who puts his 

trust in God. He determined to try this life of consecration and 

committent. After prayerful preparation ho mounted the 'tight 

rope' of the 'Pauline-Christian life' and found he could walk. He 

found a joy and confidence in'life hitherto unknown, which hei 

with one exception, was never to lose. The one exception was the 

time he contemplated suicide; but this story more properly belongs 

later in this biographical sketch. 
School Days t 

John Trevor's school life began in a Dame school where he was 

kept in continual fear of being consigned to a dark cellar. At 

seven years of age his second school experience was even worse. 

He was sent to a residential school run by a cruel and heartless 

woman who did not understand him.. Here he lived in a constant 

state of feat of his teachers, his school fellows, and most of 'all 

of Hell. Ho became nervous, unsociable, and extremely lonely. 

Two years later he was sent to a middle-class school for boys run 

by an elderly man belonging to the same Baptist group as the 

Trevors. At last John received kindness, and learned to respect 

the Schoolmaster and those ideals for which the school stood. ` 

His academic progress was fair, enabling him to pass the Cambridge 

local examinations with honours in French" 

During his school years John enjoyed most of the activities of 

boys. True, the schools he attended did not approve the frivolity 

of team games, but the Master of the last was a good hiker and 
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swimmer. In both of these activities John learned to excel!. 
His hobbies of boat building and bonfire lighting were not frowned 

on too harshly; and though a number of books, among them P 

ixo eI were forbidden, a wide selection of novels both classical 

and modern were available. During vacations he travelled a good 

deal, and had opportunities to enjoy farm life with its riding on 

horseback, feeding chickens, and sliding down hay stacks. In 

most respects it was a normal school life. 

One aspect of residential schooll however, created problems 

that lasted with him through life. The older boys often used to 

discuss their assignations with girls in the town. Also, about 

this time! one of these older boys woke him from sleep by making 

sexual advances toward him. These experiences stimulated him 

and awakened strong and powerful urges within him; I he began to 

indulge his imagination. Sex became an obsession with him. 

It ... I shrank in horror from the ugliness and hatefulness 
of that which I was tempted to do. But outward conformity to 
the laws of society still left me prey to thoughts and desires 
which periodically obtained complete mastery over me. "l 

Trevor's conscience pained him deeply. Long and earnest prayer 

to be delivered from temptation was ineffective; he brooded over 

his problem, and suffered mental torture. 

"... In an agony of desire to have my mind freed from the 
obsession of my thoughts so attractive to my lower nature, so 
repulsive to my higher, I would throw myself on my knees and 
pray and pray until I had stupified myself by praying, and had 
thus further weakened gay power for resistance. I might as well 
have been thrown into deep water, and told that by prayer I 
could save myself from being drowned. 

So my religious training led me to exaggerate the sinrulness 

1. guest p. 36 
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of the thoughts that haunted met and limited me to the oe sole 
safeguard against them which proved completely useless, "-16 

In all his later periods of depression it may be assumed that 

erotic imaginings and deep feelings of guilt were an important 

aspect of his inability to work. The significant thing is that 

he managed to solve his problems, and to gain insights which were 

able to deepen his understanding of life and to help those round 

about him. The following passage appears in his autobiographys 

... in a truly normal sex relationship, both soul and body 
will commune in perfect freedom; but this will only be possible 
where the body is the vehicle of the spirit. I am also sure 
that, where this full freedom does exist on both sides of our 
nature, there love may be. the means of making us aware of the 
presence of the Eternal Spirit as the uniting medium which 
makes such perfect communion possible., In the passion with 
which such communion is sought and the joy with which it is 
found! Nature is not merely luring us on to the perpetuation 
of the race, deceiving us meanwhile with emotions, the vanity 
of which it were the highest wisdom to understand. Not 
Through this human communion, carried confidently and magnan- 
imously to its natural ends, we have the opportunity of rising 
to the highest consciousness of real Being, of finding our- 
selves in the very presence of God. 

In the spring of 1870, at the age of 141 John Trevor finished 

school. Before a decision was made as to his future training, be 

was given a holiday on the Isle of Man, a holiday which proved to 

be an introduction to a host of new experiences. In only a few 

days he moved from the restricted sphere of a residential school 

to the unbounded world of nature and international concerns. It 

was his first opportunity to see, from a mountain top, land and 

sea stretch to the dim and distant horizon; it was his first visit 

to the very haunts of myth and legend; and it was his first vivid 

awareness of an outside world of foreign powers and tumultuous 

1i, Nest P. 38. 
2. Quest p. 48. 
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wartarei. Childish dreams gave way to adult attitudes. 

On the first evening of his arrival, John walked alone on the 

shores of Douglas Bay. 

The moon shone with wonderous brilliance on that calm summer 
nights and was reflected with strange beauty in the pools, anS from the breakers, and from the crests of the tumbling waves. 

John felt a call to something noble and good, but yet felt lonely 

and depressed. 

Instinctively I yearned for a love and repose which life could 
not give. All the beauties of the island seemed to exasperate 
rather than soothe me, and to make me realise half-consciously 
that In all this world of loveliness and grandeur I had no home. 

But even more than this, he felt that his religion shut him out 

from this newly discovered world of nature and beauty, for it was 

the antithesis of the coveted world of Grace. 

It is significant that it was to this same bay that John re- 
turned a few mornings later, bringing one of the boats he had made 

and of which he was justly proud. He trimmed its sails to the 

breeze, adjusted its rudder, launched it from the shore, and 

watched it dance over the waves. When it disappeared from sight, 
he said goodbye to his childhood. 

After the holiday, when John refused to enter business, and 

when his Aunt refused to allow him to follow his interest in 

building and engineering because this would require the wearing 

of workmen's clothes', it was decided that he should be apprenticed 
to an architect in Norwich. As an apprentice be did passably well, 

It The Franco-Prussian War was declared on July 15,1870- 
2. Quest p. 27. 
3. Quest p. 27. 
t}. This is possibly a clue to Trevor's Interest in "Labour". 
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and in due time was ready to launch into the adult world of 

business. 

Life and Loves 

A few months before the end of his apprenticeship, Trevor fell 

in love with a woman, a few years his senior, with whom he had 

found friendship as together they had studied poetry and liter- 

ature. He had not told her of his love, but had steeped himself 

in the pleasure of just contemplating it. He became most con- 

scious of this new emotion when he left Norwich at the end of his 

training: 

I set out for Liverpool, like some mediaeval knight, in quest 
of a fuller life, with the love of God and my Lady completely 
filling my heart. My love was truly a worship springing from 
my ideal of what love and fellowship of man and woman should 
be. I did not ask that it should be returned, Circumstances 
made me think it impossible that it should be returned, much 
less be consumated in marriage. It was a pure giving out of 
myself,, asking for nothing in return but continued friendship 
and freedom of intercourse between u s. 

Under the influence of this one-sided love, and of the authors Chef 

had studied together (Browning, Carlyle, Robertson, George Maddon- 

alds and especially Ruskin)! Trevor found a humanizing element 

softening the severity of his beliefs. He gained an ideal of a 

good and beautiful life to which he dedicated himself, promising 

God that no physical or mental suffering would stand in the way of 

his serving it, and that he would make it available to others. He 

realized that he would have to find a fullness and richness of his 

own life, that his ideal must become actual before he could pro- 

claim it to others. Naturally and contentedly he returned to 

Norwich and to Architecture, seeking the realization of his ideal. 

1. est p. 47. 
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But back in Norwich there came a return of his deep depression. 

He craved love and affection which his unexpressed love could no 

longer satisfy. 

Driven almost mad by the unsatisfied need to feel that he was 

loved, he bought poison with the intention of ending his life. 

In one last desperate effort to maintain his sanity and to fulfil 

his life, he brought the poison to his loved one and, saying 

nothings laid it on her lap. She, understanding him deeply, 

accepted it and told him of her growing love for him. She sug- 

gested, for his health and for the easing of his mental and em- 

otional strain that he should take an extended sea voyage, pos- 

sibly to Australia. John's generous uncle and guardian came to 

the rescue and provided the necessary financial aid. 
Trevor'sQuest: 

on board ship Trevor set himself the task of rereading the Bible 

without helps of any kind save prayer and the working of the Holy 

Spirit. In the Epistle to the Romans, which had brought conversion 
to him, a sudden terrible thought came to him. It is perhaps best 

told in his own words* Paul's 

... Letter to the Roman Church I now read in prayer and faith, 
with perfect abandonment to God. It was a sentence in this 
letter which first brought light to my darkened life -- "For 
the wages of sin is death; but the gift of God is eternal life, 
through Jesus Christ our Lord. " I read on slowly and prayer- 
fully, past that, past the magnificent eighth chapter, which 
now again, as so often before, thrilled me with its intensity 
of thought and life, and then on into all that maze of involved 
and subtle reasoning about the rejection of the Jews and the 
salvation of the Gentiles, in the midst of which, suddenly -- 
as a lightning flash -- the thought shot hot through me -- "This 
man is trying to prove true that which is fundamentally false. " 
I see now that Paul made the mistake of all dogmatic interpreters 
-- he did not know where reverently and humbly to stop short. 
Ile must interpret everything, account for everything, present 
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his scheme as one into which everything could be made fit. 

Trevor suddenly found himself in chaos, for disillusionment was 

as complete as it was swift. His collapse of faith was his 

replization that the scheme of personal salvation, as he conceived 
it, was not big enough to accomplish the salvation of the world. 
He therefore discarded his Christian creed, and using his religious 

experience as a standard, sought to "find God with a closed Bible". 

The search became his life task, which he thought of in terms of 

an empirical revolution in religion similar to the empirical rev- 

olution that had come to science centuries past. It was as part 

of this quest that he later established the Labour Church. 

While aboard ship Trevor found an awakening and a deepening of 
his religious life, though this was in a vague and expansive way. 
It lacked a central factor which would give orientation and sig- 

nificance to his experiences of the vastness of the sea, the wonder 

of the heavens, the power of the storm, and the warmth, of sailor 
fellowship2. Throughout his stay in Australia the same process 

went on. He deliberately widened his experiences, exposing him- 

self to any proposition or program which had evidence of the sin- 

cerity of its sponsor. He read books proscribed by his former 

religious denomination; he attended the theatre for the first time 

in his life; he opened his mind to all influences except those 

obviously degrading. He set himself the task of eliminating the 

self-righteous snobbery which had so beset his life and which he 

associated so intimately with Christianity. In opening his mind 

I. Quest pp. 621'. 
2. For two weeks Trevor served as a sailor before the mast. 
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to ideas held in abhorence by the religious teaching of his child- 
hood he found his consciousness of God's presence in human life 

growing more intense. The conviction grew that his mission in 

this world was to enable the growth of this conviction in his 

fellowmen. 

Walking in spiritual 'twilight' and seeking the illuminating 

source, Trevor tried clerking in a business firm as a means of 
livelihood, but was too restless. He wrote for a local newspaper, 
but found that his forthright opinions were to'honest for pub- 
lication. Still relying on financial help from his uncle, he left 

the Colonies, and sailed for the United States of America where he 

was to investigate the possibilities of studying in a Unitarian 

College. He understood that his lack of Christian conviction 

would be no bar to his studying fore and even practicing, the 

Unitarian ministry. In a year of study at Meadville� Pennsylvanial 

he widened his education, studying philosophy and theology, and 

gained a very modern view of biblical criticism which reinforced 
his rejection of the Bible as literal word for word revelation. 

Return t to Homes 

At the and of the year, due to a family situation and to the 

1. At Meadville Unitarian College the Principal was Dr. Livermore. 
Prof. Cary, an Idealist following Sir William Hamilton, was 
professor of philosophy. While at Meadville Trevor came under 
the influence of Waldo Emerson and Felix Adler. From Emerson 
he found a faith -- not of a theological sort -- but a faith in 
the soundness of life from which arises self-confidence, true 
courage and true Religion. From Adler he learned something of the Ethical Societies. He later acknowledged his indebtedness 
to Adler's writings, but speaks of no specific influence. At 
the time he met Adler, Trevor was assisting a fellow student in 
the establishment of a religious society along the lines of 
Francis Ellingwood Abott's "Liberal League". 
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disillusionment of his fiancee when she too discarded the narrow 
literalism of their childhood faith, Trevor returned to London, 

England, where he continued his studies in Manchester New College, 
(an institution that later moved to Oxford as Manchester College). 

At college and in many Unitarian pulpits throughout the land, he 

found a generous freedom and a ready welcome. One of the poorer 

churches of London invited him to be their pastor, giving him the 
freedom to exchange pulpits whenever the sacraments were to be 

observed. Feeling that such a course would be dishonest, and 
never being happy with compromise, he declined. Instead, he 

entered the profession of architecture, where he made a good 
living. Within a few months be moved to Dover where he built a 
good practice, soon opening a branch office in Folkston. But 

architecture failed to give expression to his religious life and 
his sense of mission, l 

On July 289 1881, Trevor and his fiancee of some years standing 
were married in a registry office in London. It was a happy 

marriage; Trevor found an ease and repose and peace which he claims 

made him a little too content, and which wasted away his reforming 

zeal. Such was his satisfaction with married life that when he was 

left alone, even for short periods, he found himself in depression, 

and unable to work. And yet he saw these periods as times of 

advance. 
I believe that it has been during these periods of loneliness 
since marriage that all my foreward movements have had their 
birth. An overwhelming discontent has seized me. All existing 

1. "As an architect I learned to loathe-the competition for a livelihood which was forced upon me. " 
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facts . have seemed almost contemptible. Old ideals and new ideals have rushed upon me as in a kind of nightmare. All the 
past has seemed meaningless all the future has seemed hopeless, 
save so far as I have ti en 

determined that these ideals must 
and should be realised. 

During one of these periods of depression which gave rise to 

his determination to realize his ideals he sold his prospering 

architect's practice and bought a roomy house in Ballingdon, Sussex. 

He turned to writingt producing littlq of commercial value, but 

increasing his facility with his pen. It was a period of subjec- 

tive probing and of contemplation which helped his personal and 

spiritual growth. The miracle of growing plants, the infinity of 
the starry sky, and the wonder of the birth and growth of his chil- 
dren deepened his consciousness of God in his life. He was also 
becoming more deeply aware of the needs of community life and the 

political movements purporting to give the solution to these prob- 

lems. He took up an active part in them by organizing a Liberal 

Association, and an agricultural labourers union, but the election 

of 1885 disillusioned him, and he again turned his attention to. 

religion and serious reading. An investigation of socialism took 

up much of his time during the following year. He heard Mrs. 

Besant, Edward Aveling, William Morris, Prince Kropotkin, and 

several others, At an international celebration of the Paris 

Commune, in March 18#7, he met 'a strange sort of man' who knew 

little of individual socialists, though he understood the theory 

of socialism thoroughly. Trevor was impressed, though not yet 

convinced by the now ideas. 

In 1887 Trevor again registered in Manchester New College, and 
the following year graduated, He became assistant to the ReV. P. 

1. Quest p. 166. 
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H. Wicksteed at Little Portland Street Chapel, where he took charge 

of the practical side of the church life, with emphasis on visit- 

ation and organization. 1 During this time a very intimate and deep 

friendship grew up between Wicksteed and Trevor, part of the basis 

for which was their common social concern. For the remainder of 

Trevor's life Wicksteed was his constant friend, helper, and 

adviser. This is his testimony: 

I cannot say how deeply indebted I am to this man who, since 
first we met, has remained my constant friend and helper. I 
have as many causes to feel grateful to him -- perhaps this 
the chief -- that! from the first, he understood what I meant 
by the Labour Church. Long before any one else understood, the 
knowledge of his sympathy with my work cheered and sustained me 
through many a dark hour. Indeed, I have often said that he 
knew more of the meaning of my work than I myself did, and with 
the new insight I have gained of late into the real nwture of 
what I have been doing, I can see that I spoke truly. 

In Philip Wicksteed I found for the first time a man whom I 
could love. I dare not trust myself to say more about him, 
but cannot say less, so much of him lies in men and in the 
work I am now doing. 3 

Manchester Ministry: 

In 1890 Trevor accepted a call to Upper Brook Street Chapel, a 
Unitarian congregation of 93 members, 58 of whom voted for him, 

10 opposed him, and the remainder did not vote. The terms of the 

call stated a stipend of £260 per year, moving expenses to be paid 
by the congregation, four Sundays holiday, and six months notice 

on either side to terminate the arrangements. The Sunday School 

1. Trevor learned much about organization from Dr. Stanton Coit 
who was then in London organizing Neighbourhood Guilds. "From 
Dr. Colt I learned those principles of Club management which 
make of it a really vital force in Social Development. " -Poe July 1895, p. 106. Trevor recommended Coit's book on Nei bour- 
hood Guilds as a handbook for those churches who would organize 
a complete social program. 

2. Qust p. 219. 
3" 
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had a membership of 170 with an average attendance of 120.. The 

congregation had been an upper middle class one. Their Chapel 

had been designed by Sir John Barrie, the architect who designed 

the house of Commons in London. The district, however, was 

changing; when Trevor came in 1890 there was a substantial pro- 

portion of working-class folk in the congregation and its auxil- 

liary activities. Trevor's ministry showed a strong sympathy for 

the outcast, a desire to know how to reach the masses, and a dis- 

tinctly socialist bias, as is shown by an examination of his 

sermon topics for the eighteen months be was there, 

When the Trevors arrived in Manchester there were four boys in 

the family, the youngest of which was 111 and slowly dying. When 

death came in the spring of 1891 it was a release, for the child 
had suffered greatly. Trevor threw himself into his work. 

There were problems in Upper Brook Street because the wealthy 

supporters were moving away from the area, and the problems of the 

poor working-class residents who were moving in were pressing upon 

the congregation. Financial support was declining though the 

average weekly attendance was improving for the people of the 

district were beginning to attend the services. The annual report 

shows a loss of 16 subscribers with only 7 new ones added; but at 

the same time a definite increase in every area of work. Trevor's 

predecessor had made the congregation aware of these problems; 

Trevor made them conscious that their efforts at charity were fail- 

ing to come to grips with the deep underlying causes. But he did 

not have any solution; he aroused discontent but could offer no 

clear cut practical program. 
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Trevor gathered a group of young men arounc him, including Hugh 

V. Herford and Alfred Dugdale, to investigate the conditions of 

working people, and to study the various proposals of assisting 

the i, and to understand the numerous schemes for reforming society 

that these problems might be eliminated, It was this group that 

provided the information and the enthusiasm which later formed the 

nucleus of the Labour Church. They soon realized that working 

people had neither the leisure nor the money to avaim themselves 

of the broader culture so easily accessible to the middle classes. 
They began to doubt the value or even the right of inviting work- 
ing men to attend the church; they saw that only concentration on 
trade union and socialist organizations could bring improvement. 

Here lay the workers' duty Sunday as well as Monday. The problem 
thus posed exercised ' Trevor's, thinking: 

And the more I thought of it, the more hopeless did it appear 
to find a programme for the aroused worker in association with 
my church. It seemed to me that, in inviting him to come, I 
should be inviting him to desert his flag and neglect the true 
work of his life. 

With thoughts like this in mind, and seeking an answers Trevor 

attended the National Triennial Conference of Unitarian, Free 

Christian, Presbyterian and other non-subscribing Churches. He 

expected little of the conference itself, but he did want to see 

what was being done in London. He took time out to visit two 

Salvation Army shelters, and was disquieted in mind because these 

Salvationists with poor theology and false economics were undoubt- 

edly doing good. Could it be that God could work better through 

a lie than through the truth? He answered his own question: 

1. 
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What works in the world of men is not so much the possession 
of intellectual Truth as Being Real; though of course, only 
when Seeing Real and Being Real go hand in hand can man get 
full power for his work. But Geeing Real as well as Being Real 
makes it certain that you will be misunderstood. The man who 
only Is Real makes the Revivalist and succeeds. The man who 
also'Sees Real, is the Revolutionist, and fails. The former is, 
at bottom, a Conservative, in spite of his new methods which 
shock conservative nerves. Intellectually false, these Sal- 
vationists are none the less spiritually true; and so far they 
are a creative power, and so far only. 

Trevor was looking for the secret of 'Being Real' as well as 

tSeeing Real'. From the source least promising came the greatest 

help in his quest. The Triennial Conference was addressed on 

"The Church And Social Questions" by Ben Tillett and Philip Wick- 

steed, both of whom practically prophesied the Labour Church. Yet 

Trevor came away still seeking a gospel. 

Back in Manchester Trevor preached on the insights of the Con- 

ferencei giving prominence to his own search for 'the one thing 

needful to make of any church or group a living movement', It was 

that evening, feeling the grip of stimulating ideas and acknow- 

ledging the lack of the one key ideas that he spoke to Sam Loundes, 

and the idea of the Labour Church came. 

Labour Church Days t 

For some few months the work of the Labour Church absorbed 

most of Trevor's time and effort. By the end of 1891 he realized 

that he could no longer maintain loyalty to both Upper Brook Street 

Chapel and the new Labour Church. He turned in his resignation. A 

reading of the Upper Brook Street Minute Book, and the testimony of 
Mr. Marsden (who had been a member of the boy's choir during 

Trevor's ministry) indicate that there was no opposition to Trevor 

1. Quest p. 237. 
2. His request that ! ix month's notice be waived was granted. See Trevor's letter of resignation, Appendix p. 503f. 
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personally, but that there was opposition to the Labour Church 

particularly from a number of the more wealthy members. Trevor's 

relations with his former congregation remained on the best of 

terms. Under his successor its financial position improved; the 

financial, deficit was eliminated; the number of subscribers was 

increased. Middle class patronage was to an extent restored. 

As the Labour Church grew, and new congregations were being 

formed, Trevor gave more and more of himself. He was on the road 

day and night, living for the most part on nervous energy. At the 

end of the first year his physical energy began to play out. 

Something of the old depression began to return; headaches preven. 

ted him from reading and writing; work for sustained periods be- 

came impossible; still he pressed on. Finally physical collapse 

forced him, under medical advice, into temporary retirement. He 

was under doctor's care throughout the Autumn of 1892, and over 

the New Year spent six weeks convalescing in the Welsh Mountains. 

He returned to Manchester full of determination to take up again 

the arduous task of building up the Labour Churches, but within a 

few months realized that such a life was not possible for him. He 

retired to Rulow, near Macclesfield, where he spent a great deal 

of time in study and writing, with frequent visits to a number of 

the Labour congregations. For periods, sometimes of considerable 

duration, however, he was unable to do any constructive work. On 

these occasions he spent his time walking in the hills contemplat- 

ing the beauties of nature and absorbing their tonic effect. 

In regard to his depression Trevor spoke of a 'thorn in the 

flesh' which he never explicitly defined. He compared it to the 

experience which forced him, in 1880, to give up his hopes of 
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serving through a Unitarian pulpit, and made him return to archit- 

ecture. Though the form of the experience was different, its 

significance was the same. As to the form of the second experience 

he is very explicit in his statement that it did not come from the 

Labour Church Movement, but that it made his public service to the 

Labour Churches quite impossible. 1 

It was in the nature of things that what happened should happen. 
... I came to see that, however sorely I might be stung, and 
however badly my work might seem to suffer I could not really 
be disabled, while I remained true to myself and my mission. .. 

These two experiences -- the earlier and the later -- the 
nature of which I may not discover, both came at first as a 
profound shock to my whole moral nature. I was staggered by 
them, and for some time inwardly injured. Yet I can now accept 
both as having been of inestimable worth in the upbuilding of 
my life; though I still sigh a deep sigh of regret that things 
should happen so. I recognize that what gave them their power 
was something inherent in the very nature of things. But when 
some elemental force cuts right across our inmost purposes and 
our inmost life, and thwarts our natural development, and com- 
pels us to courses foreign to our character, than we find our- 
selves face to face with a fact the meaning of which, I think, 
we shall never exhaust in this fife. I believe, however, that 
it is such facts as these that give us hints of the true nature 
of evil; and suggests that it is but a temporary form for to - 
porary ends, which one day we shall be able to acquiesce in. 

With this experience on his minds and trying to understand the 

significance of its Trevor spent much time in the open, in close 

contact with nature: 

Through it all the consciousness of the eternal oneness of things 
sank deep into my heart -- myself a living and loving part of the 
of the whole, whose life and love the beauties of nature helped 
to grow. ... here I found the Infinite Presence nearer than 

1. In a letter written to the Rev. L. B. Short, dated Jan. 29,1929, 
Trevor makes reference to these two experiences, thus underlining 
their importances "Two experiences have from the material or 
worldly point of view muddled up my whole life pretty badly, One 
result is that I am now an old age pensioner, and therefore] I 
suppose, a pauper. From the point of view of the realities of 
life these experiences have been truly creative. " 

2. Qum pp. 25+f. 
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ever before. In the old country days, 
Here God himself came unmistakably into 
life. ... there were seasons, when my 
intense; and then, when I simply lived 
prise of God's presence came. 

Nature suggested God, 
my own self-conscious 
own individual life grew 

most intensely, the sur- 

In a very moving passage Trevor describes one of these experiences. 

(It is this passage to which William James refers in his Va ieties, 

Of Religious Extaerience. ) Though the incident described is not the "rýwrwýrrrý. +i+. r.... ar 

richest which Trevor hand, it is the only one of which he made con- 

temporary notes. It occurred at Rulow in the early summer of 189+. 

One brilliant Sunday morning, my wife and boys went to the 
Unitarian Chapel in Macclesfield. I felt it impossible to 
accompany them -- as though to leave the sunshine on the hills, 
and go down there to the chapel would be for the time an act 
of spiritual suicide. And I feit such need for new inspiration 
and expansion in my life. Soy very reluctantly and sadly, I 
left my wife and boys to go down into the town, while I went 
further up into the hills with my stick and my dog. In the 
loveliness of the morning, and the beauty of the hills and 
valleys, I soon lost my sense of sadness and regret. For nearly 
an hour I walked along the road to the "eat and Fiddle" and 
then returned. On the way back, suddenly, without warning, I 
felt that I was in Heaven -- an inward state of peace and joy 
and assurance indescribably intense accompanied with a sense 
of being bathed in a warm glow of light as though this external 
condition had brought about the internal effect -- a feeling of 
having passed beyond the body, though the scene around me stood 
out more clearly and as if nearer to me than before, by reason 
of the illumination in the midst of which I seemed to be placed. 
This deep emotion lasted, though with decreasing strength, until 
I reached home, and for some time after, only gradually passing 
away. 

My past life then appeared before me as something done with, 
something finished off, something about which I need be anxious 
no more. I saw the necessity of it all, the rightness of it 
all, as a whole. I felt that the foundations of my life were 
completed; the building well commenced, the walls breast high, 
the scaffold poles now needed -- that the outline of the picture 
was drawn, and all the broad washes laid ins and the light and 
the shadows fixed that now I might take up my favourite brush, 
and work fearlessly among the brightest colours, confident that, 
though not right yet, it would come out right. 

And although I did not! at this time, experience that Intense 

'I« uesttppp. 255f. 
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consciousness of God being all about me, which, with similar 
suddenness and illumination, I had experienced the year before, 
yet I felt how very near and familiar God was and how utterly 
safe my relations with him were -- so perfectly soy that there 
seemed to be a kind of humour in the situation, as though two 
friends, who had had a misunderstanding and had felt themselves 
estranged, should suddenly see how foolishly unreal their feel- 
ings were, and burst out into a great laugh. So I felt as if 
able to laugh aloud in the face of -God, to think I should'ever 
have had any fear of our not being always on good terms, always 
f±iends. Indeed, I believe I never'felt so exceedingly light- 
hearted and buoyant and full of inward laughter as at this time, 
or so perfectly sure of God and of myself. 

'pm ly Afters s.. 
During the early summer of 1891+ Trevor's youngest living sons 

his pride and joy then six years old, became ill and was very 

suddenly taken from this life. It was a tremendous blow, which 
for a time took from Trevor any joy or satisfaction in life. 

(Whether this happened before of after the experience noted above 

is not indicated. ) He began to realize, as never before, how 

short and temporary is human life. He began to think a great deal 

about eternity, and about the significance of this life in relation 

to the life beyond. But he claims that he did not fall into the 

'snare of other-worldliness' for he recognized that though this 

life is but a stage it has a reality of its own which we must 

learn to accept. 

Trevor's wife never did get over the shock of this death. 

Though she regained something of her old self-control and strong 

management of life, and was preparing to move back to Manchester 

where her husband would be able to resume a more active life, her 

health broke. Specialists fiere unable to do anything for her; 

after a fortnight's severe illness she died. Her love for her 

1. Quest p. 268. 
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husband was true to her very last words: "I shall always live with 

you: " to which he made answers "Yes: You will! " It was then 

December 1891+. 

On the 20th of March, 1895, Trevor married Annie Jones Higham, 

who had nursed his first wife through her illness. l Though this 

was quite unexpected by the people of Manchester Labour Church and 

his friends of Upper Brook Street Chapel who had gathered a purse 

to enable him to take a brief holiday, Trevor wrote little in 

explanation. There is an Editorial in the Labour Prophets and one 

brief sentence in his autobiography. After writing of the meaning 

of his first marriages its great satisfactions and its contributions 

to his personal development, Trevor continued: 

I have again a love and a home, which make the contemplation 
of the old love and the old home bearable and fruitful, and 
still creative within me. 

Shortly after his second marriage Trevor moved to London to 

investigate the possibilities of establishing the Labour Church in 

the Metropolis, and to promote the Labour Brotherhood as an organ 

of leadership for the Labour Church movement. For a year or more 

he was active in public life, paying extended visits to the Labour 

congregations and to towns where work might be undertaken. For 

only a month during this time did he 'retire's shortly after his 

marriage he lived in Dieppe, France, studying Socialism on the 

Continent. But his time of activity was followed by the inevitable 

is Mrs. Sarah Dickenson told the present writer that "The second Mrs. Trevor was younger than he; -- they were married soon after 
the first Mrs. Trevor died. The first Mrs. Trevor struck me as 
a woman above me, above middle class. We had not much in common. 
The second Mrs. Trevor was younger, and a bit frfüolous. He 
seemed to change too. He sort of became frivolous too. " 

2. Wasl p. 265. See also o he , Jan. 1895, p. 8. 
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collapse, necessitating another extended period of retirement, this 

time to the hills of Sussex, For the autumn of 1896 and the greater 

part of 1897 he was unable to take any part in active work; his only 

constructive accomplishment being his writing. By consistent effort 

whenever his headaches would let up a little, he wrote of his life, 

his feelings, and his religious development. The result, carefully 

edited, was his autobiography, MY Quest For M. 

The significance of Trevor's autobiography was far greater than 

that of historic record; his subjective writing had a therapeutic 

effect which enabled him to overcome to a large extent the neurotic 

problems which so beset his life. He was set tree to pursue a more 

normal life. His periods of depression lost much of their paraly. 

zing power. Though these periods never totally disappeared, as 

his friend and co-worker, A. J. Waldegrave testify, they never again 
had the"sae power to prevent his participation in the normal 
activities of life; but they did continue to hamper his public 

appearances. 

After another brief interval in London, Trevor moved to Horsted, 

Keynes, Sussex, where he turned to chicken farming as a means of 

livelihood. Just what was the source of his income from January, 

1892 to the end of 1897 is not known. It'is possible that he paid 

himself a salary as editor of The Labour Prophet but there is no 
documentary evidence to verify this supposition. The Labour Prophet 

Fund which met, the deficit of the publication of the paper did not 

record the operational expenses$ so a study of its accounts leave 

us none the , 'wiser. It is possible, however, that the mounting 

deficit meant that indirectly Trevor's income was coming from the 

contributors to the Labour Prophet Fund ! Whatever were the facts 

/. 
I'4/cJrcý�e r amm, , nt 
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be felt that he must earn his living in some other way, but his 

main interest was the development of what he called 'personal 

religion'. His efforts in this direction were formalized in bis 

"Summer School of Natural Religion" which he formed in 1899 (and 

which is discussed later in this Thesis under the dciucational work 

of the Labour Churches). 

later fel t 

Life at Horsted Keynes was quiet. The 'Summer School' continued 

for two or three years, till Trevor again retired from all active 

connection with the Labour Church Movement. In 1902 his health 

improved, and he felt that again he must participate more directly 

in the Labour Movement; with London as his center, and with the 

service of the dispossessed aw his program, much of importance 

might be done in helping the working classes find emancipation. 

He moved his family (there were two daughters by the second mar- 

riage) to a three roomed flat in Clerkenwell, from which he oper- 

aced the Labour Church Settlement. But, like most of his projects, 

it was abandoned before its promise showed forth in results. Little 

If any record of this settlement work has survived. 

In 1909 the Trevors moved to Hampstead where John took up 

photography. With the business assistance of his wife, he was 

L From this point one the life of John Trevor is less and less 
relevant to the development of the Labour Churches. The reader 
may thus turn directly to Chapter II. For the remainder of 
this biographical sketch full records of Trevors activities 
have been difficult to find. There are gaps where further 
knowledge would be most interesting, but which would require 
time and research not relevant to the Labour Church Movement 
and its significance. It is trusted that the information which 
has come to hand will serve to give a general picture of Trevor's 
later life and his religious development. 
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quite successful, photographing such personages as Masefield, 

Tagore, Gilbert Cannen, Muirhead Bone, and Mrs. Bellock Lowndes. 3' 

During this period Trevor was interested in the Ethical Societies, 

often speaking at the South Place Society meetings; 2 but he del- 

ibarately dropped his active association with the Labour Churches 

because his new interests might reflect upon them. 

For some years I have had no practical connexion with the Labour 
Church. This has been due to no change of ideas on my part, but 
to the fact that I became increasingly convinced that some day I 
should be compelled to deal seriously with the Sex question, 
When that day came I wished the Labour Church to have no share 
in the odium I should incur in so doing. The Labour Church has 
a great work to do, and I believe it would be fatal to its use- 
fulness were I to attempt to express on its platforms the ideas 
expressed in this paper. 

His new interest was the 'Redemption of Love from the curse of 

Tradition', a development that Socialism as such could not accom- 

plUshs 

Socialism will never conquer Individualism. It must make ample 
provision for it, or go to pieces. For this reason among 
others, I think that Collective Individualism is a 

trper term 
than Socialism as an expression of our ultimate aims. 
In an occasional paper, The One Life, of which only the first 

issue has come to the attention of the author, Trevor outlined his 

proposals: 

For years I have had a recurring commanding impulse to write of 
human love naturally and to draw the human figure naturally, 
and in writing and drawing to present thg Flesh and the Spirit 
as One, with no repression of the Flesh. 

1. Marie Trevor John's youngest daughter, believes it may be pos- 
sible that King of High Street, Hampstead, may have the negatives. 2. This information given by Marie Trevor cannot be verified by the 
Annual Reports and Lists of Speakers as published by the Society. 
Trevor's name does not occur as speaker$ member, leader, or as 
a contributor to the society. 
The One Life p. 14. 
The 0L f p. 21. 
The On9 fe p. 15. 
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While my childhood was lived innhell by reason of the Traditional 
Religion I was taught, my youth was lived in hall by reason of the sexual repression imposed on me in the name of this same Religion. 

The right of Youth the Self-expression through Love is the great 
principle over which the coming fight must be raged between 
Tradition and Life. The Redemption of Love from the curse of 
Tradition in the name of Natural Raligion is the work to which 
I must devote the rest of my life. 

Trevor suggested the formation of an association or a society 

within which conventions could be discarded in favour of a true 

and natural approach to life. Such a society or "Oasis" could not 

be established immediately because of the dangers of patronage of 

the wrong sort of people for the wrong motives, so a start was to 

be made through a correspondence club through which information 

could be given and the beginnings of fellowship be established. 

My conception of the Oasis as a School of Self-expression is 
that we shall set ourselves to help others to do the thing 
that they will to do, and to be the thing they will to bei by 
helping to form their Will by giving them Facts and Fellowship. 
We shall get further thus in the Evolution of God than by 
telling them what is their Duty. 3 

To aid in the 'Emancipation of Sex' Trevor put his artistic 

talents to work, doing water colours of the human nude in order 

to express the fundamental unity of Flesh and Spirit. His idea 

was to sell these to a select clientele, and thus to earn a living 

as well as to help forward his ideals. 

I had found it impossible to live by expressing myself in 
writing; perhaps I might do so by expressing myself in drawing, 
and selling the drawings and reproductions of them. 

But to me the Flesh is the word of God, full of Divine sig- 
nificance. To attempt to clothe it for decency's sake is to 

1. The One Life P. 17. 
2. tom One L p. 20. 
3. he One i fe p. 29. 
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stifle the Divine Voice. Drapery as a symbol or decßration I 
can accept; as a veil of indecency it is abominable. 

Whether Trevor's "Oasis", a private group within which men and 

women could live the Good Life naturally and without repression, 

came to anything is not known. All that is known is that there 

was a shadow such as the "Oasis" could have cast, over his reput- 

ation. Mrs. Mary E. Brooks tells of entertaining John Trevor for 

Christmas dinner in 1925 or 1926. A relative by marriage, a 

woman doctor, "... was utterly disgusted. Why, we never found 

out and didn't inquire. "2 

Mrs Trevor died in 1919, leaving John very lonely. He missed 

her business ability and soon gave up photography. In 1922 he 

again tried the Unitarian ministry, serving a congregation in 

Newbury, Birks., but after a year he retired, and returned to 

London. Part of the time he lived alone, and part of the time he 

lived with his youngest daughter, Marie. A year before he died 

he wrote to the Rev. L. B. Short: 

Most of my life I have lived on the edge of financial disaster, 
and I know of no kind of suffering harder to bear than that of 
anxiety as to the means of supporting oneself and one's family. 
On a few occasions I have been actually without money but have 
always got saved at the last moment by some unexpected happening. 
I find it difficult not to believe in Providence. I have never 
gone short in regard to the necessities of life, and occasionally 
have had something over. Now that I am no longer able to earn 
any money my children and a few good friends are making up my 
income within the limits allowed under the Old Age Peisions Act 
-- 35se a week in all. I am living alone in one room in very 
happy conditions. 3 

The financial help during the last years of his life was the 

1. The Ong- L P. 32. See alsot "And again there is this hor- 
rible question of money -- a veritable hair shirt to men keeping 
me in constant irritation. " -- The Ona Life p. 35" 

2. See Appendix p-101 
3. A copy of this letter came to the attention of the author 

through the courtesy of Mr. W. H. Marwick. 
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work of Philip Wicksteed and Hugh V. Herford who organized and 

collected subscriptions on his behalf. It was help gladly given 

by those who had known Trevor, and gratefully received by him. 

It lightened a very difficult and lonely period of his life. Miss 

Hunston, H. V. Herford's housekeeper, told the present writers 

Trevor was good looking, he wore a beard. In the 1920s he was 
a bit shabby. H. V. had to c1pologi*e for him and tell of the 
good work he had done when he was younger. 

A. J. Waldegrave told the aµthor of visiting Trevor, and of finding 

him bravely facing the loneliness and pöverty of his last years, 

without complaint, and without demands on his family and friendes 

Trevor at 73 had the same child-like simplicity he had at 4+0. 
In appearance he had a 'weak mouth', a sort of tiny twist in 
his mouth which was particularly obvious when he dispensed with 
his beard. He had a charming personality; he carried his at- 
titude of 'aloofness from leadership' to an extreme. He was 
no orator, though he had a charming, voicel resonant and pleasant. 
His manner was modest and frank. When I visited him he was 
living alone in a single room though I believe his daughter 
came to see him regularly. Fits living conditions were not the 
most comfortable one could desire. 

Independence and. Freedom were very much the goal of Trevor's 

life, yet even here he could not be dogmatic. When his daughter, 

Marie, was strongly attracted to the Roman Catholic faith he made 

no objection to her proposed action. He told her that either the 

Quaker or the Roman way was the closest to true religion, either 

the authority of the unanimous decision of a group, or the authority 

of one set apart to that particular office. Marie was accepted as 

a member of the Roman Church shortly after her father's death, but 

he had shown no indication of similar leanings. He died a 'ünit- 

ariane with the qualification that he never truly was in sympathy 

with Unitarian doctrines, but that he appreciated the freedom they 

had given him. In his letter to Short he sums up his positions 
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More than fifty years ago I devoted my life to the discovery 
of a religion based on facts to replace the religion based on 
tradition on which I had been brought up and which I had lived 
in intensely. It is only recently that I have been able to 
arrive at a general philosophy of life which unifies all my 
experience. I have the new material accumulated for a dozen 
books on the subject, but my brains are failing rather badly. 
Both reading and writing bring on headaches so that continuous 
brain work has become impossible. For the last few years I have 
been interesting a group of young friends in my ideas by sharing 
my mental and spiritual life with them. I am not seeking to 
make disciples of them. I regard discipleship as one of the 
many devils that make progress so exceedingly difficult. We 
should all live at first hand with life, and build up our con- 
victions from our own experience. 

Unitarianism I am completely in despair of, as indeed I am 
of all churches. They are all dependent on the capitalist class 
for their maintenance. The result is obvious and inevitable. 
God is working outside the churches, and in the mass the chur- 
ches are opposing Him. It is a tragic situation, and I can see 
no end to it but the breaking up of our Capitalist Christian 
civilisation. "Ye cannot serve God and Mammon. " ... 

I believe in living dangerously. The curse of the churches 
is that they believe in Safety First. " 

On the seventh of January, 1930, at the age of 759 John Trevor 

left this life. 

ATRreciationss 

This biographical sketch would not be complete without some 

further indication of the way he impressed those who knew him. 

Ernest Williams described him as "a gentle, unaffected man, a 

little below medium height, fair, with a finely developed head, 

and a far away look in his blue eyes". Mr. Williamson of Salford, 

who remembered him well, spoke of him as a "wiry little man, about 

five feet eight inches tall, not broad nor stout, of sallow com- 

plexion" whose speaking manner was "quiet, but free", who 

1. Stanley S. Trevor, in a letter to the present writer, states: 
"My father once told me that he lost interest in the Labour 
Church largely because it tended to become merely a Sunday 
meeting of Trade Unionists and so lost its religious character. " 
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"gesticulated and moved about quietly"s who was "fervent and 

embued with enthusiasm", but who was "never dogmatic"; "Trevor's 

manner was not 'ministerial'; it was rather 'in mufti'; but his 

whole background was religious. His whole heart was in the Labour 

Movement. He attracted attention, particularly of the young 

people. " Mrs. Dickinson, who as a young woman was a member of 

the Manchester Labour Church during Trevor's time, said: "Trevor 

was a man I admired. He might be considered aloof. He could hold 

his audience for he had good ideas, and his sermons were like 

conversations. He believed in prayer. He had 'something different' 

about him, something mystic. He had a fine face. " 

Most people who knew Trevor noticed this mystical quality both 

of his appearance and of his manner. It is perhaps most completely 

described by Dr. Hall, a unitarian minister who served at Norwich 

and frequently spoke at the Labour Church there during the years 

1900 to 1908. Dr. Hall had met Trevor on only one or two occasions, 

but was much impressed by him: 

Trevor impressed me as one who wanted to bring out the spiritual 
side in this life through material means of expression. He was 
obviously an idealist, even in his appearance. He was very 
spiritually minded. As I remember him he was mentally and 
physically alert, and rather tense. He was unassuming but had 
a radiant personality. He was frail, but yet alive, with the 
virtue going out of him; He was much concerned with life in 
this world; He impressed me as very much "otherworldly". He 
believed the Labour Movement could be infused with spiritual 
life. 

Philip Henry Wicksteed's impressions of Trevor are preserved in 

the former's biography written by C. H. Herford. 

In Trevor, Wicksteed, with the moving humility which was always 
his, recognized a man who, otherwise frail and ineffectual, 
possessed something of poetic and prophetic power in the pres- 
ence of which he felt himself "commonplace. and timidly comprom- 
ising. " 
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Like Browning's Sordello: rhe seemed 
in vain, to "fit to the finite his 
part of the secret of his failure 
"man can only express the infinity 
everything by turns". But another 
absorption in his own thoughts and 

to be forever attempting, 
infinity"$ and he betrayed 

in the casual remark that 
of his nature by being 
part of tle secret was his 
emotions. 

Perhaps Marie Trevor's comments are the best -- the most com. 

plete and most fitting -- with which to close this sections 

My father had a remarkable ability to build things up quickly. 
But he had no interest in building up for himself. He was not 
interested in building up a reputation or any sense of impor- 
tance. He had no business instinct. The 'official mind' 
used to worry him. He had_no patience with obtuse people who 
were tied to officialdom and were not able to see above a 
certain dimension. 

He often used to speak of having a mystical consolationg of 
bang happy in his reassurance as to his further lifer and as 
to what he was doing. 

My father was almost a saint, though he could be troublesome 
as all saints can. He could have been happier and more effec- 
tive if he could have belonged to a religious community. He 
was practical in everyday life but impractical in his ideals, 
though he was always ready to take the consequence of his 
actions without complaint. He was charming to talk to. Dif- 
ficulties which might not be settled by writing could be 
solved by meeting, or at least he could agree to disagree 
within friendship. He was sincere, and never showed animosity* 
He always restrained criticism. 

1. C. H. Herfords Philip Henry Wioksteed pp. 99 & 21?. 
2. This statement, like most of those in this section, was given 

verbally to the present writer. 
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Q beautiful my countryt 
Be there a nobler care 

Than all thy wealth of commerce, 
Thy harvests waving fair; 

Be it thy pride to life up 
The manhood of the poor; 

Be thou to the oppressed 
Fair Freedom's open door! 

For thee our father's suffered, 
For thee they toiled and prayedI 

Upon thy holy altar 
Their willing lives they laid. 

Thou hast no common birthright, 
Grand memories on thee shine; 

The blood of pilgrim nations 
Commingled flows in thine. 

0 beautiful, my country! 
Round thee in love we draw; 

Thine be the grace of Freedom, 
The majesty of Iaw. 

Be Righteousness thy sceptic, 
Justice thy diadem; 

And on thy shining forehead 
Be Peace the crowning gem. 

-- F. L. Hosmer 
(L. C. Hymn Book No. 14) 
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CHAPTER 11 
THE AGE TO WHICH THE IDEA CAME. 

The idea of the Labour Churchl first enunciated by John Trevor, 

was a spark which ignited a fire. Had the tinder not been dry it 

could not bave been, but conditions were just right; Labour con- 

gregations sprang up here and there over the whole countryside. If 

we are to understand this aspect of the late-Victorian era we must 

take a brief look at the preceding decades. We must remember, too, 

that it takes about twenty years for the new ideas of any age to 

become the possession of ordinary citizens -- that the significant 

developments and attitudes of any decade are not, till half a cen- 

tury later at least, the characteristic factors in the cultural 

life of the working classes. 

The Effe; is of Educations 

Perhaps one of the most significant factors of the late-Victorian 

age was the development of universal primary education. The Act of 

1870 brought over half of the children from the streets to join the 

remainder In schools. It took time to build adequate classrooms, 

to develop a curriculum, and to find trained teachers (or to train 

them on the job), and even then the effects were not to be seen 

till a generation of children had passed through the new schools 

and were established in their communities. It was the late eighties 

before the full effects of the measure could be appraised, and even 

then the lower middle class, who were in the important positions of 

sub-management, and who had gone to school in the fifties and 

sixties, had received for the most part a poor formal education. 
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It must be recognized that, allowing due credit for the improve- 

ments that were made, the English educational system was still not 

of the best. Working class people seldom received adequate secon- 

dary schooling, and often the teachers in the primary schools were 

poorly qualified. In such matters there was a sharp contrast be. 

tween England and Scotland where a high standard of secondary or 

university training was available to nearly every 'lad of parts'. 

The number of newspapers, journals, and new editions of books 

in the eighties and nineties attest to a much expanded reading 

publicl -- but the general effect was much wider than a mere spread 

of literacy: School attendance was for many children their first 

experience of cleanliness and order, even of space, air, and light. 

Many who had previously known only cramped slum quarters now spent 

a good portion of each day in spacious well-ventilated and ad- 

equately heated classrooms. Then the reading material, because it 

introduced its readers to a wider world than had been known, left 

minds more receptive to new ideas. 

The Effect of thBallots 

The operation of the new Board Schools was largely a local con- 

cern, requiring the election of trustees who would operate the in- 

stitution under a system of government inspection and grants. 

Through it the electorate (though mainly only in the towns, for the 

rural areas were served by Parish Schools) gained a consciousness 

of its power and pvssibiLities, and large numbers of people gained 

experience in democratic processes of public control. Coupled 

1. The intellectual level of these show Clearly that the increase 
Was largely among those whose formal education did not exceed 
the primary level. 
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with the Franchise Act of 1867, the Ballot Act of 1872, and the 

further reforms of 1885 (which virtually granted adult male suf. 

frage and a fairer redistribution of constituencies), the way was 

prepared for the Local Government Bill of 1888 (which had been 

pioneered by the municipal reforms in Birmingham under Chamberlain). 

The 'Vote' rapidly assumed concrete and practical meaning -- some- 

thing which ordinary working class people could concern themselves 

with. The political activity of Labour was beginning. 

Trade Union, sm s 

Now Model Trade Unions, like the Amalgamated 8c. ciety of Engin- 

eers began to assume some prominence twenty years after the col- 

lapse of the Grand National Union in 1834. In the intervening 

years there had been little activity, but in the period leading up 

to 1867, Unions were developing on the pattern of Friendly Soc- 

ieties for mutual self-help. Earlier in the century a movement of 

self-help and adult education, characterized by the Mechanic's 

Institutes (begun in 1823) and the Co-operative movement (Rochdale, 

1844), had been momentarily slowed by the adverse legislative 

enactments prohibiting Unions as 'combinations in restraint of 

trade' (the original act of 1799, the modifications of 1824 and 

1825, and various court decisions as to its application). The 

Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge ceased in 1847, but 

its effects lasted on. Its clear and concise text books of in- 

struction, aimed at individual improvement, disparagement of strike 

action, etc., were read and studied for many years, influencing 

all the movements of mutual self-help. In Trade Unionism of the 

fifties and sixties benefits in time of emergency rather than 
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bargaining between employer and employee was the main object. 

Then came the unfavourable judicial decision of 1867 which took 

from them legal protection against embezzlement, by denying them 

the status of "friendly societies". The existing laws against 

conspiracy in restraint of trade (which had been somewhat allev- 

iated in 1859 but made more stringent again in 1871) were applied 

to Trade Unions. Not until the bill of 1875 remedied the worst of 

these disabilities did the whole movement gain a fresh start. 

The Amalgamated Societies increased in members and strength, 

but,. what was even more important, the foundations were laid for 

the New Unionism by the legalizing of strike action. Workmen 

could legally try to compil: employers to accept terms more adven- 

tageous to the employes by negotiation backed by the threat of 

withholding labour and of peaceful picketing. This right had been 

obtained largely through the political significance of Labour's 

newly granted vote, so it was natural that younger union members 

particularly should look to political action as the means of 

achieving long-range objectives. 

Under the leadership of John Burns, Tom Mann, Ben Tillett, 

Annie Besant, Will-Thorne, and others, a 'New Unionism' began to 

grow throughout the eighties as the idea of united action began 

to spread through the great army of unskilled labourers. The 

lowering of membership dues (which meant more members) and a 

corresponding lack of emphasis on the 'Friendly Society' function 

of the organization (which meant no vested interests to protect) 

made possible a Union which was not afraid to risk its position. 

The "Fighting Unions" which could successfully carry out the 

London Dockers Strike were born during the last half of the decade. 
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These developments in education, political status, and trade 

union legality led to new attitudes in public activity. No longer 

were workmen to be content to leave matters of government entirely 

in the hands of 'their betters' whose 'station in life' was to 

govern. No longer was their attitude one of resignation because 

no effective means short of revolution were available to make 

changes. Democratic control by means of the ballot was recognized 

as the future instrument of reform. 

Employment and the Standard Livings 

England in the sixties and the seventies had been rising on the 

crest of prosperity; she was the 'workshop of the world'. An ever 

increasing demand for her exports, a relative immunity from inter- 

national disputes and wars, and her favourable polition of domestic 

agriculture meant that real wages were steadily rising. The worst 

effects of the industrial revolution were hidden; people in com. 

Portable circumstances could take refuge from the obvious facts of 

poverty and slums by looking at the achievements of industry, the 

possibilities of emigration and colonization, and by putting faith 

in the 'inevitability' of progressl. But the illusion was destroyed. 

Real wages ceased to rise in 1873; recession in agriculture came in 

1875; for the next ten years conditions went from bad to worse, 

with crop failures as well as poor prices making more evident than 

ever the decline in the number of people employed on the land. 

Farm labourersq some of whom had previously owned their farms, but 

1. The early-Victorian ideas of 'progress' were revised, but es- 
sentially strengthened by Darwin's evolutionary theories and by 
the whole expanding horizon of men's knowledge as science opened 
up whole new fields of research. 
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who could not compete with the large estates, crowded into the 

towns in search of work. The industrial proletariat rapidly in- 

creased in numberl. Slums which were already undrained and un- 

policed now became severely overpopulated. Decline in foreign 

trade2 meant less work and lower wages. The operation of the 

Poor Laws still enabled the factory owners to hold down the cost 

of production by paying extremely low wages; what industry did 

not pay for the subsistence of the working force, the poor rates 

did, through outdoor relief. The Poor Law (amendment) Act of 1834 

had applied the penal attitude in the treatment of poverty, but, 

particularly in the industrial north, had not succeeded in eli. m- 

inating outdoor relief. 

Unemployment (which up to this time had been analyzed as over- 

poptilation) became a serious national problem. While reaction to 

it was mainly one of moral protest, a few people did begin to re- 

cognize factors which were not generally accepted till the work 

of Beveridge was incorporated in the unemployment insurance acts 

of the Lloyd George government. Unemployment in the Iron Foundry 

and Boiler Makers' Societies rose from barely 1% in 1872-73 to 

20% in 1879.3 The revelations of the Royal Commissions on the 

conditions of the poor, on sweating, and on unemployment, coupled 

with the statistical investigations of Booth into the London 

situation and the Fabian dissemination and examination of statis- 

1. Cf. Birnie, Economic History of the British Iii pp. 258ff. 
Between 1851 and 1571 the urban population had nearly doubled. 

2. Cf. Pauline Gregg, A Social and Economic History of-Britain 
1760 - 1955 charts, pp. f. 

3. Sidney and 
Beatrice Webb, The History of Trade Unionism, p. 348. 
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tics did much to make the public aware of the problems. 

The burden of the depression of the eighties rested on the 

working people. The middle and upper classes, and even the 

skilled tradesmen, enjoyed relative security and prosperity. It 

was the working man whose income wap never quite sufficient, who 

also had to face the possibility that tomorrow his job might no 

longer exist. 

mergence Socialism: 

In response to the problems of the eighties there emerged a 

new idea -- socialism. It is. rather necessary to emphasize the 

novelty of this idea to the English mind. It was not continuous 

with the Chartist movement of the thirties and forties, which, 

though remembered, was quite .a dead issue. Nor was it in the 

direct line ofs though it was greatly influenced by, the Christian 

Socialism of Maurice and Kingsleyl or the educational reforms of 

Arnold. Neither was it a wing of the Marxist organizations al- 

ready gaining strength on the Continent, though Marx was Hyndman's 

main inspiration2. It wax rather a typical English concern for 

people -- a humanitarian program arising out of utilitarian phil- 

osophy3, evangelical traditions, and the writings of men like 

1. Early English Socialism was largely Owenite, with emphasis on 
voluntary co-operative production. 

2. Hyndman was not supported by Marx and Engels because he had 
slighted them by not giving proper acknowledgement when putting 
forward their ideas. However Eleanor Marx and Dr. Aveling were 
members of the S. D. F. Many prominent Socialists came to their 
position through other writers. For instance Tom Mann gave as 
much credit to Henry George as to Karl Marx in his 'awakening 
to the truth of the class struggle'. Cf. Dona Torrs Tom Ma 
and His Tim pp. 179f. 

3ý, pýitL, p. 328, develops the idea that the, early /` owe /77Qfly of they ideas rc RIcarclo, especi//r To 's 
ýoßsý? ýr stoteý fhcor1 Not /Q/?, /r' %s tic source of ýalU4, 
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Carlyle, Dickens, Rusking etc,, It was a recognition that the 

accepted views of "laissez-fairg"l, free tradej and individual 

effort were not accomplishing "the greatest good of the greatest 

number", 

During the eighties numerous fellowships and societies arose, 

each advocating some aspect of the socialist 

proach to the pressing problems of human and 

The Democratic Federation, a radical Marxist 

in 1881, to be reorganized three years later 

the Social Democratic Federation. 2 In the I 

Morris withdrew from the S. D. F. and formed 

or collectivist ap- 

national welfare. 

group, was formed 

as a political party, 

attar year, William 

the Socialist League. 3 

1. Cf. Birnie, 
^ ., pp" 323ff. 

2. Successive d srupt ions characterized the history of the S. D. 
F. In 1884 the anarchist element following Wm. Morris, 
seceeded and formed the Socialist League. In the same year a 
Scottish section of the Federation broke away and formed the 
Scottish Land and Labour League. In 1889 this group agreed to 
dissolve if all Scottish. locals of the S. D. F. would do the 
same, and form the Scottish Socialist Federation an agreement 
which was not fully carried out in action. The Scottish Soc- 
ialist Party was formed in 1903; the Socialist Party of Great 
Britain came into being in 1905; in 1908 the S. D. F. made a 
bid for wider public support by changing its name to S. D. P. 
(Party). In 1911. the S. D. P. joined with a group of I. L. P. 
members who were dissatisfied with Labour Representation Com- 
mittee policiest and formed the British Socialist Party, During 
the First Great War, Hyndman-(pro war) broke with the B. S. P. 
(anti war) and formed the National Socialist Party, which later 
returned to the name S. D. F. After the war the various 
Marxist parties came together to form the British Communist 
Party. All such groups have been a minority of British 
Socialists. 

3. Morris withdrew from the Socialist League in 1890 because it 
had been 'captured' by anarchists. He retained leadership of 
a small group who called themselves the Hammersmith Socialist 
Society. Morris died in 1896. 
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The New Fellowshipg a London semi-religious organizationg gave 
birth in 1884 to the Fabian Society. 1 Stewart Headlamps Guild of 
St. Matthew (1887), Edward Carpenter's Sheffield Socialists (1883), 
and several others came into being before the end of the decade, 

But the working classes were slow to take up these new ideas; 

they did not give wide support to these societies. The total 

membership of all of them is estimated by Palling at less than 

2$000, and many of these were able writers and speakers who were 

not of labouring class. They edited journals like Justice (S. D. 

F. ), Commonweal (Socialist League), Seedtime (The New Fellowship), 

Our Corner, i Linke 
. 
j,, oda_yý The Practical Socialists the Christian 

Socialitq and , 
The Socialist; they took every oportunity to speak 

from public platforms, but still their following was limited. 

Part of the reason for Labour's slow response was the revol- 

utionary attitude of the largest socialist group -- the S. D. F. 

English working-class public opinion was much more sympathetic to 

1. The "New Fellowship"l or as it was often known "The Fellowship 
of the New Life", was basically a group of young disciples of 
"the wandering scholar" Thomas Davidson (1840-1900), a Scotsman. 
The purpose of the Fellowship was to explore the possibilities 
of a communal way of living and to study the conditions of the 
good life. Davidson 'wandered on' after a few months, to form 
a similar Fellowship in New York. The leadership of the London 
group was taken by Percival A. Chubb. The Fellowship lasted 
till 1898. It published edtim Most of its members par- 
ticularly H. S. Salt and P. A. Chubb, were also active 

In the 
Union of Ethical Societies. 

The Fabians a section who withdrew from the Fellowship 
after Davidson's departure, named themselves after the Roman 
General, Fabius Cunctator, the Delayer, who waited for the right 
time to strike against Hanibal. The name was to symbolize their 
cautious policy of 'permeation'. The Fabians Included the 
Webbs, G. B. Shaw, Annie Besant, Graham Wallas, Hubert Bland, 
William Clarke, Sydney Olivier, and many lesser known figures. 
Several of the Fabians retained membership in the New Fellow- 

. ship. Cf. G. D. H. Cole, Socialist Thoug t Vol. III, Pt. It 
p. 106. 
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the evolutionary and democratic methods urged by the Fabians, l but 

the secularist bias of some prominent early leaders like Annie 

Bssant delayed wide support,.. An irreligious attitude was quite as 

unacceptable to British working-classes in late-Victorian times an 

was a revolutionary one. - 

It took a colourful and dramatic event to arouse the interest 

of, and the first substantial support by, British Labour. When 

John Burns and his colleagues conducted the successful, and peace- 

ful$ Dockers Strike in London! Socialism` as a popular movement 

was underway. 

Klima 
, 
Of Ides 

In everything the old overlaps the new -- in religion in 
thought in family custom. There is never any clear cut; there 
is no single move nent when all Englishmen adopt new ways of 
life and thought. 

But because our human thought requires specific events to which 

the development of new modes of thought may be related, we try to 

pin-point all progress. But we must learn to look beyond the ar- 

bitrary date -- the historical bat-peg -- and seek to discover the 

ideas, attitudes, and movements that have played a formative part 

in their history. We must remember that the new socialist ideas 

grew out of their past and that they were transmitted to a people 

whose philosophy was largely the Utilitarian ideas of Bentham and 

Mill$ whose economic theories were the "Laissez-faire" doctrines 

L "The Fabians built much more on Mill and Jevons than on Marx, 
or on any Socialist thinker; for them non-revolutionary Social- 
ism was the logical outcome of the Utilitarian philosophy -- 
the meanst in the modern world, of achieving the greatest 
happiness of the greatest number. " -- G. D. H. Cole, The Dov- 
elopment of Socialism During the Past FiftyY®r:, p. 5.. 

2. `%I ''c �8ýyý/? 
ý . 

ýý' 
L/ $H o1i9G 

/1,: ToR //bfr o/! /C4/t/l Xl 
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of Adam Smith, whose religious and moral discipline was strongly 

evangelically whose society was definitely stratified2, and whose 

ambitions were for refinement of culture and comfort3. 
In working-class circles there was a strong persistence of a 

religious motive, although the practice of religious ritual was 

itself in decline''. So powerful was the 'appeal of lost faithlý 

that even agnostics and secularists were hampered with the 'ves- 

tiges of a faith they could not defend but which they would not 

abandon'6. During the period there was a gradual modification of 

habits. No longer is church attendance a sine aua non of middle- 

class respectability, nor is Bible reading as prominent as in a 

previous generation. But Sunday is still a day set apart for ser- 

ious things' and therefore the most appropriate day for expounding 

the philosophy of socialism. Respectability, which is largely 

codified evangelicalism, though declining, is still a major factor 

in British life. 

1. The evangelical and largely Wesleyan influence was politically 
conservative and restraining. Halevy, quoted by Trevelyan, 
states: "Evangelicalism was thus the conservative force which 
restored England from the balance momentarily destroyed by the 
revolutionary forces. " Cf. Trevelyan, English Social i ýoy 
p* 481. Against this point of view we must consider anning's 
contention that it was the relief of the worst effects of ex- 
treme poverty by the Poor Laws which prevented English revol- 
ution. Perhaps the two factors are not unrelated. 

2. Cf. Ernest Barker, The Characterr oEngland. article by Richard 
Law, "The Individual and the Community", especially pp. 47f. 

3. Here is perhaps a clue to the peculiarly English connection of 
aesthetic and socialist ideas i. e. aesthetic appreciation is a 
characteristic of the better 

life 
towards which socialism is 

but a means of advance. See Wm. Morris's letter to C. E. 
Maurice in J. W. Mackail, Life of William Morris, p. 105. 

4, Cf. Barker, 0 Cit., article by A. P. Williams, "Religion", 
especially pp. 52f. Cf. also R. C. K. Ensor, England 870-19 4, 
on religious changes, especially pp. 307ff. 

5. Cf. Fdber, G, C", c%wett" 0Partr Z" º-�c t ch NwVnc 
6.0. M. Young, 

_IictOrion England, Portrait of an Age, p. 110. 
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The development of science, and particularly the rapid develop- 

ment of biological theories of evolution, had taken away belief in 

the inerrancy of the Bible. No longer could the Genesis stories 

be accepted as literal fact; if Genesis were ancient myth, what of 

the remainder of scripture? A protestant nation like England 

could not seek refuge in an inerrant Churchl so there were but 

three practical alternatives -- one might embrace agnosticism; one 

might place one's faith in an inerrant system of economics; or one 

might seek relief in a religion of experience and sentiment. 

Agnosticism was too distinctly contrary to the British accepted 

ideas of respectability to make much headway unless it presented 

itself as an 'Ethical Religionr2; an inerrant system of economics 

was too reminiscent of European revolutions to appeal to a peaceful. 

law-abiding, constitution-respecting nation unless it could present 

itself as an evolutionary process compatible with religious ideas; 

and a religion of sentiment would be too emotional unless it could 

appear to be scientifically based upon actual experience, That 

left Victorian Englishmen a large range of religions of ex- 

perience which might or might not be within orthodox traditions. 

Go M. Young phrases the fundamental problem of all late 

Victorian ethics as followas 

1 hat are the duties which the conception of Being as Process 

The influencial Oxford Movement was, particularly in its Anglo- 
Catholic aspects, still a minority one. 

2. Charles Bradlaugh is perhaps the exception which proves the rule. 
His popularit7 was amazing; elected to Parliament in 1880,1881, 
1882, and 1884, he was not allowed to affirm and take his seat. 
Only when he was re-elected in 1886 was he allowed to become an 
M. P. despite his 'unfortunate' atheistic and secular beliefs. 
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imposes on those to whom ij, has been revealed and who acknow- 
ledge no other revelation. 

The answers given were many, but nearly all considered religion 

as a sentiment or an emotional support to concepts whose validity 

rested on a non-religious basis2. Only one of many answers is the 

concern of this present thesis. What is of general interest in 

this brief picture of the late-Victorian era is a view of the ways- 

of propagation open to those who would communicate one of these 

answers to the public. 

There were the journals and newspapers, and of course, the 

printed books, all of which were forums of debate; but before the 

late eighties these would reach only a small section of the pub. iq 

an educated, reasonable, and an influential section it is true, 

but still a relatively small section. The penny pamphlets and 

propaganda journals which would have strong appeal to the newly 

literate general public were a thing of the future3. The sermon 

was still the standard vehicle by which serious truth was proclaimed. 

The public orator might command a large audience, but still he could 

not exercise the same influence or authority he could if he were 
I 

speaking from a pulpit. ý4'tby-and-large, with several notable ex- 

captions, the clergy were steeped in the old accepted ideas, and 

associated by social status and personal interest, with the status- 

quo. The most important mode of communication was denied to the 

proponents of the new ideas. The solution had been suggested at 

various times. James Mill had expounded a plan for turning the 

1. Young, 0 Ci i p. 112. 
2. Treve yan characterizes the late-Victorian era as "... a 

period of quasi-religious movement away from religion. " Op. 
' p. 569. 

3. Ensor1 0-. Cit., pp. 310ff. 
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Church into a Benthamite institution of public utility'. The 

Chartists had organized churches of their own. But secularization 

had not proceeded far enough to allow the public, even a small 

section of it, to think of the Church as anything other than the 

institutions of the Establishment or of Non-conformity. But in the 

late eighties and the nineties the number of proposals for "chur- 

ches" of all descriptions were numerous indeed. Conditions were 

ripe for making the 'sermon' the servant of the new 'religion'. 

With the nineties came a lightening of the financial depression 

of the previous decade, allowing a freer expression of the growing 

humanitarian and philanthropic urges which were increasingly be. 

coming the characteristic of the working-classes. Less harsh 

treatment of children and an increasing tenderness on all fronts 

seemed the order of the day. At the same time there was a visible 

relaxation in the disciplines of respectability and evangelicalism. 

The "Eternal Microscope" which examined the details of life and the 

recesses of the heart and which gave to the slightest deviation 

infinite consequences in terms of social acceptance and the kind of 

'hereaftert one might enjoy was changing its focus from the in- 

dividual to his society. This was partly the result of the 'High 

Church' emphasis on the Church in contrast with the 'Low Church' 

evangelical stress on individual salvation. 

The accomplishments of mid-Victorian days in the extension of 

the franchise, the institution of universal education, and the con- 

trol of the worst excesses of industrialization encouraged a 

critical attitude toward the structure of society. No longer was 

1. Young, Op. Cit., p. 67. 
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it an ordained systems government could change it, and the electorate 

could change a government. There was a corresponding decline in the 

traditional respect for the aristocracy, and an outright contempt 

for the landlords who had profiteered through speculation in land 

values. The new groupings by which employers faced their employees 

in larger and larger numbers with less and less personal knowledge 

hastened the process. l "The sinister interest of privilege"l that 

"lion that blocks every path"2 could be challenged through govern- 

ment. The realizationýthatj contrary to the accepted economic 

theory, wealth for a few does not mean the welfare of the many, 

that "laissez-faire" means misery for the labourer, brought a grow- 

ing determination that the "lion" would not just be challenged, but 

that it would be exterminated. This could be done by Socialism. 

The age, ushered in by the Dockers' Strike, in which Socialism 

became one of the movements of British Labour, was a time of rapid 

transition. G. M. Young has called it the epilogue of an age and 

the pre-history, of another -- a time when the rocky core of an old 

individualism was being metamorphosed into something new. 

1. "The new captains of industry ... found no recognition in a 
country where political power was monopolized by the landowners. 
Accordingly they allied themselves with the Whigs and the 
Radicals and waged war on class privilege. In this political 
and social struggle, the Tory landowners sustained two important 
defeats the passing of the, Reform Bill of 1832 and the repeal 
of the Corn Laws in 1846. Thereafter the rivalry of the two 
great sections of property owners diminished and during the 
later nineteenth century they began to draw together in alliance 
against their common foe, the industrial proletariat. .... Hedged into factory towns, subjected to a common industrial 
discipline, and suffering from the same economic disabilities, 
the industrial proletariat gradually developed a class consCious- 
nesst which made it a political force to be reckoned with. " 
-- Birnie, Economic _ History of the British I sled, p. 252. 

2. The phrases come from G. M. Young. 
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Courage working brothers, 
Inc day has come at last, 

The clouds are lifting quickly, 
The night is breaking fast. 

Be strong, then, and of good courage 
Our cause is just and right, 

And he who holds by Justice, 
Is suro to win the fight. 

gjLqMjg-.: They sing with all your strength, boys. 
Let all men hear your song, 
'Tis Union r . es us free men, 
'Tis Freedom makes us strong. 

Then march together, brothers, 
With firm united tread, 

There's hope for those who folluJ, 
Oiore's strength for those who lead. 

With hope, then, and with cour gei 
Will quit ourselves like men; 

And God who hates oppression, 
Shall give the right again. 

U brothers! be united, 
And hold together close 

There's strength to us in Union, 
There's weakness for our foes. 

Then let us not divides con, 
But all one body bei 

As one in toil and wrong, men, 
So one in Liberty. 

-- L. C. Hymn Book, No. 29 
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The Great Dock Strikes 

We have already indicated that our convenient 'historical hat. 

peg' will be the Dockers' Strike of 1889, but the story begins a 

few years earlierl. The mid eighties were particularly difficult 

for the general labourer. While in 1882 unemployment stood at 2.3% 

and a year later at 2.6%, in 1884 it had jumped to 8.1% and con- 

tinued to rise to a maximum of 10.2% in 1886. It was unskilled 

labour that took the brunt of the trouble, trouble made more acute 

by the harsh administration of the Poor Laws. As the situation 

began to improve, (in 1887 unemployment fell to 7.6%, in 1888 to 

4.9%9 and in 1889 back to a normal of 2.1%), unified action by gen- 

eral labour to prevent recurrence of a similar situation seemed a 

reasonable solution. Unions had warded off the worst of the sit- 

uation for the skilled trades; perhaps it could do as much for the 

whole of the labour force. Then, there was a growing thought that 

perhaps political action hold the key to the ultimate solution. 

The new social thinking and feeling that went into the making of 
the new British Socialist movement of the 1890s were already 
well on their way before the depression ended and the trade 
revival cleared the road for the great Trade Union 

outburst of 
re9" 

This outburst also took the form of agitation for political in- 

dependence of Liberals and Conservatives. The first specific move. 

was made in Scotland, where, in 1887 Keir Hardie stood at Mid 

Lanark as the first independent Labour candidate for Parliament. 

Out of the election campaign came the Scottish Labour Party. 

1. Cole, A Short History of British Working Class Movement p. 280s 
"The memorable Dock strike or 1589 was only the outstanding event 
in a great process of change. " 

2. Cole, Socialist Th out, Vol. 3, Pt. 1, p. 133. 
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In London Annie Besant was making a name for herself as a writer 

and agitator for reform. In the early summer of 1888 she wrote an 

article for The in which she denounced the conditions under 

which women in match factories were working. Much to her surprise 

it touched off a strike by nearly 700 London match-girls. Unexpec- 

tedly plunged into the middle of industrial dispute, Mrs. Besant 

rose to the challenge. Enlisting the help of Herbert Burrows, she 

set about raising funds to support the women in their strike, and 

personally gave leadership and advice, with a satisfactory result. 

The strike succeeded in bettering the working conditions in the 

match factories. 

The next event of importance took place a year later. Tom Mann, 

John Burns, and Will Thorne had organized a Union of Gas Workers in 

May; a few months later they demanded an eight hour day, and had 

won their demand without strike action. It was an encouraging vic- 

tory. It was only a few days later, on August the thirteenth, that 

they were called upon to assist Ben Tillett. 

Tillett had organized the Tea Porters' and General Labourers' 

union in 1887, On August 13th, 1889, there had been a disagreement; 

Tillett had called a strike. The idea quickly spread through the 

largely unorganized dock workers; within a matter of several hours 

over 10,000 men had quit their work, demanding a 6d. per hour wage, 

special payment for overtime$ abolition of sub-contracting and piece 

work$ and a four hour minimum period of employment. As they came in 

their thousands to join the new Unions, they took as their battle 

cry: "Trade Unionism for all! " Mann and Burns were asked to help 

organize them. 
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Burns, Mann, and Tillett transformed the small Tea Porters' Union 

into the Dock, Wharf, Riverside, and General Workers' Union. They 

managed the strike carefully, using the picturesque and powerful 

leadership of Burnsl. Often his personal presence, easily identified 

because of his famous white straw hat, was the means of maintaining 

peace and discipline. He made it a point to co-operate with the 

polices and was thus able to organize and lead the great parades 

through the streets of London which won the sympathy and support of 

the citizens. Public subscription soon created a fund from which 

could be paid fairly generous strike pay to Union members and food 

allowances to casual labourers who might be tempted to become black- 

leg workers or strike breakers. But even with British support, to 

the sum of £20,000, the ship owners and dock operators would have 

starved the workers out in two weeks, save that the strike caught 

the imagination of the world. Help began to pour in from many 

quarters, especially from Australia which sent over £30,000. At the 

end of a month, with mediation by Cardinal Manning, and belated 

expressions of sympathy from some Congregational clergy expressed 

through Dr. Parket, the strike was settled. The Dockers won their 

'tanner per hour' and 'new unionism' was a power with which to 

reckon. Burns and Mann resigned from the S. D. F. to follow where 

the new movement would lead. 

i 1''nionism t 

New Unionism was, in the words of G. D. H. Cole 

Burns had been a leading agitator in the protest against unem- 
ployment since 1885. He had been a leader in the S. D. F. 
organized parade of Unemployed in January, 1886, in the "Bloody 
Sunday" demonstration of 1887, and in the funeral procession for 
Linnellt a labourer killed by police during an 1885 demonstration. 
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. the child of Socialism out of inemployment, with the 
distraught Liberal Party as midwife. 

It was the child of Socialism for its leaders, young men with little 

or no connection with earlier political groups, were almost entirely 

of Socialist persuasion; it was out of unemployment2for the suffer- 

ings of the mid-eighties had provided the strong motivation; and 

Liberalism was the distraught midwife for it was the educational, 

political, and industrial reform policies of the Liberals which had 

made it possible. 

The new unionism that came into prominence following the London 

Dockers' strike2 was not merely the expression of an economic and 

political creed. It was rather a movement of simply seekers after 

a now life. Men who were dissatisfied with conditions as they had 

known them in their earlier years were determined to so reform 

society that such conditions could not be repeated. Their minds were 

open to all forward looking reform programs if these could hold out 

hope for a better world. 

While new unionism began in London, it was in the industrial and 

evangelical North (rather than in the commercial and agnostic city) 

that it found the conditions for its rapid growth. This does not 

necessarily imply that the workers of the North were Church and 

Chapel goers3. On the contrary, the Churches and Chapels were be- 

coming alarmed at the absence of working classes at their services. 

Numerous investigations were made to find out why1. 

1. Cole, Socialist Thought, Vol. 3 Pt. 19 p. 133" 
2. Union membership more than tripled from 1885 to 1890. Though 

some of this phenomenal increase sdon fell off, the net result 
was a doubling. 

3. For a careful investigation of the factors involved, see Inglis, 
Ken, "English Churches and the Working Classes, 1880.1900", a 
Doctoral Thesis presented to Nuffield College, Oxford. 

4. Keir Hardie answered the query: "Why aren't workers attending 
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Hanchester was a great metropolitan center whose industries wore 

creating a now body of industrial labourers out of folk whose former 

manner of life had been rural. Living conditions in the new cities 

and towns round and about were poor, and poverty was rampant. Long 

established Union traditions were not strong enough, nor were locals 

particularly interested in channelling the widespread expressions of 

industrial dissatisfaction. When Will Thorne and Pate Curran began 

touring the north, organizing new type unions, there was a warm 

favourable reception awaiting therm particularly among the semi- 

skilled and unskilled labourers in the textile industries. 

For Bradford 1890 was a critical year. There was a depression 

in the wool trade which coincided with a strike in the Manningham 

Mills. Out of this came the formation of the Bradford Labour Union, 

clearly socialist in its thinking and frankly independent in its 

politics1. The invitations to Ben Tillett and Robert Blatohford to 

contest the Bradford seats in Parliament came from this Union. 

Robert Blatchford, a well paid sports writer for the Sunday 

Chronicle had been converted to Sooialisn by his observations of 

poverty during the unemployment crisis of the mid-eightiesl and by 

Church or Chapel? " by the following statement: "Could it be 
wondered at? The Democracy was no more irreligious than was 
Jesus in His day. They were simply entering their protest 
against form and ceremonial as Jesus did. " (Quotation from the 
Workman's Times of Jan. 27th, 1894. ) Hardie spoke with the 
support of the working classes when he attacked class distinctions 
in the Churches. The workers, he claimed "... would often 
find even the Churches marked off in sections, one part for those 
who did not care to associate with the common herd, the seats 
luxuriously cushioned and the kneelin stools well upholstered, 
in striking contrast to the accomodotion for the poorer classes. 

They were sometimes asked why the working man did not 
attend Church, but was it to be wondered at? " 

1. This was largely due to attempts which had been made by groups 
of Liberal persuasion to legally prohibit free speech and assembly. 
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his reading of William Morris, Henry George, and the Fabians. He 

announced his full conversion In 1889. In 1890 and 1891 he used 

the columns of the Chronicle to support the cause of the Manningham 

Strikers, and later, the cause of Labour generally, thus bringing 

to his superiors a demand from a certain Bishop that such articles 

be stopped. When Hulton, the owner of the Chronicle who did not 

like Socialism anyway, requested Blatchford to change the tone of 

his articles, Blatchford replied by resigningf and taking at least 

two other writers'of the staff with himl9 and by establishing the 

C rio which soon became one of the major centers of socialist and 

new unionist thinking. 

The Bradford Labour Union was soon followed by a similar venture 

in the Come Valley; then the Salford Labour Electoral Association , 

announced that it would thereafter pursue an independent policy. In 

London the Labour Representation League was founded. Joseph Burgess, 

who had been editor of the XorkshireFactory Times but who had gone 

to London to edit the Workman's-TTime_ss began to advocate the estab- 

lishment of independent Labour groups for political purposes. With- 

in a few months Trevor and Blatchford organized the Manchester In- 

dependent Labour Party, with its famous fourth clause .. a determined 

effort to break the 'Lib. -Lab. 'pojicy of the Trade Unions. H. A. 

Atkinson, who had worked closely with Trevor during this period, 

claims that while Blatchford did the writing, the ideas in the 

Manchester constitution were largely Trevor's2. 

By 1892 independent Labour groups, many of them calling themselves 

1. A. M. Thompson and Francis Pay. R. B. Suthers, at that time a 
clerk, followed later. 

2. Cf. C. H. Herford, Philip Henry Wieksteed, p. 227, where a letter 
from Atkinson to H. V. Herford is quoted. In April, 1893, Trevor 
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Independent Labour Parties, were established all over Britain. There 

were also a number of Labour Churches, and 90 local Fabian branches, 

many of which transformed themselves into Labour Churches or I. L. 

P. s. These various Labour groups were only waiting a clear call 

before they would organize themselves into a national party. This 

call came when Keir Hardie proposed to the Trades Union Congress 

meeting in Glasgow in 1892 that a special Congress be called to form 

such a group, and then took the initiative into his own hands to 

prevent the idea from being shelvedl. 

dependent Political Actions 

The conference called to form a national Labour party was held 

on the 13th and 14th of January, 1893, in the Bradford Labour In- 

stitute, a building leased and operated by the Labour Church. The 

intention was to form a federation of all socialistic and Labour 

groups, but the old style trade unionists, the Fabians, and the S. 

D. F. held aloof, so it became a party instead, and adopted the 

name Independent Labour Party. The fundamental motives underlying 

its formation were largely ethical and humanitarians elimination of 

avoidable misery of the poor, ill health, semi-starvation, etc., and 

a desire to assist the 'underdog' were the main objectives. 

explained to readers of the Labboophett: "When the Labour 
Church was formed in Manchester sere was no organised Labour 
Movement, as now understood, in existence. ... The Labour 
Church caught on. Then I saw a danger -- that the Labour Church 
might begin to consider itself the Labour Party, and claim for 
itself independent political action. To remove this danger I 
proposed, last May-Day, the formation of an Independent Labour 
Party for Manchester and Salford, with Robert Blatchford for its 
President. " 

1. Similar proposals had been made at previous Congresses, only to 
be passed and left with no action taken. 
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They wanted Socialism, fundamentally not because it would be 
efficient, but because it would promote Social Justice. "l 

The principle of federated action was not to come on a national 

scale till the formation of the Labour Representation Committee of 

1900. 

Just after the formation of the national I. L. P. the attention 

of the Labour world was focused on the Lancashire cotton workers 

(the card and blowing room hands) who managed to stay out on strike 

for five months, but were finally forced to return to work without 

obtaining all their demands. This was followed by a strike of some 

400,000 coal miners who managed to obtain minimum wage protection. 

I. L. P. support for the strikers gained some trade union sympathy 

for political action. 

Throughout 1893 and 1894, in spite of rising prices and static 

wage levels, there was a steady advance in I. L. P. organization 

and activity. In the latter year there were 280 affiliated branches. 

In the General Election of 1895 the I. L. P. put 28 candidates 

in the field, but suffered a drastic defeat at the toles. Not only 

was there no candidate returned; most candidates secured only a few 

hundred votes. The high hopes of many socialists were dashed to the 

ground. Gains in socialist popularity were severely checked. For 

instance, the Trade Union Congresses of 1893 and 1894 had passed a 

good number of socialist resolutions. From 1895 to 1898 all such 

1. Cole, ºi ist Thoj Vol. 3, Pt. 19 p. 159. Most of the 
first executive of the I. L. P. were active in or sympathetic 
toi the Labour Church movement. As the I. L. I. became more in- 
fluentiall more respectable and more efficient as a political 
entity, as a tendency toward middle class support improved, and 
as it 'Jockeyed' for Trade Union support, it increasingly became 
lese Labour Church sympathetic, yet it retained the ethical 
emphasis for which the church stood. 
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resolutions were soundly defeated, though a few converts within the 

old unions were becoming prominent. It had been the belief of the 

early socialists that the moral fervour and enthusiasm which char- 

acterized the early movement was an that was necessary or important 

to reform the country. Now experience forced upon them the realiza- 

tion that political success demanded much more. A practical ap- 

proach, with Trade Union support, would be required. l 

During the period of reorientation with respect to the role and 

power of moral enthusiasm, local groups began to turn their attention 

to local concerns. Candidates were put forward in elections of 

Guardians, School Board members, and city councillors; many were 

successful. Municipal reform proved to be a field where socialism 

could be influential. 

Socialism as a national political possibility again came into 

favour largely because of I. L. P. and Socialist support of the un- 

successful Amalgamated Engineers in the 'lock-out', 2 and similar 

backing given to the South Wales coal miners in their strike and 

lock-out of 1898.3 In 18 9 the T. V. C. again began to look with 

favour upon socialistic resolutions, and in 1900 adopted the measures 

leading to the formation of the Labour Representation Committee, a 

federation of all socialist and labour bodies to co-ordinate political 

1. L. V. Thompson, biographer of Robt. Blatchford, mentioned to the 
present writer that Nunquam wrote A. M. Thompson at this time 
stating that the I. L. P. was no longer the enthusiastic morai 
force it had first been. J. R. MacDonald's announcement that 
the I. L, P. was a possible field of endeavour also reflects this 
change of attitude. 

2. In 1897 the engineers were kept out of work on the charge that 
Trade Unions were interfering in the 'managerial functions' of 
the firms. 

3. It was the South Wales constituency of Merthyr that returned Hardie 
again and again to Parliament. 
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action and to give coherence to a Labour group in the House. 1 The 

L. R. C. became a more important body in 1902, after the Taff-Vale2 

decisions convinced Trade Unionists of the need of independent 

representation. When the L. R. C. was formed less than a fifth of 

the Trade Union membership affiliated. After the Taff-Vale difficul- 

ties became evident, affiliated union membership was approaching half. 

The L. R. C. depended on Labour co-operation with the Liberal 

party, even though the formation of the Committee had meant formal 

severance of the Congress from Liberalism as an official policy. 

This offended the more dogmatic socialists of the S. D. F. and the 

leftish I. L. Pol who tried to 'Socialize' the L. R. C. 9 but failing 

to break the Lib. -Lab. alliance, withdrew in 1901. A. division within 

the S. D. F. in 1903 led to the formation of the Socialist Party of 

Great Britain -- a small party of extreme Socialists; the main body 

of socialists, the I. L. P. 9 were thus free to follow along with the 

L. R. Col and later to join wholeheartedly in the formation of the 

Labour Party. 

1. All earlier experiments in this direction had failed. A Labour 
Representation League founded in 1867, represented in the House 
by Alexander McDonald, Thomas Burt, Henry Broadhurst, and Charles 
Bradlaugh had faded out of existence in 1881, to be followed by 
the formation of the Labour Electoral Committee (1886 -- in 1887 
it became the Labour Electoral Association in order to allow it to 
set up groups outside the framework of local Trade Councils. ) The 
L. E. A. followed a Lib. -Lab. Policy till 1896. 

2. The Taff-Vale Railway Company successfully sued the Amalgamated 
Society of Railway Servants for damages to the company incurred 
by a strike. Such a policy, if upheld would be a death blow to 
the Trade Unions, through making effective strike action much too 
expensive for any union to contemplate. 
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Come, sons of Labour, 
Workers in every sphere; 
Corme# listen while our brother 
Speaks words our hearts to cheer. 
He reads no musty pages 
Of dubious ancient love 
But tells the hopeful tidings 
Of better days in store. 

Are you a British worker? 
Then cone and join our band 
The cause is yours, and needs you 
Lend God a helping hand. . If you would raise your fellows, 
If you would strike for right -- First find the work want doing, 
Then duo it with your might. 

The future of our children 
Depends on what we do;. 
Lot conscience be our tutor 
Each to himself be true. 
In thought, in speech, in action, 
Let justice be our aim, And, proud that we are workers, 
Be worthy of the name. 

Will Payne 
L. C. Iiyran Book go. 31 
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CIL&PTER III 

THE IDEA INI)SEXPRESS ION 

A counterpart of the development of the Labour Movement in Great 

Britain was itt dissatisfaction with the Churches, as evidenced by 

the large numbers of working people who were not attending either 

Church of Chapel. Prominent clergymen, much concerned about its were 

conducting investigations to determine the underlying reasons. 

Labour's Dissatisfaction with the Churches: 

At a conference convened by Dr. Parker of the City Temple, London, 

(about 1892) it was charged 

... that clergy of all denominations were bad shepherds. They 
were running with the wolves. Unless the churches go to the 
working men, the working classes had no intention of going to the 
churches. The worýing men applauded all references to Jesus as 
a social reformer. 

Other investigations revealed that the usual organization of both 

Church and Chapel brought mill owners and works managers into prom- 

inence as deacons and office-bearers, but practically ignored ordin- 

ary labourers except as recipients of charity. Indeed,. the labouring 

classes so identified the Churches with 'charity' that some went to 

services for the benefits they could receive, for often charity was 

'morally' rationed on the basis of attendance at Divine Worship. No 

self-respecting workman would attend, nor allow his wife to attend, 

for fear of the manner in which his action might be interpreted by 

his fellow workm®n. 2 

1. Lowe David, Souvenirs of Scottish Labour, p. 27- 
2. Cf. Inglis, Ken, "English Churches and the Working Classes, 188o 

-1900", unpublished thesis at NOffield College, Oxford, p. 499. 
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The working classes increasingly became conscious of the specific 

grievances as they hoard and read about the experiences of others. 

A few typical examples of these accounts will serve to give us an 

appreciation of their tons and attitude, and an insight into the 

mood of the early'Labour Church congregations. 

The first example concerns Keir Hardie, the leader of the I. L. P. 

Speaking to a Labour Church gathering in Bradford he saids 

The Christianity of the schools had had its day. Thank God it 
was passing away. Christianity today lay buried, bound up in 
the cerements of a dead and lifeless tbeolog It awaited decent 
burial; and they in the Labour movement had come to resuscitate 
the Christianity of Christ, to go back to the time when the poor 
should have the Gospel preached to them and the Gospel should be 
good news of joy and happiness in this life, 

of God's Ringdom on 
earth as a preparation for that which was to come in the world 
beyond the grave. 

This statement was misunderstood and criticized by Dr. Charles 

Leach of London who spoke rather pointedly about it at the Congreg- 

ational Union then meeting in Bradford. Hardie was given the op- 

portunity of rebuttal. After explaining what he had said he went on: 

i he . the reason why the labour party today turns its back upon 
the Church is because the Church has turned its back upon Christ 
in this matter. (Amid cries of disapproval he continued) You 
get your congregations and preach to please their respectability. 
He was interrupted, No! No! ) You do, you dog you dot ... 

and you forget the writhing and suffering masses of humanity 
outside. 

Hardie later wrote of this episodes 

Dr. Leach got up and pitched into the Labour Church, and myself 
in particular. This didn't trouble me much, but when he, amid 
thunders of applause, denounced the men who set class against 
class, and prated of what he was doing, I felt a strong desire to 
speak out the thought that was burning within. Thant when the 
opportunity came' and I stood facing the respectable crowd who 
are the apologists for everything I deem evil, I fairly lost con- 
trol of myself; and the picture of the poor half-timers, ... 
of the millions of children of all ages wallowing in the filth 
-- moral and material -- of our slums, ... of the soul wearing 
struggle for bread in which men and women are engaged, rose up 
before me, and what I said or what I did remains to this day un- 
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known to me, save in so tar as the newspapers have revealed it. 
In the calmness of my own room, I endorse every word I then 

used. The Church worships respectability and puts its ban on 
poverty. It takes the slum owner and the sweater to is bosom, 
and hands their victims over to everlasting perdition. 

In a rather pleasant bit of prose writing, Dangle of Clarion fame 

expressed his criticisms 
I remember with a shudder to this day how returning from 

Sunday school one morning, I was so cowed and terrified by the 
teacher's fearful setting forth of the undefined Unpardonable 
Sin's inevitable consequences, that I knelt on a form in the 
public Jardin du Luxembourg in broad daylight, and frantically 
prayed for a heavenly sign that I had not yet this terrible sin 
committed; and I remember bow, failing to get an answer to that 
appeal, my mind began to form doubts which caused me grave un- 
easiness, and drove me gloomily to conclude that I was foredoomed 
as a particularly and hopelessly "bad lot". 

(In adult life) ... Never, until the formation of the Labour 
Church, did I conceive it possble for me to be associated again 
with a "religious" body for religion had become so identified 
within my observation with black clothes, kid gloves, tall silk 
hats, and long faces that it and I appeared to have parted for 
ever. Yet I never ceased to claim for myself, in discussion with 
the orthodox, that I was in all the true essence of religion more 
religious than they. My religion I told them, is not a cute 
speculation in futures, a gamble 

for 
post-mortem profit, whereby, 

as Carlyle puts it9 some smaller quantum of earthly enjoyment may 
be exchanged for a larger quantum of celestial enjoyment. It is 
not a ticket, like the religion of the lady mentioned by Mrs. 
Stowe which 'being once purchased, and snugly laid away in a 
pocket book, is to be produced at the celestial gate to secure 
admission to heaven'. It is not a religion to help cowards to 
die, but a religion to teach brave men to live. ... A religion 
which saves its groans for the woes of living men and women, and 
restricts its ceremonials to their alleviation. ... 

Yet the word 'religion' had been so ill-sorted that it became 
questionable whether an honest man might call himself 'religious' 
consistently with self-respect. There were so many of its pro- 
fessors who, like the lady previously quoted, sat with punctilious 
satisfaction while their pastors denounced their commonest faults, 
and never thought that the sentiments had the slightest application 
to them; who heard the sermon and bowed the knee that they might 
cozen and cheat the more prosperously; who professed loathing for 
Judas Iscariot, and yet, in Ruskins words, made "their own little 
job" out of Christ every day by the unfair extortions of trade -- 
that one had really come to deem "religion" synonymous with cant, 
humbug, fraudul%nt banks, and every form of hypocritical, whole- 
sale rascality. 

. ]2h at, Nov. 1892, pp. 84P9 
.1 
10 

2. Prophet, Nov. 1893, p. 105. 
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Miss Katherine St. John Conway who became Mrs. J. Bruce Glasier, 

tells of an incident in her own lifer 

I was kneeling in All Saints Church, Clifton, then one of the 
richest ritualistic churches in the land Rn All Saints Sunday. 
... At the critical moment of the High Celebration, with 
every corner of the church decorated with flowers, with the 
incense breathing upwards and the choir boys' marvelous voices 
singing hailing the Presence - in they came, the fourth part of 
3,000 cotton lassies out on strike against starvation wages. 
The church was crowded with a fashionable congregation. There 
was no room for these -- strangers -- save in the empty space 
between the altar rails and the kneeling worshipping throng. 
Fasting, with all the passionate emotion of my nature at its 
Iighest, I had been praying for a fuller realisation of the 
Presence, and there they stood, 750 sister women, if the "Our 
Father" were true, ill-clad, wet through with driving rain, 
hungry. It was the eleventh week of the strike, with no Trade 
Union pay. "They stand between me and Christ. " So the thought 
smote me so I see it still. Never shall any human being, so 
long as 

the 
world suffers wrong know one moments real communion 

with the mind of the Master till they have actively thrown in 
their lot with the poor and the oppressed. l 

The following is part of an editorial written by H. C, Rowe, then 

General Secretary of the Labour Church: 

This is a very wicked world and the good people in it do more 
harm than any others ... 

(The 
remarks of an afflicted philos. 

opher) ... Good men will tell you that these social problems 
are very intricate; there are a lot of things to be considered; 
life is too short; and they dislike politics. So the Devil be- 
comes their proxy. ... In fact, on the battle-field of life 
they have abandoned all the best positions to the enemy; for they 
have not done those things which they ought to have done. 

From this point of view the Preacher is usually the worst 
offender. It does not matter what church he belongs to for they 
all regard social and industrial questions with an unanimity which 
is almost suspicious. I have a small collection of pulpit 
utterances on these matters, and it is far more depressing to 
read than the disconsolate sayings of our afflicted philosopher. 2 

During the Christmas season of 1907 Mr. Stewart Gray, ladder of 

the Manchester Unemployed, spoke from the pulpit of Manchester 

Cathedral just after the people had sung "Christians awake, salute 

1. Hinyon, The Christian Socialist Movement in En land, p. 187 
2, ophe , Oct. 19s p" 134 
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the happy morn". He had climbed ups unnoticed, while the people 

were singing. 

I cannot understand you singing a hymn of this kind when thous- 
ands are starving in the city; I protest against the birth of 
the Saviour being celebrated when there are so many poor people 
in the world-who are nit helped. It is blasphemy, and in the 
name of trod I protest. 

Mr. Gray was bodily carried out of the Church. 

At a public meeting called "for the purpose of showing the 

mutual interest of Church and Labour"l W. Stewart commented that 

.. From the platform the leading men of all Church denom- 
inations were absent. From the body of the hall the members 
and enthusiasts of the churches were also absent. ... The 
Church is not for us but very definitely and decidedly against 
us. This is the one outstanding fact which Mr. George Lans- 
bury failed to recognize when he 'desired the Church to under- 
stand that if it was to be any use to the labouring man, it had, 
sometime or other to take sides in the tremendous struggle be- 
tween Labour and Capital'. The Church has already taken iU 
sid -- the same side which it has taken all through history. 
The Church which opposed the redemption of the chattel slave is 
perfectly consistent in its opposition to the redemption of the 
wage slave. 

When we come to speak of the 'forces of religion', we get on 
to different ground. The forces of religion may be quite out- 
with and independent of the Church, though that fact was certainy 
not emphasized at the City Hall meeting, but rather the reverse., -- 

For a less biased and more reasoned criticism we may turn to 

the remarks of Keir Hardie at Browning Hall on May 5,1910s 

... For every Labour man who has left the Church because of 
antagonism to his former beliefs$ ten have been driven out by 
the unsympathetic attitude of the Church itself. (Applause) 
There is not, and cannot be any antagonism between Christianity 
and the Labour Movement. 

The late Professor Bruce has put it on record that he was 
'disposed to think that a great and increasing proportion of the 
moral worth of Society lies outside the Christian Church separ- 
ated from it not by godliness, but rather by exceptionally in- 
tense moral earnestness. Many, in tact, have left the Church in 
order to be Christians. ' This is a strong saying, but the 
source from which it comes will command respect. 

1. The Clarion, Jan. 3v 1908. 
2, ? 

�obiic, 
May 3,1912, from a report of a meeting in Glasgow* 

3. Emrys Hughes, Keir Hardie's Speeches and Writings, p. 140. 
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The insight of the Rev. P. H. Wicksteed takes us to the very 

core of the foregoing criticisms* 

No existing church is frankly and primarily based on the prac. 
tical determination to re-organize society in the interests of 
under privileged producers. ... On the contrary, the Churches 
accept the existing organization of Society. It is said that 
they 'ignore class distinctions', and the bost of them endeavour 
to do so -- over a strictly limited area of life; but it is on 
the definite understanding that those distinctions are recognized 
in practical life, and, being universally understood and assumed, 
can be safely ignored officially. l 

What workman could walk into a middle-class congregation with the 
consciousness that the underlying assumption, both in the pew and 
the pulpit, as to the proper organization of active industrial 
life ... are his own? And if he cannot do that, then in asking 
him to join in the worship you are not asking him to express and 
notr'ish the religious aspect of his own higher life, but to sup- 
press or suspend that life in order that he may join i, the 
devotions of others who cheerfully accept and would In many2cases 
defend the things against which it is his mission 'to fight. 

Labour's protest against the Churches gave a strong impetus to 

the Labour Church Movement, for here was an organization designed to 

answer these criticisms, and to serve the interests of true religion. 

Let us then examine a typical congregation6 

fgcegtion Given to-the 
,,, 

Labour Church Idea: 

The central function of every Labour Church congregation was the 

sponsoring of the regular Sunday Service with its lecture. This 

served a definite needs As one woman put it 

The Labour Church is a good idea. The Church people wont have 
us because we are Labour, and Labour people won't have üs be- 
cause we are religious. 3 

But this is not to s , ggest that it was merely an expedient -- a gort 

of half-way camp where people could keep one foot firmly planted in 

the forms to which non-conformist tradition had trained them, and 

1. Wbgi& Does the Labour C$?, p.?. 
2. Herford C. H. 9 Phiyv Henrv inks do p. 276. 
3. Reported to the author by Joseph Burgess, formerly of Stockport. 
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the other specifically in the path of the new reform movements. The 

Labour Church had a distinctive message of its own which made a 

direct appeal and which explains its spontaneous acceptance by a 

large section of the Labour Movement. It gave expression to a rel- 

igious urge which was frustrated in Church and Chapel. 

I have been told that the name "church" ... is a misnomer, 
that they are not religious institutions at all. But it all 
depends on what you mean by religion. The Labour Church folk do 
not bother much about God. Perhaps they are wiser and happier so. 

"The burthen of the mystery, 
... the heavy and the weary weight 
of all this unintelligible world .. all is apt to have a paralysing effect if felt too keenly. But they 

do not like a militant Atheisib, and they have a quiet conviction 
that the work they are doing is bound to prosper, because it is 
rooted in the spiritual nature of things, and in harmony with their 
upward tendency. The ordinary Christian doctrines simply have no 
interest, no meaning, for them. They tell you they are wholly 
concerned with right life and dust institutions here. There is 
however something which exemplifies the old distinction between 
"faith" and "works" and the superiority of "salvation by faith" 
j he . The Labour Church people ... seem to live from yrithin; 
the spirit being right the conduct is spontaneously so. 

The Labour Churches provided a motive and a deeper meaning for 

socialistic economic theory by giving it a religious basis. To be 

active in the political or economic labour movement was to be active 

in God's service.? That people accepted the Labour Church in thig 

light is illustrated in the testimonials reproduced below: 

Mrs. Sam Brooks, looking back to her youth, (before her marriage) 

can still vividly recall going with her father (Mr. Cross who later 

became leader of the Bradford Clarion Glee Club) to her first Labour 

Church service. 

I can remember sitting about half way up -- on a form -- and think- 
ing about the speech: "We've got hold of something that's right -- 

1. A. J. Waldegrave in the Labour Church Recor for April 1899, 
2. Cf. "Labour Church Readings' by Robt. Blatc ord, Appendix, pp 4-1"7f')10- 
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this is it*l»l 

Mrs. Seniors also looking back over a lifetime in the Labour 

Movement, told the present writer 

My Labour Church days were the happiest in my life. The Labour 
Church gave the religious outlet denied by the Church and Chapel. 
The Labour Party has become, just, a political party -- inevitably 
-- but regrettably to those of us who knew the first period. 

Mrs. Senior than made reference to Paton of Norwich. Mr. Overton, 

her brother in law, agreed with her, and added 

In the Labour Church there was a feeling of responsibility giving 
rise toga, great deal of devoted service. I'm not so sure 

I 
should 

be active in the Labour Movement today if I were young again. 
There is not the samt personal appeal and challenge. 

Another who had been a member of the Labour Church said 

At the age of 18 I left the Congregational Chapel and Sunday 
School and believed I was entering a better religious movement. 2 

James Sims, a graduate of the Bolton-Socialist Sunday School who 

was brought up to love and respect'his Grandfather, the 'Grand Old 

Man' of the Labour Church and the Labour Movement generally, made 

the following observations 

I attribute the present state of the Labour Movement to the loss 
of those ideals for which the Labour Church stood. For examples 
My father ran the Bolton Labour Club on a monthly income varying 
from four to eight pounds. At that time the Saturday socials 
were like church socials to which the whole family were welcome. 

-- Father was quite disgruntled when they voted to sell drink. 
-- Lately the club (no longer under my father's management) has 

been fined for selling after hours. Though the present Labour 
Party is politically strong it has lost its spiritual strength. 
Its ultimate salvation will rest upon a revival of those ideals 
for which the Labour Church stood. 

p. H. Wicksteed, a contemporary observer reportedz 

I have. seen and felt God in their midst with such power that, if 

1. Personal interview. 
2. Mrs., H. M. Mitchell, in personal interview. 
3. Personal interview 
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we knew the like, that revival of religious life, about which we 
talk and hold discussions, would be in our midst. l 

In 1907, while still a layman, William Temple described to his 

mother a Sunday spent in Leicester: 

... I then sped away to the other end of the town, to the Labour 
Church, where I took the chair and Mrs. Bruce Glasier (wife of the 
Editor of the Labour Leader) spoke very finely. Then tea with 
Wilford -- one of the men Mansbridge brought to Oxford in August 
-- and then again to the Labour Church. I had meant to repeat my 
Extension Lecture on Socialism and Education but they had been 
getting a deal of abuse from some clergy at 

that 
end of the town 

and were very dean for me to talk on 'Socialism and Christianity= 
so I did, and began by exhorting them to set a Christian example 
to the church folk who abused them by not 'reviling again'. They 
are not all Christians (in metaphysics) at that Labour Church, but 
I have seldom felt so near the real presence oý pure religion. 
Tonight I talk to the Church Socialist League. 

k 

Another contemporary testimony comes from the pen of Arthur 

Woolerton, writing in 1907, but looking back ten to fifteen years. 

The Labour Church was founded in October, 1891, two months 
previous to the first issue of the Clarion. Of John Trevor, its 
founder, one cannot say too much. But it may be said that he 
represented more than any other personality in those days, the 
spiritual and religious side of the-Labour Movement. 

His championship of the 50 mat makers who came out on strike in 
April 1892, and his subsequent support of some of them from his 
own slender means gave one some ideal of the fervour and humanism 
that he imparted to the new movement. 

His idea of founding the Labour Church is expressed in his de- 
clared ideal of what a church should bes "A church which would 
further man's social, aims while adding to them the devotion and 
inspiration of reli'gion. " 

This is true religion. But alas, I sometimes think now that 
in Manchester the Labour Church is no more that it will be impos- 
sible to acquire again the deeply religious enthusiasm that the 
Labour Church used to impart to the movement in its early days. 

I may be wrong. Perhpas the sweetness and earnestness of the 
Sunday meetings in the "Class" at-Booth Stand in the St. James' 
Hall has not really been lost. It may be seen again possibly 
when some great crisis threatens the existence of the Labour 
Movement, and men are in need of that religious fervour which has 
over and over again snatched hope from the very brink of despair. 3 

1, Reported in the Labour Ch ch Record for January, 1899. 
2. Iremongeri William Temple*, Arch is'ýho or Canterbury, p. 332. 
3. ttloolerton, The 

_ 
bu_Mor,., ynt n Manchester and Salford, pp. 5f. 
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The foregoing quotations have been chosen to give an impression 

of the enthusiastic response given to the Labour Church idea. But, 

undoubtedly, these were not universal reactions. E. J. Hart states 

unequivocally that many of the most ardent workers for the Labour 

Movement looked upon the Labour Church as a means of diluting and 

sentimentalizing the Socialist message. 
1 Dr. Mellone, at that time 

a student in Manchester New College, London, described for the 

present author the student reaction to Trevor's Church: 

When I was a student .. t. . we heard of the "Labour Church". But 
as an organisation it did not seem to be making any "headway". 
As a matter of hearsay (for the accuracy of which I cannot vouch) 
some of the meetings consisted of denunciations of the rich 
backed up by readings from the Epistle of James in the New 
Testament. 

John Burns, speaking at Lavender Hill, Wandsworth, on January 

15,1897, 

... deprecated as wrong what he termed the drifting of the 
Labour movement into Labour Churches. To his mind it was a 
waste of time and tissue, and calculated to lead to the disinte- 
gration of powerful forces. He had nevgr yet spoken in a Labour 
Church, and he did not intend to do so. 

There were, of course, numerous criticisms from the pulpits and 

assemblies of all denominations. Typical of them, though more com- 

plete and reasoned, is the statement of Dr. George Barratt in his 

presidential address to the Congregational Union of England and 

Wales. The address was later published in two sections under the 

titles The secularisation-of the Pulpit and The Secularisation oP 
(Of 7revar) 

the Church. 3A 
criticism Iby 

Canon Scott Holland is quoted in the 

Appendix. ' 

1, Cf., Wm. Gallacher's comments, Appendix, p, 10o 
2. Report quoted by the Pro h t, Feb. 1897, p. 18. 

Relevant exerpts are reprinted in the Po, Nov, 1891+, pp. 152E. 
Appendix, pp. 4ýoV f`f: 
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The significance of these criticisms is not so much the evaluation 

of what the Labour Churches stood for and what they denied, as the 

fact that there was a sufficient challenge to the more orthodox 

bodies as to elicit this notice and criticism, 

The Religious_, EmRhasis s 
As Labour congregations developed it became clear to those who 

understood the spiritual basis, and therefore had the largest concept 

of what the Labour Churches could and should bei that the average 

lecturer did not have an adequate grasp of the religious nature of 

the Socialist gospel. This was true from the very beginnings. A 

few clergymen tried to fill the gap. In 1892 the Rev. B. J. Harker 

made Duke's Alley Congregational Church of Bolton into a Labour 

Church so far as its constitution would allow. Throughout'the, years 

the Rev. J. C. Kenworthy of Carlisle gave himself unstintingly as a 

Labour Church lecturer, and later as minister of a kindred body, the 

Brotherhood Church. The Rev. Conrad Noel of the Church of England, 

was a popular Labour Church preacher through several decades. Dr. 

Hall, a Unitarian minister in Norwich during the early years of'the 

twentieth century, used to plan his own Sunday School work so he 

could leave early and arrive at the Labour Church in time to address 

the afternoon meeting. Mr. D. B. Foster, a forward looking Methodist 

Lay Preacher with a liberal theology, assumed the presidency of the 

Labour Church Union with the-intention of developing there a deeper 

religious'insight (but gave up after a year's trial). Later the 

Rev. J. -H. Belcher, Congregationalist turned Universalist, tried 

something of the same project with better success. 

Many other lecturers had a 'spiritual' message, but the majority 

were more concerned with electioneering and with political problems. 
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Trevor reported to the American Fob in January, 

For the most part our speakers are politicians 
What we are now waiting for is the development 
in whose hearts God lives and moves, and on wh 
fire has been placed. 

Without such 'Prophets' the Labour Churches might 

adjuncts to the political. movement. 

Trevor early realized that the Labour Churches 

1895s 

first and foremost* 
of a few prophets, 

DSO lips the living 

easily become mere 

stood between two 

real dangers on the one side absorption into the political 

parties! and on the others absorption into the historical churches. 

Either of-these would have meant the abandonment of the central 

idea which had given birth'to the new congregations. 1 In later 

years, when the congregations had ceased to exist, it became clear 

that they had fallen prey to both these tendencies. In the face of 

the adoption of a more humanitarian and, dare we say, a more col- 

lectivist approach, on behalf of the churches, and of a recession 

from the extremist and doctrinaire forms of economic socialism' 

(which gained headway in other parts of the world) on the side of 

Labour, people could find sustenance for their religious life within 

Church or Chapel, and could find expression for it in the Labour 

Party, without fear of being outcasts from either their religious 

or political felloiships. PerIaps it would be more accurate to 

suggest that the congregations did not fall prey to the dangers fore- 

seen by Trevor so much as they evaporated when the ideas which had 

given them birth were accepted by both Church and Labour. But we 

are here anticipating. 

Perhaps the beat way to gain an appreciation of what an early 

Labour Church service was like, and to understand its appeal, is to 

1" Cf. Presidential Address to the L. C. U. Conference, Prophets 
July, 1898, p. 195. 
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THE REFORMERS' YEAR BOOK, 1901.41 
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c. 

WILUAM MORRIS 
LABOURCIIURCM 
LEEK ý1. /ýAllk. 

COME idea is given above of the exterior of the " William Morris 
Labour Church " at Leek, as seen from its own grounds, shaded b7 

ancient park-like trees. It is a quiet bit of English domestic archi- 
tecture, of simple but delightful character, mellowed by a couple of 
centuries. It is the old meeting house of the " Friends "; and Mar- 
garet Lucas-with many another good Quaker and true-lies buried 
there. 

Internally it has a quaint old gallery, and good old high-back pews 
-none of the vulgar mbderp Bethel pitch-pine benches. The seats 
and other woodwork are painted apple-green, with blue felt mats, and 
the walls are stencilled on a rich red lacquer ground with designs by 
Walter Crane and Larner Sugden. The speaker's desk has a richly 
embroidered silk book-cloth, designed by George Rigby and Donald 
Larner, and executed bey a member of the Leek Embroidery Society: it 
bears in ' Kelmseott' lettering the church's name. The church's 
banner stands adjacent, beautifully painted on blue silk velvet by 
Stephen Webb (a founder of the Arts and Crafts Society, and associated 
with Morris at South Kensington). It bears the church's monogram, 
and the legend. " Every Heart contains Perfection's Germ " (Shelley). 

The ` Bock of the Opening " of the church has many contributions, 
among others from Bruce Olasier, the late 0 rant Allen, Ed: Carpenter, 
Walter Crane, Sir W. B. Richmond and the Duchess of Sutherland. 
Copies may be had from Treasurer, post free 3d.; or large paper, 7d. 

The church was opened in Dec., 1896, and appears to be the only 
memorial of the late William Morris yet offered in which he would have 
personally rejoiced. It has a "Cinderella, " , which provides simple 
feasts and entertainments for the poorest children of the town, winter 
and summer, in times of trade depression. It has also ä Labour Church 
"Camp, ' which every summer goes under canvas, or into lodgings in the 
neighbouring hill villages, and is very " conducive " of health and good 
spirits for tired town-workers. The choir, under the assiduous con- 
ductorship of T. B. Doxey. has become a great help and attraction to 
the church. 
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attempt a reconstruction which will try to show the general order of 

worship, the ideas expressed, and the enthusiastic reception these 

services received. 

, 
Tý Sunddaai 8ervio": 

The important event of the week which attracted members and 

visitors to the place of meeting to hear the speakers, who were 

often national or international leaders of the Labour Movement, 

wassthe Labour Church service. 

Let us imagine that we have been living in an industrial town in 

the north of England, and that we have seen a handbill announcing 

that Tom Mann would be the speaker at a service of the Labour Church 

to be held in the Paladium Music Hall. We have made our way, along 

with fifteen hundred others to the largest auditorium in town. We 

suppress an uneasy feeling about going to the music hall on a Sunday 

evening; we find places where we can see what is going on. The 

orchestra is tuning upq and a 'church service' will soon begin, the 

first we have attended for quite some time. While we are waiting 

our apprehension is partially dispelled by the familiar strains of 

an old French Minuet, followed by a rousing march by Gounod. l 

1. The Labour PrrQhýt of June 1893, p" 609 announced that the Bradford 
Labour Church had acquired the services of a small' orchestral band. 
"They played three pieces - one while the people were assembling, 
another during the collection, and a third while the people were 
departing. The music consisted of a Mardh by Gounod, the grand 
old "Largo" by Handel and a quaint ojd Minuet, Sylvana. ... The mention of this leads me Trevor to ask, Is there any cogent 
reason why really good dance music should not occasionally be per. 
formed at a Labour Church Service? " The suggestion was taken up 
by several congregations who organized orchestras and bands to 
play at the Sunday services and to lead Labour Church Parades. 
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Before the service proper begins, let us look around us. The 

other people-present are of all classes$ but the greater number 

seem to be, workers. Over on our right is a group of four woment 

probably-tsmaliway weaversl. Just beyond them is a family group -- 

father and mother are each nursing a small child. But of the aud- 

ience we can observe, most are men, decently dressed artisans or 

mechanicst some of a higher grade, but all of respectable and re- 

sponsible typest. Everybody seems to be caught up in a feeling of 

earnest expectancy; there seems to be purposiveness in the air. It 

is not piety; but, yes! it is a sense of worship! 3 

A small group of men and women are making their way to the stage 

... » they are quiet and reserved; there is nothing dramatic or bom- 

bastia about them. They take their seats at a small table placed a 

1. Mrs. Sarah Dickinson, an early member of the Manchester and Sal- 
ford Labour Church was a "Smallway Weaver" from 6: 30 in the morn- 
ing to 6s00 in the evening. After a hurried tea she would be away 
to one or another of the numerous Labour Church meetings. 

2. "At the meetings in Manchester there must have been at least a 
thousand men present. Every variety of type was represented, the 
shrewd stunted weaver the powerful labourer, square and set with 
heavy toil dapper intelligent men who might be clerks and shop- 
meng men with strong earnest faces -- one whom I knew to be a 
popular journalist -- quiet depressed men and men with discon- 
tented burning eyes. Steady attention, riveted on the speaker 
was common to all allkeq and the one expression I failed to note 
was that of sarcastic mockery, which so often characterises the 
keen-witted democrat in any sort of religious assemblage. Each 
man seemed, as it were, to be off his guard, and to have given 
his allegiance. Applause and laughter had their way freely, and 
every telling point was caught up. They were leaning foreward in 
the seats below, hanging over the rails in the galleries, heads 
resting upon hands, brows knitted, eyes anxiously strained. Close 
to me one night$ sat a mean, ill grown worker with sad eyes, to 
which at certain words of the preacher he furtively lifted his 
worn hand again and again, to clear away the tears. " -- Miss Evelyn 
March-Phillips in The Spectator, April 21,1894. 

3, Wicksteed wrote in the Manchester (3tardian: ". .. I was struck 
at once with the purposeful air with which the six or seven hun- 
dred members of my congregation gathered. . ." The letter in which 
this sentence appears is quoted in the appendix pptiI33 f' 
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little to one side of the platform. Behind them the gaudy back- 

ground has been rather effectively hidden by three large banners. 

"God Is Our King" is the motto on the one at the center and rather 

high upoori the backdrop. It. is a strangely comforting thought in 

the midst of our country's troubles. And then to the left and lower 

down "God And Liberty. " We've heard that phrase somewhere and it 

is a pleasant thought -- Libertyi Would that we had it! To the 

right is the third mottos "Thy Kingdom Come On Earth. " It is beauti- 

fully embroidered; and it does seem very familiar -- yesl it is a 

phrase from the Lord's Prayer -- it is a strange ; motto for a church 

that does not claim to be Christian. But our musings are interrupt- 

ed. The tall grey-haired man with the big beard has risen to his 

feet. 

The service is to begin with a hymn; number one in the Labour 

Church Hvrnnn Book. Look, here is a prefatory note about its 

Sung by 1501000 people at a Mass Meeting of Political Unions, 
at Birmingham, in connection with the agitation which preceded 
the passing of the First Reform Bill, 1832. See Miss Martineauis 
"History of the Peace. " 

The tune is familiar tool "Freedom" is its name. The people know 

it, and love to sing it. It is as if the words expressed the long- 

ing of their hearts. 

Lot here we answer! see, we come 
Quickly at Freedom's holy call. 

We. comes we come! we come! we come! 
To do the glorious work of all; 

And Hark! we raise from sea to sea 
The sacred watchword, Liberty! 

God is our guide l from fields from wave p From plough, from anvil, and from loom 
We come, our country's rights to save 

And speak a tyrant faction's doom. 
And Bark! we raise from sea to sea 
The sacred watchword, Liberty! 
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God is our guide! no swords we draw, 
We kindle not war's battle fires; 

By union, justice reasons law, 
We claim the birthright of our sires. 

We raise the watchword Liberty: 
We will , ~IýrEQ: sill' we will be freed 

The lady on the right is now standing by the table; she has a 

book in her hand, What will the lesson be? Will it be from the 

New Testament? No! Its from Words of a Believer by Lamennais. 

It's not a familiar title; but, let us listens 

Understand clearly how you may make yourselves free.. 

To be free l you must j before all things love God; for if you 
love God you will do His will, and the will of God is Justice and 
Love, without which there can be no Freedom. 

When, by force or fraud, a man takes what is another's; when 
he attacks his person; when, in what is perfectly lawful he 
hinders him from acting as he wishes when he violates his rights 
in any way whateger - what is it? It is injustice. It is In- 
justicet then, which destroys Freedom. 

If each of us loved only himself, and thought only of himself 
without seeking to help others, the poor would often be compelled 

1. Miss Evelyn March-Phillips reported that this hymn was "given with 
really good effect". She described the meetings of the Labour 
Church in Manchester in some details 

There is nothing intrinsically impressive about a large music 
hall with tawdry, disreputable decorations. It was a strange 
place enough in which to find oneself on a Sunday evening in 
Manchester. ... By half-past seven o'clock the hall was 
packed, from the shabby gold and crimson boxes to the gallery, 
packed with a respectable, responsible-looking audience, not 
to be confounded with one of the Salvation Army type. -. .e On the stage was a brass band and a few quiet looking men and 
women, the gawdy background was concealed by giant banners, 

The readings were short and stirring, or interesting, 
pieces from Walt Whitman Emerson, or Lamennais, and were 
listened to with deep attention. Now and again a solo was 
sung, the Lord's Prayer was repeated reverently by a large 
proportion of the congregation, and then fol owed the address, 
-- the feature of the eevening,, - Sigctc#7 

Zprl/ 
zl, /P94'- 

It is interesting to note that it was this letter which claimed 
that ! revor had been a Congregationalist, Trevor was raised a 
Baptist. 
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to steal what is another's in order that they and their family 
might live; the weak would be oppressed by a stronger, and he 
by one stronger still; and Injustice would reign everywhere. 
It is Love, then, which maintains Freedom. 

Love God more than all things else, and your neighbour as 
yourself and servitude will disappear from the earth. 

And yet those who profit by the servitude of their brothers 
will use every device to maintain it. For this purpose they will 
use both falsehood and force. 

They will declare that the arbitrary rule of some and the sub- 
mission of all the rest is the order established by God. To 
maintain their tyranhy they will not fear to blaspheme Providence. 

Answer them that their God is Satan, the enemy of the human 
race; and that yours is He who has conquered Satan. 

After that they will let loose their satellites upon you; they 
will have prisons built without number to sut you up therein; st", 1 
they will pursue you with fire and sword; they will torment you, 
and will pour forth your blood like a stream of water. 

Xf, then, you are not resolved to fight without ceasing, to 
bear everything without flinching, never to grow weary, never to 
give my keep your fetters and give up the freedom of which you 
are not worthy. 

Freedom is like the Kingdom of God. It suffers violence and 
the violent take it by force. 

But the violence which will put you in possession of Freedom 
is not the fierce violence of robbers and brigands; it is not 
injustice, revenge, cruelty; but strong, unbending will, a 
courage calm and generous. 

The most sacred cause is changed into an impious and execrable 
one when crime is used to maintain it. The matt of crime may rise 
from slavery to tyranny, but never to Freedom. 

The very handsome man at the left has come to the very front of 

the platforms and the orchestra is giving him an introduction. His 

voice is'clear and strong as he sings "The Song that Reached My Heart"2 

1. Lamennais, Words Of A Belie 
_ye , translated by John Trevor. This 

is one ' of aselection of Labour Church Readings proposed for 
publication, but not published apart from their appearance from 
time to time in The Labour Profi. See Appendix, pp. 6llcf, 

2. Mr. Joseph Freeman sang this solo at the first meeting of the 
Labour Church. Cf. Manchester City News, Oct. 10* 1891, p. 7. 
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The applause that follows the solo threatens for a moment to break 

the atmosphere that has been built ups but we immediately sense the 

spontaneity and the genuineness of the appreciation, and the feeling 

that "its like a concert" disappears; we lean forward that we may 

not miss anything that may be said. 

The grey bearded man asks us to join with him in prayer. With 

fervent feeling and yetýwith dignity he speaks to the Almighty about 

the life, work and character of the people assembled. Somehow we 

are caught up in his expression of hope and confidence and thanks- 

givingg and join with him in repeating the Lord's Prayer. After the 

'Amen' we are horrified to find ourselves clapping .- but, we are 

soon reassured for we are not the only ones who have forgotten con- 

ventional propriety. A subdued applause rings throughout the 

auditorium-and somehow it is not in the least irreverent. l 

The orchestra is now playing the prelude to a hymn. Again the 

tune is rather familiar, and the words thrill us through and through. 

They come from 'the pen of John Macleay Peacocks 

Sons of Labour, keep ye moving 
Onward in the march of mind, 

Every step your path improving, 
Leaving olden tracks behind. 

Every soul-enslaving fetter, 

1. In April, 1893, a Labour Church congregation wrote Trevor asking 
him to send copies of a number of his prayers. He declined, 
saying that he never wrote his prayers, and suggesting that 
prayers read from a book often lacked reality and vitality. "It 
is an intensely real thing to me, and being real to me it is a 
reality to the audience, save of course in the case of those who 
do not believe in it. This I take to be indicated by the subdued 
applause which has always followed the prayer in our special 
gatherings, when the audience is unusually large, and a consider- 
able portion of those present have not suppressed their feelings 
in accordance with conventional proprieties. " -- Prophet, May 1893 
Ps 39" 
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James Sims of Bolton 
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Burst and break and cast away, 
That the world may be the better 

For your needs some other day. 

The big grey-bearded chairman now looses some of his serious air, 

but not the least bit of his dignity; he unbends as it wereq and be- 

comes a bit jolly. Tom Mann, he tells use is a socialist of some 

years standing. He was one of the heroes of the London Dockers' 

Strike in 1889 and, since that time, has worked consistently for the 

unionizing of unskilled labour. From the early days of the Labour 

Church he has been one of the favourite lecturers, for he has under- 

stood the principles of the church, and he is still one of the ablest 

contributors to the development of the 'Religion of the Labour 

Movement'. 

Amid wild applause Tom Mann rises. He waits for order to be re& 

stored, and then he begins: 2 

In a complex society like ours, a very large share of one's 
time thought and energy must be devoted to the mere work of 
obtaining a living. It is in this respect that religious guidance 
is needed. But what guidance is given? The virtues -- including 
honesty, sobriety, and obedience to superiors -- are all empha- 
sized in the Sunday Schools, Bible classes, and churches; exactly 
how to apply them being, of course, too great a task. 

We then ask 'Where does this average teaching of the church 
and chapel lead? ' Judging by a lengthened experience, I un- 
hesitatingly declare that I find the average church or chapel 
goer becomes a narrow, saving $ squeezing creature, taking little 
or no part in the vigorous life of the community, but very 

1. Hymn No. 8 in the b_our Church Book first edition. Mr. 
James Sims, grandson of the one-time president of the Labour 
Church Union, reports that this was one of the favourite hymns of 
the Bolton Labour Church. 

29 Tom Mann was a favourite Labour Church lecturer. The 'sermon' 
which follows is largely given in his own words, and is taken from 
A Socialists View of A li ion and the Church s. Whether or not 
this was ever used as a LaBour Church sermon s not known, but it 
is typical of what such sermons were like. Cf. Appendix 
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commonly becoming, by his isolated action, a source of weakness 
in any real democratic movement. He attributes the cause of 
poverty to the utter degradation of the poor caused by their 
dissolute habits. In actual fact the Church is .na helpless 
backwash having lost the true courage mentalon moral vigour 

t power of disernment and hence capacity, to apply what humanity 
now demands. - A truly religious body of men whose religion en- 
abled them to understand between rightidoing and wrong-doing, 
and which furnished them with the requisite courage to face all 
foes$ would never be content with the sunny complacency of the 
average parson in the midst of the life-destroying conditions of 
our industrial centres. 

What are the ministers and plutocratic members of the rich 
churches and chapels doing to make earth like heaven? Why, it 
would need an entire change in the basis of society, and the means 
whereby incomes are obtained. Who among the orthodox in faith 
and practice objects to ten or more per cent usury? Honesty! 
Righteousness! Who that believes in the doctrines of Jesus can 
uphold an industrial system whose very basis from top to bottom 
istten, per cent'? "The man that will not work, neither shall he 
eat " is an apostolic injunction; but bow many ministers or 
members of our swell churches and chapels believe it? 

I do not state or imply that church clergy and members are 
hypocritical; what I do say is "that the truth is not in them. " 
Christians need to be "born again. " Orthodox religion is ac. 
quiiscing in an irreligious condition of Society. Christianity 
is made part and parcel of the national commercialism, and wholly 
subservient to the individualistic acquisitiveness of the age. 
Church or chapel is attended merely to maintain tradition and 
keep up appearances. 

It does appear to be the. case that with industrial England as 
with pastoral Israel in the time of Amos, the outward ritual 

Is 

made the chief concern. At that time the Mosaic ritual was jeal- 
ously attended to, but the message was$ "I hate, I despise your 
feast-days ... But let justice run down as waters, and right- 
eousness as a mighty stream. " (Amos 51 21-24). This is a sweep- 
ing condemnation of fashionable church-going whilst the state of 
Society is unsound. flott nothing puts the case more clearly than 
the condemnation by Jesus of the orthodox professors of religion 
of His time "Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocritest 
for ye devour widows' houses, and for a pretence make long prayers: 
therefore ye shall receive the greater damnation. " (Matt. 13: 14). 
These Pharisees have their exact counterpart to-day in England. 

Orthodoxy (it will be noted that I continually guard myself 
by referring to "orthodoxy") talks about the one thing needful 
for salvation as belief in Jesus as the Saviour. I make no com- 
ment on the doctrinal point. What I want to expose is the'de- 
moralising effect produced by the individual being taught that 
salvation for him consists in reflecting Upon and believing in 
his acceptance with God, because of Christ's sacrifice, irrespec- 
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tive of the life he leads. "No one says thiss" some will cry. 
Yes; but, indeed, it is said and taught in nineteen churches 
out of twenty, and the effect is to cause the individual to 
think of himself or herself and to value$ out of all proper 
proportion, his or her own personal salvation. Selfishness 
begins that and with selfishness it usually ends. A million 
times over is the same story told - personal salvation by faith 
in Christ. It seems to me it would be a truly religious act if 
all parsons and street corner preachers received a severe cast- 
igation for wasting so much time trying to assuage the sorrows 
primarily brought about by a vicious industrial system, instead 
of boldly tackling that industrial system itself. 

Salvation surely consists in living in accordance with Divine 
harmony - in loving order and living its - in hating disorder here 
on earth and striving might and main to remove it that earth may 
be more like heaven. Ohs the unworthiness of followers of Jesus 
being primarily concerned about their poor little soulsi He 
that seeks to save his soul on these lines will lose it; but he 
that will lose his own life by working for the salvation of the 
community - all such must be saved. Up: off your knees young 
meni Don't go continually begging of God to do that which you 
ought to dol This world is wrong, and you and I must right it. 

A little less time at orthodox mission meetings and a little 
more time spent in helping on effective industrial organization, 
to insure right-doing in the business of life is sadly needed 
just now. This orthodox mission work is exactly what our ex- 
ploiting plutocrats rejoice in. It is so gracious of them to 
give an occasional ten pounds to keep a mission going, that 
they may with reasonable safety exploit an additional twenty 
from their employees$ and still receive the praise and blessing 
of the faithful. 

I am not condemning religion, but the lack of it. Religion 
to me consists of those ethical principles that serve as a guide 
in all matters of conduct - social, political, and industrial 
alike; and the essence of the whole thing is this: the choice 
between a life whose actuating motive shall be self$ and a life 
which shall have primary regard for the well-being of the com- 
munity as a whole. To do this is to engage in making it possible 
for "His Kingdom to obtain on earth as in heaven". 

If I am asked "Do youthink that all that is necessary is a 
perfected industriell machinery on Socialistic lines? ", I say 
emphatically "No! " I do distinctly believe in the necessity for 
Socialism, but I know that something more than good machinery is 
necessary. -- I desire to see every person fired with a holy 
enthusiasm to put a stop-to wrong-doing. This requires personal 
discipline. The baser sides of our nature must be beaten down 
that the higher and nobler side may develop. Regard for the 
brethren (brethren meaning all) must be the mainspring of our 
action. We must become the servants of all. As Jesus was the 
servant of mankind, so I1 as a follower of Jesus, must learn to 
be of use. 
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But timid Christians and their preachers are likely to reply 
that 'to bring about such changes as you suggest is impossible; 
human nature won't admit of it'. If not, what becomes of the 
Lord's Prayers 'Thy Kingdom come ... as in heaven so upon the 
earth'? If this is a pious fraud please be frank enough to say 
so. Some of us, when we say the Lord's Prayer, do indeed mean 
its amongst whom I am glad to be one. We believe that the Lord's 
Prayer is not only realisable, but we are of those disciples who 
will make it so. This done, the question of a "Living wage" will 
be settled. 

To engage in the work of raising each individual to the high- 
est possible level of development is to be occupied in the nobl- 
est work the earth affords. This is the aim of Labour men. But, 
it is not enough to mean well - we must be able to do well - and 
to do well we must know the laws which underlie and govern the 
forces with which we have to deal. And then we must work to elim- 
inate the stains of child labour, sweated workers and legalized 
robbery that spoil our national and our Christian character. 

I appeal to you to live your faith. Take a determined stands 
Compel our nation to eliminate the evil that is destroying our 
very national soul and join with us in solving the 'Social Pro- 
blem of the Future' which John Stuart Mill in his "Autobiography" 
says is to ".. units the greatest individual liberty of action 
with a common ownership in the raw material of the globe, and an 
equal participation for all in the benefits of combined abour. l" 

The thunderous applause surpasses anything this hall has heard 

for many a day and it continues long past the usual duration. It 

seems to shout that this our leader and hero has expressed the 

feelings of our hearts even better than we knew them. - Tom Mann 

keeps to his seat, showing neither embarrassment nor pride at the 

reception he is receiving. The chairman stands and the applause 

dies away. There is a commotion at the back -a few are leaving 

their seats and heading for the exits; but most, - like ourselves, 

wait, spell bound. A collection, to be used$ not for the funds of 

the Labour Church, but for the funds of the striking Broomsgrove 

Nailerst Union is to be taken. The men have been out twelve weeks, 

when they were at work they could not earn more than a pound a week, 

one man, working from six in the morning till nine at night, seven 

days a week, earns only fifteen shillings, and of that he had to 
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spend two shillings for tools and firing. He sold his nails for 

seven pence a thousand and the company demanded eleven hundred and 

fifty nails per thousand. That man is the father of seven children. 

Is it any wonder that these men are demanding a fifty percent in- 

crease in wages. 1 We delve into our pockets and find a precious 

three penny bit. It was to have purchased a treat for the childreng 

but they can wait. Would that we could spare more for the need is 

great. 

The orchestra is now playing a haunting theme, It's not familiar; 

it sounds a bit classical. It's pleasant to listen to anyway. 

The chairman has now risen to make a few intimations: The service 

next week will be held in the Church at 27 Back Street. We must 

note that carefully for we want to learn more of this new church. 2 

The last hymn is to be he Flag. We're not quite so sure we 

want to attend next week if this is really to be a revolutionary 

party meeting - The Red Flag indeed! What number did he say it was - 

1. The Labour Church service, held in the Free Trade Hall on Sunday 
January 24th, was a grand success, thanks chiefly to the name anA 
fame of Tom Mann, who addressed us on "The Future of Trade Union- 
ism. " ... We had an audience of some 4000 persons, a large 
number having to stand. .,. Tom was in fine form, and want at 
it splendidly for just an hour, holding his audience completely 
all the time. ... For the third time we made an appeal for the 
Broomsgrove Nailers. We are told we missed a good deal of money 
through the exodus of one-quarter of the audience as soon as the 
address was finished. ... However we collected £12/3/9 for 
the nailers. ... The one drawback was the absence of women, as 
usual. o he , Feb. 1892, p. 16. 

2. Miss Evelyn March-Phillips reports in the letter referred to aboves 
"To many of these men who have let years pass without a thought 
of religion, the teaching of the Labour Church comes like a revel- 
ation" The founder has received letters which in this way are 
both curious and touching, and has been strongly urged to form 
Bible-classes and to hold prayer-meetings by men who have long 
cut themselves adrift from all established forms of worship. 
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No, 133" 
The people's fig is deepest red; 

It shrouded oft' our martyred dead 
And are their limbs grew stiff or cola 
Their hearts' blood dyed its ev'ry fold. 

It waved above our infant might 
When all ahead seemed dark as night; 
It witnessed many a deed and vow; - We must not change its colour now. 

It well recalls the triumphs past j 
It gives the hope of peace at lasts 
The banner bright, the symbol plain 
Of human right and human gain. 

It suits to-day'the weak and base, 
Whose minds are fixed pelt and place, 
To cringe before the rich man's frown 
And haul the sacred emblem down. 

With heads uncovered swear we all 
To bear it onward till we fall. 
Come dungeon dark or gallows grim, 
This song shall be our parting hymn. 

Then raise the scarlet standard high; 
Within its shade we'll live or die; 
Tho' cowards flinch and traitors sneorl 
We'll keep the red flag flying here. 

That's not as bloodthirsty and as revolutionary as I had thought 

it was - rather a fine sentiment, Yeai we shall be meeting again 

at the Labour Church next week. 2 But, just a minute - there's to 

be a Benediction 

stay the strength and joy of God's p esence be with all who love 
their brethren in sincer$ty. Amen. " 

1, Labour-Church Hymn nook 1906 
2, exce ent description of a Labour Church service was given 

by Phi ; lip Wicksteed after he was guest preacher to the Man- 
cheste congregation in Jan. 1892. See Appendix pp 43 f. 

3. Benediction often used by John Trevor - Proo het June 1895, p. 89 
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The Lite and Work of the Labour C, hur rche_s: Social Activities: 

Though the Sunday lecture was the most widely known activity of 

the Labour Churches, it was not the only one of importance. The 

surviving records suggest that their role as centers of social 

activity was equally Important. 

G. D. H. Cole notes the importance of fellowship for those who 

espoused the new ideass The leaders of the New Unionism and the 

movement for political independence, 

.. mostly young and eager did not need to be detached from 
Liberalism, to which they had never owed allegiance. But many 
of them did badly need a sense of fellowship and of adventure 
in a new way of living that was much more than an acceptance of 
the call to work together fort merely economic ends or even for 
economic and political ends. 

Pronounced Socialists, of course, had a deep sense of fellowship 

with other workers for their particular theory. Some of the men, 

and in a few instances women too, had their Labour and Socialist 

Clubs where they could go for an hour or two or for an evening of 

congenial company. But Clubs tended toward an attitude of ex- 

clusiveness and political groups to a doctrinaire rigidity. There 

was needed a more inclusive group which should gather together 

Socialists of every degree and variety, both men and women, in a 

close fellowship devoid of differentiation of clique or doctrine. 

This was one service performed by the Labour Churches for the early 

Labour Movement, later to be joined by Clarion Fellowships and 

numerous Socialist Societies. 

Most Labour Churches had monthly socials as an integral part of 

their work. These usually took the form of a dance, whist drive, 

1. Cole, SocialistTh, Vol. 3, Pt. 19 p. 136. 
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Good-night: Good"nighti 
The chimes ring loud and clear! 
Good-ni ghtt Good-night; 
A new-born day is near. 

Our mirth has rung we've danced and sung, 
Cu Our eyes have gleamed delight; 
The day has passed, we part at last, 

To each and all, good-nights 
Sleept, gentle sleep! 
Thy robe of er naturo lies! 
Sleep! gentle sleep! 
Steal softly on our eyes. 

And not alone to us be known 
My blessings calm and deep; 

To pain and care be free as air, 
And soothe them, gentle sleep. 

Good-ni ght I Good-night l 
The chines give warning clear 
Good-night: Cood.. nightl 
A new-born day is near. 

Our mirth has rung, we've danced and sung, 
Our eyes have gleamed delight; 

The day has passed, we part at last. 
To each and all, good"nighti 

-- Charles MacKay 
L. C. Hymn Book No. 89 
("for Social Evenings") 
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concerts or sometimes all three combined together in one grand 

evening; with, of course, tea and cakes for refreshment. The main 

purpose, to be served was the introduction of members to one another, 

and their collective enjoyment of engaging in a common activity. A 

secondary motive was financial, though sometimes the Social Committees 

did not show profits and even had, on occasion, to be subsidized 

from the general treasury. But, generally speaking, socials did 

lighten the financial burden of maintaining church facilities. 

It is significant that the socials are remembered by those who 

took part in them particularly for their atmosphere of good whole- 

some fun� The undesirable elements associated with public dances 

were mostly kept out by restricting attendance to members and 

specially invited guests$ with the result that, though the atten- 

dances might reach several hundreds, a newcomer would not long remain 

a stranger; cliques were rare, and disorderly conduct practically 

unheard of. The minutes of the Bradford Labour Church show that for 

a short period they were having difficulties with their socials. 

The steps taken to prevent a recurrence indicate the seriousness 

with which they regarded the whole question. The Committee arranged 

that at least one of their number should be present in an official 

capacity at each dance, with authority to stop the orchestra playing 

if discipline got out of hand. Attendance was more carefully re- 

stricted to Labour Church members$ and a set of rules was drawn up 

to cover future eventualities. The minutes, however, record not an 

instance in which these measures had to be invoked. 

Hyde congregation reported an interesting point of view regarding 

Dane Socials s 
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Public dances have been run for several years, and are vary 
successful and properly conducted. But it is imperative to have 
a committee for their management composed of Labour Church mem- 
bers who set character and reputation of the movement before any 
source of income, and who can quietly insist upon those who 
attend conducting themselves properly or refuse to admit them 
again. Thus we get young people to help us with their moneys and 
to come into association with the church and with Socialists (for 
we make as many friends, as possible among them) and draw them 
away from other places in the town where the surroundings are of 
a far different character. ... No alcoholic beverages were 
served. 

An interesting feature of the Labour Church socials is that they 

were often attended by the whole family; grannies and children as 

well as young folk had a wonderful time. Young people in their 

twenties dominated, for it was this group more than any other who 

were enthused by socialist ideas, and it was at these socials that 

many young couples met and began to walk the road leading to 

matrimony. 2 

It is not an exaggeration to suggest that in many places the 

Labour Church was representative of the whole Socialist community. 

Socialists as such did not feel particularly welcome in the estab- 

Ilahed places of community fellowship. They were 'homelesst because 

of their beliefs, and largely because of this fact, though with 

varying shades of political complexion and often with conflicting 

economic theoriesq they found themselves within a common fellowship. 

The distinctions of puritan and libertarian typified by the views 

of Hardie and Blatchford were almost indistinguishable in the early 

days; all had common ground in their distrust of Victorian respect- 

ability. R. B. Cunninghame Graham's 'sermon' on China Dogs appealed 

1. Labour Church Record Oct. 1899. 
2. Mrs. Brooks $ Mrs. Mitchel and Mrs. Senior (Cf. Appendix pp.. yofff' 

C99f &7v are good examples. 
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to and was remembered by I. L. P. and S. D, F. members alike. De- 

scribing such ornamental items as symbolic of hypocritical middle- 

class 'respectability', he ended with his punch lines "To HtU with 

China Dogs: "1 But despite this revolt against 'respectability' 

Labour Church members (including ar4erit I. L. Peers and just as 

ardent Clarionettest as the two groups came to be distinguished in 

later years) were decent and respectable folk, whose sincerity was 

often more marked because they weren't Chapel-goers. Mrs. Dickinson, 

nee Sarah Walsh, remembers attending as a little girl St. John's 

Church where the Rev. John --- and his wife used to provide soup for 

a penny. The impression she had of their greedily snatching the 

penny and refusing even a kindly smile to the poor made a sharp 

1. This is the conclusion as remembered by Sarah Dickinson. In the 
printed version which appeared in the bur Prphhet for May, 
1892, pp. 33f. it ended with the injunction: ti Damn all China 
Dogs i" The following are quotations from the published account. 

"o 9 Let but a china dog, with his patches of yellow on 
bis back, his google eyes and chain round his neck strong enough 
to restrain an elephant 

&it 
once appear upon a mechanic's 

chimney piece, and ten to 
one but he is a lost (political) man. 

What do I mean, do you say, with all this prate of china 
dogs? Well this. There is a tendency in England towards 
respectability. A man who is respectable is generally a man 
lost. To be respectable does not imply a moral change in a man. 
Respectability only attacks a man from the teeth outward. He 
may still cheat, and drink, and lie, and cringe but, if he out- 
wardly become respect ablet the man s saved in this 

world. Of 
the next, if there be one, I do not speak. 

A man, we will say, has been a Socialist on a pound a week. 
Suddenly his wages rise to thirty shillings or two pounds. What 
happens? Well, too often a change comes over the spirit of his 
life, and he turns "mugwump". Socialism is too vulgar and too 
commonplace for his converting. ... Then the black coat 
appears and all that it implies. ... The working man puts on 
airs and apes the ways of the small tradesman, and the tradesman 
of the wholesale man ... Thus every class plays unwittingly into the hands of the 
sweater, who pockets the pelf, and laughs at all ... Progress in the future will be must be -- in the mass, and 
not, as heretofore, by the unit. 

Than can man, looking on his china dog, his hideous stovepipe 
bat, his knighthood, or whatever is a golden calf to him, value 
them for themselves, and not, as now, for the barrier they put 
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t contrast to the atmosphere she found in'Trevor's Labour Church. 

Here she felt she belonged. 

Chapel-going working people looked with mild mistrust upon the 

Socialists. Mrs. Thursby told me that she married a Socialist before 

she was fully converted to socialist thinking. She remembers how, 

at first, she was not attracted to her husband's friends because they 

were not 'respectable' -- they actually played games on Cunday: l 

But aft®r she got to know them she learned to respect their sincerity 
and their lack of cant. The working class people of non=cönformist 

tradition were largely Liberal, Chapel-sympathizing if not Chapel- 

going$ and definitely non-socialist. They were the backbone of the 

Old Unionism. Converts to Socialism had all to make a break with 

Victorian mores, (though not always a sharply defined one), and were 

looked upon as 'unrespectable'. 2 Though'sntbbed, many Labour Church 

members, "as'a matter of principle, 

and even Chapel attendance. 3 
retained their Chapel connections 

betwixt him and his fellows. Till that time be come, I 'say devout- 
ly "Damn, all China Dogs" 

1. Alderman E. J. "hart sociilistq of Mancheste , proposed over a 
period-of years beginning in 1906, that bowl a be allowed in the 
public parks on Sunday afternoons. In a cipal election of 
1908 he was opposed and defeated by. a candidate (Dr. Fletcher) 
who ran on. a Christian Morality platform. A year later this 
'champion of Christian Morality' ran away'with another man's wife. 
This was the sort of thing that convinced Socialists that their 
honest and above-board rejection of 'convention' was really more 
respectable than much Chapel-going. 'respectability'. 

2. John'Paton, in his oin Pilgrimage , in referring to his 
part in the Clarion e owe p"o -A erdeen during the early years 
of the 20th century, (afe pp. 112ff. ) speaks of the ". .. violent 
reaction from the sham and humbug of the contemporary conventions". 
Though he, is not describing aýLabour Church, his references to a 

perpetual state of simmering revolt" are relevant, for this 
same reaction was typical of Labour Churches. 

3. Mr. Overton was approached at Chapel one morning by a friend who 
spoke in a confidential tone, suggesting scandals "Do you know your 
son goes to the`Labour Church after Sunday School! " to which came 
a jaunty reply: "Yes! I see him there: " -- from personal inter- 
view with Mr. Overton, the son. 
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In the early days the more fact of being in revolt against 

'respectability' brought all, from secularists and agnostics to 

Whitmanites and anti-vivisectionists into fellowship with the 

Socialists. All were part of a general movement of 'non-conformity' 

of social proportions. Religiously it was non-conformity with the 

conventions of the non-conformist Chapels; politically it was a 

non-conformity with the ways of the Liberal party; personally it 

was a refusal to accept the dictates of 'Mrs. Grundy'; and in a 

social context it was an insistance on trying something new. In 

later years, as the revolt grew to greater proportions, it became 

more clearly defined, and divisions became more pronounced. Theo- 

sophists and advocates of vegetarian cures separated themselves from 

socialism, and within socialism itsölf the puritan and libertarian 

trends became quite distinct. In the late nineties Clarion Clubs 

which previously had been fostered by Labour congregations became in 

a sense friendly rivals, though still in close fellowship. It be- 

came an understood agreement that the Churches with their more 

puritan tendencies should take the lead during the winter season1 

and that as the weather became finer, the Clarion Cycling and Rambling 

Clubs. should take prominence. While it must not be forgotten that 

Cycling Clubs often conducted Labour Church services, operated 

Socialist Sunday Schools, and distributedl as part of its propaganda 

literature Labour Church Tracts, and while it must be remembered that 

the arigfl was one rallying-point for Labour congregations during 

the first decade of the twentieth century, it is true that Clarion 

activities diverted attention of members away from the Church. Still, 

it was in the Labour Churches that Clarionettas and I. L. Peers 

found common ground.. 
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Besides the monthly socials, many congregations ran weekly Sun- 

day afternoon teas enabling those who had come from a distance to 

stay at the church between the afternoon and evening services. Time 

and opportunity were thus afforded for growing friendships, for dis- 

cussion and for debate. It also required a service which drew the 

women into active participation in Labour Church and socialist 

causes. Mrs. Senior writes that in Bradford 

The work entailed was done by the young women members of the 
social committee. Twenty of them took their turns in being on 
duty once a month. This often proved a valuable way of getting 
them interested in the work of the church. They also served at 
Saturday night dances which were held each week. l 

The Labour Churches did much to provide fellowship for and to 

enlist the aid of women in the socialist cause. Before the Labour 

congregations had been in existence long, the secretaries began to 

comment upon the unusual presence of women, wives motherst daughters 

and sweethearts, who had hitherto taken no part in the Labour Move- 

meat. For them there were soon organized Women's auilds, sewing 

classes, and Women's Committee8.2 one congregation even organized 

a Women's Independent Labour Party3 (a sort of Socialist Women's 

Missionary Society) for the study and assistance of socialism, and 

1. Correspondence with Mrs. Senior. Cf. Appendix, p. /O 
2. A report in the Labour P� row (Sept, 1894 pp. 126f. ) indicates: 

Four congregations, Bradford$ Manchester Bolton, 
and Hyde, had 

no separate women's organization, but diA have active help from 
women workers. Three congregations, Plymouth, Morley, and Hull 
had no women workers. Other congregations reported various women' 
activities, along with comments similar to the following: "... 
the women who attend our church are rather too far advanced in 
their views as tb2the relationships of the sexes to fall in with 
the "Mothers' Meeting" kind of palaver which prevails in orthodox 
churches they would rather do their share with the men. " While 
this attitude did characterize the Labour Churches generally 
throughout their existence, by 1897 separate Women's organizations 
were much more prevalent than they had been., 

3. Cf. Labour Church Directory, Appendix, p, _? -? o 
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for participation in propagandist activity. In most congregations 

the women undertook sick visitations relief of extreme poverty, l and 

the raising of funds'by the many ingenious plans used by women's 

groups generally. There was a close parallel between this aspect of 

Labour Church activity and that of the more orthodox congregations 

of the land. 

In the summer the Labour Church program often took the form of a 

country ramble, picnic, or cycle tour. Thesel judging by the photo. 

graphs sent me by old Labour Church members, were highlights in the 

experiences of the members. The whole family would go rambling, 

even though the smaller children had to be carried most of the time. 

In later years at least once annually this ramble would take the i; 

greater proportions of an organized visit to more distant parts. In 

these larger projects, usually visits to socialist groups in England, 

France, or Germany, the I. L. P. and the Clarion Fellowships co-op- 

erated with the congregations in organization and finance. 

A discussion of the social activities of the Labour Churches 

would not be complete without mention of their dramatic clubs, 

dancing classes, musical and cultural education groups, etc. Plays 

(comedy, farce, and drama) were staged and presented, often with 

finesse and polish, For instance the repertoire of the Hyde Labour 

Church Dramatic Club, "The Clarion Players", included: 

1. In some congregations, (in 1894 only Manchester, Leeds, and Bolton, 
though in later years the system became more general) teams of 
visitors were organized that no ill person would be overlooked. 
Some'congregations combined with this a 'helping hand fund' admin. 
istered with the advice of the visitors. This proved most useful. 
Most congregations probably followed the path indicated by the 
Birmingham secretary in 1894, when he wrote: ". .. the friendship 
among members has kept us in touch with absentees. " -- P-rro ®t, 
Sept. 18949 pp. 126f. 
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Shakespeare: Tiro Gentlemen' of Verona 
As You Like It 
The Tempest 
The Merchant of Venice 
The Merry Wives of Windsor 

0. B. Shaws Major Barbara 
Augustus Does His Beet 
O'Flaherty V. C. 
How H. Lied 'To Her Husband 
Blanco Posnet 
Man of Destiny 

and countless other one-act plays by various authors. 

With the Tempest they won first place (a banner presented by 

Mrs. Grendon of Manchester) at a Shakespearian Tercentenary Festival 

in 1924. The adjudicator was Mr. Ryder Boys, the famous actor of 

Manchester and London. 1 

The dancing classes did not produce such publically praised 

results, but the continued demand for them showed that they were 

satisfying a need of their membership. The orchestras and choirs 

played their part in enabling ordinary working class people to ex- 

press themselves musically, for apart from the Labour Church in- 

struction classes they would have received little or no training. 

Home reading unions and reading circles were formed to enable the 

members to appreciate good literature. Art classes, illustrated 

talks. trips around art galleries, and lectures in science were 

i 

frequently arranged. The whole cultural development of an otherwise 

ill-Jportunitied people was considered part of the work of the 

congregation. 

Of course no congregation had organized all the above mentioned 

activities at any one time, but each undertood as large a program 

as opportunity and leadership permitted. Even where classes could 

1. Information from Mrs. H. Armitage of Hyde. 
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not be organized, cultural subjects were dealt with by lecturers. 

Perhaps it would be Miss McMillan delivering her series on "Art and 

the Working Man, or elocutionist Fred Hartley reciting one or more 

of the literary classics, or Dennis Hird discoursing on Evolutionary 

Science$ but whoever was the lecturer$ the working people attended 

in good numbers$ anxious to improve their education. In Stockport 

and Hyde (two churches that have enjoyed exceptionally long life) 

cultural education and activity assumed an important place, an im- 

portance perhaps greater than in other congregations, thus explaining 

in part their vitality on into the third and fourth decades of the 

twentieth century. 

' rno. : 

Labour Congregations had one problem in common with all non- 

conformist groups -« but had it more severely than they. Because 

of the lack of wealthy contributors and the poverty of the general 

membership, money difficulties were always present. The financial 

stability of the congregation depended upon the 'liberality' of 

people who had very little to be liberal with. Collections brought 

in many farthings, and halfpennjesy with occasional bright silver 

coins to emphasize the predominance of the darker copper colours. 

So rare were larger donations that when a member accidentally 

placed a two shilling piece, thinking it was a penny, in the col.. 

lection, there was no hesitation in returning the coin to its 

rightful owner. l 

The Sunday collections indicated a generous response on the 

part of the congregationl2 but left a sizeable deficit to be made 

1. Cf. Directory of Labour Churches, appendix p..? 7O 
2.1896 average 10/- per hundred attenders. Prophet April 1896, p. 5 
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up by monthly subscriptions pledged by members, and by rentals 

for the use of the church facilities by other groups. Musical 

concerts, dramatic events, sales of work, and socials (if there 

were any proceeds from the litter) helped to reduce the deficit 

that was a constant charaoteri: tic of most congregations. One 

wonders if they pioneered the 'deficit budget' which has become 

such a popular political tradition. 

Labour Church deficits were not always due to the heavy costs 

of hall rentalsy travel expenses, and fees of the best speakers 

available; there was a continual pressure to expand the propaganda 

work to the very limit of the resources. The criterion for each 

expenditure seemed to be the opportunity it affords to extend 

the work rather than the resulting solvency or lack of solvency 

of the treasury, l If any work needed doing, the congregations 

operated on the faith that later, if not sooner, the needed fin- 

ances would be forthcoming; therefore the work should be done soon 

sooner rather than later. As the congregations grew older ang 

more experienced, and as the deficits grew more burdensome, the 

trend was to a much more conservative financial policy. 

Ih Government of the Congrega tions 

It must be emphasized that decisions concerning financial 

J, "We need money. In Manchester we are in great need of it. 
But when men and women are anxious to serve God and Humanity, 
money or no money, they need never stand idle for want of a 
job. Our whole movement is a rough Pioneer Movement, and Pio- 
neer Movements will always be short of cash -- for two reasons: 
Few men of means like Pioneer Movements, and men of pioneer 
stamp will always go straight aheadt ever a little in advance 
of the supplies that come to them. " -- Trevor t Pran he t, April 
1892, P. 27. 
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policy$ indeed all decisions, were the concern of the whole 

membership, and not merely of a steering committee. There wasp 

of course, an executive committee, and as many special committees 

as thought expedient for the work in hand; but all policy decisions 

were subject to the monthly member's meetings. 

Towards the end of the 19th century the secretaries began to 

complain that these were poorly attended; some congregations 
began holding them on Sundays with a slight improvement; Birmingham 

tried for a time holding quarterly meetings, with no improvement. 

In all congregations the executive committee was compelled to take 

more and more responsibility for policy decisions. The original 

congregational democracy, with its wide diffusion of authority 

worked well for only a few years; it soon fell prey to general 

apathy and indifference; congregations were forced to adopt a 

form of representative government through elected committees with 

legislative powers. 

Generally speaking, committees were large; in some instances 

one in five sat on the General Committee. Add to these the members 

of the various special committees who were not already on the 

General Committee and the proportion of members exercising author- 

ity and responsibility was much greater than 20%. At the same 

time that the move was away from congregational responsibility to 

the representative function of committees, the move was toward 

smaller committees. But even in the later periods of the Labour 

Churches there was a distinct distrust of anything that savoured 

of rule by a clique or by a single person. 

in September 1894 it was reported, as the result of a survey, 
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Chats 

The entire absence of a parson, or one-man rule in any shape, 
is a distinct feature in Labour Church local government. The 
membership meeting is the source of authority, and while it is 
usual to have an executive committee, that is not always the 
case. 

The role of 'parson' was greatly feared and disliked. When 

Trevor saw what the absence of a resident pastor was meaning in 

the life and work of the Labour congregations and suggested to the 

1899 Labour Church Union Conference that some such expedient, 

while not yet practical, might be a future possibility, he was 

vigorously opposed. It was claimed that a church with a pastor 

would inevitably tend toward a congregation with one-man rule, ort 

what would even be worse, a parson whose 'free' pulpit was tied 

by the purse-strings of a few wealthy supporters. Diffusion of 

all authority among the widest number of members possible was a 

cherished ideal not given up easily. 

This "Congregational" policy coupled with Trevor's fear of the 

confining influence of "institutionalism" which was shared by 

many early Labour Church members, meant that the new congregations 

did not become self-perpetuating groups in the same manner that 

sectarian movements have a habit of doing. They were much more 

concerned with the job to be done than with the perfecting of an 

organization. This is not to suggest that tendencies toward 

institutionalization were not present, they were, but they were not 

strong enough to overcome the dominant characteristic. Labour 

Churches at least approximated John Trevor's ideal. 2 

1. Pro he tq Sept. 194# pp. 126 f. 
2. Ct. the sectionoon the "! Disappearing Service", p. 2%5 
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While the strongest and most fully organized Labour congregations 

were quite independent of political affiliations, and encouraged 

their members to be active in the political party of their own 

choice, there was a natural affinity for the I. L. P. 9 with the 

right wing of the S. D. P. running a close second. Often there 

was confusion between the I. L. P. and the Labour Church due largely 

to the number of members who were active in both. In a few occas- 

ions Labour Congregations had to remind the party that the church 

was both older than and independent of the I. L. P. 1 This was 

particularly true after 1905 when the Labour Churches began to 

take a much more leftish Socialist line, with strong Be D. F. q 
(B. S. P. ) and secularist tendencies, and the I. L. P. began to 

draw close to the Lib-Lab policy of the L. R. C.; but one can see 

this situation developing very early in their history. 

In 1894 four congregations, Bolton, Bradshaw, Farnworth, and 

Morley were sponsored, housed, and given executive leadership by 

the I. L. P., though the members' meeting, and not the party$ was 

the final authority. One congregation, Plymouth, was an offshoot 

ofq and had the same management as, the local gasworkers union. 2 

This seemingly anomaly of indistinct lines of demarcation between 

Party, Union, and Church was hardly noticeable in the early days r ý -1W 

because the members of these bodies were in large measure the 

same people. 3 It was a natural thing that the president of the 

1. Cf. Appendix p. i3( 
2, ro')ihet, Sept. '91f, p. 127 
3. There was even an overlap of membership between S. D. F. and I. L. P. Mr. Overton, in reference to Bradford mentions that 

S. D. F. people were also members of the I. L. 1'. Their first 
loyalty was to the first named organization. Their purpose in 
the latter was to 'permeate' it with more orthodox socialist 
economic ideas. Fabians, whose avowed purpose was 'permeation' 
made it a definite point tb be members of several socialist bodies. 
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local I. L. P. branch should also be chairman of the Labour Church. 

It is interesting to note that even where the Labour congregation 

was organized independently of the party, there was usually a 

sufficient number of executive members of one on the executive 

of the other that decisions relating to the church could be made 

by the party and vice y_e__r. 

As differences of opinion among the members of the Labour 

Congregations became apparent in the early years of the twentieth 

century and the church organization began to lose its unity and 

harmony even though the Sunday lectures remained popular and well 

attended, many congregations dissolved as such, and left their 

activities to be administered by the party, as happened in Bolton. 

Iducetional ^_Political and Philanthropic Activities 

No characterization of a Labour Church would be complete without 

mention of the educational, political and philanthropic activities 

of the congregations, for these were the ways in which the rel4g- 

ious sentiment found its expression; these were religious activities, 

the ways of serving Humanity. 

The Manchester and Salford congregation early set the pattern 

which was followed by the others. As soon as the congregation was 

organized there were established a series of monthly study groups: 

one concerned itself with the Labour Church principles, another 

with the possibilities of independent political action, a third 

with ways of helping the "depressed masses". Out of these groups 

came the "Missionary Class"t the Manchester Independent Labour 

Party, the Labour Church adoption of the Cinderella program and 

1. Cf. Appendix pp. 9%//" 
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the organization and support of the Manchester Mat Makers Union 

and Co-operative Factory. For those who desired a better under- 

standing of economics and politics, J. 3. MacKenzie, M. A. of Owens 

College, began a course in Political Econom3r. For those who wffi#bed 

to be more active in propaganda works Trevor gave instruction in 

elocution and public speaking, and a few months later Miss Kate 

Dodd of Owen College conducted a special class for the women. 

Each Labour congregation carried on a similar program. Often 

co-operating with the Local Fabian society and other similar groups 

they would arrange a University Extension Lecturer for a winter 

serieslf or would persuade a local person who had special gifts 

or qualifications to undertake leadership. If no 'qualified' 

legdership were available, one of their number would prepare a 

paper based upon a number of 'text books' and read its after which 

the whole group would discuss the subject matter for the mutual 

edification of all. If nothing else, this at least stimulated the 

members to read in order to keep abreast of their fellow students; 

and for some it meant practice in expressing themselves on paper 

and in argument. The most frequent study classes formed were in 

the realm of Political Economy, public speaking, modern science, 

and 'Reading'. (The group would select a book such as Buskin's 

U two This Last or Blatchford's Merrie Enzland - at each session 
part of the book would be read aloud, and then the subject matter 

would be discussed by the group. ) 

1. Eg. In 1896 Bradford arranged two courses of six lectures each, 
with the University Extension Service. Subjects weret "Mediaeval 
England' and "Industrial and Economic questions since 1789". 
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The motive of the Labour Churches in providing these courses of 

adult study was two fold. There was the desire to provide the means 

of developing a full mental life that members and adherents might 
UNG 

make the highest and best of their lives; and closely related to 
1^ it was the desire to provide the means by which members might 

qualify themselves for better service to their fellow men. Courses 

in political economy and public speaking were designed to prepare 

the average working man to become an able exponent of the new 

1 'Gospel' of Socialism. If the 'Emancipation of Labour' depended 

upon the spread of socialistic ideas, then each socialist must be 

trained to understand and express the new raith. 

The Labour Church program provided not only opportunity for 

educational advancement, but ways of putting new found skills and 

knowledge to use. During the good weather numerous 'open air' 

propaganda meetings were held. One of the better speakersrsupported 

by two or three members would mount a 'soap box' and begin to speak; 

the others would gather round. As curious strangers stopped to 

listen! the members would keep moving back, allowing the public 

to occupy the better positions. When the crowd assembled was large 

enough that those on the fringes could not hear, the Church members 

would begin discussions with interested spectators. The younger 

members and older boys would be busy mingling with the crowd and 

selling Lab_ bourPro ta, Socialist Pamphlets l and other Labour 

literature. 

There were always many jobs in connection with political cam. 

paigns (both National and Local): hand bills were to be distri- 

buted, collecting and canvassing to be done, committee meetings to 

be attended, along with a great variety of more specialized tasks 
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such as practising a bank1 or conducting a street meeting. Very 

often, particularly during the 90s, it was by Labour Church init- 

iation that Socialists agreed to work together to sponsors and if 

possible elect, one of their number to the School Board, the Board 

of Guardians or the local council. Labour Church facilities were 

often used as campaign headquarters and sometimes official church 

endorsation was given. 

When no political campaign was in progress there was often an 

industrial situation in which the Church could give aid to exploited 

workers1 or could assist the unorganized general workers who would 

suffer as a result of a strike amongst the skilled trades. The 

cause of the unemployed was another area where the Labour Churches 

were able to serve, through right-to-work committees, through 
(mono of 

granting premises and facilities to1UnemployedUnIons, and through 

efforts at organizing protest'meetings. 2 

For those whose interests ran to php1anthropic service rather 

than political campaigning there were the Cinderella Clubs3j the 

Socialist Sunday Schools, the sick visiting5l the administration 

of material relief in times of'illness and unemployment$6 and the 

collecting of assistance for strike and disaster funds7. There 

were groups who undertook the study of particular problems, such 

as housing conditions in the slums8, infant mortality rates9l 

1. Cf. Leeds congregation Appendix p. 4/4- 
2. Cf. statement of James Lilley, appendix pp 71 
3. 
1}. 

Cf. 
Cf. 

Appendix 
Appendix 

p p. 34'0 ff'. 
'i- c/ if) 

pp. Aloof' 
Cf. Appendix pp- ' äný ,4f anc/ 3/ 

6, Cf. Appendix " tfJG 9/7c/ 7. Cf. Appendix p10.07 ý�ý X39 8. Cf. Appendix P, VZO 
9. Cf. Appendix P. 72i/ 
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industrial hazards such as lead poisoning in the potteriesl, and 

the campaigning for the Peace Crusade. 2 No member of a Labour 

Church ever need have remained idle for want of an important job 

to do, a job which he could consider to be his specific task in 

co-operation with God at the `growing point' of the Evolutionary 

Process. 

1. Cf. Appendix pp, Js"3 dnq/ 4 0.?, 
2. Cf. Appendix p. JJy 
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One holy Church of God appears 
Through every age and race, 
Unvasted by the . apse of years, 
Unchanged "by changing place. 

From the oldest time on farthest shore 
Beneath the pine or palm, 
One unseen presence she adores 
With silence or with psalm. 

fier priests are all God's faithful sonst 
To serve the world raised up# 
The pure in heart her baptised ones, 
Love her communion cup. 

The truth is her prophetic gift, 
The soul her sacred page; 
And feet on mercy's errands swift 
Do make her pilgrimage. 

0 living Churchi thine errand speed, 
Fulfil thy task sublime; 
With Bread of life earth's hunger feed, 
Redeem the evil time. 

--- Samuel Longfellow 
L. C. Hymn Book No. 83. 
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CHAPTER IV 

NATIONAL EXPRESSION OF THE IDEA 

There were several attempts at national organization of the 

Labour Churches or their activities, but these enjoyed but partial 

and temporary fulfillment. The earliest, and perhaps the most suc- 

cessful, was the Cinderella program. 

Cinderella: 

The Labour Churches adopted "Cinderella" as their program. This 

did not mean that every Cinderella club became Labour Church -- far 

from it; but most Labour Congregations supported Cinderella clubs, 

and where the program had not been organized locally, they initiated 

it. In some communities, as in Chester and Liverpool, this was the 

only part of the Church program that had any permanence. 

"Nunquam" tells the story of the founding of the Cinderella clubs 

in such a charming manner that it would be a distinct loss to tell 

it in any words but his own. l It is hoped that the shortened ver- 

lion here given retains its whimsical flavour: 

I write this for the children It was one of the big 
children who asked me to write iý9 a big boy named Trevor who 
plays at being editor of this paper. And this big boy said I 
was to tell the little boys and girls how Nunquam "started the 
Cinderella Clubs". 

I wish big boys wouldn't be so sure about things. But big 
boys are like that. 

How does John Trevor know that Nunquam started the Cinderella 
Clubs? 

I am Nunquam, and I don't know that Nunquam started the Cinder- 
ella Clubs; at least I am not sure. 

But I will tell you about it and you will see. 

1. Prophet, June '93, PP- 53tf. 
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If I were as cock-sure about things as other big boys are, 
I should say that the Cinderella Clubs were started by -- Who 
do you think? -- By Cinderella! Yes, my dears, by Cinderella 
herself. 

Mind; I don't mean the Cinderella of the story book, who got 
to be a princess because she had small feet. No I mean a real 
Cinderella, a Manchester Cinderella; a poor little girl, who had 
neither small feet, nor a fairy godmother, and so had to sell 
matches in the street. 

And the worst of it iss I don't know that little girl's name. 

Well it was just before Christmas in 1888, and just outside 
the Exchange Station a little girl came and asked me to buy a 
box of matches. 

And I had bought two boxes of matches already, and you know, 
even a big boy with a lot of money, cannot buy matches from 
every child. There are so many poor children in the streets, 
you see. ... I said, "Noy thank you" to the little match 
girl. 

But she would not go. 

She ran along-side of men and said something like thiss 

"0h sir, please, sir, buy a box, sir. Only got three left, 
sir. 

Just 
one, sir. " 

I said, "No thank you, my dear. " and walked on. 

And the little girl ran on beside maq and kept talking. 
r 

"Ijm going to a party tonight, sir. You might buy a box, sir. " 

When she said that, I looked at her very carefully. She was 
about eight years old had reddish hair, and blue eyes, and was 
clean, but not very tidy. 

But she had such an honest little face; and she looked so 
glad and so good-humoured, that I stopped and asked here where 
she was going to the party. 

It was at a Catholic school. It was threepence to go in. 
She had got nearly "all" the money, and then she saids 

"Please, sir, buy a box. I've never been to a party before. " 

I said, "Oh! " and give her a shilling or a sixpence, I forget 
which, and she said, "0hß thank you. " and ran away as hard as she 
could run. 1 

ý/ 
I hope she enjoyed her party. I never saw her again. 
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.... """ 

So of course you all think, I went straight home) and found- 
ed a Cinderella Club. 

But I did nothing of the kind. 

f.... 

"00 

It was months after that, in the spring, when I was going 
all through the poor streets of Manchester, so that I might 
write about them, and get the rich people to build the poor 
people good houses to live ins that I began to notice the little 
children, in Hulme and in Ancoats, dancing round the piano- 
organs, or playing in the gutters. 

And one day I saw a little baby girl nursing a doll. The 
little girl sat on a doorstep in a very narrow and very dirty 
streetq and, her doll was made of a clothes-peg tied up in a 
duster. 

I am fond of children; and I have some children of my own. 
I knew bow fond my little girl was of a doll. ... I thought 
I should like to take a cart-load of dolls around Ancoats and 
give them to the little children of the poor. 

But- I still never thought of the Cinderella Clubs. 

""""""" 

Well, some months later, about October 1889, I got a letter 
from a gentleman who thought that the children of the poor 
ought, to be sent to night-schools to learn about science and 
religion. 

... I felt vexed because I knew that when I was a child 
I hated science, and would rather have been whipped than asked 
to learn the catechisms and I knew also that the poor children 
I had seen had a great deal of work to do$ and very little time 
or chance to play. 

And at last I got up and wrote a long answer to the gentle- 
man's letter and printed it in the GundaY Chronicle, and in 
that letter I said the children wanted dolls, and toys, and' 
skipping ropes and flowers and fields; and that if someone 
would form a club to Amuse 

the-children 
I should be glad to 

help. ... 

But still I did not think of Cinderella Clubs. 

S"""" 
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Yr Nor for another week or two. And then a ladtrwrote to me 
from Liverpool, and saidy "You say it would be a good thing to 
have a child's club, where children could dance and play and 
have dolls and fdiyy -tales; bitt why don't you, start ona? " 

And 
, 
then I thought of the Cinderella Clubs. 

000 a' 00 0' u 

:I asked for help in the paper, and we had a meeting, 
and we opened the first Cinderella Club. 

We started this club to amuse t please the children. We 
did not want to teach them anything; but we knew we could not 
amuse them whilst they were hungry, and so we made it a, rule to 
feed them first and amuse them afterwards. 

We got a lot of help.. .. Lots of people who did not 
like Nunquam liked Cinderella, and we soon saw that our club was 
sure to turn out well. ... One of the best friends Cinder- 
ella had was Mr. Henry Whiley, of the Health Departments He 
found her a home, and to him she owed much. ... 

We got such a lot of help. There were singers and players, 
and conjurors, and ventriloquists, and Punch and 

3udy 
shows, and 

dancers, and niggers, and magic-lanterns, and all kinds of things. 

You can guess how kind the people were to poor little Cinder- 
ella when I tell you that music-hall singers and actors and 
actresses who charged ever so many pounds a night for singing 
at the halls and theatres, came and sang to our children for 
nothing. :.. 

We had a Christmas tree, too, and dolls and toys and sweets, 
and oranges, and one day I thought we woulA give dolls and other 
things as prizes to the cleanest children; not to the best dress- 
ed but to the cleanest. 

Up to that time poor little Cinderella had not been very 
careful about being clean. But the week after the prizes were 
offered there was such a change that we almost believed there 
bad been fairy godmothers about, with soap instead of pumpkins, 
and combs and towels instead of lizzards and mice. ... 

But it was not all fun and pleasure at the Cind9rella Club. 
No. Many of the little children were so poor, so ragged, so 
thin, and so pale, that it made our hearts ache to look at them. 
I have seen big fat jolly men who called to see the club, turn 
away with tears in their eyes, and I don't think many women came 
there who did not have to use their handkerchiefs before they 
went away. 

You don't know how it hurts, us big boys and girls to see you 
little boys and girls unhappy. As for me, it makes me very 
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angry, as well as very sad, and then I say such nasty things, 
;.. and people don't like me at all, 

Our first club did so well that many new ones were started. 
There was one in eti]. one in Bradford l one in Ashton, one in 
Stallybridge, one in Birmingham, 

one in Salford, and one in 
Halifax, and most of these are still doing well. 

In the second year the Cinderella Clubs of the North of 
England fed and amused more than fifteen thousand children. 

.I an tell you it does me good, when I see little 
children hungry and sad, to whisper to myself that one word 
"Cinderella". 

And the little match girl by the Exchange Station, and the 
baby with the duster doll in Ancoats, if they knew how many good 
suppers, and warm clothes, and sound boots, and pretty playthings, 
and nice books and happy evenings had come to all those little 
brothers and sisters of theirs because they had suffered and 
pined for childish pleasures-, 

don't you think they would be 
happy, too? 

..... 0 

.oI want to ask you little boys and girls the question 
which John Trevor told me to answers 

Who started the Cinderella Clubs? Was it Nunquam or the 
little match girl, or the baby with the clothes-peg doll, or 
the Liverpool lady? 

Or was it Someone else who made men and women love children? 

I know that Nunquam got the credits and that he did not want 
its and did not deserve it. I know that the question of who 
started Cinderella Clubs cannot be answered, and that it does 
not matter; and I know, -- which does matter, and is quite plain 
to see -- that Cinderella is a great blessing, and God Bless her! 

""""'"a 

In the autumn of 1892, as the Manchester and Salford Congregation 

was commencing its second year of work, there was expressed the de- 

sire that the Labour Church Institute should be of service to those 

living in the immediate neighbourhood, out of which came the pro- 

posal to form a Cinderella Club along the lines initiated by Robert 

Blatchford. At the first meeting about sixty children were fed 

and entertained. The policy was to bring the children from a dif- 
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ferent neighbourhood each night with the result that over eight 

hundred children from the Aeansgate district were served and, 

where necessary$ given good used clothing. At the conclusion 

of the first winter's work Cinderella had served 3,164 meals. 

While a policy of 'no teaching' was followed, the children did 

learn to sing Labour Churcb hymns, and were invited to a special 

Children's Service at the Labour Church on April 9th, when John 

Trevor gave an address on "Cinderella". 

In the meantime other of the newly organized Labour Churches 

began to sponsor Cinderella Clubs where these were not already 

organized. In May 1893 Trevor added the "Cinderella Supplement" 

as a permanent feature of the Labour Prophet, thus adopting Cinder- 

ella work as a definite aspect of the Labour Church program, appar- 

ently with Robert Blatchford's full approval and co-operation. Of 

it Trevor wrotes 

Our most promising child is Cinderella. I believe she will 
grow up a beauty. One of our members in a flighty mood, sug- 
gested her adoption, and she was adopted, and we are going on 
adopting her. Cinderella has been fed and clothed and enter- 
tainedl and now she has been taken to church. Next she is to 
go to school -- a Cinderella School -- where she will be taught 
our principles. 1 

A committee composed of Robt. Blatchford, John Trevor, Fred 

Brocklehurst, B. A. Atkinson, Fred Barrett, Welter Cooke, Miss 

Bell, Mrs. Williams, and a few other Cinderella workera2 met to 

consider the resolutions 

1. Prophet, May '93, P. 41 
2. Among the Cinderella workers were Mrs. Trevor, Mrs. Cox, Mrs. 

Farrowq Mrs. Powell, Mrs. H. C. D. Scott, and the Misses Bob. 
insons. 
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We propose to establish a Cinderella Sunday School; not to 
force. into the children Labour Church ideas, but by means of 
interesting lessons in various subjects, to develop their' 
thinking and imaginative faculties, so that they may grow up 
to be, what they were intended to be men and women who will 
be aber to some extent, to take an 

Intelligent interest in 
things which go on every day around them, and when the diffi- 
cult problems of life confront them, of which they have no 
idea at present, they may be able to grapple'with them) and 
thus mitigate some of the evils which are at present dwarfing 
and stunting their lives. Our idea of the school, therefore, 
is that it should be a place where the children can be trained 
to think and not merely to become Socialists or Labour Church 
members., 

Methods of implementing the resolutiont rather than any debate 

as to its purpose, was the subject of discussion. It was generally 

agreed that children from eight to fourteen would be taught in small 

mixed classes, and that lessons should also be given to the large 

open sessions$ that teachers should be carefully selected and given 

assistance and training, and that the curriculum should include a 

wide variety of subjects. 

As a stimulus to Cinderella Sunday Schools, the Labour Prophet 

sponsored a competition. The competitors were asked "If you were 

shut up with ten Cinderella ragamuffins (boys or girls or both, 

about twelve years old) on a Sunday morning, for the space of 

half an hour, and you had to teach them something, what would you 

teach them, and how would you go to work? " The winner (from Hull) 

suggested 
.a 

series on Brave Deeds, coupled with practical Ambulance 

instruction possibly leading to the St. John's badge, His treat- 

ment of the subject would indicate that he was no stranger to the 

problems of teaching "Cinderella. " 

Katherine St. John Conway (though she declined to enter the com. 

1. hetc, May 1893, P. 43 
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petition) sent in some suggestions. In the midst of some good 

practical advice she wrotes 

Let each teacher fasten his own dozen or score on to him or 
her, win their love, and let them look in during the weeks 
share walks and talks, go sliding, blackberrying, trespas3ing 
together -- escape from Manchester U possible to sturdy folk 
1" and they theology will die a natural death, and life take 
its place: 

Miss Eleanor Keeling's "Outline Addresses for Children" give' 

some idea of the kind of teaching given in the Cinderella Schools. 

Union Is Strength 

I Bees - One bee gathers alittle honey. Many gather much 
and store it. As winter approaches the workers kill the 

drones. Will not support those who do no work. AU 
Workers share honey. 

II Ants - One Ant finds ear of wheat. Many ants help him to 
carry it. All share the spoil. 

III Laden fruit tree (apples). Two boys. Neither can reach. 
One climbs on other's back. Gathers apples. duel share. 

Free Gifts 

I Ships sailing on sea. No one stops it. Sea free. 
II Men fishing on sea. May have all they catch. 
III Flowers growing in the sun. Sunshine and rain are free 

to all. 
IV Birds flying in air. Air free to all. 
V Children walking in the fields. 

, 
Tres 

,; ngt Ground 
of free to all. 

VI She lsg etc* out of the sea may be had for the getting. 
VII Coal salt , etco out of land should be similarly free to 

ail. 

Competition 

I Cattle grazing. Enough for all. Each takes what it wants 
and leaves the rest for others. 

II Pigs feeding. Enough for all. But greedy pigs take more 
than their share. Others must, therefore go short. 

III Plenty of food in the world for everybody. 
Some have too 

much, others too little. 

Enough -= no more! 

I Bird wants to build nest. Where may he go? Any tree not 

1. Prophet, July '93, P. 68 
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being used by other birds. 
II Sparrow builds nest,. Cuckoo turns him out. Might not 

rights 
III Spider spins web anywhere he likes. Takes what room be 

needs, and no more. 
IV Lion lives in a cave, Leaves other caves for other 

animals. 
V Man wants to build a house. Cannot because no land. 

Other men take more than they can use. ootfirri .1 
Imperceptibly Cinderella Sunday Schools for ragamuffins of the 

slums and the Sunday Schools organized for children of Labour Church 

members lost their separate identities, and from approximately 

September 189+, were dealt with as one and the same. 

Cinderella Conferences: 

On the 13th of May, 1893, the Labour Church called a Cinderella 

Conference, to meet in the Labour Church Institute, in Manchester, 

at which Nunquam (Robert B1ätchford) presided. Nine delegates 

came from Preston! Stalybridge, Manchester & Salford, Oldham, 

no11ingworth_ & Failsworth. 
. 

1n addition letteirs', of apology were 

received from Birminghams Ashton-under-Lyne, Hull, Bradford, and 

York. Fred Brocklehurst, amoral Secretary of the Labour Church, 

who had been instrumental in calling the conference, was elected 

secretary. 

Discussions were most helpful, but delegates did not feel they 

could commit themselves, to a national program without consulting 

their clubs, so the conference was adjourned to meet at Preston in 

September. The further development of a national movement of 

Cinderella work took its own direction -- and was not part of the 

Labour Church Union; but local local Cinderella groups were defin- 

1. Prophet, Oct. 189+, p. 139, titles p. 141. 
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itely associated with Labour congregations in a number of towns, 

and Cinderella work was discussed at a number of Labour Church 

Union Conferences. When the Labour Brotherhood was formed in 1896 

to foster the work of Labour Churches and to spread the Labour 

Church idea, Annie Thurston was appointed Cinderella Secretary. 

But the overall work of unifying Cinderella activities remained 

largely with Julia Dawson and the Clarion. Labour Church Cinder- 

ellas were listed alongside Clarion ones, with no distinction apart 

from the name. 

During the early years-of the twentieth century the Cinderella 

movement was quite strong. In 1903, and possibly in other years 

as well, a Cinderella nj nual was published, 
l Mr. Wilfrid Cooke, 

son of the Walter Cooke of the first Labour Church Cinderella, in- 

forms me that 

The "Cinderellas" were taken over by E. Halton's Manchestpr. 
EEvenitia, Chhrr e2 in the district. This newspaper was able 
to organize them on a bigger scale. 2 

The main work of the Cinderella movement was brought to fulfill- 

meat when F. W. Jowett's Bill permitting school authorities to give 

school meals was passed by the 1906 Parliament and was put into 

effect by many local authorities. Though many Cinderella clubs 

carried on with new emphases, most simply faded out of existence. 

Jowett made the following statements 

I remember that famous article of Blatchford's which gave im- 
mediate birth to Cinderella clubs in most of the large towns in 
the North of England. Hundreds if not thousands of men and 
women devoted all their spare time for years running these clubs 
for poor children. They begged money, which was chiefly spent 

1. A copy of the 1903 Annual is in the Manchester Public Library. 
2. CY. Appendix, p. 71% 
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in providing occasional meals for children who lacked food. 
They did their best, but it was heartbreaking work. There was 
never enough money available. Now, however, 40,000 children 
are being provided with a daily meal at school. Many of the 
clubs are in existence yet, but they are able to attend to the 
less immediately necessary wants of the children. In Bradford 
they are assisting the public authority in supplying clothing 
and footgear, distributing for consumption of children under 
school age, milk at the public expense, and giving to the child- 
ren occasional excursions and special entertainments. l 

On October the fourth, 1891, the Choriton Town Hall, Manchester, 

was the scene of the first Labour Church service; two weeks later 

a hall capable of seating 1,600 people was hardly sufficient to 

accomaddlte those who attended; by the end of the year, from the 

continuing large congregationsy a church of a hundred subscribing 

members had been organised. When the news-of the venture spread to 

neighbouring areas and distant towns there came a spontaneous re- 

sponse indicating the possibility of numerous such congregations. 

Trevor's "Church for workingmen" seemed' assured, It was only a 

matter of reaching the interested people and stimulating their 

thinking. Trevor, with the moral backing of the Manchester and 

Salford Labour Church congregation, resigned as minister of Upper 

Brook Street Unitarian Chapel, and gave himself to the development 

of the Labour Church, spending much of his time editing Mh 
wLabou 

r mgt. This penny periodical gained a circulation of 59000 with- 

in a very short time, giving the Labour Church Idea a hearing 

throughout the length and breadth of the land. The first step to- 

wards the creation of a national movement had been successfully 

completed. 

1. CGl 
, March 21,1913P Ps 59 
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Attention to correspondence from interested people in other 

townsq preparation of numerous lectures and sermons, arranging for 

special speakers, the general oversight of the activities of the 

now congregation, and the preparation of posters, pamphlets, and 

articles proved too great a burden; before the end of 1891 the new 

congregation agreed that Voluntary help was insufficient; H. A. 

Atkinsenl was engaged'as General Secretary, relieving Trevor of 

much of the detail work. A IabourýChurch movement was underway. 

In March, 1892, the Labour Prophet announced that some people 

in distant towns had already been enrolled as members of the labour 

Church, and that special forms of external membership were available 

to others who might wish--to join. It was also announced that all 

contributions from such persons would be used for propaganda pur- 

poses. The response was most gratifying. But the name "External 

i 

i 
t 

Member" was quite unacceptable; by the suggestion of Tom Wing of 

Hull, the name "Labour Church Pioneer" was adopted. 2 

1. Atkinson held this post for one year before he resigned in order 
to spend time studying in Cambridge and Loddon. He later married 
Rosa Bell and emigrated to New Zealand. He was succeeded by Fred 
Brocklehurst, a Cambridge graduate in theology, who for consci- 
entious reasons would not ask for ordination by the established 
church. 

2. In a LabýPrOD e editorial of April, 1892, Trevor explained: 
"In our last number we said that we would enrol "external Mem- 
bers" of the Labour Church, and have special forms of membership 
prepared for this purpose. The name adopted however, did not 
seem quite the right one, and so we have waited until a better 
name was suggested. I think we have exactly what we want in 
"Labour Church Pioneers" which was first proposed in conversation 
by our good friend Tom Wing, of Hull. It has been handed about 
for criticism for two or three weeks, and has met with universal 
approval, so we will adopt it. The name is good, because it sug- 
gests personal activity and responsibility. In a new movement 
live men and women who are ready to act are of the first impori- 
anee. None but live folk will be likely to enrol themselves as 
Pioneers. Others will be willing to give their money, perhapsthese 

will give their time and service; and these are the people 
we want. " _p. zy 
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As the number of enthusiastic Pioneers was increasing, it seem- 

ed wise that a conference should be called at which these members 

could most each other and set up some sort of organization. W. H. 

Paul Campbellf a former editor of the Christian Socialists and 

eight other pioneers met with Trevor to discuss the Labour Church 

principles the attitude of the new movement to other religious 

organizations, and the future development of the Labour Church 

Movement. This small, but highly stimulating conference was the 

third step on the way to a Labour Church Union. 

The Pioneer program assumed form slowly. A conference was called 

to most on July 24th, with Tom Mann as 'resource leader', but 

nothing in the form of specific organization resulted, Members 

got to know each other, and kept in touch through correspondence 

and occasional news reports of their activities in the Labour 

gphet. l The number of Pioneers also increased 

stimulated by the 
, arbour Pr ProDhet competitions in 

Answers to the first topic assigned: "Why is the 

a Religious Movement? " indicate something of the 

work to be done; there was need for a good adult 

spondence program. The following was the reply 

cation: 

slowly, though 

essay writing. 

Labour Movement 

nature of the 

education corre- 

: hosen for publi- 

Why Is The Labour Movement A Religious Movement? 
by A Weaver 

1. Often when facing difficulties Pioneers would write to the paper 
for advice. For instance the following was recommended to one 
troubled propagandist: "Don't begin to try to keep right with 
everyone. If you do you will surely get wrong with those you 
are working with, ana there will be no real comradahip in our 
ranks. In the words sung to us by our frieds of the Cinderella 
G. Club, let us learn to be "Comrades in Arms". -- Pro_oheettj 
April, 1893, p. 27. 
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For they bind heavy burdens and grievous to be borne, 
and lay them on men's shoulders; but they themselves 
will not move them with one of their fingers. 

St. Matthew, 

... To the writer there seems to be a great similarity 
between the Israelitish people of that day and the down-trodden 
wage-slaves of our present civilisation. Nay, is not the con- 
dition of very many of our brothers and'sisters far worse? The 
Israelites it is said, had bricks to make; but in this country, 
abounding 

In 
wealth, there are thousands and thousands who can- 

not get bricks to make, though they cry aloud for work to do. 

... The Israelites sent up their cry to heaven; it was heard 
and answered, .. 
So with the down-trodden wage-slaves of to-day. Their cry has 
gone forth -- the cry of the harlot, the cry of the submerged, 
the cry of the weary and overburdened. They cry: "Give us work, 
food, clothing, shelter (no workhouses), and leisure to live the 
life that God has given us. To whom must they look for guidance? 
Is it to the capitalistic governments of the day? Surely not. 
Where then shall they look? To the churches with their bishops 
and clergy, their sects and systems? Noy Rol They must get 
outside the existing institutions that are so much under the 
power of the capitalistic Pharaohs of this day. Many of us have 
done so. ... We want something more than'political promises 
and spiritual consolation. Knowing little of the world to come, 
we want to live in the present, bright cheerful, happy lives} 
Nothing butrfreedom from their taskmasters satisfied the Israel- 
itest and nothing short of the same will satisfy the workers of 
this country. 

The emancipation of the workers is slowly but surely working it- 
self out. When we look around and see the many skilled and un- 
skilled workers banding together in Trades' Unions for their 
mutual protection, and also learning -- slowly, it is true, but 
still learning -- their power as voters one begins to under- 
stand some little of the labour Movement. We have often been 
told that true religion consists in visiting the widows and 
orphans in their affliction. If this be soy surely the Labour 
Movement is a religious movement in the highest sense as it is 
working for the benefit of the poorest of us. It is "God inxt r, 
working out our salvation, ", Any movement having for its object 
the emancipation of the labouring classes must in itself be a 
righteous movement, ., * It is a religion in itself. 

Whenever we hear of hundreds of thousands of our sisters getting 
a living by selling all that is sacred, and the millions of both 
sexes struggling together for a livelihood in a country teeming 
with wealth, one cannot help feeling thankful for the Labour 
movement, as it strikes at the very root of the evil -- commercial 
gompetition -- which is slaying its victims by thousands, offer. 
ing a yearly sacrifice to the god of Mammon. When we remember 
these things we cannot come to any other conclusion but that the 
Labour Movement j. $, a religious movement, seeking to remove all 
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poverty and destitution from amongst the people, and helping 
on all things that are tending towards a Just balance in the 
affairs of this life. The knowledge of this, the noblest of 
all work, should stimulate us to greater work. The fight 
will be hard and long. Many noble lives will be sacrificed' 
in the cause; but duty calls every true-hearted man and woman 
to be instant in season and out of season, preaching and help- 
ing on the Gospel of the Kingdom to come. 

"For at that! for at that 
It's coming yet, for at 

that; 
That man to man the world o'er, 
Shall brothers beg for at that. " 1 

But the Pioneer Program did not fully get under way till the 

formation of the Labour Church Union provided a Pioneer Secretary,,, 

, 
'diePioneer am and Adult Education: 

At the first Labour Church Union Conference held in July, 1893, 

Miss K. M. M. Scott was elected Pioneer Secretary; her respon- 

sibility was to develop a more aggressive Pioneer program mainly by 

bringing the Pioneers into closer touch one with another and by 

preparing monthly reports of Pioneer activity for publication. 

Closely related to the Pioneer work was the Correspondence 

Class begun at the Second Labour Church Union Conference held in 

'ý , 

November, 1893, under the general supervision of the newly appointed 

Correspondence Secretary, H. C. Rowe. Part of his responsibility 

was the extension of adult education work. His first project in 

this field was the establishment of "Morrie England Classes" to 6 

study Robert Blatchford's J4errleE England,; through the blur Prophet 

a competition was conducted for the first four months of 189+. 2 

1. Prothet, Aug. 1892, p. 62. Cf. "Socialism as Religion" -- an 
article by Esther Walker in the proms, April, 1893, P" 30" 

2. Competition A -- for the best quotations from E 
showing that Socialism is not a purely materialistic theory; and 
the best, letter to an imaginary newspaper defending the movement 
from a charge of being merely materialistic. Competition B -- 
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? or more specifically labour Church reasons Trevor expanded, 

simultaneously with the above, his "Missionary Clasanl, with 

instruction in elocution, public speaking, and a study of Edward 

Cloddi s jh2 
, 
011411ool rt the wni' ,a study in evolutionary con. 

cepts. 
2 

In May 1894 Miss Eloanor Keeling (Mrs. Jos. Edwards of Liver- 

pool) sucdo4ded Hiss Scott as Pioneer secretary; Trevor's 'iiseion- 

ary Class' became the 'Pioneer Class'. Its membership remained 

small, but its members were enthusiastic. Its 'text books' be- 

came more numerous with study outlines provided for A, 
_: 

ketch f 

Jewish diet rv. to the Birth of Christ, Jesum f Na rethj several 

of the jgj2agg P published by Macmillan & Co., and Trevor's 

, 'heologYend the Slum and fin's Cry or. . Miss Keeling was 

of valuable assistance in organizing and inspiring Pioneer activity. 

In the autumn there were 21 active Pioneers, and plans were laid 

for a Pioneer library (but this was not developed till late in 

1695). 

The work of Pioneer secretary became rather burdensome with 

the time required in marking the answers sent in by members to 

the set of questions on the prescribed booker and with the large 

correspondence with members seeking advice on specific problems. 

Then$ too, the class was becoming much more that a mere Pioneer 

for the best "Morrie England" Study group, judged on the basis 
of the secretary's report. Competition C for the best list 
of quotations from rnie gland and best letter to an imagin- 
ary newspaper supporting the contention that Socialism is not 
merely a class movement. 

1. Prior to this time the Missionary Class had been for Manchester 
only; it was now offered as a correspondence class, 

2. Later the class proceeded to Clodd's the r. hi dhýod of Reueion 
and his Story o Creation. 
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activity, for it included many who were associated with active 

Labour Church congregations. It was rechristened "Our Correspon- 

dense Class. 

In the autumn of 1894 Criss Keeling, due to ill health, had to 

retire from active association with the Pioneers. Into the vac- 

ancy created came Miss Mary G. Burnett of London, and a group of 

a dozen examiners, each well trained in his own field. The work 

of the Pioneers quietly drops out of the picture, and attention 

is given to the building up of the "Correspondence Class". 

When Mary Burnett took over there were 21 active members. In 

the following spring there were 40, with an average of two sets 

of questions. going out to. each student each month. At the end 

of 1896, an assistant secretary was required to help cope with 

the expanded program. Mr. A. L. Vogle was appointed. The stu- 

dents, mostly men, were eager for learning; their biggest complaint 

was lack of leisure time to devote to reading and study. A few 

women, were active members of the class, but up till 1897 repeated 

requests for more to join them received only slight response; 

after that there was a slight improvement. As the class grew, in 

numbersp, so did the number of books for which study outlines and 

set questions were prepared, These included F. J. Gould1s 6gn- 

c., ß Iiiatory of Religion, Blatchfordts Herrie Endland, the Xjbian 

Es,,, savs_, Edward Carpenter's EEnelaan 's Ideale Carlyle's Paste 

Prgs , A. H. D. Acland & Benj. Jones' Working Men ga-onerat 

S. Be Gardiner's The Puritan Revolut,. ion, George Elliott' S §1118 

, nkr, Olive Schreiner's `he Storv of an Afr cyan Farm, Florence 

Nightingale's Notes on Nursing, and John J. Piljey's EMU= t 

ePPrlncigles of I1ealt1j. 1 Courses of study in Economics, Socialism, 

1. Profi, October, 1894, p. 139 
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History, Evolution, Natural History, Botany, Geology, Composition, 

and Grammatical Analysis were offered. To help supply needed 'text 

books' a lending library was set ups its shelves filled from Fabian 

Book Boxes and by volumes donated or loaned by interested people. 

These volumes included $ M. J. Savage The Religion of v9 ution, 

J. T+ Sunderland The H le: IItsOrigin Growth & Character j H. de 

B. Gibbons The Industria sstorvof England, J. S. Mackenzie An 

Introduction to Social Philoponhy, Stanton Coit Neighbourhood 

ui ,ý 
John Fiske King Destines, J. H. Muirhead The Elementsof 

Eth ice. The last four were "presented by the author". At the 

beginning of 1897 there were about 100 volumes well distributed 

over the fields of human knowledge. Among the books most in demand 

were Blatchford's Meprie England 9 Ruskins Unto This Last and Clodd's 

Childhood of Religion,;. 

Some of the student's letters illustrate the kind of work that 

was done in the Correspondence Class. l In answer to the questions 

"How has the reading of Edward Clodd'a Childhood of Religion 

affected your own ideas of Religion? " one student replied; 

My religious horizon has been greatly widened. I used to con. 
sider that the Christian Religion was, Religion. I now see 
that it is one among many Religions, which Religions, too, have 
had their effect upon the Christian Religion. As I recognize 
many sects in Christianity and was taught to be tolerant to 
other sects so now I see Christianity is one of many Religions, 
and desire to 

exercise a charitable position toward the others. 
In fact I am beginning to feel that it matters not whether I am 
a Christian, but whether I am religious, and obey what I believe 
to be correct. 

Some students were very much concerned as to the type of books they 

should reads 

1. Letters are quoted from the fie, June and July, 1895. 
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I am very fond of reading, especially poetry# but since I came 
to live in the north I have hardly met with anybody who cared 
for it so I don't read as much as, I used to. ... I am 
ashamed to say I often have spells of novel reading, to the 
utter neglect of more serious matter. 

Some students set themselves lengthy and difficult reading 

usi$Gmeßts$ 

Will you kindly forward the set of questions for Berrie England? 
I think that it would be about the best book for me to start a 
systematic study with. Since my first knowledge of the Clarion 
(at its commencement) my mind has been rushing at express speed 
through a country the chief landmarks of which are the writings 
of Buskin Carlyle, Toistot, Thoreau, Mazzini, Cloddy Max 
Muller's Sa_cred Bo ok of the East, Cobbett Richard Jefferies, 
beside a number of odd books, reviews anc newspaper articles. 
youiwill'easily form an idea of the state of my mind; hcfever, 
"We shall arrive. " 

I was 24 when I first read any of Ruskin, Carlyle, or any I have 
mentioned. If I had only met them when about 16! but the sad- 
dest words are, "It might have been! " Yet -- 

The future hides in it 
Gladness and sorrow; 
We press still thorow, 
Naught that abides in it 
Daunting us, -- Onwards 

Many students were very appreciative of the efforts of their see- 

rotary and teacher who successfully opened up new vistas of cultural 

and educational readings 

Many thanks for your chatty letter; from its length and speedy 
arrival, I gather that you are a most untiring and enthusiastic 
Secretary. What you said about the scenery of the book induced 
me to read it again, and pay particular attention to it. When I 
did sib, I found there was so much I had not noticed before, that 
it was'almost like reading a new book. 

As the number and-scope of the correspondence courses increased 

the secretaries and, examiners were unable to give assistance on the 

same scale as had previously been possible, and a number of students, 

having become active in local socialist affairs, were not as willing 

to give as much time. In, June 1897 a supplementary system was in. 
ti 

troduced whereby the members exchanged letters for comment and 
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criticism, A little later this system was replaced by a 'corre- 

spondence chain's a particularly good essay or papers was mailed 

to a member of the chain, with instructions that he should study 

the document and the criticisms following it, append his own 

comments and criticisms, and send it on to the next member on the 

list. ' The 'Correspondence Circle' as it came to be known, con- 

tinued for some time, but with the development of workingmen's 

colleges (of which the Correspondence Class was one of many fore- 

runners), and particularly the extension department of Ruskin 

College, founded in February 1899, under Bertram Wilson2 there 

was no longer the need for Church sponsored extension courses. 

Instead the Labour Church gave strong support and patronage to 

Wilson's Extension department of Ruskin College, to Fabian Book 

Boxes, to Reading Circles3, and similar ventures. 

After the Correspondence Class was given up, Trevor began his 

Summer School of Natural Religion (1899). Arthur E. H. Atkinson 

of Manchester, was one of the students, He writes of his ex- 

periences: 

ti 

It is entirely different from any school I know ofj and in 

1. R. A. Beckett's 
, QurChurchh and Its Future$ Robert Blatchford's 

he Nov Religion and numerous Fabian Tracts were used in these 
'Circulating portfolios'. It was reported that these were 
working well in June 1898. 

2. Bertram Wilson was a strong Labour Church man and a former 
Labour Church secretary, who had done such excellent work in 
the Hanley Labour Church Anti-Lead Poisoning campaign. 

3. In relation to Adult Education: The National Home Readin 
Union organized reasonably priced holidays (31/6 per week) for 
recreation and education. Labour Church people were active in 
leadership and participation, particularly from 1895 onward. 
The Holiday scheme began with a group of 30 in 1891; and was 
offered to the public the following year. T. A. Leonard, Robt. 
Blatchford, and John Trevor were among the early leaders. 
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my opinion, much better also. Mr. Trevor does not lay down 
any hard and fast rules or course of study to be followed, but 
tries to make the best of the time by touching upon those sub- 
jects which he thinks the student needs most. We went several 
times for a walk in the woods and talked over various questions, 
principally with regard to religion. I think that nothing 
could equal those conversations we had in the woods for eluci, -_ 
dating the various questions we spoke about. The country 
looked so beautiful in the bright sunshine- the birds were 
singing in the trees and everything seemed as bright and joy- 

ous that we could not help but feel benefited by it. People 
tust be very'sad indeed if they cannot be cheered and gladened 
by the sweet face of nature. Among the books, I read passages 
from Emersoh, Mazzini, Whitman, and Woodsworth and a few other 
authors, and also had some lessons in elocution. Most of my 
"eading was done in the open air, and this in my opinion is 
both better and more enjoyable. 

I derived a great deal if benefit both in mind and body from 
my stay in Horsted Keynes. 

Other authors studied at the "Summer School" included Matthew 

Arnold, Ruskin, Carlyle, Carpenter, Morris, Balmsforth, Lamennais 

and a number of others. Trevor sometimes read aloud, sometimes 

asked-the student to read aloud, and sometimes merely suggested 

private reading of particular passages. Discussion and encourage- 

ment of the student to express himself was an important aspect of 

Trevor's tuition. 

Trevor'"s home in Horsted Keynes was the location of the School. 

Here Labour Church workers, mostly young men, could stay for a few 

days or for several weeks. There was seldom more than one student 

At any dne times and the stay rarely exceeded a fortnight. The 

"School'! was basically a retreat, a "Wayside Inn" where Trevor 

could be a fellow traveller along life's highway. As a guide he 

would merely point out the signposts; he would consciously refrain 

from all forms of dogmatism as to which road one should follow. The 

main objective was the moral and spiritual expansion and growth of 

2. 
Recor 9T iý9ýý 14. 
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each person according to his individual aptitudes. 

S. 0. Hobson's criticism of the numerous socialist study groups 

would not apply to The Summer School of Natural Religion, though 

it might accurately describe some Labour Church groups: 

... provincial Socialism was fed on tracts and lectures; 
became peptonised; existed on formulae and unverified prin- 
ciples; in consequence went wrong on several crucial issues. 

Trevor's teaching was anything but the imparting of formulae. 

Mle labour Ch , ch Uff: 
The original Labour Church congregation had been in existence 

only four months when W. H. Paul Campbell, J. Bruce Wallace, and 

Joseph Burgess attempted to form a congregation in Salmon's Lane, 

london. 2 Though some excellent propaganda work was done, a con- 

gregation did not thrive, so the credit for the first congregation 

outside )(anchester must go to Bolton where, in April, 1892, the Rev. 

B. J. Harker made Duke's Alley Chapel into a Labour Church 

... so far as their Congregational constitution would allow. 3 

Oldham and Sheffield Labour Churches came within the following 

month, just before the General Election. Bradford followed immed- 

iately after it. 4 During the summer and autumn another six con- 

gregations were formed, with another four throughout the country 

and several branches in Manchester added early in 1893. Trevor 

began to suggest the wisdom and possibility of a Labour Church 

union 

... rendered necessary through the breakdown of my health, and 

1.3. G. Hobson, 
' 
E, 1 e, pp" 40+f. 

2. Cf. Appendix p1 j1. Z3 
4. Cf. Appendix p. sý- 

. Cf. Appendix pP 
M*7' 

0 
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the development of difficulties which could only be satis- 
factorily dealt with by a properly constituted authority. l 

ind(("te 
Though Trevor does not furtherIhis meaning, later developments would 

suggest that the financial requirements of a Secretary were among 

theldifficulties'. Expenses and salary had to be paid, and income 

was not sufficient to meet expenditures. A Labour Church Union 

could shoulder this responsibility. 

In November 1891 Trevor had hired an assistant, H. A. Atkinson# 

to lighten the duties which were devolving upon him as a result 

of spontaneous response to the first series of services. When 

the Manchester and Salford congregation was organized, Atkinson 

was asked to assume the post of General Secretary# which he filled 

very adequately for one year, after which he left to pursue fur- 

ther academic studies. He was succeeded by Fred Brocklehurst, a 

Cambridge Divinity student who, for conscientious reasons would 

not ask for ordination by the Church. Atkinson had been very much 

occupied with the development of the Manchester and Salford work, 

so when Brocklehurst took over all was in an excellent state of 

organization; his duties were to assist the new congregations 

forming thFoughbut the country. He was to be as it were q an 

organizing secretary. But this involved greater expense, and may 

we suppose, a feeling that other congregations should share the 

financial burden. To meet this need, the first Conference, at 

which the Labour Church Union was formed was convened in Man- 

chester on July 22nd and 23rd, 1893" 

Encyclopaedia of Social Reforgo; Article on the Labour Church, 
cf* also Prooh t, MaY 1 93ý p. . 41 
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Seventeen delegates representing ten Churches and Pioneers 

from nine districts gathered at the Labour Church Institute to 

hear a full report of the formation and progress of Labour Church 

work. Trevor spoke of his veligious convictions; if. V. Herford 

reported on the financial side of the venture; Fred Brocklehurst 

reported on his activities in promoting extension of the movement; 

and Delegates told of their own congregations. A resolution was 

then passed; 

That the time has come when it is desirable that a Labour Church 
Union should be formed. 

The Conference set to work to give form to such a Union, accepting, 

after considerable discussion and debate, the Principles as used 

by the Manchester and Salford congregation. The "Objects" of the 

Union were stated: 

The Development of the Religion of the Labour Movement. 

The realisation of the Kingdom of Heaven on earth by the estab- 
lishment of a state of society founded upon Love and Justice. 

An executive was elected, to which was entrusted the drafting of 

the constitution, 
Four months later a second Conference was held to amend, if 

need bet and to ratify the Constitutions and to thus confirm a 

central, constitutional, authority for the labour Churches. At 

this Conference a marked difference of emphasis between Trevor and 

Brocklehurst became evident. Trevor's mission was the development 

of "the inner life of the labour Movement" while Brocklehurat em- 

phasized the need for practical expression of one's religious 

1. Only four fully organized congregations were unrepresented. 
2. et, Aug. 1893, p. 76. 
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enthusiasm. There seems to be no necessary clash of ideas here, 

but apparently the difference in emphasis was accompanied by a 

difference of personalities. Indeed, S. G. Hobson claims that his 

main task at the Conferences and Council meetings was to keep peace 

between the two of them. ' 

In August, 1894, the Administrative Council of the I. L. P. 

passed a resolution, apparently at the request of the Labour Church 

Union Council: 

That branches of the Independent Labour Party, wherever prac- 
ticable, should run a Sunday meeting on Labour Church lines. 2 

It is not clear whether Trevor approved of this resolution or not; 

it is probably that he did not for, while he always advocated good 

relations between party and Church, it was his constant opinion 

that they should maintain strict independence one of the other. 

His response to the resolution was at first mild caution, followed 

not long after by open criticism of party sponsorship as a denial 

of the religious basis of the Churches, and as a tendency to make 

of the congregation a eiere adjunct of the political machine. Fred 

Brocklehurst was in a more advantageous position to propose and urge 

the I. L. P. to adopt such a resolution. Perhaps here is a further 

indication of the widening gulf between the General Secretary and 

the Founder of the Labour Church movement. 

At the Annual Conference in November, 1694, divisions came out 

into the open. Brocklehurst proposed the deletion of the Principles 

and Objects of the Labour Churches, and the substitution of the 

1. S. G. Hobsoni Lefts p. 1+1. 
2. mop , 47&j. 1199 11Pelling suggests that the resolution was 

passed in May, 99 at Trevor's request. 
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followings 

The Labour Church movement is a union of all those who, by 
organised or individual effort are emphasising or developing 
the moral and ethical aspect of the labour Movement, 

The Annual Conference is the outward expression of the union 
of spirit, purpose, and work. 

The amendment was lost by a narrow margin, nine to eleven. l 

After the Conference was over the quarrel continued, largely in 

financial terms. Brocklehurst, whose salary was over a year in 

arrearsl felt that the Union had some claim on the contributions 

made through the bou Prooh t. 2 Be was backed up by the treas- 

urer, Sam Hodgkinson, and several Council members. Trevor countered 

by renaming the 'Central Fund' the 'Tabour Prophet Fund', with- 
drawing it from the realm of labour Church control, and appointing 
John Tenny of London as its treasurer. It is interesting that the 

complete democratic government of the Labour Church could only be 

maintained by such action. When Trevor had wanted the Union to 

take over the labor whet (November 1893) it would not accept 

the responsibility. He then went ahead on his owns developing his 

program and its means of support. Now he found that his work was 
threatened. He had to exert strong leadership by methods which 
denied democratic control, to allow his own work to be directed by 

those who did not fully understand his objectives, or to step out- 

side the framework of democratic government which had been set up. 
He chose the latter alternative, and resigned3 as chairman of the 

1. Cf. Appendix pf 4f/f 
2. For a complete discussion of financial arrangements, see infra pp/6 ; 
3. In December, 18949 just following the renaming of the Central 

Fund and just before his resignation as Chairman, Trevor's wife 
died suddenly. Within four months he married again. These de. 
velopments may have influenced his resignation. 
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Union. In the pages of the IabguPronhet during the next few 

months! the name of the General Secretary was conspicuous by its 

absence. ' 
At the Annual Conference in November of 1895 the post of General 

Secretary was abolished due to the inability of the Union to meet 

the financial obligations involved, and the name of Fred Brocklehurst 

gradually dropped out of Labour Church affairs. For a number of 

years he was a popular lecturer, but he took no part in executive 

responsibility. 

The Labour Church Union Conferences spent much time and energy 

in amending the constitution, till in 1897 the 'Gordian Knot' was 

cut by abolishing it altogether, and appointing only a President 

to preside over an annual Conference, the arrangements for which 

were to be looked after by the Church in whose city the meetings 

were to be held. For the following few years, with no questions 

of organization or finance, the union operated smoothly as,, using 

Albert l4tin's description, a 'religious anarchy'. But life and 

vitality decreased year by year, with the exception of a rally in 

1898 stimulated by the Hanley anti-lead poisoning campaign and 

another in 1901 stimulated by the anti-war feeling, till 1903. 

In that year a Labour Church Union Committee was elected, a Central 

Fund set ups and a constitution drafted. 

Following Conferences again spent time and energy revising and 

amending the constitution, mostly in the direction of a more 

secular and more strictly socialistic position. The Union and the 

individual Churches continued to increase in vitality till the Gen- 

eral Election of 1906, when something of the oriqLnal enthusiasm 

returned. Labour Churches were turning away people by the hundreds; 
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The popularity of Labour Churches continued for a number of 

years, but their emphasis gradually changed from the religious 

to the political. The Union played a smaller and smaller part. 

After 1910 records of the Annual conferences are practically non- 

existent. Advertisements and announcements indicate that the 

Conferences were held annually till 1914, when, because of the 

war they were $temporarily' discontinued. When the war ended only 

a few Labour Church congregations revived; The movement itself, 

in Great Britain, had come to an end. 

FinancialArrangements ft bour Churgh Unions 

The surviving records do not present a. clear picture of the 

financial arrangements of the labour Church Union. The following 

reconstruction is as accurate as possible. While it is admitted 

some assumptions are made, the main items are fully documented. 

, elimýs Trevor appealed to a number of friends in Upper 

Brook Street Chapel and elsewhere; £47,9s. were subscribed prior 

to the first service, most of which was spent in the early arrange- 

ments. 2 Collections from the early services and the subscriptions 

from members and friends went into a common fund first administered 

by Trevor personally, then from the beginning of November by a 

provisional Finance Committee composed of Trevor as chairman, J. G. 

Thomas as secretary, F. H. Breedon and Alf. Dugdale. This fund was 

fairly generously supported by middle-class sympathizers of the 

labour Church, for it was sufficient to cover the operating ex- 

penses of the Manchester and Salford congregation (hall rentals, 

1. During the years 1918 to 1920 several congregations were formed 
in Canada. Cf. Appendix, pp. ? 7? f l' y- 1'¢ '7o f f; 

2. Cf. Appendix, p. r-09. 
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lecturer's travel expenses and feesp advertising costs), the 
G" I 
salary and expenses of a General Secretary, the publication costs 

of pamphlets and leaflets, and (after April 1892) the cost of 

leasing and remodelling a house on St. John's Parade, Byrom St. 

as the Labour Church Institute. 

The, L9b0ur_ From deficit was apparently Trevor's on re- 

sponsibilityt as was his means of. financial support. It seems 

probable that a number of people were making personal contributions 

to Trevor for no Labour Church funds were used for a salary or 

honorarium for him. There has been uncovered no evidence of 

private means sufficient to support his family and the boor 

'r4Dhet deficit does not indicate that it was a source of income - 

though he may have paid himself a salary before the deficit was 

calculated. 

There was a small income to the Labour Church funds from 

working-class readers of the rProghet who enrolled as 

"External Members" ors as they were named, "Labour Church Pio- 

neers". It October 1892 this amounted to £1q his., 6d.; a month 

later it was £2, ls. t 14d.; in July 1894 £51 14s. This money was 

pledged to extension works but for the first year no separate 

accounts were kept, (though public acknowledgement of donations 

were made) probably because far more was spent on extension 

work than was received through this channel. 

To increase the Pioneer Fund, collecting cards were introduced: 

the idea was none too popular. The following extracts from 

Pioneer's letters are illustrative: 

I will do what little I can with the collecting card, but that 
little will, I fear, be microscopic, We have a joiners strike 
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on at present, and collections are being arranged for that; 
and collections are being made very often for men who have 
been injured, or who have been ill for long periods. The con- 
tribution of the trade union to which most of my acquaintances 
belong are very heavy, and even the most good natured among 
my shopmates are beginning to grumble about the frequent ap- 
peals. 

Tours, of the 15th enclosing the collecting card puts me to the 
test and the breakdown point is soon reached. Good friend, I 
hate collecting cards. Every church and chapel makes them 
their tax collector and in most households the district visitor 
is-but another twame for beggar, and the whole system is gen- 
erally spoken of with contempt by working men. 

But,, popular or not, the collecting cards did bring in a fairly 

steady income. 

Audited statements of accounts were always available to con- 

tributors on request. Unfortunately very few such statements are 

now extant, so a complete financial picture cannot be presented. 

The Ex ension F} ; In December 1892 Trevor announced that it 

would be possible to completely separate the financial affairs of 

the Manchester and Salford congregation from the expenses of the 

movement as a whole. This was accomplished by setting up the 

Extension Fund, with Hugh V. Herford as treasurer. All moneys 

which had formerly been acknowledged as 'Subscriptions' and as 

contributions to the "Pioneer Fund" were to be devoted to this 

new account, which was responsible for the salary and expenses of 

the General Secretary (Fred Brocklehurst who had succeeded H. A. 

Atkinson), for the publication of the La, hour Qurch Hymn Book 

and other leaflets and pamphlets, and for the underwriting of any 

deficit in any town where local considerations made a first Lab- 

our Church Service advisable. 

1o Pr, rfthet, I'vP t ýý93 P 7'7* 
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At the first Conference of Labour Churchest when the Labour Church 

Union was formed (July 22nd, 1893) the Union assumed responsibility 

for the Extension Fund; H. V. Herford was retained as treasurer, 

local congregations were to be responsible for their own financing 

(apart from initial assistance as indicated above), and were to make 

contributions to the Extension Fund. Apparently Trevor was to retain 

full personal responsibility for the J&baurPronhet. 

Fr®e Literature Funds A fund to pay the costs of publishing and 

distributing Labour Literature was established as a supplement to 

the Extension Fund. It was sustained for several months from June, 

18939 and was later absorbed into the Extension Fund. The Free Lit- 

erature Fund was never very large. 

Milanthronic and Charitable ZgWs: CINDERELLA F[TND s When the 

Manchester and Salford labour Church formed a Cinderella club a 

number of contributions from outside sources were made to support 

this particular effort. To accos date such donors the 1 ou, Pro ht 

got up a Cinderella Fund. From November 1892 for several months con- 

tributions were received. After 1893 several appeals for local 

Cinderella projects were published, but the paper did not sponsor a 

national appeal. 
BROOMSOROVE NAI UMS: Just at the time of the formation of the 

first labour Church the milers of Broomagrove were in the midst of 

an industrial dispute; a strike was called. The Church made the 

Nailers' cause its owns and established an assistance fund. In close 

co-operation with the newly established ; ion appeals were made; 

all contributions were turned over to the Sunday rg cle fund, On 

three occasions Labour Church collections were taken for this purpose, 

one of which realized £12# 3$. 9d. Under the auspices of the n 
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t, ý, ,$a Sunday Demonstration, in which the Labour Church co- 

operatedq was held in the Prince of Wales Theatre, Salford. £150 

was received in aid of the strikers. It was Trevor! s proud privcilege 

to be. part of the delegation which took the money personally to 

Broomsgrove. -, 

MANCHESTER MAT MAKERS1*' £32,18s. 6rd. was contributed through 

the Labour Church g the ' abo =r Eg het, and the n. The fund 

was-, initiated by Trevor and the Labour Church. 

CARDROOM WORKERS APPEAL: Contributions to this fund were acknow- 

lodged in the lab g, for the months from April to June, 1893. 

A. M. Thompson (Dangle-of-Clarion fame) organized sixty Labour Church 

collectors to be at the doors. of the Manchester theatres on a Sat- 

urday evening; £10,19s. 2jd, was collected that evening. 2 Through 

its many projects the Labour Churches contributed £72,13s. plus 

anything that may have gone through other channels. 

HULL DOCKERS' STRIKE: In May, 1893, it was reported that £50, 

8s. IOdo was sent through Labour Church channels plus "considerably 

more" that was sent direct to Hull. 

W. N. HALL'S ELECTION EXPENSE FUND s In May, 1892, the Labour 

Churches and the Labour Prouhet endorsed this fund. 

BRISTOL CONFECTIONERY GIRLS, 1893: Support was solicited through 

j. the i_+ hh 

SCOTTISH COAL MINERSs During the Autumn of 1894 support was sol- 

icited, but contributions were to be sent through other channels. 

1. Cf. Appendix, p p" öof 
2, CP. Appendix, p. 19$ Two or three of the members of the Manchester 

and Salford congregation vividly recall this evening. One member 
walked eight miles that he might have the priv#lege of participat- 
ing. 
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After 1894 the Labour Prouhet did not undertake the solicitation 

of funds, ýthough it did give prominent place to news items about the 

condition of workers in strike situations, and others who might re- 

quire assistance. Local congregations often set up special funds 

to help out such situations, and they gave liberally to funds set up 

by other agencies such as the Clarion, and the Labour Leader. 

The Central Iund$ At the second labour Church Union Conference, 

Novembern 1893, Trevor put before the delegates the matter of the 

deficit in the operation of-the labour Prophet. The following resol- 

ution was the results 
That this Conference desires to impress upon all labour Churches, 
and upon all others interested in labour Church work the desir- 
ability of extending the sale of the 3, ýur Prouhet. 3 

This still left Trevor personally responsible for the deficit. 

This 8onference approved a scheme of re-organization of the work 

and responsibility of the Chairman (Trevor) and the General Secretary 

(Brocklehurst) which made possible the engaging of a Corresponding 

Secretary to assist Trevor in the preparation of literature for the 

IAbour Church movement. The arduous routine of distributing the 

tabour Prophet was turned over to the printing and publishing firm. 

The financial arrangements to make possible this new division of 

responsibilities were left with a special committee, who made the 

following recommendations: The Extension Fund was to remain as it 

was, with responsibility for the General Secretary, and the work of 

the Conferences, and the expenses of the Union executive. A Central 

Fund was established to enable Trevor to carry on his work, to pay 

the Salary of a Corresponding Secretary, and to publish Labour Church 

1. Ugl)hot , Mari. /f >'ý , P- 
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literature. In March, 1894, this fund, with the approval of the 

Union executive accepted responsibility for the labour Prophet 

deficit. Apparently Trevor's personal income and support did not 

come out of this fund, at least not directly. Whether or not he 

drew a salary as editor of the Labour Proohet is not known. In May 

H. V. Herford who was treasurer of both funds resigned the Extension 

Fund to be succeeded by Sam Hodgkinson of Bolton. Herford remained 

treasurer of the Central P'und. 

In December, 189+, the Central Fund was dissoýved, and replaced 

by the 'labour Prophet Fund'. Trevor made the following explanations 

A year ago the Central Fund was inaugurated by the Council of the 
Labour Church Union to enable me to carry on my work for the labour 
Church more effectively, the . en sic Fund being devoted to the 
maintenance of the work of our Genera Secretary. But for this 
arrangement, my work would probably have come to an and. With the 
invaluable assistance of its Treasurer, H. V. Herford, the Central 
JELull has been placed on a fairly secure footing, though it has in- 
vo ved the expenditure of a deal of time and energy. 

But unfortunately, Mr, Hodgkinson, the treasurer of the 
t has for some time challenged my right to raise money in thi- 

name of the Labour Churches in order to carry on my personal work, 
He says it is not democratic. I have pointed to the terms of the 
arrangement made by the Council, to which he assented as a member 
and to the tact that the nature of the Fund has always been state& 
most explicitly, so that there could be no misunderstanding about 
it. But hö:, is not satisfied. Moreover on behalf of the Holton 
labour Church, he brought a resolution 

to the Conference at Brad- 
ford which means that the Holton Labour Church adopts his view of 
the situation. This resolution is referred with other resolutions 
affecting finances, to the Conference Committee to deal with. 

Now the whole Labour movement is far too sensiti on the subjects 
of Democracy and Finance for as to feel disposedýto maintain a line 
of action which is distinctly opposed by one of the Labour Churches. 
Therefore with the concurrence of H. V. Herford, the Treasurer, I 
have decided to change the name of the to the Labour 
fronhe, t , and I hope this step will put me rig t with our 
friends at Bolton. I will promise, moreover, that I will not place 
the name of the Labour Church at the bead of my appeals for money, 
nor even at the head of my notepaper. 

It o, Dec. 1894, p. 168. 
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In the above explanation Trevor notes that the Central Fund was 

on a "fairly secure footing". Meanwhile the Extension Fund had been 

suffering a severe deficit. " The congregations had not honoured their 

pledge to devote several collections annually to the support of the 

labour Church Union. In November, A891+i the deficit stood at £51, 

9s, )d., which was more than a year's remuneration for the General 

Secretary. In May of that year Brocklehurst had written: 

Let me respectfully submit to the Labour Qhurches that they have 
not fulfilled their promises with respect to this fund. At the 
last Conference they pledged themselves to support it by periodic 
collections. They have not done so; and unless they speedily do 
something to redeem their promises I shall feel it to be a duty, 
both to them and the Council, to resign a position which entails 
much work and worry, but which hitherto has not met with adequate 
support at the hands of the Churches. 

The support requested was not forthcoming and Brocklehurst gave notices 

I regret-to have to announce that at the last meeting of the 
Council I felt compelled, owing to a lack of general support on 
the part of the Churches, to give notice of the resignation of 
my position as General Secretary of the Labour Church Union. This 
notice expires on the date of the next Conference mentioned below. 
The failure of the Churches to realise their responsibilities and 
duties toward the Extension Fund has rendered this step necessary, 
and I have taken it with a view to giving them an opportunity of 
saying at the next Conferences whether or not they desire to retain 
my connection with the labour Church Movement. If it is their wish 
that. 1 should remain their General Secretary I am quite willing to 
do-so but in that Qase other financial arrangements will have to 
be made between us. 

Other financial arrangements were made, at the direction of the Con- 

ference, by the Council; Brocklehurst remained as Secretary for an- 

other year. To prevent a recurrence of similar financial difficulties 

Brocklehurst was free to charge a fee for lectures and to earn money 

in any other suitable way. In accepting these arrangements he wrote: 

I consent to retain this office, but on a different footing. 

1. 
, 
ßI May, 1894,2. 

EXoDhot, September, 189l+ß f. /a j. 
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Hitherto you have claimed the whole of my time, and declared 
that I should alone be the paid servant of the Labour Church 
Union. Under these conditions I was forbidden to charge for 
lecturing or for any other service to the general movement. 611 
this is changed. I shall henceforth charge for my lectures and 
held myself free to raise money in other ways. .. 
I do not blame the Churches entirely for this neglect of theirs. 
The causes of this injustice lie deeper than appear on the urface, 
they are soon to be dealt with by the Conference Committee*' 

There is no indication of what the underlying injustice was. It 

is probably safe to conclude that it was the fact that Trevor and 
H. Co Rowe (the Corresponding Secretary) were operating on an adequate 

financial basis while Brocklehurst had to contend with an ever mount- 

ing unpaid balance respecting his salary. Trevor's solution merely 

removed the source of trouble from the arena of labour Church control, 

but left the sore to fester and to emphasize the undertones of dis- 

agreement regarding policy between Brocklehurst and Trevor. 

Had harmony prevailed between Trevor and Brocklehurst the history 

of the Labour Church Movement might have been quite different. As 

it was, several months went by before the labour Proohet carried any 

news of Labour Church funds, and Brocklehurst's name was more con- 

spicuous by its absence than by acknowledgement of his work as Gen- 

eral Secretary of the Union. Within a few months Trevor moved to 

London, perhaps in part to reduce the tension which must have been 

present when serious differences regarding finance and policy were 

being discussed. 

I�abour, 
_Churcrch 

Union Funds . 18951 and-th eI red Bromurs nd s 

After the creation of the Labour Prophet Fund the Labour Pronhet 

made no mention of the Extension Fund; but apparently it was con- 

L. Profi, December, 1894, p. 176. 
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tinued under the name of the Labour Church Union, for the Treasurer, 

Sam Hodgkinsonf submitted the following statement to the Halifax 

Conference in November, 1895s 

Income and Expenditure Account, Oct. 1s 1894, to fiept. 309 189g. 1 
s es 

Subscriptions 21 10 Bal. due Treasurer 16 4 
Pioneers 0 lb 0 Sept. 309 1894 
Labour Churches 26 27 Secretary's salary 21 19 7 

Balance due Committee meeting 
Treasurer 1 10 7 expenses 1 17 6 

Secretary's postages 
and petty cash 2 18 10 

Bank interest 0 1 2 
30 17 0 30 _ 17 0 

MabilitlelLt As 
- 
sets 

---- 
: 

Sundry creditors t Free Lit. Account 2 3 
Taylor, Garnett Deficiency 12 

& Co. 150 
Treasurer 1 10 5 

2 15 2 35 7 

This statement did not show salary due to the General Secretary: At 

the beginning of the financial year £53,7s. 6d. had been due to 

Brocklehurst who had been paid, as thown above, only £21,19s. 7d. He 

generously remitted the balancel but in the meantime an honourarium 

of £50 was due for the year 1895. 

The 1895 Conference reluctantly agreed that it could not retain 

the services of a General Secretary any longer$ so appointed an Hon- 

ourary Secretary, and thereafter, accepted only what help Brocklehurst 

could give gratis. The only expenses of the labour Church Union after 

1896 were a small fund to cover miscellaneous items, the costs of the 

annual Conferences, and the deficit to Brocklehurst. 

The Labour Church response respecting its obligation to its former 

General Secretary was very slow till his dramatic stay in "Her 

Majesty's Temperance Hotel, Strangeways". Brocklehurst had been 

1. Prophet j December, 1895' ý/ ý'ý 
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apprehended while speaking on labour and social questions in a 

secluded part of Boggart Clough, Manchester, on June 11+th, 1896. 

On the 19th he bad been charged before Mr. Headlam with an infringe- 

ment of a rule of the City Council Parks Committee, and sentenced to 

a fine of £5 and costs or a month in prison. On principle he had 

chosen the latter. 1 

Shortly after Brooklehurst's release from Prison, the labour 

Churches were able to pay him about £5; during his year's convales- 

cence from ill health resulting from prison treatment, the remainder 

of the debt was paid. In November £22 remained; W April, 1897, 

this had been reduced to £2, I9s, lid., and was eliminated shortly 

thereafter. 

he labour Prophet Funds As explained above the labour Prophet 

Find, as separate and distinct from the affairs, of the Labour Church 

Union, came into being at the beginning of 1895, at which time it 

weis on "fairly secure footing" financially speaking. Its Treasurer, 

john Tenney of London (H. V. Herford had resigned with the termination 

of the Central Fund), issued the first financial statement in October, 

1895, covering the period from October the first, 1894 (while it was 

still the Central Fund) to September the thirtieth, 1895. The year 

began with a deficit of approximately £16; contributions of £206 were 

received; expenses amounting to £242 (made up as followss La our 

Pron deficit, £74; distribution of free literature, £21; H. C. 

Rowe's salary at £2 per week, £104; printing, postage, and miscel- 

laneous expenditures, £43) were incurred, leaving a deficit of £52 

1. Of his prison experiences, Broeklehurst wrote a series of news- 
paper articles which were later published in book formt I Wile 112 

, 
ison by T. Fisher Unwin, London, in 1898. 
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at the closing of the books. 1 

The worry and anxiety of so large a deficit weighed heavily on 

Trevor, for he, with slender means could not cope with its particular- 

ly when another of his periods of depression was upon him and he could 

not make public appearances. The situation was severely sggravated 

during the early months of 1898, for the income of the Fund kept de. 

creasing2 till the deficit exceeded £140. The situation was met by 

two steps: the Labour Brotherhood was formed, and reluctantly, the 

office of Correspondence Secretary was abolished. H. C. Rowes ser- 

vices were retained only in so far as he could volunteer them. 

The Labour Brotherhood took the financial affairs of the Labour 

Prophet in hand. When in September Trevor's doctor advised several 

months complete rest, R. A. Beckett, a member of the Brotherhood, 

assumed the acting editorship of the paper. After five months Trevor 

was no better, so the Brotherhood urged him to go abroad. With the 

"kind help of some generous friends" he went to France in March of 

1897. He returned in July to take up his work again, but found him- 

self unable for the task. He announced his intention of permanently 

retiring, The labour Prophet Fund was to be wound up as soon as the 

deficit could be cleared. It was then £160; this Trevor accepted as 

his own personal responsibility. 
With the August issue the J&t oohet, with fewer pages and 

lese expensive format, came out under the editorship of R. A. Beckett. 

Several people had pledged sufficient support to keep the smaller 

paper going; public appeals were not made for this 'labour Prophet 

1. Eronhej, November 1895, &; 
rl686 2. January £30; Feb. £20; . £8; April, £?; May, ill; June, £8; 

July, £ý, 
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Maintenance hind'; but contributions were solicited to liquidate the 

old 'Labour Prophet Fund'. 

rotherhood i M1,2 Labour Church Brotherhood: 

The Iabour Church Brotherhood was first conceived by Trevor in 

1894, but was not immediately put into effect. Trevor's Missionary 

Class had done good work, but it had not developed the leadership 

which Trevor had anticipated, nor had it developed what he called 

'personal' life, i. e., a living sense of God. When Trevor moved to 

London in April, 1896, he and the Treasurer, John Tenney, the Sea- 

rotary, H. C. Rowel and the Correspondence Class Secretary, Mary 

Burnett decided to organize the Brotherhood. Several others in 

London joined them. 

The main objects of the Brotherhood were to develop religious life, 

to provide a list of suitable speakers to promote public meetings, 

and to carry on the work of the labour Prophet Fund. It was to be a 
I 

supplement to the Labour Churches, providing leadership without 

assuming power or authority. 

A Labour Church Brotherhood Conference was called by Ernest 

Williams and R. A. Beckett, to meet in the spring of 1896. Ten 

charter members met on June the first, each willing to commit himself 

to a definite task. The following offices were decideds 

General Secretary Ernest Williams 
Financial Secretary R. A. Beckett 
Labour Church Secretary A. W. ßildreth 
Literature Secretary A. J. Waldegrave 
Press Secretary Tom Foster 
Correspondence Class Secretary Hary Burnett 
Treasurer of the Labour Prophet Fund John Tenne 
Cinderella Secretary (added later) Awe Thurston 1 

The members of the Brotherhood worked hard, and gave generously 

tow rd the liquidation of the labour Prophet Fund deficit which they 

1. t1 s 
ýair 

1 1896. p. io 7' 
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inherited; nevertheless it slowly grew larger. However they did 

succeed in giving leadership to the labour Church movement, and in 

keeping the labour Prophet going during Trevor's eighteen month 

'retirement'. When 'the publication of the Lammur P_rý oDh t was given 

up in 1898, there were over forty active members of the Labour 

Church Brotherhood. Unfortunately no records survive to tell of 

their later activities. 

The Labour Church Brotherhood was an attempt to get middle class 

leadership for the labour Church; but Trevor agreed with 'Nunquam's' 

criticism of the original plan. He published a letter with the 

following explanation: 

It is from Robert Blatchford. I asked him to criticise certain 
suggestions of mine for the promotion of education in connection 
with the labour Church. What the suggestions were does not matter 
just now. I will only say that I heartily agree with Robert 
Blatchford's opinion. 

Dear Trevorz- Are you making a mistake, or do I misunderstand 
you? You speak of the educated teaching the uneducated; and of 
the strong serving the weak. 

Do you mean that the middle-class people are educated and that 
the workers are uneducated? Do you think that the mi&dle-class 
man is strong and the working man weak? 

The fact has always seemed to me to be that neither the university 
man nor the workman could be fully educated. They both are half 
educated. Which has the better half? I think a craftsman with a 
little schooling is better educated than a scholar with small ex- 
perience of life and work. I think as a rule that the best kind 
of workman is stronger and not weaker than the best kind of 
scholar; but don't con}use mere scholarship with high intellectual 
gifts. Don't pit my average better class workman against a Lord 
Macaulay or a Browning. Those must be matched with a Stephenson 
or a Franklin. ... Send your educated friends to the people to 
learn as well as to teach. Send them to mix with the poor and ex- 
change kyledge. That is what is wanted. Perhaps that is what 
you mean. 

1. Prot he 'c, September, 189 4, p. 117. 
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TheSabour Church Settlement t 

In 1902 Trevor moved to London, to a three roomed flat in a block 

of workmen's dwellings in the Clerkenwell district. Here regular 

settlement work was attempted. There was accaw dation for meetings of 

up to forty members, with regular social evenings, etc. There is 

little record of the activities of this project. It is known that 

it was still functioning effectively in 1904, and that it was not 

listed by the Socialist Annual of 1907. 

The Role of the Lecturerelt 
The popularity, and indeed the very existence, of the labour 

Churches depended on lecturers who travelled the country spreading 

the gospel of Socialism. Most of them were men and women who used 

their spare time to speak at nearby towns, asking only their travel 

expensess but a few devoted their full time, and so required a fee 

as well. They spoke at public meetings, political demonstrations, 

pleasant Sunday Afternoon gatherings, Labour clubs, and Labour 

Churches. It has been suggested that one of the motives in forming 

labour congregations was to provide a better platform for them. 

Certainly the Churches and the lecturers were well suited to each 

other. 
In the early days it was the fame and popularity of men like Tom 

Mann, Ben Tillett, and Lair Hardie which assured the success of the 

movement. Trevor testified to this fact: 

On the day when Robert Blatchford and Ben Tillett permitted me to 
announce them as speakers on the first programme of the Labour 
Church Services, the success of the movement was assured, though 
I knew it not. Since then I and the Labour Church have become 

1. For a list of Lecturers, topics, and sample lectures, or. Appen- 
dixi ppa rlo ff 
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indebted to Labour leaders and members so that we are no longer 
our owq but are, in a sense$ of them. We shall be loyal to their 
cause. . 16 

Nationally known speakers brought out the overflow crowds and 

gave the new Churches their initial boost. But it soon became 

evident, that few of these speakers had the concerns of the Churches 

at heart; they were politicians first and foreffiost. The Churches 

Were to many of them little more than Sunday conveniences. Through 

them they could reach a wider'audiencet and could feel less guilty 

of breaking the Sabbath if they spoke from a pulpit rather than 

from ,& political rostrum (though their message from either would be 

the same). 

From 1893 to 1897 a labour Church could fairly easily arrange 

for expensive lecturers. Transportation expenses and honouraria 

could be. divided among a number of societies. But, by the end of 

the decade this fortuitous situation no. longer existed. Mr. Sneyd, 

President and Lecture Secretary of the Hanley Labour Church reported 

to the 1899 labour Church Union Conference that 

... two or three years ago they could fill up a week with a 
good speaker. He would be at the Ißbour Church on the Sunday, 
and would speak for different societies in neighbouring towns 
during the remainder of the week. For the last eighteen months 
this had been impossible, owing to the falling off of the local 
organisations in question. Týe consequence was that their ex- 
penses were now much heavier. 

Mr. Sneyd was not, alone-in his judgment; he was supported by several 

delegates. Mr. Gutteridge of Nottingham 

.,. agreed with previous speakers in regard to arrangements for 
week-evening lectures. There had been an exception however in 
the case of Enid Stacy. They had had her recently for a Sunday, 

1. ProD C April 1893 P" 29. 
2. Lam( h_Re! o (1y July 1899, p. 2. 
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and had also booked her for five succeeding evenings in the 
neighbourhood. The result was that her vi! it had cost them 
only nine shillings instead of two pounds. 

The cost of the lecturers was always a problem for the Labour 

Churches. A few congregations found that it paid in the long run 

to got the best speakers regardless of cost, for larger crowds meant 

better collections. The majority, however, had to content them- 

selves with lesser known personalities. Even though they found the 

expense burdensome, the lecturers were hardly the 'bloated paid 

agitators! the newspapers complained about. During 1898 Bruce 

Glasier and Fred Brocklehurst did charge thirty shillings plus trans- 

portation? which was considered very high. The previous year the 

average cost of a lecturer to the Halifax congregation, including 

transportation, was only seventeen shillings and six pence. 2 It 

would be hard to get rich on that income even when one slept and 

ate with one of the local comrades. 

The lecturers represented a large number of viewpoints; they came 

from every variety of reform movement; all were welcome on labour 

Church platforms. Some claimed that this was a sure way to prevent 

the Churches becoming narrow and doctrinaire3, but others felt that 

the disadvantages outweighed the advantages. At the 1899 Conference 

Is nr Ch 
, 
cchReoq' July 1899, p. 2. 

2. he&q November, s97. p. /. %s' 
a paper on the development. of Labour Church speakers, Mr, 3. n 

fm 
/, Sneyd saids, ". .. we must try to finance our Churches more 

efficiently and . , -, to develop amongst ourselves speakers who 
shall deliver our message of hope to the people. I know this is 
not an easy matter, because our labour Church platform is so 
broad, embracing, as it does in practice, nearly every reform move- 
ment of our time. So we must, for some years to come at least be 
largely dependent on help from those not directly connected with 
us. And this would be advantageous to us if we could cope with 
the expense entailed, for although many of these men and women 
charge nothing for their services, yet the travelling expenses are 
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Mr. Gutteridge reported that 

At Nottingham they had had a number of very clever speakers who 
gave very excellent addresses on all sorts of subjects. Sui 
they never ended their addresses with pointing out to their 
hearers the nature of the work the Labour Church had to dog and 
gave no stirring appeal to the audience to join the Church and 
help forward its work. 

He also said that 

. they were a good deal puzzled with the multiplicity of the 
ideas of their speakers. On one Sunday they would have an or- 
thodox speaker, and perhaps on the next an aggressive secularist. 
People went away wondering what the labour Church stood for. He 
thought it would be an excellent thing if they could have some 
organisation to enable 1them to get speakers more in accordance 
with their principles. 

As the twentieth century advanced there was a change. The Lac- 

ture Secretaries became more discriminating, chasing either speakers 

with an accepted socialist approach or those of general cultural and 

educational messages. The veg(tarians, anti-vivisectionists, and 

bi-metalists, etc., were not so frequently heard. However, one 

varying viewpoints the secularist vs. the Christian, did continue 

to puzzle the public. No one know where the Labour Churches stood 

on this question. 

The LabourChurchesat l the L. P. s 

There were two factors dominant in the ideas which brought the 

Labour Churches into existence -- as indicated by their name. They 

often a burden. But their presence amongst us keeps us from get. 
ting narrowed down into 'a, definite sectional movement, and thus 
develops, the broad sympathy which seems to me to be one of our 
best traits, and one which we must cultivate to the fullest extent 
for, depend upon its no reform movement exists by itself, and if it 
tries to do so it is sure to fail, Just as it is impossible for 
individual men and women to live a full life in isolation from 
their fellows. They can only develop their best in association 
with those of differing thought and intellectual perceptions, but 
all bound together by sympathy and work for the general well-being: 

i. The a July 1899, p. 50 1. I&bour Church , 
my 1899, p. 2. 
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were an 

.. attempt to call into consciousness and to develop the 
Religious aspects of the Labour Movements 

and to help the movement become 

.. non-material in its ultimate aim, self-sacrificing and 
generous in its spirit and its methods, and permeated with 
the consciousness that it is working out the decrees of the 
Supreme Power and helping men to realise the Supreme Love. 

In so far as they helped to develop this religious outlook they 

fulfilled one of the dreams of their founders, and were Churches. 

But integrally entwined with this religious emphasis was the 

practical' desire to push forward the cause of Labour including 

the development of independent political and economic action. 

The Labour Churchq separate from the historic churches, was a 

result of the same milieu which produced a political party inde- 

pendent of the radicals and the liberals. It was natural then 

that it should be regarded by its members as well as its critics 

as an auxiliary -- a new regiment in the great Labour Army to 

work along with other units for the Emancipation, of Labour. The 

accepted policy was co-operation and harmony. 2 

Trevor recognized from the very beginning that there was dan- 

ger of the Labour Church losing one or other of these emphases 

and being therefore absorbed either into the historic churches 

or into the policical Labour Movement. In Manchester he saw 

that the Labour Church might consider itself to be the Labour 

3. PO H. Wicksteed, in TheIncu wirer, as quoted in the EX2nhtj 
April 1893, p. 28. 

2. "1 would lend a Labour Church Band and give all the organized 
help possible to a Labour Demonstration in which the Labour 
Church had no acknowledged part, rather than, by stickling for 
recognition, cause jealousy and discard in our movement. " -- Trevor in the Er2i April, 1893, p. 29. 
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Party and claim for itself independent political action, soy to 

preserve the religious emphasis of the Labour Church he proposed 

the formation of the Manchester Independent Labour Party. ' with 

the accompanying explanations 

The Labour Church is eager for political action -- the more 
the better. But it desires to enter the political arena as 
an auxiliary Lorce, and not itself as a responsible political 
organisation. 

It was essential to the Labour Churches that, if they were to 

remain religious bodies, their sympathy and support for political 

1. Cf. H. C. Herford, Philip Henry Wicksteed, pp. 225ff. H. A. 
Atkinson wrote H. V. Herford: "I think the 1893 conference in 
London, which floated the Independent Labour Party into a nat- 
ional movements adopted the Manchester and Salford constitution 
as they certainly did the most distinctive part of it. Al- 
though Blatchford did the writing, much of the inspiration came 
from John Trevor. He it was who had the idea that the different 
elements in the movement towards Socialism in Manchester at 
that time should be got to work together. So we had two lead- 
ing spirits from the Social Democratic Federation, Evans and 
Purvis, two from the Fabian Society, Settle and Dugdale, he and 
I9 his assistant, from the Labour Church, and the great man of 
the day, Blatchford of the Clark. I have not seen any evi- 
dence yet which weakens my be of that the starting of the Man- 
chester, and Salford. I. L. P. under such auspices and in such 
manner, was the true inauguration of the Third Party Movement 
and the beginning of the British I. L. P.. " 

A. M. Thompson in the Manchester Gutýar ian, Jan. 1 1944, 
under the title "Robert Blatchford" makes reference to the 
above meetings It. . .. Yet it is a fact that he Robert 
Blatchford more than any other man, made the Labour Party. 
It was born in our one-roomed office in Manchester and christ- 
ened on the following Sunday at a meeting in the Chorlton 
Town Hall. Within six months some sixty branches of what came 
to be known as "Blatchford's party" had been formed in Lan- 
cashire and Yorkshire. In January 1893 the party was officially 
launched at the Bradford Conference. Ratchford 

refused nom- 
ination for the presidency and Keir Hardie was elected. " 

2. Prophet April 1893, p. 28; of, also Prophet, April 1894, p. 411 
"The Latour Party exists for the attainment of jbinfl. The 
Labour Church-exists for the attainment of LiSe, without which 
the attainment of }in will never avail for our well-being. 
The Labour Church is in danger of being too much impersed in 
the secularism and materialism necessarily and rightly aLtach- 
ing to a political movement. 
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parties should not lead them into subjecting themselves to mere 

political ends. That this often was the situation was true, 

particularly after the resolution passed in the summer of 1894 

by the National Administrative Council of the I. L. P.: 

That branches of the I. L. P. 9 wherever practicable, should 
run a Sunday meeting on Labour Church lines. 

In many communities this meant a complete indentiflcation of 

Labour Church ideas with the local party and the gradual dilution 

of religious ideas till the "Sunday meetings on Labour Church 

lines" were merely political gatherings. 

The problem of maintaining a labour Church along side an I. L. 

P. local was that of maintaining a 'Witness of God in the Labour 

Movement' and, at the same time of not creating a wedge in the 

- Labour Party. The fear that the latter might be happening was 

allayed by Keir Hardie's assurances that he could detect no such 

tendency. The real danger was rather that the 'witness' would 

not be given. Trevor warned against this deficiency: 

A tendency to political supremacy is be, tg developed in the 
movement against which it is necegsary to utter a friendly, 
but most earnest word of warning. 

A few months later he again editorialized about the 

. extreme narrowness of the Labour Party, and the growing 
difficulty, as it settles into organisation, of a generous 
breadth of mind being developed within it. ... the I. L. P. 
must of necessity appear to be attempting the salvation of the 
world in an appallingly cheap fashion. 

He was referring to the adoption of political vote-catching 

techniques which left out of account "man's deeper needs and 

1. Er2Rhit 
2. Prophet, October 1891+. P.; L76 
3" acs , February 189 p.. z. s' 
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higher aspirations". He called the Labour Churches -- and the 

Labour Church lecturers -- to remember the spiritual dimensions 

of the Labour Movement. 

On many occasions Trevor suggested that it would be wiser 

for those whose aims rose no'higher than the holding of propa- 

ganda meetings on Sunday to abandon their intentions of forming 

Labour Churches. In June 1895 came the specific adV/ee to a 

Political party considering sponsoring a Labour Church: Appoint 

a committee to launch a Labour Church. From its very beginnings 

this committee should be a separate self-determining organization, 

for 

. .e it should be obvious thit a political Party cannot -- as 
such, organizea real Church. 

To congregations already functioning he repeatedly warned: 

The Labour Churches are in danger of considering the I. L. P. 
their only sphere of operation. 

If the Labour Churches retain their independence they can work 

for the harmony which can unite the Trade Unionists, the I. L. P. 

and the S. D. F. into a National Labour Party. and they can keep 

the religious emphasis before the entire movement. 3 When the 

Leeds Labour Church were considering merging with the local I. L. 

P. 9 the Lab= followed Trevor's policy and strongly ad- 

vised against it because of the loss of the Labour Church emphasis 

which would ensue. 
4 

The leader of the I. L. P. valued the contribution of the 

1. 'prRjh it June 1895, P. 38. 
2. Eroohe,, July 1895 

Cf, Pranhe , Augusi and September 1895 y. 1, o. /20f 9" /3% 
iý, Cf. ktot)h , March 1897, P/ý af 

t 
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Labour Churches. R. A. Beckett reported an interview with Keir 

Hardier 

"There is no doubt p" said he, thoughtfully puffing his pipet 
"that the Labour Church is a great feeder of Socialism. " 

As leader of a Socialist political party, it seemed natural 
that he should seize on this aspect of the case. But he did 
not stopp there. 

"Apart from that $" he continued "it seems to me to have a 
distinct value, especially as tending to keep the movement from 
sinking into sordid materialism. " With characteristic gener- 
osity Keir Hardie added$ 

"To do this successfully the Labour Church must preserve 
its independence. To identify it with any political party 
would be fatal. " 1 

The-I&D= Chur res and Continental Socialism: 

Continental socialists looked upon English socialism and the 

Labour Churches with curiosity. They followed the same kind of 

reaction as a Polish newspaper correspondent writing from London 

to Trevor# sometimes with more and sometimes with less sympathy for 

the labour Church idea. 

I think that the Labour Church movement is a very characteristic 
product of the whole English Labour movement and therefore I 
have given our readers many quotations from the labour Prophet 
respecting the principles of the Labour Church. These quotations 
can give to our public a pretty fair idea of your teachings. At 
the same time I pointed out that the Labour Church could not, in 
my opinion, have any considerable influence on the masses. We 
foreigners think that the &UM way for social progress is the 
political one. We think also that QU forces of Socialism in 
every country ought to be devoted to the vartg organisation. 

Moreover, I may be mistaken, but it seems to me that the weak 

OW11t, June, 3.897-P-)'? Hardie's concept of the relation of the 
. to religious groups is indicated in the following state- 

ment from All About The I. L P, an I. L. P. pamphlet based on 
an earlier one written by rdies "Socialism takes no note of a 
man's religious opinions. Whether he be Roman Catholic, Anglican, 
Non-conformist, Mohamedan Buddhists or Pagan, is his own concern, 
and one with which Socialism does not interfere. It is univer- 
sally acknowledged that Liberalism and Conservatism are things 
quite apart from, and entirely independent of, a man's religious 
opinions. So, too, with Socialism. It seeks to deal with those 
matters of human interest which can be seen, felt, and handledg 
and does not directly or indirectly, interpose itself in any way 
between a man and the form of religious belief which he feels to 
be best for him. 
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side of the English movement is too much of the so-called 
'Idealism' and too much of 'Missionaryism' -- and the Labour 
Church seems to me to be the strongest expression of this 'Mis- 
sionary Idealism'. I think, also# that the English movement is- 
too expansive; for example I cannot see the usefulness of 
"Women's Letters" and "Children's Corners" at the present state 
of Socialisttforces in this country. An energetic agitation 
among the women of East London during the recent 'water famine' 
would have done more'than all 'Woman Letters' in a whole yearly 
issue of every English Socialist paper. And the Labour Church 
seems to be the most prominent specimen of this expansiveness 
of the English Labour movement, an expansiveness which is the 
contrary of the concentration of all fighting forces. l 

Albert A tin toured the British Isles after the International 

Congress of 1896. He reported: 

The liberalism and tolerance of the English Socialists are such 
as I have never encountered in France. Perhaps they are a trifle 
too sentimental, a little too religious; this leads them some- 
times to seek very complicated reasons for acts which fraternity 
and justice would explain easily enough. But their religion is 
a purely personal sentiment which makes itself respected. Per- 
sonallyt I could get on perfectly with your Christian Socialists, 
and though myself a Positivist, it was with pleasure that I saw 
the Labour Church representatives admitted to the Cohgress: z If 
we on the Continents are obliged to fight the Christian Social- 
ists, it is not because they are religious, but because they are 
Catholics and are seeking to establish the tyranny of the Roman 
Clergy with the Pope at their head. 

Cb=ch Idea... in Other G_ouim 33 

The ideas which gave rise to the Labour Churches found expression 

in many other societies and organizations. A few of these, like the 

1. g_ronet, March 1896, p. 41. 
2. 

_PeCei17,6ee 
/f(' /0" /%J 

3. WhOn-this Thesis was first envisaged the intention was to give 
a few pages to each. of these groups, noting their similarities 
to and. differences from, the labour Churches. However, so much 
material has been found that it has been necessary to reduce 
this section to a brief note and to append a list of such 
groups (See Appendix, pýxi39f) The list does not claim to be com- 
plete; its purpose is only to give evidence of the extent and 
variety of organizations which to a greater or lesser degree 
tried to combine religious and socialistic (reform) ideas. 
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Brotherhood Churches, or the more socially minded of the Ethical 

Societies were almost indistinguishable from Labour congregations, 

while others such as the Order of the Golden Age, or the Knights 

of Columbus had distinctive emphases which set them apart. All of 

them had this in co=on' they were dissatisfied with society and 

felt the need of reforming it in accord with religious principles 

of Brotherhood and Justice. Their multiplicity, indicates the var- 

iety of proposals put forward as the basis of reforming social 

life. 
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Life is onward -- use it 
With a forward aim; 

Toil is heavenly -- choose its 
And its welfare claim. 

Look not to another 
To perform your will; 

Let not your own brother 
Keep your warm hand still. 

-Liss- is onward -" prize it,, 
Snnelibo or in storm; 

Oh, do not despise it 
In its humblest form. 

Life is onward -" heed it 
In each varied dress 

Your own act can speed 
It 

On to happiness. 

His bright pinion o'er you 
Time waves not in vain, 

If Hope chant before you 
Her prophetic strain. 

Life is onward -- use it 
With a forward aim; 

Toil is heavenly -. choose its 
And its welfare claim. 

-- L. C. Hymen Book No. 35 

I 
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CHAPTER V 

THE IDEA. APO]INDED 

the s 

The program of the Labour Churches was bipolar. There was the 

widespread recognition that the religion of the labour Movement, if 

an organization distinct from Church or Chapel were to be justified, 

must be 'practical': it must deal not only with the symptoms of a 

troubled society and with the human victims of 'commercial slavery', 

but must also remedy the causes of such troubles; it looked to Soc- 

ialism as the Divinely chosen path of evolution which would lead to 

the perfect human society. The other pole which was not so widely 

recognized but which was repeatedly stressed by Trevor and the few 

others who shared his ideal, was the development of a vital personal 

religion, which would provide the dynamic force for all social reform. 

While the first pole was socialistic (or should we say collectivist) 

the second was personal and to a degree individualistic. 

Trevor's editorials in the l boProDhhAt are fäll of references 

to "Life", "Life with God", "human co-operation with Divine Evolu- 

tion" and "a sweet hidden friendship with God", but all of these are 

vague phrases, perhaps, deliberately chosen soy for Trevor refused to 

have any part with anything that might appear to be dogmatic. Though 

he might offer to be a guide pointing out some of the signposts of 

1. cf., prooi t, June 1896, p. 93z "There is one sense in which the 
way of life is narrow. It is personal, lonely, intensely individual. 
I see no tendency for the inner life of man to become collective. With a growing Collectivism in regard to the means of life, the 
safeguard of freedom will lie more and more in the pronounced In- 
dividualism of life itself. " 

Pro h eT Ps 
oýiýcý 7`ýie worý f cdrr dcc: oi p/ß s4 -- 1. '`/ý/s rý have nah` ýe'pan to 
realise I ̀ ' 
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FROM THE HILLS. 

CIRCLES OF LIFE. 

A 

z. Would you know God? -Know Yourself: 
Would you know Yourself? -Be Yqurself: 

This, Life has taught me. 

2. Would you serve God? -Serve Man: 
Would you serve Man? -Be a Alan : 

This, also, have I learned. 

I. -FREEDOM. 

3. To be a Man is to be Free: 
To be Free is to be Divine : 

This, too, have I discovered. 

4. Would you be Free? -Act freely : 
Would you act freely? -Act truly: 

This is the Inner Circle of Life. 

. 

A' 

9. v 

1I. 
-SI, RvICL". 

- -- . ,y 

t. Would you know God? --Learn of God : 3. To know Man is to love Man; 
Would you learn of God? -Learn of Life: To love Man is to tic Divine: 

This, Life has taught me. This, too, have I di;, coVVUr4 d. 

2. Would you serve God? -Know Man: 4. Would you love DIan? -Give Man Freedom 
Would you know Man? -Share with Man your Life: \Voulji you give Man Freedom -G ive him \'o rsilt 

This, also, have I learned. This is the Outer Circle of Life. 

III. -I'REEDUM AND SERVIct. 

i. There are these two-Freedom and Service: 2. To be Yourself and to serve Alan- 
They are equals, and have no equal: To be Free and to give Freedom-- 

Their union is Life and God; This is to know God; 
Their severance, bondage and Death. This is to be Divine. 
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life's highways, he consistently refused to be a commander giving 

orders to others. He would not even suggest to anyone to follow 

where he had gone or to go in any direction just because he had 

pointed the way. Each must follow the path of his own self develop- 

ment. The very individuality of religious experience which Trevor 

cultivated made his mission a most difficult task, for he could not 

dogmatize even about the most primary ideas. The Labour Churches 

agreed with him in this aversion to anything that might appear to 

be cre al, doctrinal, conventional, or traditional; we cannot say 

they followed Trevor, rather, his appeal found a ready response. 

This was a characteristic which was prior to, rather than a result 

oft anything Trevor wrote or said. 

In a brief statement written in tribute to the work of Keir 

I 

f 

Hardie on behalf of the unemployed, Trevor strikes this theme which 

was always present, though not always dominantly so: 

The Individual is still needed -- the man who, though he draw 
his mandate from the people, yet draws a higher mandate from a 
higher source. A party that cannot put to the front a few 

;:. -strgng earnest, steadflat souls, and trust them there, will 
never 

do any good work. 

Socialism was accepted as the means of salvation for society; but 

I*bour Church members could not accept 'collectivism' as an adequate 

philosophy of life. They recognized a need for personal character. 

Often these two tendencies were in controversy: The dilemma of 

a correspondent whb:: callsd himself "3ocius" is a typical example. 

His parents were "no better and no worse than hundreds of other men 

and women"; they swore when in a passion and they lied when it was 

convenient, and so did he. When he went to work in a factory he 

1. ; oD, March 1895, P. 40. 
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found that the worker who 

. doesn't tell lies, and swear and push himself on, regard- 
less of who has to be pushed off, 

1s 
an oddity, and is sneered 

and jeered at by his fellow workmen. l 

But their be had been converted to Socialism, largely by Blatchtord 

in the, Sundav Chroniicleq and later in the Clarion. Of his conver- 

sion he wrotes 

When a an really becomes a Socialist, the result to him is to 
make him'more manly and honest, gentle and just in his dealings 
with his fellow man, He begins to look upon his wife as an equa]ý 
nay as something divine, superior to be loved and helped. He 
begins'to like books, to read and 

think for himself, .,. in 
material things he knows"what he needs and how best they may be 
obtained. 

He then went on to describe how the Labour Church came to give him 

a new vision of Life at its highest and best. The Socialist, real- 

ising this, then 

.., determines to live, to look at the heavens with full, clear 
eyes;, but this is by no means easy if he will be genuine, and not 
a hypocrite. For years his eyes ive been full of mud, and he 
finds it bard to keep them clear.! - 

When things go wrong he swears, he gets in a passion, and he "takes 

it out" on those at home. In the factory he lies to cover up for 

fellow workmen that they will not be thrown out on the street, out 

of work. (This he feels he has to dog because, as a Socialist, 

their problems are his own. ) But his conscience bothers him for he 

has told a lie; he stays away from the labour Church for he cannot 

be both honest and merciful toward his brethren at the same time. 

He is in a moral quandary, and feels he is not alone: 

Thousands of men want to join the Labour Church, but they want 
to be genuine. Can they be helped, or will they have to wait 
until the prepnt thrice-accursed competitive state of society 
is abolished? 

4p 

1. Pry, "lay /f%, h, p4 J. 
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Trevor, carefully avoiding anything that might be construed as 

advising a specific solution to the problems suggested a meticulous 

rethinking of the situation, with the faith that true knowledge of 

and dependence on God's moral law would end the dilemma. 

A reply from "Socius" the next month indicated that Trevor had 

helped him face the real problem and that he was winning through 

to the concept of Socialism so well described by a letter from C. 

Allen Clarke (Teddy Ashton) 

And now, "Socius" my friend, ... If you are a Socialist you 
and I are fighting against evil. And, therefore, every time 
we tell a lie$ or do a wrong (even for what we call expediency's 
sake), we go over to the enemy, and are retarding the cause, 
though we may not think it. Wherefore let us be men, and keep 
our faith tough we perish; for a base life is a worse thing 
than death*-- 

In this implied identity of true individual morality with the 

Socialist concept of society we have the ideal toward which the 

more religious minded in the Labour Churches tried to move. 
In 1896 Trevor published an article written two years previous- 

1: k: 
I am a Socialist, but with the spread of Socialism we need to insist more than ever upon the worth of the Individual Life. 

It is for Socialists, I write, and to further the cause of Socialism; but it must be Socalism of a very roomy sort. . a. Socidlism will be of no service to men and women who have not themselves learned to live. Do you think that the re-organisa- 
tion of society is going to make it easy to master the Art of Living? You do not understand human nature, then. Not. ... To make yourself a true man, a true woman whose presence is like 
sunshine on a winter's day! -- Think of itl -- If we could but do 
this, would it not be indeed to live! 2 

Trevor then went on to make an eloquent plea to Socialists to under- 
take only that amount of work they could do efficiently and joyfully 

1. frovhe,, June, 1894 p. 77" 
2. g , on_ net, December, 1896, 

p. 191, 
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and not to burden life with a crushing load of responsibility 

that takes all contagious joy out of service and reduces Socialism 

to a gloomy economic theory and hard dutiful work. The real work 

of Socfälism must be the winning of people to socialist ways of 

thought, and this will be more by spontaneous joy than by anything 

else. The work of Hugh Holmes Gore, a Bristol Lawyers was close 

to the Labour Church ideals 

I am firmly convinced it is greater to have infused into even 
five boys the spirit of Human Brotherhood than to win a seat 
in the name of Socialism in, the Imperial Legislature. ... 
I would suggest that if we spent more time in showing individ- 
uals how to travel the road it would not be amiss; it would, 
indeed be less ostentatious, but as iseful a work as most of 
Socialists are engaged in at present. 

Robert Morley of Halifax had also caught this ideal, and was a bit 

disillusioned about its expression in the congregational lifer 

.. to me the weakness of the labour Church appears to be ihe incapacity of so many to discern the great necessity for 
personal purity and self-sacrifice. 

In maintaining this emphasis the Labour Churches did yeoman 

service fot the Labour Movement as a whole. 

fie emnerancer estions 

In March 1893 Trevor opened the pages of the a1 hour g ou to 

letters concerning "Drink in Labour Clubs". A very small propor- 

tion of the numerous letters were in favour, and fewer yet were 

from fanatical abstainers. Most were calmly. reasoned statements 

of the advisability of maintaining Labour Clubs as places of dis- 

cussion and recreation free from the adverse influences of 'drink'. 

it was generally felt that public houses provided quite adequately 

1. Pr ti ý°t Ala rl r9O p. 
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for those who wished to have their glass. On the other hand the 

actual experience of the Labour Clubs waa that, as the years 

passed, they began to adopt the sale of alcoholic beverages. I 

believe it to be a safe assumption that the majority of those 

associated with Labour Churches were opposed to the sale of beer 

or strong drink in Labour Clubs. A good proportion of Labour 

Church supporters were advocates of total abstinence. It must be 

stated that an equally large proportion were not and perhaps the 

majority were indifferent to the question. To my knowledge the 

temperance question never became a divisive issue in any Labour 

Church congregation though it was often discussed throughout the 

whole period of the existence of Labour Churches. ' Its importance 

as a subject of discussion probably diminished as the years went 

by. 

Special "Rite "s 

The question of "Baptism", "Burial" and "Marriage" was first 

raised very early in the life of the Labour Churches, but nothing 

very specific was done at any time. So far as most congregations 

were concerned there was nothing 'sacramental' about such events; 

they were to be simply ceremonies of recognition which many con- 

gregations avoided as far as possible. 

Redic8tion of Childrent In November 1895, H. C. Rowe reported, 

concerning a visit to Manchester and Salfords 

1. The view was often expressed that drink was more frequently an 
effect than a cause of poverty. Cf. Rev, John Blasse in an I. 
L. P,, ' pamphlet no Re tion or the Churs, to Socialism (1900) 
p. 23, Though not a Labour Church publication this pamphlet 
does express ideas congenial to Labour Church congregations. 
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One of the last events which distinguished our stay at the 
Institute in St. John's Parade was the reception of several 
children into the fellowship of the Labour Church. The re- 
quest came as a surprise, and there was no announcement be- 
forehands so that proceedings were decidedly informal. Mr. 
H. V. Herford drew up a simple but effective service, which 
was carried through with dignity and impressiveness. Of 
courses a baby cried. They always do that on such occasions. l 

The next such Dedication within a Labour Church comes from 

Leeds. 2 R. A. Beckett reported in the December 
_Labour 

Prophets 

At the evening service there was an interesting ceremony 
equivalent to the orthodox baptism. The parents who had been 
sitting near the platform rose at a given moment and handed 
their baby girl (who gazed around wonderingly) into the arms 
of the President, T. B. Duncan. He announced the name that 
had been given her, and in a few well-chosen sentences ex- 
pressed the hopes which the parents cherished for their child 
in relation to the larger issues of the future, Unlike an 
ordinary bapti m, the whole thing was dignified, simple, and 
to the point. 

In 1902 someone wrote to the Labour Church Union, asking about 

the legal status of a Labour Church baptism in relation to appli- 

cation for certain bank and Civil Service posts where 'Baptismal 

Certificates' were required. D. B. Foster, then President of 

the Labour Church Union, replying to the letter in a Labour Church 

column in the C1, 
_ arion made the following points: 

1. Heretical groups must expect a considerable time to elapse 

before their practices are legitimatized, and until this happens, 

must expect to be persecuted. 2, The Labour Church must clarify 

its relationship to Christianity; so far as he understood the sit- 

uation the labour Churches did not accept the authority of the 

1. "obht, November 11895. )0.17j, "' 
2. Cf. Appendix, p. i/<`, for an account of the first Leeds 'Baptism'. 

For an account of an open air service at Wallasey, Liverpool in 
which a child was ". .. dedicated to the Socialist Movement' 
see the I&bQur der, May 29th, 1897, 

3" fonhet, Dec. l 979 p. 1t+0. 
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Church or of the Christ, but were Christian only in so far as they 

accepted the necessity of emphasizing the Christ-like spirit. Thus, 

as free religionists, the labour Church could not make its practices 

conformu usual Christian usage, just for convention's sake. 1 

When the boor Church Hymn Book was revised fa Baptismal Hymn, 

No. 164+, was included. So far as the present researches have been 

able to throw light on this questions this was as far as the Union 

proceeded in the direction of a ceremonial form. The matter was 

left to local decision; many'congregations held dedication services 

regularly, while in other areas this was left to the Sunday School. 

In the twentieth century it was the Socialist Sunday Schools that 

developed a socialist ritual; 
THE WELCOMING AID NAMING OF A CHIID 2' 

(The parents and immediate friends of the child should sit in 
the seats nearest the Conductor of the service. Instrumental 
music might be played at the, beginning and end, but the selec- 
tions should be somewhat short, and of the quieter order of 
music$ as befitting the presence of the central figure. of the 
ceremony, namely a shall child. No solos should be sung. ) 

j. Song sung by all the assembly. 

2. Conductor speaks $- Neighbours friends, and fellow-citizens, 
we assemble here to-day in order 

to 
give loving and respectful 

greeting to the most beautiful symbol of humanity's progress and 
future -- a little child. The life of our race is three-fold -- 
pa st, present, and future. The past is, in truth, a living past. 
The record revealed in history is the record of forefathers and 
foremothers who laboured and suffered, who struggled and hoped, 
and who have not vanished forever. Their work remains in our 
civilisation. The very language we speak was given to us by our 
ancestors. To them we owe our flesh and blood. We are the very 
spirit and heart of their existence and time, renewed in a gen- 
eration which we call the present. 

1. C. q Oct. 39 1902. 
2. R. W. Sorenson, M. P. reports that this was a solemn occasion. 

Often a silver spoon, engraved with the child's name, was presented. 
This naming service was often in place of Baptism, but it did not 
necessarily conflict with or displace the Christian rite as admin- 
istered by Church or Chapel. 
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In like manner we are the begetters and creators of the age 
yet to come. Is not that a reason -- the best of all reasons -- 
why we should each contribute our service, each co-operate, and 
each try to improve both himself and the world? 

All are architects of fate, 
Working in these walls of time; 

Some with massive deed and great, 
Some with ornaments of rhyme. 

Nothing useless is or low, 
Each thing in its place is bests 

And what seems but idle show 
Strengthens and supports the rest. 

For the structure that we raise 
Time is with materials filled; 

Our to-days and yesterdays 
Are the blocks with which we build. 

Build to-day, then, strong and sure, 
With &firm and ample base; 

And ascending and secure 
Shall, to-morrow find its place. 

-- Longfellow 

This child, brought here by its parents and kinsfolk and 
friends, is a representative of the morrow, of humanity's cap- 
acity"to pass from the old to the new, from the good to the 
better. We who are gathered about it in affection, therefore, 
do not merely regard it as a happy addition to a family, but 
above and beyond that, we salute it as an emblem of the hope, 
the faith, and the forward looking courage of humanity at large. 
We meet in this public manner in order to testify our conviction 
that every child born to our race, of whatever nation or colour, 
should be honoured as a new member of Humanity. It has been 
nobly said that "The whole succession of men during the ages 
should be considered as One Man, ever living and ever learning. " 
This child we look upon as a cherished part of that One Man of 
All the Ages. 

As spokesman of the community, I ask by what name you wish 
this child to be known. 

(A parent or kinsman recites the name or names, and hands the 
child to the Conductor who says, while all the company stand: ) 

On behalf of all this company present, and of society generally, 
I welcome this child (repeat full name) into the membership of the human family, anc express a heartfelt desire that its life may be blessed with health and joy and that it may render service, in 
a humble sphere or in the public sphere to the social common- 
wealth$ its fellowship, its order, and Its 

progress. 
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(The child is handed back, ) 

To you, parents and kinsfolk, I put the question before all 
this assembly: Do you promise that, so far as in you lies, you 
will train this child, and cause it to be trained, for a career 
of self-respect and self-reverence, and service to mankind? 

(Parents etc.: - We promise. ) 

3. Songs "Hail to thee, hail to thee, child of humanity", or 
any other suitable selection. 

(The company resume their seats. ) 

The joyous and homely ceremony we have just collectively 
performed should act as a reminder to us of our relation and 
our duty towards all the children born into human society, and 
especially in our immediate environment. The Romans had a saying 
that "The greatest reverence is due to a child. " It is our part 
not only to show love and good-natured favour to children but 
unfailing respect. With due allowance for the young soul's lim- 
itations and inexperience, we should in effect, show as genuine 
respect to a child as to an adult. 

Disrespect 
evinced towards 

these little ones is, at bottom, disrespect to the supreme hum- 
anity of which we are all the offspring. Let us therefore honour 
the young and immature life by providing it with the best mat- 
erial comforts and aids, and the most efficient and humane 
education for which the city and the nation possess the means. 
No social and civic energy and wit are so well laid out as the 
energy and wit applied to the training of the feeling, reason 
and character of our young citizens. Here and nowt therefore, 
we combine the gladness of a welcome to this child and young 
neighbour, with an acknowledged public and solemn obligation to- 
wards all its sisters and brothers in the community at large. 

(The proceedings may close with instrumental music. ) 

-- F. J. Gould, ' 

The ceremonial or ritual varied with each Sunday School. Frequent. 

ly sentimental frills were addeds 

Curiosity, mingled with a peculiar air of reverence -- for 
childhood inspires reverence -- was manifest upon the faces of 
all present. The Socialist movement is establishing its ritual. 
The sacrament was one of fellowship, and its high priests were 
comrades, and from this will the movement derive strength and 
intensity. 

The platform was tastefully adorned with narcissus and tulips, 

1. Social. stS]al d_ay Schools -- A Manual, Chap. 99 pp. 97ff. 
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amid which sat the mother and child, surrounded by human 
dainty flowers of tender age. The service opened with a choral 
songs and was continued by a little girl sweetly reciting "Only 
a Baby. " Songs of tender poetry and innocence were afterwards 
rendered by the children's choir and the fibres of emotion 
stirred gently at the call of this holy simplicity. Comrade 
W. 0. Chapman of Pankhurst Halle performed the actual ceremony. 
In a short address of welcome to the "little Comrade p" he en- 
joined upon all Comrades the responsibility for its welfare; 
then taking the baby in his arms, he kissed it and gave it a 
name. In committing the child to the care of 

Its 
mother, he 

described the duties of motherhood as the highest and best 
which'falls to the lot of humanity. 

At this juncture the presentation of a bouquet of flowers 
to the mother and child by two children was both pretty and 
appropriate. The mother then distributed to the children the 
flowers which had adorned the platform, and after the choir had 
rendered some playful baby songs the service was brought to a 
close. It was simple and beautiful. l 

At Bridgeton S. S. S. 'the babies and mothers were accompan- ied by six little girls who after the babies had been named 
the six then placed a flower each on the babies breasts. The 
superintendent presented each baby witl a silver loving cup, a 
suitable inscription engraved on them. 

As each child was named at Dennistoun S. S. S. their comrades, the scholars, welcomed them with the simple yet striking sent. 
ences "Our comrade brother, our comrade sister, we welcome thee. "3 

, rr +s Beckett reported in the Fogg, December 1897 that 

Leeds Labour Church was the only one legally registered for the 

solemnization of matrimony. Halifax had considered this step in 

1894 
4f but whether or not it was done the present writer is un. 

aware. 
The Socialist Sunday School developed a ritual for Socialist 

Marriages$ 

1. The Uniz gýlýj . 419p larch 1909; report from Rochdale. 
2. . June 1909, P. 4-75 
3 Sept. 19091 p. +3. 
4. oýhet, Sept. 19+' p. 127 

/ 
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A MARRIAGE SERVICE1 

(The service is prefaced by notes of guidance that the service 
may comply with the legal requirements of England, Wales, and 
Scotland. ) 

We are gathered together here, in a circle of friendship, 
to witness the joining of two lives$ A.... . B...,. & and 
C...... D...... are here to take each others hand in the 
spirit of affection and honour, and to say before us (parents, 
brothers, sisters, and acquaintances) that they will hence- 
forward live under the same roof, smile at the, same pleasures, 
grieve over the same trials, face the same temptations, combine 
in mutual duty and contribute a joint help to the life of the 
community. And the ceremony that we here perform is not a sub- 
ject of interest to themselves alone. It has a meaning for 
each of us who support them by our presence. Their marriage 
is the affirmation of a principle which is the very life and 
health of humanity. The love which marriage expresses is the 
only bond of true union among the members of the great human 
family. When the churches say "God is love"; when the Christian 
teacher says, "We-know that we have passed from death unto 
life because we love the brethren"; when Marcus Aurelius, the 
Stoic says, "We are made for co-operation, like feet, like 
hands, like eyelids"; and when man and woman, in openness and 
sincerity, declare their affection one for the other, their 
voices utter, in differing words, the central truth that love 
is the only principle upon which society can stably rest. 
And that is why we by our very presence here, are witnesses 
not only of a legal form, but to the importance of an essential 
truth. 

They who have eyes for the sin of the world rather than for 
its grace are quick to perceive the evils that darken every 
day -- envy, hatred, jealousy, uncharitableness, painful com- 
petition, and war among men classes and nations. They do not 
see that these are but the diseases 

which invade, but never 
master, the heart of humanity. Love is stronger than hatred, 
and the hand that presses in kindness is stronger than the 
hand that smites in scorn. The most powerful things in the 
world are the things that men reverence. Men reverence mother- 
hood ýfatherhood# childhood, friendships pityl mutual love; 
and 

therefore 
motherhood, fatherhood, childhood, friendship, 

pity, and mutual love are the forces that ultimately triumph. 
Love is a kind of courage, and, in the hearts of the man and 
woman who here will weds there is a silent, though unconscious, 
daring. For love stirs their life into a high resolution which 

1. Reg. Gosling of Islington] Director of Co-op. Wholesale Society 
had a Socialist Service to recognize his marriage. He was Sea. 
of the Islington S. Be S. (information from Mr. Simmonds, near 
Manchester. ) 
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steps into the midst of tasks, difficulties, sorrows, and 
darkness; and it pits the force of affection against the 
force of selfishness. They who wed tread the new road in 
faith, believing that their mutual tenderness will endow 
them with power to conquer. 

And all men and women respect this spirit which utters 
itself in marriage. Even those who have failed to realise 
love in their own marriage will always regard, with a soft- 
ened hearts the wedding of young lives. Whether happy or 
disappointed we all recognise the hope that lies in love; 
and we know that love is the virtue that heals. The saddest 
soul is ready to come from the shadow when it hears the 
marriage songs and smile its blessing and wave its hand in 
goodwill. 

But the noblest office of love is not to heal. Its noblest 
office is to create, Zo build,, to renew. And though it bends 
with equal willingness over the sick bed and the cradle yet 
it fulfils its function more finely in renewing the world' s 
life than in comforting the world in pain and decay. Painters 
delight to portray Mary as the Mother of Consolation, but 
more often as the Madonna caressing the joyous child. Hence 
love should be the active principle of three great institu- 
tions -- the Family the City, and the Nation; and through 
these institutions It 

constructs provides for, and defends 
the life of humanity. It makes 

the family a true society; 
and the table at which parents and children sit in mutual 
regard and consideration is the high altar, and the daily 
meal the sacrament. The city, which is too often a mere 
crowd of voters, will be made more and more into a republic 
of kindred souls and companions, as the spirit of the family 
penetrates our municipal life. And the nation will grow into 
a purer political wisdom as it becomes more inspired with the 
family ideal and pays homage rather to social love than to 
the prosperity of the market or the exploits of the soldier. 

Thus, then, our assembly here is made significant by re- 
minding us of a principle that affects the universal life of 
humanity. Because the principle is sacred, we invest it with 
serious form, and, in the name of the community, ask bride 
and bridegroom to speak in trust towards each other, and in 
loyalty to the social life of which they form a part, and 
each in turn, to repeat these declarationss. 

I do solemnly declare that I know not of terry lawful imped- 
iment why I A...... B...... may not be joined in matrimony 
to 0...... D...... 

I do solemnly declare that I know not of any lawful imped- 
iment why I C...... D....., may not be joined in matrimony 
to A...... B..... 

0 

(And the second declaration, hand in hand) 
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I call upon these persons here present to witness that 
I A...... B...... take thee C...... D....., to be my lawful 
wedded wife. 

I call upon these persons here present to witness that 
10...... D...... take thee:: A...... B...... to be my lawful 
wedded husband. 

(The Bridegroom places the ring on the Bride's finger. ) 

And this ring, given and received, is a token of that 
golden rule which is binding on husband and wife, as upon 
all men, "Whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you, 
even so do ye also unto them. " 

(Bride and Bridegroom sit. ) 

To A,..... and C...... B...... (the married names) we offer 
our heartfelt assurances of good wishes and hope. 

It is only those who do not understand the meaning of 
human life who count, as vain and formal, the wishes we have 
just expressed. They will tell us that while the wish speaks 
of peace and perfection, the reality slowly spells out its 
tale of sorrow and defeat.. Now, if sorrow and defeat were 
the chief sequel to human hope, hope itself would die; and 
human lips would utter no more expressions of congratulation. 
But our hearts are sometimes wiser than our heads; and! 
undaunted by the record of sorrows they beat in glad antici- 
pation of the future. And the instinct is sound; it tells 
of our inner conviction that love is not destined to yield 
in the struggle against unreason and passion. 

These very wishes of ours show that we believe the newly- 
wedded man and wife have in themselves the capacity to build up 
a household in gracious union and purpose. We do not advise 
them as to their duties and responsibilities for, as Paul has 
finely said, "Love is the fulfilling of the iaw". And when 
husband and wife co-operate in heart, their hands will learn 
the co-operation of the daily routine in due time and measure. 

We therefore call upon the new-made man and wife, not to obey 
a code of domestic law, but to keep true to that fresh sentiment 
of mutual regard which brings them here today in happy pledge. To ourselves, not less than to them, we says. 

, 
Think truly, and thy thought 

Shall the world's famine feed; 
Speak truly, and each word of thine 

Shall be a fruitful seed; Live trtly;, and thy life shall be 
great and noble creed. 

-- Horatius Bonar. 

And so we stand with the newly-wed on the threshhold of their 
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home glad with their gladness, hopeful with their hope, and 
trusting that we who pass their way, from time to time, or hear 
tidings of their work and health, may always be able to says 
It is well. 

(Notes- It need hardly be pointed out that the Reader can 1 omit passages in this address if greater brevity is desired. ) 

ß, 1s The Labour Church congregations had not been in ex- 

istence very long when they were called upon to comfort their mem- 

bers in time of trouble and sorrows and particularly in time of 

bereavement. The record of the first labour Church funeral service 

is given by Trevor, who had been asked to officiate for the late 

S. D. F. Comrade John Smith of Salford: 

On that occasion we did not go to the cemetry chapel but the 
body was carried at once to the grave and lowered into it. Then 
I said a few words and called on Comrades Settle, and Horrocks 
to speak as arranged beforehand. A few more words from myself, 
ending with some lines from Whittiei's poem "The Eternal Goodness", 
and then a short prayer completed the service. From what was 
said to me afterwards I believe the simplicity of the whole 
thing was much appreciated by those present. Surely, we can 
scarcely go too far on these solemn occasions in the avoidance of 
all professionalism and conventionality and in being simple, 
brief, and natural in our utterances. 2 

only a few weeks after the burial of John Smith, a very prominent 

Socialist, George Evans, died; the services were conducted by the 

Labour Church, in part following the Burial Service of the Order of 

the Sons of Temperance. The banners of the Labour Church and the 

S. D. F., and the Labour Church band led a long procession. Fred 

Broeklehurst presided, with Robert Blatchford, William Horrocks, 

and R. Shaw taking part. Trevor was ill and could not be present, 

so wrote a few lines to be read, which indicate the tone of the 'few 

words' suggested for such services. After a fitting eulogy of the 

departed, Trevor concluded: 

1. socialist Sunday Schools _- A Manual, Chap. 99 pp. 97ff. 
2. Proyht, /lay /f93y P. , $7, 
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Hymn (/sei aý ab_oýýr Ch'urc. h fancral Soroces. 

It singeth low in every heart$ 
We hear it each and all, -- 
A song of those who answer not, 
However we may call. 
They throng the silence of the breast; 
We see them as of you, 
The kinds the true, the brave, the sweet 
Who walk with us no more. 
'Tis hard to take the burden up 
When these have laid it down 
They brightened all the joy of life, 
They softened every frown. 
But, oht 'tis good to think of them 
When we are troubled sore; 
Thanks be to God that such have been, 
Although they are no more. 
More homelike seems the vast unknown 
Since they have entered there; 
To follow them were not so hard 
Wherever they may fare. 
They cannot be where God is not, 
On any sea or shore; 
Whate'er betides, Thy love abides 
Our God for evermore! 

John ig. Chadwick 
L. C. Hymn Book No. 70 
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Farewell, good Comrade; We thank God for sending you to us. We 
leave you nor in His hands, assured that you will suffer no ill. 
We will try to be more like you. God Bless you, dear old friend, 
and the work you have done among us; and majfe it fruitful in the 
hearts and homes of thousands in our land. 

Bye-4nd"large the problem of officiating at funerals didn't ser- 

iou$13r confront the congregations till the beginning of the twen- 

tieth century. In response to a questionaire sent out in 189+ Leeds 

replied that they were drawing up an order of service; Hull reported 

that they "have not begun to die yet! " But it was during these 

early years that the pattern was set which was followed later. 

When the First Mrs. Trevor was being laid to rest in the Manches- 

ter Crematorium, Eeir Hardie, Robert Blatchford, Margaret McMillan, 

and Philip Wicksteed were called upon to lead the many friends and 

members. of the Manchester and Salford Labour Church in an eloquent 

service of memorial and worship. For those of less prominence, if 

the local Labour people were reticent and did not wish to conduct 

a service, a sympathetic non-conformist clergyman would be asked to 

officiate. 

Trevor's message to those who must face death was fullcof con. 

fidence in the face of mysterys 

I think I know that life and Death are one -- not the mad fever 
we call life, nor the foul corruption we name death but the 
Reality beneath both by having our part in which alone we live, 
.. One day, one night, your name will be the next on the end- 
less roll. 

. You will be quiet. You will offer no resistance, 
Only live now, and you will not be harmed or afraid. 2 

However, we must remember that Trevor's ideas were not necessarily 
those of the various congregations. In such a loose organization as 

1. Proyhe 1893, p. 36. Respecting arrangements for the 
procession and the service, see the Clarion, April 81 1893, p. 4. 

2. ? fir"_gohet, October, 1892. p. 74. 
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the Labour Churches, where doctrine was the rejection of all creed, 

and where government was almost fanatically democratic, it is dif- 

ficult to make any generalities. Customs varied according to locale 

and personnel involved. But the desire for some direction brought 

the subject up again and again at Labour Church Union Conferences, 

with repeated requests that some specific form be adopted. The only 

surviving order is one submitted to the congregations prior to the 

1907 Conference. Apparently this was approved, but was not publish- 

ed till. 1909. 

Burial Servicel 
SUGGESTED ORDER OF SERVICE 

IF CONDUCTED ENTIRELY BY THE LABOUR CHURCH 

On the demise of a member, on receipt of a request from the 
relative or relatives that the funeral should be conducted in 
accordance with the Labour Church service provided, the Secre- 
tary shall call a meeting of the Executive one of the relat- 
ives being invited to attend. Representatives shall be ap- 
pointed to attend, the funeral, and a person chosen by the 
relative to make a few remarks in the Chapel of the Cemetry, 
or Crematorium or at the graveside. The wishes of the re- 
latives with respect to flowers mourning, coaches, etc., 
shall be ascertained and carried out as far as circumstances 
permit. 

0 
In the Chapel or at the gravesides- 

1. Sing an appropriate hymn from the Labour Church Hymn 
Uk, "See behind the Crimson West". 

2. Read portions of Chapter XCI, j%essaee of Mans 
Verses 1 to 7: I have'seen a rose newly springing from 

the clefts of its hood and at first it was fair as the morning, 
and full with the dew of heaven as a lamb fleece: but when a 
ruder breath had dismantled its too youthful and unripe retire- 
mentsf it began to put on darkness, and to decline to softness 
and the symptoms of a sickly age. It bowed the head and broke 
its stock, and at night, having lost some of its leaves and 
all its beauty, it fell into the portion of weeds and outworn 
faces. 

The same is the portion of every man and every woman. (-- J. 

1. A copy of this service is preserved in the Birmingham Minute 
' Book. 
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Taylor. ) 
For all flesh is as grasst and all the glory of man is as 

the flower of grass. The grass withereth and the flower there- 
of falleth away. (-- I Peter ls24) 

Man that is born of woman hath but a short time to live and 
is full of misery. He cometh up and is cut down like a flower; 
he fleeth and never continueth in one stay,, (__CgMiaon Prayer) 

The days of our age are three score years and ten, and 
though men be so strong that they come to fourscore years, 
yet is their strength then but labour and sorrow: so soon it 
passeth away and we are gone. (-- Psalm XC: 10) 

Verses 16 to 183 Do not despise death but be well content 
with it. Since this too is one of those things 

which nature 
wills. 

For such as it is to be, and to grow old and to increase and 
to reach maturity, and to have teeth and beard and grey hairs, 
and to beget and bring forth and all other natural operations 
which the seasons of thy life bring, such also is dissolution. 
This then is consistent with the character of a reflecting man 
to be neither careless nor impatient nor contemptuous with re- 
spect of death, but to wait for it as one of the processes of 
nattre. (-- M. Aurelius) 

Verses 22 to 261 The freeman thinks of nothing so little 
as of death, and his wisdom is a meditation not of death, but 
of life, (--Spinoza) 

That love of action which would put death out of sight is 
to be counted goodl as a holy and healthy thing, necessary to 
the life of men, serving to knit them together and to advance 
them in the right. (-- W. K. Clifford) 

Be thou in readiness; so lead thy life that death may never 
find thee unprepared. 

When that last hour shall come thou wilt have a far different 
opixiion of thy whole life that is past, and be exceedingly sorry 
thou hast been so careless and remiss. (-- T. A. Xempis) 

Verses 29 to 321 Let a man be of good cheer about his soul, 
who has cast away the pleasures and ornaments of the body as 
alien to him, and has followed after the pleasures of knowledge 
in this life, who has adorned the. soul in her proper jewels which 
are temperance, and justice, and courage, and nobility, and truth. 
(-- . Plato) 

Let--=e diesthe death of the righteous, and let my last end be 
like his. (-- Numbers XXIII: 10) 

He has outsoared the shadow of our night, 
Envy and calumny and hate and pain 
And that unrest which men miscall delight 
Can touch him not, and torture not again. 

(-- Shelly) 

3. Short address by chosen person, expressing the sentiments 
of the labour Church. 
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4M Hymn 

5. After lowering the body, reads- Friends and comrades 
we commit the body of our departed friend to earth from which 
it came. Our friend himself lives one in our minds an abiding 
influence to urge, us to renewed effort in humanity's cause. He 
having departed, yet remains a power for good in the lives of 
his (children) friends and fellow members. May this occasion 
impress on our minds the futility of self-seeking in any form. 
We possess our life as a part of the common life of humanity. 
It is a trust we are called upon to faithfully discharge. While 
it is human to mourn the loss of our dear friendl we bow our heads 
in submission to the inevitable which each must face in his turn. 
He has played his part and may his memory remain green to purify 
us from ignoble thoughts or desires. We are reminded that our 
individual life is not an and in itself but forms a part of the 
building up of the future race. May we at this moment renew our 
vows as comrades of the labour Church and the great socialist 
cause to let the light of our common faith shine brightly that it 
may attract men and women into one great bond of brotherhood. 

(Shake hands over the grave. ) 

(If it is the wish of the relatives a service may be held in 
the evening with hymnsq reading, and address appropriate to the 
occasion. ) 

As the Labour Churches began to wane in importance, towards the 

and of the first decade of the twentieth century, their function 

was often taken over by the Socialist Sunday Schools. The Sunday 

Schools were often called upon to conduct funerals, In January 

1909 the Young Socialist printed the following obituary: 
Mary Morrison; She took an active part in the movement for 

the emancipation of women. A short service was hold in the 
house at which Comrade Alfred Russell spoke, and at the grave 
side 

Comrade George Hale voiced the sad feelngs of all gath- 
ered there, and the ceremony was fittingly closed by the sing- 
ing of two verses of -- "There are Lonely Hearts to Cherish. 
Mary has done her part towards the building of the New City. 
By us of the Central School and all who knew hereshe will ever 
be remembergd as ,a good comrade and a faithful worker for the 
commonweal. 

So Sal t Sunday Schools -= A Manual (published in 1923) made 

the following recommendations regarding funeral services 

1. The Young Socialist, Jan. 1909, p. 386, report from Central 
School, GlasgcM. 
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Funeral Services: F. J. Gould's book Punergl Se vices 
Without Theology is recommended. Funeral services to include 
personal details of the career of the deceased -- are to have 
almost a cheerful tone, serene at all times. 

Address in Chapels Reference to what life means, also death. 
Each a part of the universe. Our opportunities. Man lives ono 
our duty to the living. Reference to the deceased: his ideals 
and acts. The good that men do lives after them. Grief is 
natural, but those who have passed away whilst living in our 
memories would that we should go forward with our work. 

At the graves We commit this body to the keeping of Mother 
Earth, which bears us all. At Cremations We have committed 
our dead to the flame which, with potent and kindly alchemy, 
will dissolve the body into its simple elements. 

Then a few words on the future, built on the work of those 
who have passed. 

Y sß atio of he Sick andAbsent Members s 

Many people within labour Church congregations were much aware 

of the pastoral function of a Church; they advocated some system 

whereby selected members should visit the sick and troubled to give 

comfort and help. Much of this work gyxite naturally fell to the 

ladies, who were frequently organized into visiting teams. Unfor- 

tunately, in many places this was combined with the work of the 

monthly collector of financial subscriptions. While regular mon- 

thly visits meant good personal contact within the congregations 

and more regular income, it often meant that the pastoral side of 

the visitation went unheeded. 

The pastoral functions which seem to have been discharged most 

efficiently were the administration of financial assistance to keep 

members out of the 'poorhouse' and the neighbourly home-nursing and 

assistance with the house-work when illness disabled one or more 

members of the family and disrupted the home routine, 

1. oaiýaliý Sunday Schools -- A Xamial_, Chapter 91 pp. 97ff. 
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The ministrations of 'spiritual comfort' to the sick was a topic 

the visitors desired instruction in. Esther Wood's article on "Our 

Message for Sufferers" was the Tabour othet's answer: 

We must enlist the sick and the mourners in the great cause of 
Humanity . ... convince them that they are neither useless nor 
burdensome when, instead of the heroism of action, they give us 
only the heroism of endurances quicken in them the sense of com- 
radship with the more active workers, and make them feel what I 
have often called the wgrth; hile-n of suffering, and the 
sacred part it may take in growth a development. 

Her points were theses 

10 Pain is the result of broken law -- suffering simply means 

that "Someone has blundered". Nine-tenths of disease and accident 

and moral failure is preventable; but Sin is not so much deliberate 

offence as a falling short, a failure to fulfill what might have 

been. Let us be honest in these things. 

2. Someone blundered! The blunderer gets off 'scot free' -- and 

the greatest suffering is borne by the innocent. The sins of one 

are visited upon the many. We are interdependent on one another. 

3. Suffering is always present in the struggle within nature, the 

struggle of the higher with the lower. "Every pain wisely met, pat. 
iently overcomes or bravely endured, is a step upward. .., Be 

glad then, sick and weary comrades, for you lead the van of progress, 

your voices 'urge man's search to vaster issues', and your tears 

water the earth's young harvest of mercy and love, " 

4. When visiting the sick, respect each personality. Make 

visits brief; be cheerful, but not untimely gay; deal openly with 

the patient; speak to the aged and dying, tenderly, of the permanence 

August, 1891+. pion: 
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of life and action and the abiding influence of all good action. 

"Death is changeq but change is not death. " 

Prayers 
The prayer life of the labour Churches makes a fascinating study, 

for here we enter upon an aspect that reveals the religious spirit 

wrestling with secular tendencies within the congregations. During 

the early ninties the question "To pray or not to pray? " was not as 

important as "What form of prayer shall be used? ". Within ten years 

the relative importance of these questions had been reversed. 

Trevor's influence was favourable to a really moving prayer ex- 

perience on the part of the whole congregation. Mrs. Sarah Dickin- 

son vividly remembers his own prayers as simple and dignified, and 

yet, not in the least formal. 

His prayers yore almost like an intimate conversation with a 
good ' riend. 

But most people called upon to lead labour Churäh congregations did 

not have the ability of the founder of the movement. 

Many of those taking part in labour services, while not wishing 
to disparage prayer, shrank from themselves leading in public prayer. 
Rather than make a muddle of its experiments were made in leaving it 

out, but the lack was felt as a very serious omission. One congre- 

gation tried to solve the difficulty by obtaining copies of written 

prayers from a local minister and John Trevor. Perhaps the minister 

complied, for an unofficial I&bour Church -- Form of ayer was pub- 
lished. Z Whether or not this was used by any congregation is not 

known, but it certainly did not come into general use. The Churches 

1. Personal interview. 
2. See Appendix, pp. 64f 
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followed Trevor's advice in his answer to the above requests 

I can well understand anyone shrinking from public prayer. ... I often wish I could shirk it. But I should find it a more ser- 
ious and difficult thing to omit it, save, perhaps, on occasions. 
It is an expression of my religious life; and if we fail to express 
our life it has a tendency to die out of us. It is an intensely 
real thing to me, and being real to me it is a reality to the 
audience, save of course in the case of those who do not believe 
in it. his I take to be indicated by the subdued applause which 
has always followed the prayer in our special gatherings, when 
the audience is unusually large and a -considerable portion of 
those present have not suppressed the feelings in accordance with 
conventional proprieties. 
But of course, I never write a prayer, and to supply our friend's 
needs would be strangely difficult for me. There seems aýfright- 
ful amount of mechanism about the business -- so foreign to the 
intense life and enthusiasm of our whole Labour Movement. Our 
audiences would not endure addresses read to them from a manuscript 
-- unless the veryt very best reading were given them. They value 
life intense life, above everything also. Why should we read to 
the todd of the labour Movement, when the men and women of the move- 
ment won't stand it? 

The question of prayer came up in connection with the Cinderella 
meeting. .,. I said -- Do as you like about it. If you want 
to pray, pray; if you don't, don't. And I might have added -- if 
you can t pray, don't. If you desire to pray and your sense of 
need'does not overcome your difficulties, then abandon it. Don't 
do it for the sake of conventionality. 

All the same, I think the omission of a real live prayer a very 
serious defect and loss in a labour Church Service, and I am glad to find others feel it. 1 

Trevor went on to admit that for some printed prayers could be a 

help, at least occasionally, so long as these could be made real to 

the audience. 

In most labour Churches the question of prayer was left to the 

chairman for the evening. Sometimes prayers were read, sometimes 

given extemporaneously, and sometimes (one might suspect increasing- 

ly) omitted.. However it does appear to have been standard procedure 
to repeat the Lord's Prayer in unison early in the service. 

1. ErgRbgl, May, 1893, P" 39. 
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While it is true that chairmen shrank from leading in public 

prayer, there was a felt need among labour Church members for a 

deeper religious life, of which Trevor commented: 

.. the demand for what I may call rational prayer among us 
is much greater than the supply of it. l 

In later years the question "To pray or not to pray? " was raised. 

Again the answer was left largely with the chairmen -- and prayer 

was ever more frequently omitted, till in mapy congregations the 

Lord's Prayer was the only one used. This trend continued, till, 

in the latter part of the first decade of the twentieth century, 

secularist influences began to gain ascendancy, and even the Lord's 

Prayer was omitted tby congregational request: Economic socialism 

with its agnostic religious aspects began to dominate the Socialist 

(as some congregations began to call themselves) and Labour Churches. 

This same tendency was behind an agitation to delete or alter all 

theological references in the hymns, and to revise the principles; 

by 1909 the Socialist and Labour Church Union Conference was dom- 

inated by this element. This change was possible because an awakened 

conscience and a-growing social gospel within the Churches and 

Chapels was providing a possible spiritual home for many who former- 

ly would have had to come to the Labour Church; and many labour 

Church supporters drifted back to their original denominations rather 

than resist the secular tendencies in the Labour congregations. 

Labour Church people, being by nature very critical of all cere- 

mony and ritual were want to ask "What is the real nature of prayer 

anyway? " The answer most usually given has found expression in the 

lines of James Montgomery's poem: 

1. ftoD, November, 1894, p. 147. 
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Prayer is the soul's sincere desire 
Uttered or unexpressed. 

Perhaps the answer given by Mrs. Tyvie Mayo (who often wrote under 

the name "Edward Garrett") is as typically 'Labour Church' as we 

are likely to find: 

What is real prayer? It is the longing of the human spirit to 
realise its contact with the Divine Spirit. The most real prayers 
of individuals have probably never been put into words at all. If 
one could get at the root of them they are all summed up in "God's 
will be done. " That is 6.11 we want, only we don't all know it. 
So some of us pray for this or that, forgetting the truth of a 
great poet's words s s- 

If I asked my God for earthly things 
I should think that I worshipped the devil. 

But the experience of life teaches us better. We learn not to be 
so eager for this or for that. We discover that what we really 
want is trod Himself q and only when we ask for Him, do we really 
pray, 000 

Therefore the question remains only for the Labour Church itself., 
Does it solemnly, -- though secretly -- lift up its heart to God? 
Let it shun doctrinal prayers, preaching prayers, repetition 
prayers as much as It will, and seek only sincere desires -- 
honest asoirationg. 

E hica? and Religious Bei iie fa i 

What does the Labour Church believe? A question often asked 
and difficult to answer. Is not the labour Church trying to live 
out its beliefs? When this is the case, it is ever most diffi- 
cult$ if not impossible, to express the faith in a creed. As 
with the individual (so I trust with the Labour Church), who has 
a real, genuine faith in anything or anybody to know the faith, 
you must know the whole life, the inward strife and victory, as 
well as the outward deed. 

So wrote Annie Thurston in 1897. Today the difficulty is as great, 

or even greater than Mrs. Thuraton's, for, in the sense of system. 

atics, the labour Church never had a theology. It abhorred all 

dogmatic and credal formulation. Nevertheless, it existed as a 

1. F'ýrocýhýet, July, 1894 p. 93. 
2.4p1et, February, 1897, 

p. 19. 
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vital fellowship, and as such must have had a body of belief 

which was held in common and which accounted for its life and 

stability, It is our task to find this 'faith' and to try to 

state it concisely and systematically. 

Our main lead is given by John Trevor's statement of the 

principles of the Labour Church, published shortly after its 

first service in 1891, It was accepted by many of the congrega. 

tions which sprang up spontaneously throughout the north of 

England immediately thereafter, and by many congregations al- 

ready in eaistence. 2 It was adopted by the first conference of 
Labour Church in 1893. It was used as the basis of later Labour 

Church statements. These facts indicate that this statement did 

express a good deal of that unconscious faith which underlay its 

popular appeal. 

Inasmuch as these principles were the only official statement 

when the Labour Churches spread through the land, we may assume 

that they at least indicate the germinal ideas that called forth 

the enthusiasms of the working people into a religious organization. 

But as a number of congregations would not accept this statement 

without revision, and as press reports of Labour Church meetings 

did as much or more than Labour Church publications in initiating 

the organization of Labour Church congregationgg we may conclude 

1. Birmingham was never quite happy with the Principles as stated 
by Trevor. 

2. See extract of sermon preached. at the Unitarian Church, Friars 
Street, Ipswich,, by the Rev. W. E. Atack. Speaking of the 
Labour Church he said "I intend to be an ardent advocate of 
this attempt 

to 
work with God for the establishment of His 

kingdom. on earth. " He then discussed each of the five Labour 
Church principles. -oe, November 1893, P. 108 
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In the sacred books we read how God did speak 
To holy men in many different ways; 
But hath the present age no God to seek? 
Or is God silent in these latter days? 

The word were but a blank, a hollow sound 
of He that spake it were not speaking still, 
If all the light and all the shade around 
Were naught but issues of Almighty will. 

So then% believe that every bird that sings 
And every flower that stars the fresh green sod 
And every thought the happy summer brings 
To the pure spirit is a word of God. 

Hartley Coleridge 
L. C. Hymn Book No. 52 
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that this statement is important more as one means of giving ex- 

pression to a general feeling already present than as itself an 

initiating call to belief and action. Besides, it was not in 

any sense binding as a confession of faith might be. People 

who joined Labour Churches need not agree with it. It was more, 

as it were, a bugle call which rallied unorganized and sporadic 

guerilla sorties into an organized and regular campaign. People 

whose social consciences were awakened and whose religious aspir- 

ations were not satisfied by the Church or Chapel turned to Trevor's 

movement in hopes of fulfilment of both religious and political 

needs. 

The following is Trevor's statements 

The Labour Church is based upon the following Principles: 
1. That the Labour Movement is a Religious Movement. 
2. That the Religion of the Labour Movement is not a Class 

Religion but unites members of all classes in working 
for the Abolition 

of Commercial Slavery. 
3. That the Religion of the Labour Movement is not Sectarian 

or Dogmatic, but Free Religion, leaving each man free to 
develop his own relations with the Power that brought him 
into being. 

4. That the Emancipation of Labour Can only be realised so 
far as men learn both the Economrc- and Moral Laws of God, 
and heartily endeavour to obey them. 
That the development of Personal Character and the improve- 
ment of Social Conditions are both essential to man's 
emancipation from moral and social bondage. 1 

THE FIRST PRINCIPLE 

"God is in the Labour Movement"2 

The most important idea in Trevor's mind, when the Labour Church 

was formed, was that the contemporary sphere of Godis activity 

was the Labour Movement. In his editorial in the first Labour 

(r 

1, Prom t, February 1892, p. 16. 
2. The discussion of each of the principles is headed by a motto 

used by the Labour Churches. 
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o et he wrotes 

... it is our solemn conviction that the spirit now working 
in the hearts of the people towards emancipation is essentially 
a religious spirit) and that in the great social awakening of 
our times we have the basis of a new conception, not only of 
our relations with each other, but also of our relations with 
the God of all life. While the churches are approaching this 
movement from without, while they are seeking to square their 
old theology with the new sociology, ... 1 it is our mission 
to tell those whom they are seeking to save -- the toilers 
awakened to a new hope for freedom and a new determination 
to get it -- that their own awakening is the foundation of a 
religion of their own, which may find expression in the reli- 
gion of the churches, or not, according to the development of 
their own moral natures: 

God is in the jabour Movement. This is the word of our 
prophecy 

"God is in the Labour Movement"s this conviction arose from 

Trevor's idea of the vital nature of Religion as 'life lived at 

its full,. 

Religion is life -- full rich, free -- life lived in com- 
munion with all that is -- 

life 
realised asspart of a great 

whole. It means the expansion of man's whole nature, the con- 
tinuous development of all his faculties the progressive real- 
isation of all that he is. In its practical form it is man's 
effort to live in right relations with God, the source and sus- 
tainer of all life. It is not a question of beliefs, of de- 
finitions$ of theories -- these spring from the man's religion 
far more than his religion from these. ' 

Because orthodox church life seemed to Trevor to deny such a 

full life by its demand for conformity to stereotyped standards, 

he felt compelled to work outside the organized churches, to deny 

,. 
Ir vhet, Jan. 1892, p. 4. Cf. also Quest, p. 124 -- ". . 
The only way for man to keep up with the march of the world 
is for him to set the Art of Living with God first before him 
as the one necessary attainment from which all else must 
emanate, and then all the knowledge and efperience and skill 
which he can acquire will be unified around this one Divine 
Art of Life as its centre, all blessing and benefiting the 
whole of Humankind. ... -- only when all the activities of 
life radiate from a life lived with God can we possibly com- 
mand all human knowledge and power to the common and of human 
well-beings" 
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the authority of"creeds and dogmas, and to emphasize the neces- 

sity fob individual expression. Thus he advocated a faith al- 
lowing absolute freedom of belief and unbelief, a faith based on 
life$ full, rich, and free. 

For years Trevor had been in search of the religion which would 

express such a life. It was in a small Mancunian group of phil- 

osophical anarchists led by a socialist, William Bailie, that 

Trevor saw the complete self-giving (which was so much a part of 

his idea of real living) which was yet divorced from the narrow- 

ing individualistjo, spiritual pride characteristic of his child- 

hood faith. If the Labour Movement could call into being this 

kind of devotion, then surely this was the sphere in which God 

was working; this was the work to which God's prophets were called; 

this was the work to which he must give his all. 

Trevor held that wherever men were willing to risk their all, 

even their lives, there God was at work. He had seen this kind 

of devotion among the, evangelical Christians, but he felt that 

their vision was too narrow, for it opposed, ignored, or at best 

merely tolerated the human-aspects of life. He found it also 

among those who worked for the amelioration of living conditions 

according to socialistic ideas, but he knew their program lacked 

appreciation of the spiritual dimensions of life. He conceived 

the Labour Church as a means of giving an harmonious expression 

to both these ideas, and of providing a way for people to co-operate 
in these two avenues of 'aodward evolution'. 'That the Labour 

Movement is a religious movement' was indeed an idea fundamental 

to the very conception of the Labour Church Movement. 1 And to 

1, A. J. Waldegravel one-time secretary of the Labour Church Union 
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many, Trevor's call to co-operate with God at the 'growing-points 

of Evolution was that which answered their doubts about traditional 

religion and satisfied their religious aspirations for the Good 

Life. 

The idea that, the Labour Movement had religious significance is 

evident in'the publications, articles, stories, poems, speeches, 

and sermons of early Labour Propagandists. 2 Again and again the 

claim is -made that the socialist way of life is 
, 
fig 

,y of brotherly 

lave and human justice. 3 The more explicit claim made by the Labour 

Churches certainly net with sympathetic, if occasionally not en- 

thusiastic't response from those whose thinking was directed to the 

needs of labouring people. Especially, in the North of England, in 

the five years following 1892 considerable support from this'section 

of the British public was given to them. 

'The belief that the labour Movement was a religious movement 

wrote in the Pr eta April, 1897; "We proclaim that in the 
Socialist movement there is the germ of a higher religious life 
than ever Paul thought possible. Paul never rose to the concep- 
tion of a perfected human life on this planet. He always speaks 
of "this world" with a tone of despair. 

i, Trevor, in "An Unspoken Address" (Prom August, 1896, p. 12?; 
see Appendix pp .64 "I associate ... 

the Socialist movement 
with the Religious movement ... because in the life of the Soc- 
ialist movement I recognise the vital energy out of which a 
higher and freer Religion must be unfolded, "-, ý . 600. 

2. Eg. t J. Xeir Hardie maintained that nationalization of the means 
of production, distribution, and exchange have nothing to do with 
socialism as such. Socialism is a religion. You change the 
economic system to make it possible. Mr. Overton reports that 
this was a favourite platform and private conversation theme. 
For a published statement of this idea, see Lowe, eir Hardie, 
p. 1O+ 

3, A, J. Waldegrave, after reading this section, comments: "Yes, but 
what confusion there was between the idea of Socialism as a way 
of life and the conception of it as an economic doctrine and a 
political program. It is to this confusion that both the rise 
and fall of the labour Church movement may be traced. " 
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rested, in some measure, on an affirmation of a Divine Evolution, 

and on a denial of any doctrine of original sin or human depravity. 

Man is essentially good; give him a reasonable chance, give him a 

good environment, or give him the opportunity to rise above his mis- 

erable past and he will develop towards his divine birthright. If 

conditions are favourable, man will progressively,, though not auto- 

matioallys1 evolve through various stages, to his divine destiny. 

To illustrate this belief the following quotation from S. J. 

Chapman in the la� bour, Proo het is givens 

The medium of realisation is the human will -- God realises 
himself as humanity realizes itself. That this realisation is 
far on 

Its 
way may be seen by him who has eyes to see and who 

can read the signs of the times, in the thoughts, aspirations, 
and social movements of this century. The inner meaning of soc- 
iety and of the Gospel was largely missed in the middle ages, 
though confusedly felt and dimly seen as through a glass darkly. 

Effort works the change. It is true that the individual moves 
with society, but it is true also that the individual plays his 
part in moving society. No life of effort is without effect, no 
act of love is cast "as rubbish to the void": - 

The noblest gift a hero leaves his race 
Is to have been a hero. 

Broadly and briefly the view expressed in this paper is, that 
God is progressively revealed in society, and that morality is 
one side of this revelation. ... As ideal and imperative, 
the moral law is absolutely and utterly distinct from prudent 
maxims based on an extensive experience of the pleasurable or 
painful effects of certain actions. Morality, through its imper- 

"The Labour Movement as a movement, iss when looked at from the 
point of view of history, only a log in a current. It is not 
Labour moving, but Labour being moved. At its present stage of 
development the Labour Movement is an effect, rather than a cause. 
I am at one with the fatalist -- so far. 

"But infinitely more than this is possible. It is possible for 
the men and women in the Labour movement to enter into relation- 
ship with the moving power, and to consciously work out divine 
possibilities of it. We may, if we but climb high enough, become 
God's fellow workers, and, ceasing to be logs in the stream be- 
come ourselves navigators of the broad river of life. " -- 't`revor 
in the EroDhgt I /'? arch RPr, /. ie7 )p. 

41. 
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ative, gives promise of the fulfilling of its ideal. History 
shows this process. Just as there is development in thought 
and feeling, so with many a stumble and many a backsliding, 
there is advance, fitful indeed, but still advance, in morals. 
The effort of society is not in vain, ... The present pract- 
ical morality, however, of civilized countries while real so 
far as it goes is no more final than the morality current in 
the Fiji Islands, though both are related expressions at dif- 
ferent stages of the one real morality which changeth not, and 
which is implicit in man; implicit to the 

end that it may be 
made explicit, for "there is nothing hid which shall not be made 
manifest. " 

"Our little systems have their day, 
They have their day and cease to be; 
They are but broken lights of Thee, 

And Thou, 0 Lord, art more than they. " Z 

Though there is much that could be easily criticized in this 

article, the purpose here is not to isolate and deny particular 

statements or allusions, but to see in broad outline the underly. 

ing beliefs to which writer and lecturer could appeal and which 

he might modify in the direction of the socialist ideal. To this 

end further quotations from diverse writers in the labour Pr onhet 

might be helpful"2 

Mr. A. J. Waldegrave, one-time secretary of the Labour Church 

Union, commenting on First Corinthians,, wrotes 

1. groDhetj June 1895, Po 85.6 
2. Esther, Walker in an article entitled 'Socialism as a Religion' 

writes in the p_ovhet, April 1893, P. 301 "Now it is not 
necessary that a religion should personify its ideal. Whether 
a Socialist uses the word "God" or not matters little. At 
all events, his Ideal of a perfectly good being is that of a 
Brother, a Comrade; standing shoulder to shoulder, not only 
with the captains in the army of progress but with the rawest 
of raw recruits that bring up the rear. And this gradual 
humanising of the Ideal -- this discovery of God j Men - 
implies that humanity itself is essentially good, or at least 
capable of becoming good, and that therefore all men and 
women ought to have an equal chanc. e of being good, of real- 
ising something of that Brotherhood of love and sympath and 
helpfulness which the Socialist pictures in his mind. l) [There- 
fore anything that hinders this chance is per se 3jronz3 
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. Now, we proclaim the divine mission of Socialism, in spite 
of the fact that of us it may be said, 'For whereas there is 
among you envyingp'and strife, and divisions, are ye not carnal 
and walk as men? We acknowledge the sheer materialism, the 
narrowness the bitterness of many Socialists; but we see that 
beneath all this there is fermenting the new spirit so that 
even an International Socialist Congress does not dishearten 
us, The belief in human Brotherhood and the desire for a beaut- 
iful human life are there -- the germ of a new religion. The 
test of Faith, is to trust it. ... 

The Labour' Churches exist to declare this spiritual signifi- 
canoe of"the movement to secure the material means of w ell- 
beingg marred though it is by jealousies and follies. Their 
message to the people is that which Paul expressed when he said, 
t ork out your own salvation, for it is God that worketh in you. " 
In that seeming paradox, it appears to me, is contained the 
whole philosophy and inspiration of the Labour Church movement. 
Translated into terms of modern life and lived up to with the 
devotion of a Paul, it will regenerate society. Can we live up 
to its working earnestly enough and trusting confidently enough? 

'Mysticus' writing bn the labour ChurchIs first principle ob- 

serves thatt 

... it is because we have reached a certain stage of 
ethical development that the Socialist movement is to-day so n: 
strong. Certainly the development is not intellectual as any 
Fabian lecturer will testify. But "ethical development" is a 
loose phrase and a platitude, and only by endeavouring to frame 
some conception of what it means psychologically can we make 
anything else of it. Granting that it means the evolution of 
brain faculties capable of deciding between right and wrong, 
we have then to ask how it is connected with religion. 

Theologians who know their business will say at once that 
morality has nothing to do with religion. One might arrive at 
the game conclusion by studying religious society as it exists. 
What they mean is that religion deals with the supersocial and 
morality merely with the social. .:. 

. .,. Orthodox theology has a dual view of the world, It 
relies on the Devil to explain half the sum of things. What 
we want'is a conception of the universe which will explain it 
as a whole; in which we can trace all things, good and bade 
working together from one source to one end. That would be a 
philosophy. We want, also, a conception of man's place and 
powerq which will show us what to look for in his history, 

go t, April 1897, p. 51. For a further expression of Waldo, 
grave's position see his defence of the Labour Church position 
in view' of Canon Scott Holland's Criticism; Appendix pp, 6o6/ 
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past and presents which can be seen to be reasonable so far as 
reason goes, and is also in accordance with whatever in our 
nature is beyond reason. That would be a religion. We want, 
further an organisation in some way based on this conception, 
and tending to develop by practical work the whole nature of 
its members. That would be a Church. 

Such a body would not be theological, nor anti-theological, 
. ,* 

It would be a Church in close connection with the demo- 
cracyi because history and present-day life both show that the 
"ethical reason" is always stronger in the masses than the 
classes. It would be a Labour Church, because the righteousness 
of labour needs insisting on just now. 1 

Again and again the note of development, progress, and evolution 

is sounded, and is related to the Divine activity in the labour 

movement. But this 'spiritual evolutiont is not automatic. Man 

may be essentially good; he must be heroic toot Man's conscious 

effort and co-operation is required-. 

Trevor wrote in the yo hets 

. .. 
The surrounding Universe of Things perplexes and over- 

wheims us because we are not yet alive. ... The Life around 
us falls upon us like the crushing breakers on the sea shore, 
because the Life within us is not strong enough to stand up- 
right before its mighty force. ... 

We blame the Universe for these things, or perhaps God. 
But blame is useless. ... 

Our only chance is to grow -- to set against the Life with- 
out us a stronger. and more resolute Life within. Children can- 
not build their sand castles amid the breakers. Full-grown men 
have learned to plant their works securely amid the waves that 
dash on our wildest coasts. 

... The Problem of Life for each of us is how to become 
heroic, for life will never be worth living except to the Hero* 

... the Problem of Life is how really to Live; not by any 
means how to live happily. This latter is quite a secondary 
thing. To make it the first thing is to take hold of Life wrong 
end up. ... . This Universe will not weaken or soften its 
forces for us. It is for us to strengthen or stiffen ourselves 
or go under. What we continually need is more and yet more Lifj. 2 

2: 'ßrää , Wovem1 
79 ber, p1895, 

p. 166 
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This need to stand heroically against the worst that life can 

do is but part of the story of Godward evolution. Men may help 

or hinder progress, but the Universe itself is evolving toward 

the Divine. 1 

In. f* Quest 
, 

Foor G! 9written in 1897, 

correlative faith in the world of things. 

Trevor expressed this 

His confidence in plan- 

hing and acting, though he could not see clearly the way to the 

desired end, was 

... part of my deep faith in things, on which I have lived 
since the time I lost my Christianity -- a deep confidence in 
the trustwo: thicess of the Universe -- or rather a deep con- 
fidence that I may trust the Universe, from which I conclude 
that others may trust it also if they are themselves true. 
For these things are always above rule and dogma. They are 
always personal, and must spring from a personal relationship. 2 

Trevor acknowledges the transcendent aspect of God's being; but 

his emphasis is on[thejGod's immanence. 

Our first duty is to accept ourselves and to trust the fod 
within us. Then we are in the way of understanding the world, 
and of finding God everywhere. 3 

. 
It is the immanent God who is working through human consciousness 

to the desired goal of the evolutionary process. Those who found 

Trevor's preaching and writing helpful seem to have been impressed 

by his emphasis on the 'God within', on the God that reveals him- 

self in the 'here and now' through the medium of personal experience. 

Trevor acknowledged the validity of past revelation for time past9 

and suggested that we could learn much from it so long as we Vould 

not let it become for us an authoritative or final revelation. 

1,. "Trevor accepted Evolutionary theory a ia $nencer, and applied 
it to Religion -- i. e. Godward evolution now revealing itself 
in Labour" -- Interview with A. J. Waldegrave. 

2, Quests pp. 248 & 249., 
3. Pro_ het, June 1896, p. 93 
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Thus, those who were becoming uneasy about orthodox claims of 
Finality in Christian revelation, but who were not prepared to go 

the way of the secularistlf found Trevor's approach helpful. 2 His 

suggestion (that the growing point of Godward Evolution at the end 

of the 19th century was Socialism) gave to many, whose aspirations 

for human welfare and human justice needed reconciliation with their 

unthought-out but compelling loyalty to religious values, the in- 

spiration they needed to throw themselves unstintingly into the 

wider Labour Movement. 

Trevor's emphasis on the immanence of God, and on God's activity 

in the present rained serious doubts as to the importance and 

validity of historic revelations. He never doubted-that these 

revelations were true, or that we might learn from them, though 

the heat of argument made him say things that might be interpreted 

as if he did. But, he did insist categorically that they must be 

seen in their historic perspective. To pretend that an event some 

hundreds of years past could be authoritative in our day was to 

him a denial of several centuries of development, Because our 

1. "The first answer to the follies of traditional religion was Secularism but this is wholly inadequate. Secularism cuts off 
man's development at the highest point. It therefore leads to 
reaction. A false religion can only be removed by a truer one. 
But Secularism, in clearing a deal of ground and emphasizing 
immediate facts, has done splendid service. " -- John Trevor, in 

'The Labour Churcht, an article in the Labour Ann alp 1896, p. 41f. 
2. "We believe in the light of earth, of knowledge, of the soul 

all rays from the divine source of life in the world and in man6 We are Secularists, without desecrating Secularism to a doctrine 
of mud and blood and bones. We revel in the world that is, and 
weep in the world that is, and find freedom for all our faculties 
in the world that is. Infinity is here: Eternity is here: 
God is heres the divine life is to be lived by us, here and 
ncM. " Trevor in the Prunh t, June 1896, p. 96. 



problems arise from our present situation, we must approach them 

from the, insight which we receive in our own day. Trevor applied 

this line of reasoning to his view of the Christ. In an UnuDoken 

halrell i: Foreign M Socialigt 

CCoIIgres,, s, meeting in London in July 1896, he wrote s 

The attempt to bring the thought of Jesus into the life of to- 
day as a guide and a tandard is an anachronism, fatal to any 
complete development., " 

There came a strong attack on Trevor for such a pronounced anti- 

Christian statement. It said nothing that he had not been quietly 

maintaining in Labour Churches for nearly five yearsq but this 

1. Prophet, August 1896, p. 12#; of. also Quest p. 122 - "You 
ask me what I think of Christ. -- 'God manifest in the flesh', 
as every great man is. Is not the whole earth 'the Living 
Garment of God'? Christ taught us to say, 'Our Father'; and we 
find'it in our hearts to say it. But not only Christ, not only 
the noble men and women who have lived, not only sunshine and 
flowers, springtime and the song of birds, but sin also and misery, 
storm and destruction, cruelty and vice -- all must be considered 
if we would know God. He made all. It is for us to learn of him 
from all that he has made. " Cf. also ProDheett, April 1895 p. 57 
Trevor once went to hear a Christian Monk preaching in a Eoman 
Catholic Church in Calais. Commenting on the Sermon, Trevor said 
that the Monk taught the fatal fl9W in all Christian teaching -- 41n, - the utter severance between God and the world which maintains 
this poor world as a Pandemonium, or at best a Purgatory. This 
life is nothing, the next everything; this life suffering, the 
next happiness; this life poverty, the next glory -- and parents 
must choose between the two, at the eternal peril of their child- 
ren. ... The monk with all the passion of earnest conviction 
and heart-breaking pity, represented the children doomed to etern- 
al h6n, cursing the parents who had brought them into being for 
not teaching them how to avoid so frightful a destiny. 

2. "The religion I want to teach is the religion of the nineteenth 
century, helped by the first century, but not in any sense bound 
by it. The inspiration of it must come from what God is doing 
now all around us and within us. As of old, I find I must get 
outside existing churches to preach the new gospel. They may do 
a, great deal in softening the hearts of the middle classes to- 
ward the labour movement, but they cannot develop the religious 
heart of the labour movement, as it needs developing if we are 
to have a true civilisation. " John Trevor-in a letter to William 
Harbutt Dawson published in New Era, January 1892. See also 
prophet, January 1897, p. 2. 
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statement was bold, to the point, and widely circulated. People 

within and without the Labour Churches rose to take sides on the 

issue. 1 The results were a rather sudden falling away of the 

Labour Church in agnostic and atheistic directions. It prepared 

the way for the 1906 revisions of the Labour Church principles 

in which the religious nature of the Labour Movement was made a 

supplementary notion to appeal to the few who liked its rather 

than as a foundational principle giving meaning to the whole idea 

of the Labour Church. 

But these are not the main points to be considered at this 

time. Rather, it is important to notice that Trevor's rejection 

of historic Christianity was a correlative of his view of God's 

self-revelation in the present. Because God's present activity 

supersedes all prior action, anyone who would know God completely 

must find Him by becoming immersed in that movement where He is 

now working. Because Trevor discerned the Hand of God at work in 

the Labour Movement, he formed the Labour Church to help people 

find God in the midst of Socialism. 

TAE SECOND PRINCIPLE 

"Let Labour be the Basis of Civil Society" 

The above heading, a quotation from Mazzini, 2 was used as a motto 

by the Lab Prophet; it succinctly states the significance of the 

second principle of the Labour Church. Because class consciousness 

was the most vulnerable aspect presented by any socialist body 

19 Cf. Appendix pp . i)#? C -G o4, 
2.0. M. Toung In Victorian England, Portrait of an . 

Age, p. 160, 
su, guggesbsthat for an understanding of Mid"Yictorian ideas, 

Mazzini might repay some study. 
thinking is quite marked 

Mazzini's influence on Trevor's 
. 
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organizing itself as a churchl'and proclaiming the brotherhood 

of all men, the Tabour Church must avoid this pitfall. In actual 

fact it was because of class consciousness that the active sym- 

pathies of a number of ardent socialists were not forthcoming: 

'How could any socialist body pretend that it was not, by its 

very aims and objects, opposed to all capitalist classes of 

society? $ and 'How could socialism be true to its principles and 

yet claim to unite members of all classes? ' On the other hand, 

it was this question of class consciousness which received most 

frequent criticism from the churches and chapels: 'How could any 

group. taking for its own the name of one class of society serious.. 

ly claim to unite all classes? If it took sides with one class 

then it automatically opposed the others! If it supported the 

cause of labour against the claims of the middle and upper classes 

then it denied the truth of its second principle, and it was a 

clachurchl' 

Trevor and his associates were well aware of the force which 

these criticisms would haves for in restricted senses, they were 

true. The name 'labour Church' rather than 'Workingmen's Church' 

was chosen to help overcome them. 1 Though the leaders of the Labour 

Church saw the justice of workingmen's claims, and did all in 

their power , to see that 'these were granted, they refused to ident- 

ify themselves with such a restricted program. They realized that, 

if they were to form a new religious expression they must look 

beyond the present opposition of classes to that just ordering of 

society where classes would be no more. Thus, in its life and 

it S, v ra /p, 7 
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work, the Labour Church must anticipate this future state by admit- 

ting all who wished to associate themselves regardless of the 

class from which they came; it must realize some degree of 'Class- 

lessness' in its own organization. l 

To forestall criticism on the basis of class partisanship, the 

front page of the first number of the Lammtour Pronhet bore the 

headline "Is the Labour Church a Class Church? " The Rev. Philip 

H. Wicksteed, then Warden of University Hall, London, answered 

the questionz 

,.. we have to pay attention, first to necessary things 
which have no importance in themselves, and are only the at= 
of life, and then to life itself. Now, if one set of men are 
producing the means of life, and another set of men are living, 
we have a state of slavery, in which the worker has not his 
fair share of life, and the man who has a rich life does not 
do his fair share of work. 

So, when we think of the world as it ought to be, when there 
shall be no more slavery, we begin by thinking of everyone 
(except the weak� the miniature, and the ailing) as doing work 
enough to provide the maIna of his own living; and then we 
think of him as living a full life, in fellowship with his 
fellow workers and his fellow-livers. To strive for this is 
not to fight for a class but to fight against classes on behalf 
of society itself. But next we shall find that the men who are 
producing the means of life will get a richer life if they set 
aside some pnetion of their "means" for the service of writers, 
scientific men, artists, musicians, actors, -- perhaps even 
ballet-dancers or preachers -- who can directly minister to, 
enlarge, and uplift their living by giving them enjoyment 
feeding their sense of beauty, keeping before them high alms, 
and reminding them of the meaning of life.. Such men will be 
formed into classes and their existence will only be justified 
if they are of service to the mass of workers and livers, who 
are not a class but society itself. 

t. ' The mass of workers and livers are the organism they 
serve and on which they are dependent. The labour movement and 

1. In the concept of a classless church the ideal of the Utopian 
Socialists, like Fourier Owen and the Saint-Simon school 
rather than the Scientific Socialism of Marx was followed, 
Where Marx saw the class conflict as the instrument for social 
betterment, the Utopians saw it as an evil to be overcome. 
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the labour church, then, are not a class movement and a class 
church, but a movement and a church that gives warning to all 
"classes"$ that they have no right to exist except so far as 
they serve the masses and make their life fuller and greater. l 

Here Wicksteed stated the ideal for which the Labour Church stood. 

It was on this belief in the possibility of a "Classless" society 

that its though it accepted the practical situation with the 

acknowledged fact of the class struggle, based its second principle. 

Even in the discussion of the more practical and immediate 

problems, where the class struggle was an important aspect, Labour 

Church sympathizers did not lose sight of the fundamental principle 

of the desired equality and fraternity of-JU men. Indeed,, even 

in their effort to organize against capitalist employers their 

appeal was based on the principle of Universal Brotherhood. To 

illustrate this point, we quote from Tom Mann's article in the 

first issue of the LaPronhe . He begins on a note of severe 

criticism of free and established Christian Churches. 

... although not a few active and earnest advocates of 
trade-unionism are closely identified with some church or 
chapel, to the mass of workers, churches and chapels are alien 
institutions. ... religious institutions have pretended to 
preach the fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood of man and have 
persistently defended social customs and business proceedings 
that have daily and hourly violated the first principles of 
brotherhood. ... inequalities have been nurtured by the Church, 
privilege has been upheld at the expense of justice, and to-day 
may be witnessed attendants at church and chapel who have ob- 
tained power over their brothers, and who drive ahd oppress and 
tyrannise over brothers and sisters and are counted among the 
"faithful", whilst those they have. deprived 

of fair conditions 
are looked upon as outcasts by the very Church that preaches 
brotherhood, and when they attempt to obtain redress are very 
frequently condemned by the Church in. the interests of the mono- 
polists. Can we wonder that, under these conditions, the workman 
wants little to do with churches? The plain fact is that to-day 
the church upholds privilege and monopoly as against truth, 
justice, androthed oodg and many thousands of workmen really 
religiously dbp , positively refuse to become identified 

3,. 'oDhet, January 1892, p. 1. 
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with those who cry "Lord, Lord: " but whose behaviour is essen- 
tially selfish and inconsiderate. What, then, are we urging -- 
reconciliation? Noy that is not our business; but with regard 
to religion, as with politics, it is for workers to vitalise 
their own faith by drawing direct from the fountain head, and 
living daily and hourly a truly religious life. Doctrinal hair- 
splitting we do not want, and cannot have. A salvation by faith 
alone is as foreign to our conception of well-being as the talk 
of work done by a steam engine which never had any steam in the 
cylinders* .04 

The labour Movement needs its own church. Not that we want 
sectionalism but we do want ReAlism. A balancing of forces is 
now taking place; co-operative societies and trade unions are 
gradually joining forces, and they both take their stand on the 
broad principle of the Brotherhood of Man. It is for each of us 
individually to daily endeavour more clearly to realise all that 
is contained in the potent wordso the Fatherhood of God. Util- 
itarianism will take us a long way, but not all the way. We 
require the recognition of the personal relationship and the 
individual responsibility; without this, the strongest of us are 
not safe. 

Tom Mann here manages to hold before us the two characteristic 
Labour Church attitudes to its second principle. On the one hand 

it realistically faced the situations of industrial life and boldly 

proclaimed its opposition to conditions as it found them. It was 

reformatory in its character, and thus in a sense, class-conscious. 

But at the same time the Labour Church always held before itsblf 

the vision of a reformed society where classes and their attendant 

evils could no longer exist. 
This duality expressed a deeper unity; it was because it took 

sides in an existing class struggle, and raised its voice against 

the evils of capitalism, that the Labour Church could proclaim its 

faith in the ultimate abolition of all classes. in view of its 

ideal it could truly and rightly claim to be an expression of a 

classless religion; but whether in point of fact it was such is 

quite another question. There is evidence to show that a number 

1. Pro I hetJanuary, 1892, pp. 5f " 
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of congregations included professional men, factory owners, and 

skilled craftsmen, but the greater number of members were trades- 

men and labouring people. Certainly these members from the "upper" 

classes objected to the system which put them in positions of 

higher status'and greater privilege, but still, within the Labour 

Church fellowship, they were accepted; the barriers of class dis- 

tinction were overcome. Perhaps we might hazard the opinion that, 

in several instances at least, the Labour Church claim to unite 

members of all classes in the effort to abolish commercial slavery 

was justified by its life and example. 

When the Labour Church lost the inspiration of this second prin. 

ciple as it seemed to do in later years; it ceased to be a vital 

religious force and became a mere appendix to a political party. 

Soon thereafter it was discarded in the race for respectability 

and power. If this observation be true, then the second principle 

was a very important article in the faith -- but little was written 

directly about it. It was rather an assumption which most social-. 

iota of the day made naturally and easily. It is seen most clearly 

in its negative aspect, in the criticisms of church and chapel. 1 

The criticism given with greatest detail and frequency was that the 

institutionalized forms of Christianity were almost invariably on 

1. Trevelyan English Social History, p. 515 - In commenting on a 
period a little earlier maintains that the clergy of the estab- 
lishment had gained themselves the reputation of being the group 
most loyal to the High Tory Party in the days of its decline. A 
reaction to this brought the "Slum Parson" to minister to the 
slum parishes -. - but not in time to save the reputation of the 
church. It is true that, during the second enclosure movement, 
the people who went to the towns in search of work associated 
the parish priest with the quire as responsible for his loss 
of tenure and employment on the land. 
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the side of Captialism and opposed to Labour's ambitions. 1 

The assumptions underlying the criticism of the historic 

Churches are contained in the belief that the churches which claim 

to believe the doctrine of the brotherhood of all men have no 

right to support the capitalist classes against the working classes. 

If tradition binds them to the support of the status-quo -- then 

away with tradition. Justice and brotherhood are better guides 

than precedent. If the present economic system is unjust, then 

change the system; it is better to be true to principle than to 

conform to convention. 

What is abundantly clear in the general line of criticism is 

that its assumptions lay deep in the emotional attitudes of British 

Socialists. Even where some churchmen were sympathetic to the 

plight of Labour, their sympathy and help could not be fully ac- 

cepted for their basic agreement with the economic systems of the 

day vitiated their efforts. The Labour Church believed in revo- 

lutionizing the economic system by the rigid application of the 

principle of brotherhood; the suggestion of slavery in any form 

was intolerable. Any scheme proposing less than the freeing of 

workers from commercial fetters seemed a mere binding of wounds 

that labour might be kept in its chains; all help less than this 

seemed to imply patronage, insulting the dignity and status of 

labour and continuing the hated class distinctions. Class-conscious 

labouring people would not tolerate 'Capitalist' Churches and so 

desired to create classless ones where labour would be the basis 

of civil society, and where privilege of status would not exist. 

1. Vide supra pp. Al ff 
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The Labour Church was such an attempt. 

THE THIRD PRINCIPLE 

"God and Liberty" 1 

The third principle makes liberty of thought and bolief the 

dogma of the Labour Church. 

In the late nineteenth century it was believed by many that 

Evolution was producing a new and better world; among other things, 

it was believed that a new humanitarian religion was to supercede 

the older doctrines. This hope is expressed in In Memoriam. 

Ring in the valiant man and free 
The larger heart, the kindlier hand; 
Ring out the darkness of the land, 

Ring in the Christ that is to be. 

Trevor agreed with Tennyson's hope but not tith his Christology. 

He believed that this new faith was finding its expression in the 

Labour Movement. It was a 'freer and larger Religion than even 

the great-hearted Paul dreamed of'q due not so much to the 'teach- 

ings of one man or set of men' as to the 'Natural development of 

man's moral, intellectual, and spiritual nature'. 2 The function of 

the Labour Church was to organize the best conditions for its 

growth among the people. 

The condition of maximum growth he believed to be freedom from 

restrictions. Therefore 'the Labour Church refused to recognize 

any fetters of limitations, either in the name of Christianity on 

the one hand, or in the name of Secularism on the other. ' At the 

same time it welcomed both Christian and Secularist to its member- 

ship, if each would frankly accept liberty and would not try to 

1. This 
Ymmotttto 

of the Labour Church was taken from F. de Lamennais's 

2. Cr. f4. thet, January 1896, p. 6. 
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impose his beliefs on others. Tolerance was the complementary 

characteristic necessary to maintain a real freedom of belief. 

In actual tact, Christians and Secularists did work together in 

Labour Church: 

There are many Christians in our Labour Churches. At our recent 
Conference at Halifax they were well in evidence, and expressed 
themselves with perfect freedom. They neither gave offence to 
others by their utterances, nor took offence at the utterances 
of others. Our liberty enabled us to meet in the unity of the 
Spirit, and to go away deeply encouraged and strengthened. ' 

Trevor claimed that most religious groups were not tolerant. 

They represented the religious way of life as very narrow and cir- 

cumspectf and have thus given religion an oppressive atmosphere 

and a reactionary bias. In this respect, he believed them to be 

in error. After explaining his own religious experience, Trevor 

wrote s 

I should not dream of , generalizing from these subjective facts. 
It seems to me monsterous that any man, should declare his way 
of following and finding t to be The Hay. It is Creed and Dogma and Authority all coming back on us; and with these human 
tyranny too. In social matters there is some excuse for dogma 
-- in other words, law. In the spiritual life there is absolute- ly no excuse. ... No two lives are the same, and no two 
religions are. 2 

The way for any partidular individual may be very narrow, because 

man is limited, but the man who would conclude that his own nar- 

row path is the only way is a 'bigot and an enemy of human progress'. 
The way to God is the way of life itself, 'It is as broad as the 

1. Trevor, Prophet, January 1896, p. 8. Miss Evelyn March-Phillip, 
reported in the Sneeetator, April 21,1891; p. 535= "Not all who loin have become even deists for in the words of the founder 

the agnostic who does not know what he believes, and the athe- ist who believes nothing may sit side by side here with the man 
who believes a good deal'". 

Z 
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universe is vast and God infinite'. 1 All that man needs to do is 

to live and groan. 

out our souls infinite paths radiate to the God who is every- 
where about us. There is no reason, save in our own limitations, 
why we should do anything but grow all raund, and touch God 
more and more intimately at every point. 

Complete liberty is permissible and desirable because man's 

natural growth, moral as well as physical, can be trusted. That 

growth may, be, and often iss perverted by disease, accidentt ignor- 

ance, and superstition, but the way to regain health and normal 

development is to remove the hindprance and to allow Nature tree 

play. Implied in this 'dogma' of liberty is a belief in the natural 

goodness of man which becomes explicit only when free growth is per- 

mitted. Any doctrine of man's natural depravity is excluded, and 

the suggestion is made that the perversity of man, so evident in 

every community, will vanish as the environment is improved and as 

restraints on human activities are relinquished. 

Perhaps the, most forceful and certainly the most widely circulated 

statement of the entailment of the third principle was Trevor's 

article in the bo Pro, orhett under the title "The labour Church in 

England -- an Unspoken Address to the Foreign Members of the Inter- 

national Socialist Congress! London, July 1896". 3 The reader who 

1. Cf. Er41ttJune 189b* p. 93; In this article Trevor qualifies 
his view: There is one sense in which the way of life is narrow. 
It is personal lonely, intensely individual. I see no tendency 
for the inner life 

of man to become collective. With a growing 
Collectivism in regard to the means of life, the safeguard of free- 
dom will lie more and more in the pronounced Individualism of life 
itself. 

2. Trevor, 912Dhot, June 1896 p. 93. 
3. Pr�ý othýat August 1896, ppe i23ff. This article also appeared in 

pamphlet form in several languages including French, German, and English. 
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wishes to follow Trevor's idea in greater detail is referred to the 

Appendix. 1 

Trevor claimed that the development of the labour Church was a 

step towards, freedom from the chains of either tradition or disciple- 

ships 

.., claims for mastership and discipleship are utterly futile 
in our . religious development. Here is life all about use here is 
movement, here are opportunities such as men never had before. 
Those who know how to use them rightly are the. religious men 
whatever they call themselves; and those who don't know how to 

use 
them rightly are the irreligious men whatever they call them- 
selves and those societies and institutions which help men to 
enter 

into 
truer and nobler relationship are the really religious 

societies -- the only real churches of our day, whatever their 
name be. 

Much more remains to be said on this matter. Meanwhile we 
organise the labour Church, because we protest against the assump- 
tions of the other churches in religion and their feebleness in 
social reform. We believe that the attempt to confine religion 
in narrow historic channels is extremely mischievous. There are 
undoubtedly what are called broad men in the churches, but they 
are only broad in the sense that they have adopted such a narrow 
basis for their religion that they cannot possibly keep within 
the limits of it. 

Freedom in society and freedom in religion must go hand in 
hands the essential things in this freedom being that there shall 
be "neither arrogance nor servility in the relation of human 
beings", and tha%tpvery man shall "stand up straight before God". 
The time for such freedom is not yet; but the Labour Church, in 
frankly espousing the cause of the weak and poor and enslaved, in 
supporting the toilers in the practical methods they adopt for 
their emancipation, and developing a sense that God is working 
through the means they use, is endeavouring to hasten its advent. 2 

Trevor's belief in 'free religion' rests on a fear of authori- 

tarianism and a confidence in some immanent potentiality which will 

develop and mature if only given freedom from the influences which 

would force it in uncongenial directions. It may be possible to 

1. Excerpts from this article, and controversy arising from it, will 
be found in the Appendix, pp. o'96 - 6O( 
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relate this fear and counterbalancing confidence to his psycho. 

neurosis, as indeed seems to be foreshadowed in his autobiography; 

but while that is important for John Trevor, it is not the signifi- 

cant fact for the labour Church. What the student of social ethics 

would know is why this appeal to "freedom from doctrine" should 

appeal to socialists generally. The answer I believe is two fold, 

In the first place, as we have indicated above, socialists were 

very critical of the Churches and their vested interest in capital- 

istic society. Many saw all doctrinal statements and creedal form- 

ulations, not as sincere ways of trying to express faith and belief, 

but as techniques for gaining and holding the support of those 

otherwise opposed to their ends. Religion was, to use the famous 

words, "the opiate of the people"! Socialists soy the Churches, and 

particularly the ministers and priests as hypocritical allies of 

their capitalist oppressors. Therefore the means used to hold the 

minds and affections of the people must be broken or used in the 

service of the new philosophy. Rituals, creeds, and doctrines must 

be discredited; freedom of belief was the handiest weapon. In more 

general terms we might say that Socialism, a revolt against the ac- 

cepted economic basis of society, rebelled against the Church and 

her doctrine because these were considered to be supports fot the 

feared Capitalist system. The Church seemed to be attempting to 

justify on moral and spiritual grounds the exploitation of labour. 

If the power of the Church, with her appeal to the supernatural, were 

withdrawn', the Capitalist system would be weakened, and the coming 

of aocialism hastened. 

The second ground on which Socialists were receptive to the idea 

of 'free religion' is related to the wider question of the human- 
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itarian bias of the age. Historically, in Western Christendom, this 

took its rise in Christian culture, but, by the and of the nineteenth 

century much humanitarian sympathy had been out off from its source. 

Many of those who "loved their neighbours as themselves" resented any 

suggestion that their sympathies were related to any belief in the 

supernatural. Anything not provable by the methods of natural 

science was mere superstition. The method of observation, experiment, 

deduction, and systhesis, so successful in physics and already so 

valuable in evolutionary biology, pointed the way to a method which 

wood give rise to a Natural Religion based on the facts of human 

experience and free from the superstitions handed down from past 

ages. l 

l. "ºlmost exactly three hundred years ago Francis Bacon presented 
to the icing his "Novum Organum", in which he explains what should 
be our method in seeking to add to our knowledge. This has since 
been developed into the recognised scientific method of exact 
observation and experiment. ... When once the "New Method" had 
been explained and men began to apply it, then human knowledge 
began to accumulate rapidly. ... The application of the "New Method" to the study of man him- 
self has given us a fairly assured outline of the history of man 
from earliest times to the present, and we can now understand how 
his social customs, religions, virtues, etc., have developed to 
their present form. Naturally this is the branch of study with 
which we are most concerned and that is why it forms the subject 
of the "Course of Study" outlined by F. J. Gould for the "Young 
Socialist" Education Bureau, Of course only a few of the graphic 
touches from such a history can be given to the younger pupils of 
our schools. 

Now, what was Froebel's new system but the application of 
Bacon's "New Method" to education? ... The Socialist Sun- 
day Schools recommended Froebel's methods of teaching. 

This view of education is generally accepted today ... Gen- 
erally speaking, it is in the so-called "Moral Lesson" that this 
method in education is forgotten or neglected. It is precisely 
in such a lesson that we particularly apply it. ... It has 
always been recognised as the basis of our method in our schools. 
.. 

So we see the "New Method", first explained by Francis 
Bacon, provides us with the basis of our method of education as it provides us with the subject matter of education. '/ 

-- from ChapÖer 2. Socialist list SMnday Schools ;-A Manual. 
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Many Socialists, whose activities were motivated by a sincere 

sympathy for the exploited and oppressed rather than a desire for 

revenge against injustice suffered personally, desired the fellow 

ship provided by the church, and retained their ties; but the more 

their thinking became opposed to the established order of society, 

and the more critical they became of superstition and myth, the 

more uncongenial did they find their affiliations, When the Labour 

Church was formed they found a group which satisfied their need 

for fellowship and which, at the same times accepted or even wel- 

comed their unorthodox ideas. A non-theological church attracted 

them; 
.a 

theological or dogmatic position would have been a barrier 

which would have kept a large number from joining. 

The Socialists who opposed the church on the ground that its 

charitable works were vitiated by its acceptance of the social 

system which victimized labour, and those who could no longer ac- 

cept the teaching of the Church and yet felt the need for the kind 

of fellowship which the churches provided, found in the Labour 

Church, with its claim to freedom of doctrinal belief, the kind of 

an organization they needed. It was in harmony with their social 

ideals. It provided a fellowship superior to that of a political 

party., It allowed expression of their unorthodox religious views. 

It was'for them the 'ideal church'. When the Christian Churches 

began to accept radical criticism of capitalistic principles, and 

when it generally accepted a more scientific interpretation of its 

doctrines, a free, non dogmatic 'Labour Church' was not so necessary 

and it lost a large measure of its support. 
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THE FOURTH PRINCIPLE 

"God Is Our King" 

The Labour Movement was more than an effort toward amelioriation; 

it contemplated the emancipation of labour from the subordinate 

position it occupied in industrial society. Individuals and groups 

were turning their attention to the social structure to try to 

learn how it was that society produced the rich who could exploit 

the poor and the poor who must bow before the rich. l Political 

parties were organized to register complaints about the injustices 

of living and working conditions, and to try to remedy these by 

implementing one or other of the theories of socialism. Many of 

these theories were economic and political', and much of the drive 

behind them was the seething discontent of the exploited. But 

woven throughout the whole movement was the belief that the labour 

ing classes were suffering injustice, and that it was the natural 

right and religious duty of every fair-minded citizen to alter the 

system which permitted such social evil. 
2 The fourth principle of 

the Labour Church aimed at keeping this latter element to the fore. 

The statement of the Stockport Labour Church though later, 
clearly expresses the idea of early socialistss "Unlike the 
average man, who traces all social problems to defects in the 
individual, he [Socialist] finds the solution to these problems 
in inherent defects in our social organization. He believes 
that individual salvation can only comp through the salvation 
of Society. " -- Stookvort Labour Church Syllabus, 1909-10. 

Z. ", .. those who seek to further the movement are called upon 
to study and obey the laws by which God operates in the world. 
They are called upon to be no longer, as in the days of old, 
mere agitators demanding a hearing in the name of Humanity 
and Justice. It is required of them that they themselves should 
study by what means these principles can be made to prevail in 
human relations. " -- Trevor in Pr ohet, October 1895, p. 154 
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This was to be done in two main ways. 

Economic and political measures alone will not be sufficient; 

religious efforts of piety, divorced from the concerns of practi- 

cal social life, will be equally without result. Only efforts in 

both directions harmonized into one campaign will transform society, 

and these efforts saust be related to the Divine Will and Purpose. 

The Labour Church called the attention of socialists to the 

ultimate supremacy of God in the affairs of human society, but at 

the same time disowned the orthodox views of theology. It claimed 

that God's laws ought to be obeyed, but denied the competence of 

the Churches to expound the true revelation. It we are to remake 

society according to the ideal of justice we must not limit our- 

selves by theory, religious or socialist. We must accept the fact 

that life is a growing thing. Through a religious method, akin to 

the scientific� we must learn God's laws, and try to obey them. 

Trevor here uses the word 'law' in its scientific connotation 

and not in its politico-social context. It is the law which can 
be discovered by observation and experimentation, not the law 

which is the product of man's legielAtidm. God's law is not some- 

thing given by supernatural revelation to a great leader of the 

human race at some sublime moment in time past, and then trans- 

mitted from generation to generation. Rather, it is something 

which we learn from experience, something which is always living 

and growing, and something which we never know completely. 
The significance of the fourth principle is that economic laws 

are ascribed to God in the same manner as are moral laws. It 'as 

not a new idea, for among parsons and priests there were many who 
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had long stated, in no uncertain terms, that the laws governing 

wealth and poverty were God's decrees, and that it was not in our 

power to change them, but only to accept them. What was important 

was the idea that society, as at that time organized, was in opposi- 

tion to those laws; that man may be ignorant of them, and only able 

to discover them in the growing life of Socialism; and that man, 

as he learns what God's laws are, may co-operate with them in 

shaping the destiny of Society. 

Underlying this thought seems to be some notion of an Evolution- 

ary God who is working and growing and changing as the world evolves 

and develops. This thought is not worked out by Trevor but it 

seems to reflect a philosophic mood expressed by S. Alexander in 

the 1800's and developed in the twentieth century by Alexander� 

Ltpyd Morgan, A. N. Whitehead and others. Trevor at least goes 

so far as to suggest that the only truth we can know is the pre- 

sent appearance of an ever growing and expanding life. We can 

share this life by co-operating with the forces of evolution, and 

may thus become conscious partners in shaping the destiny of our 

lives. On the other hand we may oppose these forcesq and thus 

shut ourselves out from consciously sharing their life, but we 

can never defeat them. 

There's a divinity that shapes our ends, Rough hew them how we will. 
To understand the nature of this divinity, to live with its 

to work with it -- that is true Religion; that is the supreme 
end of man. It is an infinite task, demanding infinite life 
to accomplish it. We can at least commence it upon earth. From 
this point of view Religion includes the whole of life -- all thought and all knowledge and all service as well as all affec- tions and interests. 

1, Trevorg Pro , September 1896, p. 142 
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Trevor believed that, behind this life of ours, eternal powers 

are in operation, working out the destiny of the race. What is 

generally known as Socialism, made as inclusive as one can wish, is 

but a part of the sum total of these forces, and a part which con- 

ceivably may be opposed to the prevailing direction. Even 'pro- 

gressive' movements may be reactionary, for man does not always 

understand the relation between an individual or organization and 

human evolution. He may be out of harmony with the 'eternal ideals 

and principles'. Not until he becomes conscious of them and then 

becomes their active agent does he enter into their true life 

(Socialism). - Until he can put his trust in God and his confidence 

in Divine laws economic changes which may come inevitably, will be 

of no worth to him. Without 'God-consciousness' organized political 

socialism can never bring him freedom, but only a new tyranny. 1 

Therefore it is imperative that he should make every effort to be- 

com® conscious of God and God'slawst that he may endeavour to 

obey them and to become their active agent in human society. Only 

in that way is he able to enter into the fullness of life which 

can be his. Apart from putting his own life into harmony and 

fellowship with ßod'sg his efforts at becoming a social reformer 

are but the 'turning of the treadmill in the soul's prison-house. 2 

1. P. H. Wicksteed - ". .. only a Labour Church can lead man; if 
it is not a church, the fruits of the labour Movement will turn 
to ashes in the mouths of its followers" -- quoted by Co H. 
Herford, P 47i Henry Wiekstged, p. 221. 

2. J. Bruce Glasier, towards the end of his life said to his wife, 
Katherine St. John Conways ". .. I realise now that Buddha 
must have seen what. I have seen, only much more fully. ... Similarly Socrates or Plato must have seen its that glorious 
world of ideal life and they tried to share their experiences. 
.. .- Jesus must have dwelled there: The Kingdom of heaven he 
called it. St. Paul won glimpses of it as I have done. They 
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One of the weaknesses of the Labour Church 'theology' and yet 

the strength of its appeal, was that the detailed explanation of 

what was meant by these generalizations was left to each indiVid- 

ual to work out for himself. From Sunday to Sunday different 

speakers brought different ideasl perhaps contradictory to each 

other, from which the members gained inspiration. Various books 

and pamphlets were on sale at each service. Of course the choice 

of speakers, and the recommended books would always conform to a 

socialistic biasp but there was no further discernible unity. The 

only generalization possible is that the economic laws of God, 

never completely known by man, were believed to be those consist- 

ent with the human virtues of fraternity, justice, truth and 

happiness. Any further definitions were left to the individual 

members. 
It is interesting to note how this fourth principle worked out 

in the life of the Labour Churches. First, with respect to God's 

economic laws: 

1. From the platform of Labour Churches, leaders such as Ben 

Tillett, Thomas Mann, and Keir Hardie were given the opportunity 

to speak on political, economic, and trade union topics in re. 

both taught in the terms of their Jewish faith and knowledge. 
Saint Francis must have seen it and told it as a mediaeval Christian. Perhaps Dante and John Woolman, George Fox and 

Swedenborg also saw it. I feel that Mrs. Eddy and Annie 
Besant and many more have glimpsed the Glory as I have and have 
done their best to build a system of teaching and nobler life 
upon their inner vision. ... The Kingdom of heaven is with- in you just as Jesus saw, and every human being is a son or daughter of God in embryo. Our work on earth is to realise 
our true selves, to make heaven on earth for all about us so 
far as we are able. That is where our Socialism comes from. " 
-" Katherine Bruce Glasier The Glen BQOk, Workers Northern 
Publishing Co., Reprint Edition pp, 11f- 
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latiohito ethical and religious principles. 

2. Conferences were held on Political and Economic action. At 

these discussion and questions were encouraged and members were 

inspired to take more active parts in the organizations of their 

own choice. 

3, Meetings were held to organize workers and to teach them how 

to organize unions; for example, the Labour Church organized the 

Manchester Mat Weavers and assisted with the formation of some 

other unions. The Leeds Labour Church put their premises at-the 

disposal of the organizers of the Clothing Tailoresses Union. 

Among the organizers Labour Churchmen were prominent, 

. Study groups were organized to educate the workers. The 

Iirst of these was a class in Political economy, but it was soon 

followed by classes in social history, trade unionism dto. 
5. Socialist Sunday Schools were formed for the younger children. 

These often included classes in economics. 

6. The Labdur Prophet and pamphlets distributed by the Labour 

Church gave an opportunity for publication and dissemination of 

the facts of economic affairs, such as strikes and lockouts, and 

for the propagation of socialistic theories which might explain 

these facts. 

Secondlyt' with respect to God's mpral laws: 

;, 1. Again the platform was used. Speakers delineated the import- 

ant moral virt(, es and encouraged the people to apply ethical stand- 

ards, to their methods of opposing-social evils, and discouraged the 

use of methods which might become violent or dishonest, 

2. Socials, teas, dances, dramatics, and other activities were 

made an integral part of the life of the churches, encouraging 
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good clean fun as part of a religious life. 1 These activities often 

had a high cultural value as well. 

3ý Many Labour Churches, without being intolerant, did all they 

could to further the cause of temperance. Even those churches who 

operated clubs where beer was sold looked with disfavour on its 

intemperate use. 

4. The Labour Churches organized Socialist Sunday Schools for the 

moral instruction and training of the children. 

5. Opportunities for mutual aid were given. Collections were 

received for strikers in various parts of the country. Money was 

collected to relieve the destitute and to give victimized labourers 

a fresh start. Visitation of the sick was organized and various 

oowoperative schemes were encouraged. 

The fourth principle of the labour Church tried to make explicit 

in thought and action one of the main implications of its first 

principle. If "God is in the labour Movement" then all Labour's 

problems, indeed all Labour's activities, are of religious signifi- 

cance. There can be no division into secular and sacred; the wage 

which a man earns is a much a-matter of religion as is the hour he 

spends in prayer; the conditions which surround his life are as much 

the concern"of God as is the kind of life he lives. All things are 

saturated with divinity. 2 The economic conditions of society are 

:,. Vide supra p. /<il 
2. Cf. H. C. iowe, J o]3f.. , 1895, p 42f.; "The Labour 

. Church stands for .. fact that the abolition of irrespon- 
sible private monopoly in land and cap tali together with the 
gradual rebuilding of national life on principles of national 
righteousness, is the work of God in our time, and that it is 
therefore the most truly religious business men could be about, 
whether, they believe in God or not, ... The tremendous im- 
portance of the economic basis ... [of the Labour Church) lies 
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but the expression of social morality'and stand in the same relation 

to God as do those things more commonly regarded as belonging to the 

realm of morality. Thus*the Labour Church could not regard religion 

as a thing apart from the world; but went to the other extreme and 

almost identified it with the world. 

Trevor, and many of those associated with him in the Labour Church, 

recognized a danger in more political socialism. Men could become-so 

absorbed in the practical problems and specific issues that they 

could-lose tight of the 'larger life for which political action could 

merely provide the best conditions. If this were to happen Socialism 

might become another Tyrant, the more dangerous becau3e it could dull 

the spiritual aspirations of the people by providing the means of 

physical comfort in abundance. -The aim of the fourth principle was 

to prevent this profaning of the religious nature of all economic 

affairs, by calling attention to the Divine Will working itself out 

through Human Consciousness in the life of Socialism. It is inter- 

esting to-note here that in'the 1906 revision of the principles 

there is no mention of economic and moral laws of God. When the 

emphasis of the fourth principle was lost, the labour Church gave 

up its distinctive emphasis and soon began its final decline. Before 

the turn of the century, however, the Labour Churches both recognized 

the importance of political and economic action, and realized that 

in itself such was not sufficient. 

in'theýfact that-by-accepting it the movement is pledged to a definite economic policy. ' Other religious bodies, and many non- 
religious, would declare with equal fervour for truth and justice 
in the abstract; but the labour Church takes upon itself to say, here and now in the concrete, tha t certain definite things are just and others unjust. � 
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... what is the labour Church, but arecognition that, whereas 
we cannot be either saints or lovers or poets unless we have 
quite recently had something to eat, yet it is no use having 
anything to eat unless we are so far al least saints and lovers 
as to be true men living a human life. 

The Labour Church could not agree with the prevailing view of the 

Christian Churches that the important thing was individual righteous- 

ness and that the organization of society must be accepted as it iss 

and made the best oft regardless of how one might wish it otherwise. 2 

Instead it called attention to the intimate relation and ultimate 

unity of the economic and moral views of man and his society, and 

called for basic reform all along the line. A. M. Thompson has 

caught something of this mood: The labour Church 

... has come to fill, in this vast and whirling upheaval which 
we call the labour movement, a most necessary function in check- 
ing and destroying that disposition to hatred, envy, and un- 
charitableness which is the almost inevitable concomitant of 
democratic reforming zeal. It has come to teach that the salva- 
tion of society must spring, not from greed, but the most earnest 
abhorrence of plunder; not from hatred, but from love -- love, 
passionate, clinging, yearning, for the beautiful old other-earth 
and all that exists, and grows, and lives on it; .. *1 
The labour Church realized that the emancipation of the means of 

life by economic reform would be of little use if men were not free 

to take advantage of these opportunities and to live the good life. 

But this leads us to a consideration of the fifth principle. 

p. H. Wicksteed, quoted by C. H. Herford, Philiv He Y Wickst d, 
p. 221. 

2. "The astounding anomaly of our time is the comnl2te separation 
of ge 1¢ioue princinles fX211 every dad industrial . Spiritual 
pastors teach the young to regard God as the' he common ather; and 
when the young becomes of age to reflect upon the shameful in- 
equalities created and maintained by our social system, they are 
dlscourgged by their elders from trying to alter it, and are 
treated as agitators and destroyers of the peace. " -- Tom Mann, 
ASa'a the . 3, gig 9 Novembers 1 931 p. 10 . 
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THE FIFTH PRINCIPLE 

"Thy Ringdom Come On Earth" 

The Labour Movement had a "humanitarian eschatology"; it looked 

foreward to the establishment of the ideal society. This future 

state was pictured imaginatively in the various Utopias, and was 

called to mind by highly charged words and phrases repeatedly occur- 

ring in socialist propaganda. However, it was never clearly defined 

in scientifically descriptive terms; it was always indicated in 

suggestive language which could arouse peoples hopes the more for 

its vagueness. Thus, when Trevor stated that 

. the development of Personal Character and the improvement 
of Social Conditions. are both essential to man's emancipation 
from moral and social bondage 

he appealed to an aspiration which was at the very core of the 

labour movement. 
An important aspect of this appeal was its negative suggestion. 

Man was to be -- free from bondage, free from the fetters 

which had proved so irksome, free from his miserable past, and free 

to develop towards a satisfying future. What that future was to be 

was wisely left undefined; each person imaginatively pointed that 

picture for himself. 

The fifth principle/ assumes that the attainment of one's ideal 

rests on the improvement of environment and on the elevation of 

character. The good life cannot be lived by the unfortunates who 

lack the essentials of livelihood; l nor by those who have everything 

money can buy if they lack the ability to use for the benefit of all 

1. This point is well illustrated by Xeir Hardie's Can A Ma. n Be A 
= s& jaf Oi £1 A Idea? 
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the advantages conferred upon them. Society must be altered not 

only that there may be equal opportunity for alle but that each may 

be enabled to use his opportunity to the full, and for the common 

good. It was a recognition of this dual pathway to the "eschaton" 

that inspired the Labour Church, with its opposition to the tradi- 

tions of the past and its yearning toward fulfillment in the as yet 

unknown future, to attempt to express the religious aspirations 

implicit in Socialism. 

It was felt that the stress laid upon the nobility of character 

by orthodox Christian groups was right and goody so far as it went, 

and that the political demand for increased opportunity for Labour 

was also good, so far as it could go, but that it was only in a 

combination of the two that any real progress could be made. A 

reformed society would require an honourable and upright citizenry; 

a truly righteous life would be impossible except in a fair and 

equitable society. Neither by itself is sufficient; a harmony of 

the two is essential. The labour Church felt it had found that 

union in its concept of the "Religion of the Labour Movement". 

In both its message and its activities the labour Churches tried 

to keep this double emphasis before the whole Socialist movement. 

perhaps this is one reason why Tom Mann was such a popular lecturer. 

He could keep the two aspects in balance: 

We have a glorious and inspiring work in hand -- nothing less than 
the purifying of the industrial and social life of our country and 
the making of true individuality. For, let it be clearly under- 
stoodt we Labour men are thoroughly ii favour of the highest pos- 
sible development of each individual. 

Trevor expressed the double objective rather vividly in an edit. 

1. Tom 1 n, A Soc 81ist, ý,,,, Y... ew, of_Re1ijp. II and the Ch_u . hes, p. 1'/ 
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oriaL entitled: "What the Labour Church is For". 

I have before me the last number of the Labour LeliderA On 
the front page is a cartoon which represents, with brutal frank- 
ness, the terrible plight of Labour, "Fallen among Th9ives". 

Priest and Levite, Pharisee, Scribe, 
Scornfully pass him by, 

Some with a shallow, mocking jibe, 
Some with a pious sigh. 

Blindly he gropes in the dark and grieves, 
Throttled by law between two thieves. 

Hideous figures on either side of Labour are robbing their poor 
victim,, who, meanwhilej is unable to defend himself, because a 
third, behind him, has his hands at his throat. The Landlord and 
the Capitalist rob, while the Law strangles. 

it is a revolting picture. I know Landlords and Capitalists 
and lawyers, generous, warm-hearted, and godly, who are as far as 
possible in appearance from the hateful figures here. 

The labour Church stands for the truth of that picture, never- 
thelessu against all appearances. Edward Carpenter's lines to 
the people of England are not too strongly wordeds- 

Over your face a web of lies is woven, 
Laws that are falsehoods pin you to the ground, Labour is mocked, its just regard is stolen, On its bent back sits Idleness encrowned. 

Awwwww 

So it is that the Labour Church stands side by side with the 
Labour Party in the struggle which is going forward to set Labour 
free from the robbers and garotters who attack and spoil and wound 
and kill his on God's highway of life. 

But the Labour Church stands for much more than this. 
AAAAAA 

I have before meg lying by the side of the La m 
cartoon, an extract from a sermon by the Rev. Richard Armstrong, 
B. A., of Liverpool, taken from the columns of thejnayirer. Here 
it is: - 

We are living in restless times. Bustle and hurry are all 
about us. The din of the life which men call practical is in 
our ears. We have to take our part in it, and we do well to 
take our part in it. Is there nevertheless, a chamber in our 
souls where the temple music still is lifted ups and daily 
brayer ascends to God on high? 

In taking its part in this struggle for labour, not in any 
mmre class interest, but in the interest of Brotherhood and 
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Humanity, the Labour Church -- must I say the ideal Labour Church? 
-mom stands also for the inward life pictured for us here. 

It is a tremendous idea, this to combine, with the ugly revolt 
of Labour going on to-day, the highest sanctities of the inner 
life, and "the peace of God which passeth all understanding". 

But it is no new idea. jJeeua realised it. ... 
wwwwwA 

It is for this life of outward conflict with the world and in- 
ward communion with God that the labour Church stands .. 0 

... to take part in. the struggle with Ignorance, Indiffer- 
ence, and Greed, and yet to retain a Temple of God in the heart; 
to hear the cry of the poor and go forth to relieve its and yet 
to withdraw to the smiling hills and find a-Living Presence there 
-- this, Tmong other things, is what the Labour Church stands 
for ... 
Though the bondage to which the fifth principle refers is never 

clearly defined, examples are frequently pointed-out. Such social 

fetters reveal two elements which may be generalized: 

1, Every able bodied person ought, by his labour, to be able to 

provide for himself and his dependents. If he is not able to do 

this, through no fault of his own, then he is in bondage to the 

system which prevents him. If his bargaining power with respect to 

the sale of his labour is not enough to enable him to attain a living 

vage, and if he cannot refrain from selling his labour because he 

would then lack even the means of bare sustenancet then he is not 

free. He depends- on the mercy of another for his very life. 

2. The labour which each worker performs has a value greater than 

the wage he receives. This extra value is claimed by the owners of 

the means oS production and is used to provide generously the means 

of life and luxury to themselves and to keep the masses reduced to 

just that'state or subsistence where they will be glad to accept the 

1. J'oth ý October 1894, p. 133" 
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terms which the employers offer. The workers' bondage is made more 

severe by contrast with the power and ease of the masters' "freedom". 

Social bondage was related to Labour's lack of bargaining power 

and to Capitalistic ownership of the means of production. The Trade 

Union movement believed that emancipation could come from the re= 

lease of the, former fetters.. The out-and-out socialists insisted, 

that the latter chains were the important ones to break. The Labour 

Churchee'mäde no choice between these two emphases in the labour 

movement, but accepted both and welcomed any measures which aimed at 

'emancipation'. 

". Moral bondage" was , even. less clearly defined, than the social 

variety., There was a mild, feeling of revolt against, convention, 

particularly if it could be related to class consciousness or snob- 

bishnessq, but there was very little agitation against anything con- 

nected. with morality. There were those in the labour Movement who 

deliberately set aside accepted moral sanctions, l but there was 

little evidence of this in the Labour Churches. Here the concern 

was rather to sustain, the accepted code. There was little fear of 

the confining effect of accepted British moral standards. 

The moral bondage seems to bave been taken to signify "respect- 

ability". Certainly members were willing to do things by which 

they may have sacrificed the good opinion of some neighbours and 

"Dr. Aveling and Eleanor Marx Aveling, Marx's daughter, destined, 
both of them, for tragedy -- thanks to Aveling a scoundrel with 
dangerous personal charm -- refused on principle to be married, 
and disclosed their views on marriage in a pamphlet The Wo Man 

ti n ('We contend that chastity is unhealthy and unholy. ' 
they wrote. ) Belford Bax's essays would show him to be 'a ruth. 
less critic of current morality'. Even Edward Carpenter would, 
in due time, give occasion for scandal. " -- Godfrey Elton, 
Eng-land Arise, p. 91, 
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employers. They took part in strikes, parades, open air meetings, 

and Sunday recreation; women rode bicycles and spoke at political 

gatherings. In fact$ it was a rather unconventional thing even to 

belong to a labour Church.. Perhaps there was a certain satisfaction 

in "shocking" prudish neighbours, but "daring unconventionalism" was 

an-evidence of changing ideas which may have been foreshadowing a 

changing concept of morality- itself. At the time, however, it was 

just a. protest against Victorian, mores. 

Trevor may have had personal reasons for thinking of conventional 

morality as a form of bondage, as the events of his later life would 

indicate, but these were not in evidence when the Labour Church was 

formed, nor is there evidence, of them in his later connections with 

the ; Labour congregations. To the members of the Labour Church the 

phrase seemed to express merely a general attitude to those conven- 

tions that were associated in some definite way to class conscious- 

ness and the struggle for emancipation and equality. 

The theology of the Labour Church would not be complete without a 

survey of what was meant by the two positive phrases which appear in 

this fifth principle, namely the "development of Personal Character" 

and the "improvement of Social Conditions". 

"Personal Character" was a phrase which appealed to British work- 

men: It had an overtone of Individualism which minimised the less 

desirable aspects of Collectivism. Perhaps it was an effect of the 

"Non-conformist conscience", 

very strong English bias that 

come. This the Labour Church 

principles. 

There was very little said 

but whatever its source, there was a 

pure Marxian socialism could not over- 
incorporated into its very foundational 

about what was involved in "Personal 
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Character". Apparently it was something which all people knew and 

recognized; the only Labour Church teaching about it was that it 

was a growing thing. If one wished, one could develop character in 

one's self (and could help others to the degree that they would co- 

operate) but essentially it was something each acquired individually 

as each developed according to his inherent capacities. 

in all of the articles and'editorials on this subject Labour 

churchmen are delightfully vague. The following is one of Trevor's 

typical descriptionss 

The marriage of the body and the soul; the wholesome discipline 
of the flesh over the spirit, as of the spirit over the flesh; the 
emancipation, too of each by each; the attainment of this divine 
harmony in us as 

the 
accepted end of our earthly life, so that all 

education and all culture find their aim in that; and then old age 
coming one naturally and beautifully, as the gradual putting off 
of the flesh, lovingly and reverently folded up and laid aside, as 
the mother folds up and lays aside the little garments that her 
child has now outgrown the whole world, too accepted as the body 
is accepted for the di scipline and emancipation of the whole man, 
it, too, lad aside at last, with the same love toward it, and the 
same reverent gratitude for its use -- the full and free communion 
of life no part left outp, the body taken up into fellowship with 
the soul, the dual man thus formed entering into fellowship with 
Humanityq with Nature with God; our earthly existence growing 
ever towards this divine harmony, some chords of it now and again 
surprising us on our way, the very memory of them being more real 
to us than the every-day facts of our phenomenal life -- have we 
not here the living realities of a perfectly Natural Religion in 
which. the ideals of Christianity and the ideals of Paganism blend 
and merge into a larger whole? And have not Christianity and 
Paganism bees equally steps in "the education of God" towards this 
larger life? 

p. H, Wioksteed has expressed some of the conditions involved in 

the"tull" life, but again the description falls short of what one 

could wish. 

... the man who has recognised the Labour Movement as a Rel- 
igious Movement cannot work primarily or exclusively for his own 
personal advantage. ... And inseparably cännected with this 

1. Trevor, Quest, ;º 49f. 
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will come the recognition that no material acquisitions made by 
the massest however nobly they may have been won, can in them- 
selves open up to Humanity any life that is truly worth living; 
and ''. a life truly worth living is already in some degree 
accessible. 00$ 

... the great danger to the Labour Movement lies in the 
belief that all the evils of life may be removed by the readjust- 
ment of Social and industrial machinery. .. JjIt labour 
Churgh j onen reaoenition 91 =1 act &h at he ultimate M- 

ß, Sseng and haý vines 3i, ß jai our personal relations 
JCg 

eac 
ter, ta. nature, and , ßSt ,i machinery 

Sir I ja 
. 
33 , harmonise. 

Again we may conclude that the very vagueness had its importance. 

Because definitions and descriptions of Personal Character were never 

specific, each person was free to interpret according to his own 

ideas and desires, The appeal was widened because each person could 

add the material which was according to his own liking. 

The demand for improvement of "Social Conditions" was much more 

definite; the Labour Church advocated in broad outline what the S. 

D. F., the Socialist League, the I. L. P., and to a degree the 

Labour Representation Committee, included in their platforms. The 

sympathies of the Church were particularly with its closest polit. 

ical associate, the I. L. P., whose program demanded: 

1. Restriction by law of the working day to eight hours. 
2. Abolition of overtime, piecework, and the prohibition of the 

employment of children under fourteen. 
3. Provision for the sick, disabled, aged, widows and orphans, the necessary funds to be obtained by a tax upon unearned incomes. 
4. Free, unsectarian, primary, secondary and university education. Remunerative work for the unemployed. 
6. Taxation to extinction of unearned incomes. 
7. The substitution of arbitration for war and the consequent disarmament of the nations. 

and whose object want 

1,, p, H. Wicksteed, What Does The Laboes Church Stand For , p. 11. 
2. The Aim Protram f the I. L. P 
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.., to secure the collective ownership of all the means of 
production, distribution and exchange. 

But the Labour. church tried to keep itself separate from the I. L. P. 

and thus did, not advocate a detailed platform. Wherever it found 

injustice it took up-the cause of the unfortunate and the downtrod- 

den. It�concerned itself with. wage disputes, with the condition of 

housing, with the feeding and educating of slum children, with the 

elimination of dangerous conditions of employment, and with innumer- 

able cases of victimization, all of which played such a big part in 

early Labour activities and propaganda. In all these, the concern 

of the Labour Church was with the emotional attitude or sentiment 

which underlay andawhich was common to all the political programs 

of socialism. It gathered together in one fellowship a number who 

were conscious of a grouping towards a new and ideal society where 

men could find fullness of life. 

CO H. Herford has summarized this fifth principle in his brief 

definition of what the labour Church ideal wass 

Trevor's 'idea' was simply this: labour, debarred from the 
churches frequented by the privileged 'possessors', and serving 
as organs of the existing carder should have a church of its 
owns-in in which the fundamental aim of the labour movement to 
reorganize society in the interest of the underprivllege& pro- 
ducer, if not actively promoted, should be taken for granted; 
whiles at the same time, in the words of one of his oldest sup- 
portersf the individual worker would be "led to a. truer indiv- 
idualism ... in the effort to develop the highest capacity of 
his own soul, and forbecome a channel for the divine spirit which, 
exists in every man. 2 

1: 2. C,, H. Herford, 
_p. 

220; the oldest friend 
and supporter was 

MH# 

words are quoted from 
c. 1902. A thorough search, using the 

facilities of the British Library Association has failed to 
locate a. copy of this book, pamplet, or article. C. H. Herford's 
papers do not indicate where he obtained a copy. 
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REVISION OF THE LABOUR CHURCH PRINCIPLES 

"Work Is Worship" 1 

The first labour Church Union Conference (July, 1893) adopted 

Trevor's five principles as part of the constitution. Though there 

were frequent attempts at revision, they remained unchanged for 

many years. The sixth Conference (May, 1897) abolished the consti- 

tution altogether, sol, till 1941+, the principles had no official 

status. In that year a new constitution was adopted which restored 

them as the basis of union. -Immediately many proposals for re- 

vision were presented, mainly by Birmingham congregations suggesting 

a more secular and a more distinctly socialistic statement. Though 

most of these amendments were lost, a few were accepted each year, 

till by 1906 the main form of the revised principles was set, with 

only changes in wording and name occurring in the succeeding years. 

After the revision "divine evolution" was no longer foundational 

in the first principle; nor was the claim made that the Labour Move- 

ment was a Religious Movement. The statement was simply made that 

"The Labour Church exists to give expression to the Religion of 
the labour Movement. " 

Religion was now a supplementary notion that could be called upon 

to bolster what was essentially a political movement. There is here 

a reflection of the failure of the Labour Church to carry its early 

ideal into the lives and the thinking of its members. 

Early in the twentieth century the Labour Church gave up the 

claim of being a classless religion, and frankly became a working. 

class Church. This is indicated by the omission of the second 

principle (1904 or earlier) and the change of name to "Socialist 

1. This 'official' motto wqs adopted in 1899. 
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and Labour Church Union" (suggested frequently but not adopted, as 

an option, till 1909, nor, as the official name, till 1910). 

The many attempted revisions of the third principle provided 

more debate at the Labour Church Conferences than any other subject, 

perhaps because it was here that secularists came into conflict 

with Christians. Birmingham, supported by Hyde and Watford wanted 

to delete the section entirely, while another group headed by Brad- 

ford resisted all secularist tendencies. The revisions accepted 

each year were compromises in which every word and phrase had been 

hotly contested. The successive revisions show a gradual shift 

from Trevor's idea of a developing religion to an attitude of tol- 

oration for other people's beliefs. 

The revision of the fourth principle shows the secularist tenden- 

ties at work; reference to the Divine Will, is omitted. It also 

shows the politico-economic socialist influence, for the establish- 

ment of the Socialist Commonwealth becomes the main objective. This 

too was the subject of long debate and numerous amendments. At one 

stage it was the establishment of the 'Co-operative Commonwealth'; 

it then became: 'Socialism -- a Co-operative Commonwealth'; finally 

the word 'Co-operative' was deleted. 

The revision of the fifth principle again illustrates the shift- 

ing emphasis towards a secularist and a merely humanitarian position, 

Personal Character and Social Conditions are still important, but 

the Economic and Moral laws of God become 'forces of society'. 

Emancipation from moral and social bondage is no longer a matter of 

obedience to either divine or natural law; it has. become a matter 

of manipulation of social forces* 

The revision of the labour Church principles did not change the 
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theological position; it only shifted the focus within the position 

outlined by Trevor. The secular elements were emphasized; the 

theistic elements were sPppressed. The idea of evolutionary develop- 

ment was minimized; the socialistic elements were made more specific. 

Trevor would not object to anything stated in the revised form, 

though he would mourn the loss of religious feeling. In later years 

he told his son Stanley that he had lost interest in the labour 

Church largely because it tended to become merely a Sunday meeting 

of Trade Unionists and so lost its religious character. 

The following is a statement of the revised principles, (as pub- 

lished in 1906), in parallel column with the original principle3s 
THE ORIGINAL PRINCIPLES THE 1906 REVISION 

1. That the Labour Movement is 1. That the Labour Church exists 
a Religious Movement. to give expression to the 

Religion of the Labour 
Movement, 

2. That the Religion of the 
Labour Movement is not a 
Class Religion, but unites 
members of all classes in 
working for the Abolition 
of Commercial Slavery. 

3. That the Religion of the 
Labour Movement is not 
Sectarian or Dogmatic, but 
Free Religion, leaving 
each man free to develop 
his own relations with the 
Power that brought him in- 
to being, 

2. That the Religion of the Lab- 
Our Movexpent is not theo- 
logical, but respects each individual's personal con- 
victions upon this question. 

3. That the Religion of the Iab- 
our Movement sees the real- 
isation of universal well- 
being by the establishment 
of Socialism -- a Common. 
wealth founded upon Justice 
and Love. 

This amendment came by the following sequences 1901+, That the Rel- 
igion of the Labour Movement is not Sectarian or necessarily theo. 
logical; 1905 ... is not necessarily theological; 1906 ... is 
not theological. 
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4. That the Emancipation of 4. That the Religion of the 

Labour can only be real- Labour Movement declares 
ised so far as men learn that the improvement of 
both the Economic and Social Conditions and the 
Moral Laws of God; and development of Personal 
heartily endeavour to Character are both essen- 
obey them* tial to emancipation from 

Social and Moral bondage, 
That the development of and to that end insists 
Personal Character and the upon the duty of studying 
improvement of Social Con- the economic and moral 
ditions are both essen- forces of Society* 
tial to man's emancipation 
from moral and social 
bondage. 
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Ah: the wrong that might be righted 
If we could but see the way: 

Ah: the pains that might be lightened 
Every hour and every day: 

If we would but hear the pleadings 
Of the hearts that go astray. 

Let us step outside the stronghold 
Of our. selfishness and pride; 

Let us lift our fainting brothers, 
Let us strengthen ere we chide; 

Let us ere we blame the fallen 
HoI a light to cheer and guide. 

-- L. C. Hymn Book No. 38 
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CHAPTER Vt 

EM SIGNIFICANCE OFT THE IDEA 

Francis Herbert Stead, then Warden of Browning Hall, London, 

said in 1895: The labour' Movements 

.i .' the v6ice of labour claiming as hiý the heritage of human- 
itg is great fact of the time'JtAj 

Iabour, j claiming its heritage in education, culture, politics, and 

religions was rising to an awareness of its power. The movement, 

though often hostile to Church and Chapel alike, was basically rel. 

igious in outlook. 

For parsons and for churches they may have scant respect; but 
they have reverence for religion they have reverence for Christ. 
�,. "Nunquam" is all for religion: not a religion of dream or 
of ritual; but a religion human and practical to the core a rel- 
igion that shall act out of the spirit of Jesus' words: "Inasmuch 
as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye 
have done it unto Me. " ... Mr. Keir Hardie ... is an avowed 
Christian. ... Tom Mann; he only narrowly escaped becoming a 
clergyman in the Church of England: ... the Moses of the 
Dockers, who has given his life to leading them out of the house 
of bondage toward the promised land, my friend, 

illdttmanaBen Tillett. He, too, is, a confessed Christian. g Hardie, are'no strangers to the pulpit; they are preachers of 
the Ch istian Religion, and from it draw the motive of their, 
lives. 

This testimony, with but little qualification3, accurately character- 

izes the tabour' Movement of'the nineties; it was religious. 4 But if 

1.17. fit. Stead ShLabour Movement In Religion, p. 3. 
2. jam, pp. 4}. 
3. Most clergymen were not so generous in ascribing the Christian 

faith to Labour Leaders. They admired dedication and appreciated 
lives, of dedicated service but were critical of the humanitarian 
and secularist' views associated with the Labour Movement. Pope 
Leois o Noy (1891) recognized the religious character of 
Socialism' and soýwas critical of its non-Christian aspects. 

1+. "The, Socialist labour Movement has always been of an essentially 
religious characterq'both in England and on'the Continent, more 
especially in'Germany. It has invariably'had the power of appeal, 
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we should think of it as distinctly, Christian, we should be in error. 

The origin and motive of, British socialism was strongly influenced 

by Christian thought, but its expression more often than not was in 

conflict with orthodox doctrine. 

. There is among the, workers of the land, a great and rising 
tide of religious life. It runs very largely outside of all the 
churches established, or. non-established. It has been flowing 
waste anc wide, without proper means of outlet. There are signs 
that it is washing out channels for itself. There are movements 
which the workers themselves have adopted for expressing their 
religious life. 

You have heard of the labour Church. We may not like every- 
thing about the Labour Churcch, but both name and thing show the 
religious instinct at work. 

F. H. Stead has here indicated the outstanding characteristic 

of the Labour Churches. They were the spontaneous response of a 

section'of British, society to Trevor's message: "God is in the Lab- 

our Movementt". Those who, were clinging but feebly to Christian 

doctrine because they knew cif no alternative saw promise of hope. 

not only to the intelleot. of man, but to his very soul. On the 
one side it offers him an ideal, the ideal of a new humanity; on 
the other it shows him the advantages of taking a certain def- 
inite step towards the realisation of that ideal. It is inspired 
by a moral enthusiasm and an intellectual power which will ultim- 
ately give it strength to. transform European Society. " -- H. C. 
Rove in the b4yyr A-vin Ir 1895 pp, 42ä9 

"ýlready the dawn is breaking. ýs . new voice is struggling 
for utterance among them. .. yet its voice is uncertain 
its step unsteady, its way not clear before it; but listen to its 
cryl "Take away our oppression! ... Give us justice! " But 
justice by what standard? There is already justice by the law. 
"Give *us liberty! " By what standard? There is already liberty 
by the law. Alas, it is not this justice that is sought -- a 
justice that gives one the right to'live idle upon another's lab- 
our. It is not this liberty -- a liberty by which the strong are 
made free to prey upon the weak! 

"Something other than this is meant. Instinctively, unconscious- 
lyo the labour movement is appealing not to any human saw, but to 
the eternal laws by which all human laws are overruled, and is de- 
manding to be governed by theme. This is the great heart of human- 
ity groping after God. " -- "Blihu" (Samuel Washington) in the 

November 1892, p. 86. Cf. Blatchford's ligi The-Now 
1" ýI. Stead, The Labour 

Movement in Religion, p. . 
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Theywelcomed the proposition of a church of justice and brother- 

hood devoid of ritual and creed which would plead the cause of 

labour .1 They found confidence in Trevor's assertion that 

Christianity is only a form of religion, and that they may give 
it up entirelyq and then find a trier, iullerg and more satis- 
fying religion arise in its place. 

But the main thing was not Trevor's appeal; it was the mood of the 

people who responded to it. 

That response was to something conceived as new, though the nov- 

elty was more from the side of the working-classes but newly made 

conscious of their own possibilities rather than any introduction 

of ideas hitherto unknown. The 'novelty' is analý(gous to the 

awakening of a late sleeper whose day begins with the sun already 

high in the heavens. Taking this as our clue, we shall consider the 

Labour Churches as one among many expressions of a 'New Science', a 

'New Sympathy', a tNew Conscience', a 'New Life, and a 'New Faith'. 

The NOV WOW 

The membership of the labour Churches was largely drawn from 

young working-class men and women, mostly those in their twenties, 

with only a few over forty. They were people who had learned to 

read and write because of the extension of primary education. Ed- 

ucation seemed to them to be a gate to a new world from which their 

1. "The Churches all agree to differ about the significance of 
events which occurred eighteen centuries since. We vent to in- 
augurate an up-to-date Religion. The talk of the Churches is of 
Jesus -- all the time. Ours is of Burns, of Mann, of Hardie. 
The talk of the Churches Lt of the man who fell among thieves; 
ours is of the Hull strike, and we take collections for the Dock- 
ers. A vulgar, commonplace Religiont Yost just as that of Jesus 
was eighteen centuries since -- a Religion without upholstery. " 
-- Trevor, Profi, June 1893, P" 49. 

2. lest, p. 779 
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parents had beennforbidden entry. To make the best of their oppor- 

tunities they read books, attended study classes, and listened to 

the speakers who travelled up and down the land disseminating the 

new science and winning people from the 'unscientific' doctrined 

and creeds of the churches. The net result was a wide-spread skep- 

tical attitude leading to philosophical and religious agnosticism 

informed by an only half understood and much oversimplified theory 

of evolution. 

There were many whose intellectual faith had been weakened or 

shattered by the 'new science', yet who had an experience and know- 

ledge of practical faith that could not be denied. They could not 

reconcile themselves to what they considered the naive and super- 

stitious claims of orthodox Christian doctrine, yet they could not 

accept a complete atheism or a merely secularist approach. They 

were ready to accept a church which proclaimed a religion consistent 

with science. l 

The solution of the dilemna of science versus faith was often a 

relegation of religion to the realm of sentiment and feeling. Oc- 

casionally consciously, but more frequently quite unconsciously, 

people accepted the notion that 'moral enthusiasm' was the proper 

realm and scope for religion -- that theology, doctrine, and creee 

could be ignored as entirely irrelevant. Truth, so far as a know- 

J, "Religion, to be an emancipating force, must be as free from 
Tradition as Science is. The new wine cannot be poured into old 
bottles without being spoiled. " -- Trevor, o het October 1894, 
p. 137. Trevor's attitude has similarities to that of Engles as 
stated in the Preface to the 1888 edition of the Communist Man- 
ifqsto: "This proposition, which, in my opinion, is destined to 
do for history what Darwens theory has done for Biology, we 
both of us, had been gradually approaching for some years before 
3.845. " 
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ledge of it was required for practical life, would be discovered 

by science, and applied by a scientific philosophy. A creedless 

faith, required to give people a motive for maintaining high eth- 

ical standards, was accepted as a reasonable and desirable expedient, 

Sir George Reid, referring specifically to;. attitudes which be- 

cane characteristic of the early twentieth century, made an obser- 

vation which is equally true of that section of the working classes 

with which we are dealings 

3i may be observed, however, that in matters of theology the 
working man-- with exceptions, of course, -- is not exacting. 
Given a spiritual guide of exemplary life who understands 
working-class people and is prepared to champion their point 
of view, the ordinary workman is not likely to hold aloof be- 
cause of subtdýties of doctrine. l 

While we have discussed this "New Science" largely in terms of 

the dissemination of Spencerian ideas of Evolution it must not be 

overlooked that Utilitarian philosophy, particularly of the school 

of Bentham and Mi119 was then permeating the thinking of the pop- 

ulece, and providing a predisposition of skepticism toward matters 

of transcendental faith. Faith like every other commodity and 

activity, must be evaluated in terms of its contribution to the 

over-all well-being and happiness of the greatest number. The 

Utilitarian prisuppositions, supplemented by the exciting new 

ideas of a scientific account of Evolution made many people quite 

dissatisfied with the standard doctrinal and credd4 formulations 

of the Christian Churches. Into the vacuum thus created came a 

host of new religions and sects. 

The New &vmoathvs 

The History of nineteenth century Britain maybe written in 

1. Sir George T. Reid "The Human Side of Industry" in The Character 
of England, edited by Ernest Barker, p. 178. 
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terms of a growing humanitarian sympathy for the victims of op- 

pression. The Poor Laws, the Factory acts, the Freeing of the 

Slaves, Prison reform, the establishment of Barnardo homes, and 

the spread of philanthropic projects are all evidences of this 

evern enlarging trend. By the end of the century this motive had 

influenced large sections of the working classes. Trade Unionists 

who had previously been concerned mainly with their own crafts9 

the protection of their own wages and conditions of work, and with 

the benefits of their mutual aid societies, developed a concern for 

the unskilled and unorganized. general labourers; New Unionism came 

into being. Whenever workerb acre being severely exploited, there 

were collections and a general 'liberality' which enabled strike 

action to be maintained. Where there was unemployment, working 

class people gave willingly of their little that others, even in 

distant partaq might not be compelled to accept the horrors of the 

"poor house". l Whenever the lot of the children of the alums was 

given any publicity there arose a determination to do something 

for them to enable them to rise above their hideous and squalid 

surroundings. "Cinderella" received generous working-class sup- 

port. 

The Labour Churches were, in some aspects, an expression of 

this new sympathy for the 'bottom dog'. 2 The victims of com- 

1. "Poor Houses" were referred to in Pad-time, Oct. 1894, p. 5 as 
the: "Workhouse whereunder men's emasculated lives are charit- 
ably murdered inl)pauperism. " 

2. R. A. Beckett wrote in criticism of attitudes of John Burnst that 
the object of Labour Churbhes was to "... steadily point to 
the ideal of a happy human life for all, and make men divinely 
discontented, not merely with their own lot but with that of 
others more wretched than themselves, .. . 

tý 
rothgt, Feb. 1897, 

p. 19. 
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mercial slavery were to be emancipated and all were to be given 

the possibility of developing their innate capacities. The New 

Religious Faith demanded that church life should be practical; 

that the religion which did not issue in a ministry to the suffering 

and the relief of distress should be treated aSmere cant and in- 

sincerity. 
l 

In actual life situations the Labour Churches, as institutions, 

succeeded (and failed) to put the new sympathy into practice in 

philanthropic projects to the same degree as the churches they 

criticized, partly because of the innate difficulties of corpor- 

ate action, and partly because the emphasis was placed on the New 

Conscience which should eventually make all philanthropy unnecessary. 

The New Consciences 

The Labour Movement became very critical of Philanthropy on two 

counts 1. It tended to become a patronizing gesture on the part 

of the wealthy toward the 'less respectable' members of society# 

and 2. It tended t: # deal only with symptoms and to leave the causes 

unaffected. The Labour cry was not merely an expression of sym- 

pathy for the oppressed -- it was a cry bf anguish at the injustice 

involved; and a demand for fair play. It was an assertion of the 

dignity of the poorer resident of the slums and a claim that he 

had as much right to the wealth of the nation's land and resources 

as any squire or mill owner. Nayl That he had more right, for he 
ha 
had contributed through his labour more than had the landlord 

through his extraction of rent or the capitalist through the im- 

1. C!. Robert Blatchtord q "What I Mean by Socialism" p Appendix pp t6 71f 
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posing of interest and profit. Socialism was the way of satisfying 

the new conscience. The labour Church with its claim that "God is 

in the Labour Movement" and that Socialism was the "growing point" 

of Godward evolution was bringing powerful sanctions to the feelings 

of the justice of Labour's claims, and stimulating a practical re- 

action to the injustices inherent in the capitalist system. 

The sense of bondage, real or imagined, was an important aspect 

of labour's awakening self-consciousness. Hours of factory work 

created a slavery which denied the leisure which factory hands knew 

was enjoyed by the middle classes. 1 Low wages were felt as heavy 

chains, for in the urban surroundings of the ne industries every 

activity required money. 2 The attitudes of Victorian society which 

would keep each person in "his own station-in-life" was felt as one 

of the strongest bonds of all. Even if an artisan could aqve enough 

money to pay the pew-rent of a "better seat" in the chapel, he would 

be snubbed and made to feel his terrible breach of etiquette. 3 In- 

deed, the working classes so felt this social "atmosphere" of the 

1. The working day for many was 12 hours, 7 days a week, 52 weeks a 
year, though most did have a Sabbath rest. The end of the shift, 
because of sheer physical fatigue, meant sleep and not leisure. 
If a break in the continual round of work did come, it was the 
result of unemployment and it brought with it the terrible fear 
of the workhouse, and "freetime" was filled with the vain search 
for fresh employment. Cf. Wm. Gallacher's comments, Appendix 
p" 

2. A man's wage was insufficient to provide adequate food, clothing 
and shelter for a family, so other members including mother, had 
to bring in an income too. Children shared the housekeeping costs 
by selling matches and running errands and as soon as they were 
old enough by getting permanent employment. But still drastic 
economies 

that undermined health and happiness were an absolute 
necessity. Little could be spared for enjoyment or for educational 
and cultural development. 

3. Pew renting, though severely criticized by leaders of religious 
thought, was continued by the congregations largely as one more 
buttress to "social status". 
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Churches and Chapels alikel that their lack of attendance was a real 

problem to all denominations. When a Church appeared in which they 

could assume membership and even be elected to office without being 

made to feel their inferior position, it is not surprising that 

there was a response such as the Salvation Army and the Labour 

Churches received. Here were'means of breaking the traditional, but 

extremely powertulg bonds of "commercial slavery". 
The used for "emancipation" was felt in other ways too. A person 

who became prominent in any working-class movement often found him- 

self demoted to a lower paid fob or out of employment entirely. It 

was not an uncommon experience for a person elected to public office 

on an I. L. P. ticket to find himself dependent upon a charitable 

fund set up by the party or by the Labour Church. 

One could write many pages about this growing consciousness among 

Working-classes felt that Anglicanism was too closely associated 
with the landlord and feudal ideas and that Non-conformist groups 
were too closely tied to their wealthy industrial supporters. 
landlord and Capitalist both used all the power and influence at 
their disposal to maintain the status quo, and to prevent the 
working-classes from "rising" through development of their intel- 
lectual and cultural capacities. This generalization applies 
mainly to the factory areas of the Midlands and the North. In 
London people had removed themselves so far from contact with the 
Churches that these attitudes of antipathy were not so prominent. 
In the rural areas and in the mining areas the Churches or Chapels 
were still "of the people" to a much greater degree. In Durham 
particularly the miners were loyal to the Wesleyan Chapels. Per- 
haps this was so because of the nature of mining communities, with 
their strong ties which make them in a sense sufficient unto them- 
selves. Within the mining vtllagesthere was not;? developing middle 
class strong enough to 'commandeer' chapel policies to its own 
interests, and to estrange it from the colliery workers. It is 
interesting to note also that Durham miners remained old-style 
Unionists and retained Liberal allegiance in politics. There 
were few 1. L. P. branches and few Labour Churches formed in the 
Mining areas. Cf. G. D. 'H. Coler Social{st Thoueht, Vol. III9 
Pt-. I, p. 140. Cf. also the writing of H. F. Wearmouth and 
3P, '&p Oxnam. 

-4_ 
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working people that opportunities were being denied them, but per- 

haps it is better to turn our attention to their ideas of what 

Emancipation would bring them. 

The Nev 
_Life 

t 

When the idea of Socialism burst upon the last decade of the 

nineteenth century it came as a promise of a new life. It had 

been heralded by a society: "The Fellowship of the New Life" (out 

of which came the beginnings of the Fabian Society). Its publi- 

cation Seed-time seemed to suggest early spring just before the 

warm sun should awaken life, If one were to carry the analogy 

further one might suggest that the Labour Churches were among the 

little green shoots of the Nursery crop that provided shelter for 

the more permanent pasture that was to appear later. 

It is difficult to write concisely about this aspect of the 

Labour Church. There is a tendency to write voluminously about 

vague aspirations as did Trevor and others who tried to deal with 

it. On the other hand, if one contemptuously dismisses the sub- 

feat as after all being mere sentiment, one could not fairly oval- 

wate the response of the people to labour Church ideas. There was 

a yearning, not usually articulate, for a new sense of purpose 

which should transform life. This became evident in two ways: 

1. The first was a personal experience akin to conversion. We 

can easily see this in the reports which Trevor quotes from his' 

early correspondence'. It can be seen in the testimony given in 

the correspondence quoted in the appendix. 2 By implication it 

1. Cf, Eyelyn March-Phillips, The 
, 
&�iectator,, April 211 1894 and 

Trevor Prophet 
2. Cf. Appendix ppb l 29 - MY' 
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it can be seen in the mood of disillusionment which so character- 

izes the present survivorsl and which probably in part explains 

why autobiographical evidence of the Labour Churches is so dif- 

ficult to find. 2 

2. The second was in an apocalyptic Faith that a few years of preach- 

ingo the election of a few socialistic candidates to parliament, 

the introduction of universal education, and the Utopia would be 

here. 3 For some the emphasis was on the amelioration of environ- 

mental factors. For others there was the recognition that per- 

sonal integrity and character was basic. For a few jhere was the 

claim that both social and personal improvement rested upon a 

prior and fundamental spiritual basis. But for all there was the 

confidence that soon the perfect life and the perfect order of 

society would be achieved. 

In the Labour Churches there were all shades of opinion as to 

1. The author interviewed a number of these survivors. The attitude frequently encountered was: "The Labour Party isn't what it was in Labour Church dayst" 
2. For example a comparison of Robert Blatchford's autobiography 

which makes little or no reference to the Labour Churches, with L. V. Thompson's authoritative biography would suggest that 
there was some reason of importance to Blatchford to eliminate 
even casual reference to the Labour Churches which played such 
an important place in a period of his life. It seems likely to 
me that disillusionment, rather than lack of importance as Inglish claims in his thesis "The English Churches and 

the Work- 
ing Classes--- 1880'- 1900" (Nuffield College, Oxford), enters 
into this curious silence concerning various people's activity 
in the Labour Churches. The work which they later considered 
to be important could be covered by their references to the 
I. L. P. 9 while the specifically religious attempt to stand mid- 
way between the Secularist and the Christian was an embarrassment 
to both wings and therefore, better forgotten. 

3. Cr. Palling, Tesist p. 71 -- "The Labour Church came as a modern 
apocalyptic faith in the release from their chains and fetters. " 
Note also the sense of disillusionment of people like Cooke ("Hcow 
foblish we were to think that a fcv years lecturing would bring 
the 'Ner Day' ") p and Palmer (Appendix pp. OloOf ), etc. 
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what the New Life should be and as to how it should be obtained. 

Where they differed from their socialist brethren who were not 

interested in religion in any form was largely in the emphasis 

they placed on ethical concerns. They agreed that every Labour 

conscious Socialist should work for the political indepen4enoe of 

Labour and for the introduction of reform legislation. They agreed 

that there could be no fundamental improvement till capitalistically 

orientated government was replaced by a socialist regimes but they 

differed by adding the proviso that political and economic reform 

alone would never be sufficient, that personal development of 

character was as esential as any campaign for Votes. 

For Trevor and the few who caught his larger vision there was 

the realization that ethics by itself could not develop either 

personal character or social reform. These few earnest people 

worked hard to spread their realization far and wide, but only 

with very moderate success. Their work may be counted among these 

factors which kept the British Labour Movement from becoming merely 

a materialistic theory of ethics and politics; but they failed to 

inspire the whole movement with a vital religious consciousness. 

It may be that Trevor's fear was realized: 
Of all the dangers threatening us this appears to us to be the 
greatest -- really the one serious danger -- that the means of living shall be realized more rapidly than the development of lifo. To save us from this rgatastrophy we need the strength and the inspiration of religion. 

The strength and inspiration of religion was to be supplied by the 

new creedless faith. 

The Labour Churches were spontaneous attempts to express in living 

1. Pro he , January 1892, p. 4, 
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fellowship the new faith required if the labour Movement was not 

to become a mere class struggle in which Labour should wrest a 

larger share of the national wealth from an unwilling capitalist 

class. The fifth chapter of this work has been an attempt to point 

out the many and various strands -- not always logically related 

one to another -- which made up this faith, We Mall now deal 

with it as a unity, a unity which it possessed as a feeling and 

which it retained because its complexity was left unexamined. 

Henry Polling suggests that 

The Labour Churches were symptomatic of the deep religious 
t feelings of those who took part in the new political movementol 

which certainly would agree with Trevor's understandings 

... The Labour Church is an organised expression of the in- 
dividual relationship to God of the men and women in the labour 
movement, and also of the collective relationship of the whole 
movement to the God working within it. This is what I under- 
stand to be the meaning of the term -- the religion of the 10 Labour movement. But this religion must be absolutely free, .. . 'ý 

It agrees also with the understanding of convinced Labour Church 

workers in the various congregations throughout the land. A. W. 

Hildreth of Darlington, put it in these wordss 

... the ideal of a Human Brotherhood, based upon perfect Justice 
and perfect Love. Where the orthodox churches ignore the mat-- 
erial side of life and the secularists had nothing positive 
to offer after destroying orthodox theology, the Labour Church 
is able to give, not the definite form of religion that can be 
expressed in a creed, but the spirit which is at the bass of all 
religion. 3 

The Labour Churches generally did not have as deep a spiritual 

discernment as did Trevor and the few who shared his ideal. Their 

lo Palling, Thesis, p. 69 
2. Trevor, Pop ý February, 1893, P. 14. Cf. also P onhet 

October 1b9 -p. 133: "It is for the outward conflict with 
the world and the inward communion with God that the Labour 
Church stands. " 

3, Prophet, dz 1896, p. 89 
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faith was rather a residue of Christian teaching that had some. 

how mistaken the ethic for the faith.. One of the writers to the 

Labour Provhet puts foreward the following rather instructive sug- 

gestions 

Socialism, as we have it today, is largely the natural outcome 
of a past Sunday School instruction, the true embodiment of the 
ethics of Jesus; the revolt against the Churches and their 
creeds, which we observe so strikingly in our ranks being, to 
use a metaphor, nothing but the Vhaking off of the lust 

accum- 
ulated thereon during the ages. 

While it may be accurate to suggest that much Labour Church 

'theology' was Christianity without the Christ or the Cross, we 

must point out that much of the 'Christian' teaching which went to 

make it up was even more 'second hand', than Sunday School instruc- 

tion. On the other hand, there was less of the militant atheism 

and materialism of Karl Marx than might have been expected. David 

Lowe, referring specifically to the Scottish Labour Movement might 

well have been speaking of England when he claimed that it 

... was not founded on materialism. The instinct for freedom 
and justice which animated the Covenanters and Chartists also 
inspired the Nineteenth Century pioneers. Their teachers and 
prophets were Jesus, Shelley Mazzini, Whitman Ruskin, Carlyle, 
and Morris. The economists 

took 
a secondary Riace. The crusade 

was to dethrone Mammon and to restore spirit. 

Robert Blatchford's testimony agrees with that of Loaves 

So far as our northern people are concerned I am convinced that 
beyond the mere outline of State-Socialism Karl Marx and his 
countrymen have had but little influence. No; the movement here, 
the new religion, which is socialism and something more than 
socialism is more largely the result of the labours of Darwin, 
Carlyle, Ruskin, Dickens, Thoreau, and Walt Whitman. 

1. ftoDba 
2. avid LoWel Sotiyenir o gc ti h Lab, ours p. 125. C!. also 

Prophet, Apr_ill 1892, p. 281 Trevor refers to Whitman as 'nearer 
o God than any man on earth'; Sixsmith correspondence, Appendix 

p. 7o+' ; and Katherine Bruce Gsier, The Glen 
_Books 

Chapter VIII. 
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It is from these men that the North has caught the message of 
love and justice of liberty and peace, of culture and simpli- 
city, and of holiness and beauty of life. This new religion 
which is rousing and revivifying the 

�North 
is something much 

higher and much greater than a wage question ... something 
more even than political or industrial liberty, though it em- 
braces all these. It is a religion of manhood and womanhoody 
of sweetness and of life. As John Trevor said in the Labour 
Prot: "It has not been to a mere economic theory merely that 
these converts have been introduced. It has been to a new life. 
Their eyes shine with the gladness of a new birth. " 

For this we are indebted to the idol breaking of Carlyle, to the 
ideal making of Ruskin, and to'the trumpet tongued proclamation 
by the titanic Whitman of the great message of true Democracy 
and the brave and sweet comradship of the natural life -- of the 
stainless, verile= thorough human lifel lived out joldly and 
frankly in the open air and under the eyes of Bodo 

The peculiarly English development of Socialism was distinctly 

'ethical' with a religious flavour. Indeed it was regarded by its 

adherents as a religion in itself. 2 Many Labour leaders when asked 

their religion, aniswerod "Socialism"s, and were willing to undergo 

imprisonment in witness to their convictions. 3 The 'tiew Faith' was 

theologically poverty stricken; it was eclectic; it had no specific 

creed. But it did have enthusiasm. It was the mission of the 

Labour Church to give expression to it. If it had been their cubtom 

1. Th2 1cR1o C1 p. 3. Cfe also -- 
§&ockDort Lcbo C ir h Syll -, p. 45 - The ethics 
and philosophy of socialists ... are the development and se- 
quel of the teachings of Buddha, Plato Jesus, Epictetus and Marcus 
Aurelius. Their genius has illuminated every department of learn- 
ing, culture, and refinement. " 

2. Cf, Stan Pierson, "Socialism and Religion Their Interaction in 
Great Britain -- 1889 - 1911" (a Thesis at Harvard University): 

3. Cf. Wm. Gallacher's comments, Appendix p. 77/ and the followin 
quotation from Parliamentary DgDgý , 5th series, V. 37t pp. 

1864f. 
t 

"Keir Hardie asked the Bee. of State for the Home Deparment 
whether he is aware that the cell card supplied to )ors. Annie 
Swan of Glasgow, in cell 2-8E wing of Holloway Prison, set forth 
her religious belief as socialism; and whether it is proposed to 
provide a prison chaplain of that faith for other inmates of the 
same persuasion? Why, if every other form of religious belief 
has a chaplain, is Socialism debarred? " 
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to follow ecclesiastical usages, they would have said a reverent 

"Amen" to Trevor's statement of his life's purposes 

About my own position there should be no misunderstanding. To 
bring a sense of God's presence into the hearts of a people 
struggling towards freedom is the one aim of my existence. 1 

AAAAA 

Before any fair evaluation of the Labour Churches can be made 

it must be recognized that they did not create any now ideas. They 

were retail rather than manufacturing concerns; their function was 

'idea distribution' rather than 'idea production'. Their main ser- 

vice was to provide a means of communication. Through them people 

were able to find expression for attitudes and feelings which were 

largely inarticulate, but which nevertheless formed a basic part 

of their lives. Through them ideas came from the leaders of the 

Socialist Movement to the ears and understanding of common ordinary 

people, stimulating them to further activity. 

In this section we shall appraise the services contributed by 

the Labour Churches. Their purpose was to express and develop the 

religion of the Labour Movement, so it will be in relation to this 

movement that their services will be considered. 
prom Banda Service, = 

In the early days of the British Labour Movement the Labour 

Churches provided some of the best and most consistent platforms 

from which Socialism could be proclaimed. In many towns the S. D. 

F. q the Fabians, and later the I. L. F. created Labour Churches for 

the Sunday platform they could provide, and therefore operated a 

1. Erovhet, December 1893, p. 122. 
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Go forth to life, 0 child of earth! 
Still mindful of thy heavenly birth; 
Thou art not here for care or sing 
But manhood's noble cradn to win. 
Thou passion's fires arc in thy soul, 
Thy spirit can their flames control; 
Though tempters strong beset thy way, 
Thy spirit is more strong than they. 

Go on from innocence of youth 
To manly pureness, manly truth; 
God's angele still are near to save, 
And God Himself doth help the brave. 
Then forth to life, 0 child of earth! 
Be worthy of thy heavenly births 
For noble service thou art here, 
Thy brothers help, Thy God reveres 

. ý" Samuel Longfellow 
L. C. Hymn Book No. 55 
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less complete program than is described in Chapter III. In an 

even greater number of towns the various Socialist groups would 

stingly or in co-operation, hold a Sunday Meeting which differed 

from the more politically conscious of the labour Congregations 

only in omission of the name. 
' In all of them there was the under. 

lying idea that is was appropriate to sing labour Hymns and to 

cultivate an atmosphere of relicious enthusiasm. 2 For a few, such 
'techniques' would be adopted purely because of their effective- 

ness, but for the majority, they were sincerely adopted without 

any sense of sacrilege. 3 

There were two disabilities of Socialist propaganda which the 

Labour Churches tended to lessen, There was a strongly ingrained 

attitude of Sabbath Observance which placed a taboo on Sunday 

political campaigning. Ken Inglis suggests, and evidence supports 

his contention, that many Socialist and Labour lecturers spoke 

with an easier conscience on Sunday ovening if their sponsor was 

1. The name Labour Church was used most often when members of var- 
ious Socialist groups combined in Sunday activity. When one 
group alone conducted Sunday meetings the name 'church' was more 
frequently omitted. 

2, Ethical and Religious themes such as "Was Jesus a Socialist" or 
"Politics in the Pulpit" were frequently topics at Sunday polit- 
ical meetings. Note also the resolution of the National, Admin- 
istrative Council of the I. L. P. (1894) that local groups con- 
duct Sunday meetings along Labour Church lines. 

39 S. G. Hobson, Pil&r m to 
_the 

Left, p. 41; "Some of us supported 
the Labour Church for a practical reason. Everywhere there were 
loud complaints from Liberals and Conservatives that we were tak- 
ing an unfair advantage In holding our meetings on Sunday; the 
Churches denounced us for depleting their pews. In vain our as- 
surances that Socialism was our religion -" the religion of human- 
ity. It was not very convincing. But when we founded our own 
church, dragging in an enticing clause from the Lord's Prayer as 
our basis, that particular criticism was silenced. They found 
they must meet us on theological grounds. " 
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the Church and the occasion a religious service. 
1 Certainly many 

people who would not attend a Sunday political gathering did flock 

to the Labour Churches to hear the nationally famous expositors of 

Socialism give the same lecture (though with a stronger emphasis on 

its ethical aspects) that had been given at a purely political 

meeting in another tarn on the previous evening. 

The second disability was that many groups of people, notably 
women (who were indeed losing sympathy with their socialist minded 

men who were seldom at home to share the family concerns)2would take 

no part in politics at allo3 But, in the Labour Churches there was 

a hall to which these people went, and heard the Socialist Gospel 

preached in a manner which could be accepted as 'non. political'. 

Herbert N. Casson, an American Socialist "spell binder" made a 

visit to England in 1897; he made a side circuit of lecture halls, 

including $six or seven' Labour Churches to which he paid high 

tributes 

The Labour Churches are nearer to the common multitude than any 
other socialist organisation, and are as good machines for reach- ing outsiders, and putting them on the right road, as any organ- isation I have ever known. 

We must constantly remember that our task is not to please our- 
selves but to make more Socialists. You can't catch fish with 
a naked hook, and if the fish will-bite bettor at doxologies 
than at economics, then every good fisherman will fill his bait- 
can with doxologies. 

1. Inglis, Thesis, p. 485 
2. For a contemporary expression and discussion see article b Enid 

Stacy "The Labour Movement and the Home". Pro� het 24arch 16939 P. 20. 
3, Early Labour Church meetings shared with Socialist Campaigns gen- 

erally the absence of womeng but before long veteran political 
workers were commenting favourably on the number of women attend- 
ing Labour Church services. 

4. Herbert N. Casson in Pro et L. December 1897, P" 1+0. Inglis's 
conclusion, that the Labour churches were in a sad state of de- 
clinet were becoming dowdy and unfriendly, is based largely upon 
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The propaganda service of the Labour Churchesl particularly 

during the eighteen nineties, must not be minimtzod just because 

it lost importance during the next decade. 1 Frequently towards 

the end of the 19th century Labour Church Secretaries were com- 

plaining that other groups, particularly the S. D. F. j and some- 

times the I. L. P. 2 
were running opposition meetings of a polit- 

ical and secular nature. These were the forerunners of the chang- 

ing attitudes that made the propaganda service of the Labour Churches 

redundant by the end of the first decade of the new century. 

We must remember too, that while Labour Churches were happy to 

provide a propaganda platform, and were willing to organize Clarion 

Cycle Clubs for the purpose of distributing propaganda literature, 

and gave strong support to the Clarion Vans and various week-long 

Socialist Missions, they felt their work was incomplete if a deeper 

spiritual awareness were not created. Again and again spokesmen 

of the church movement and secretaries reporting the activities of 

the congregations expressed their awareness of their function as a 

'church' and the necessity of awakening a spiritual awareness that 

l the letter from which these extracts are taken. Inglishreads 
too much into Casson's brief recommendations for improvement 
(i. e, brighter hails and a welcoming committee at the door) and 
gives too little attention to the straight foreward appraisal 
here quoted. 

1,0 What little news reporting there was of the Labour Churches in 
the 1 rion during the first decade of the 20th Century seems to 
take them for granted. Labour Churches account for about one- 
half of the Sunday lectures advertised in the Clar qg and one.. 
quarter of all lectures (Sunday and weekday) so advertised. 

20 H. C. Rare, reporting on a visit to Manchester in the , March 1696, p. 371 "The attendance was rather small for the 
pioneer church. It is true that the score or so of meetings 
held by the Independent Labour branches all over the city every 
Sunday take away the bulk of those who used to attend the meet- 
ings three years ago, .. 
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Socialism might not descend into a mere 'broad and butter struggle'. 

They echoed the idea expressed by Trevor: 

Most people to whom I talk of these things tell me that we must 
wait for Socialismi How one-eyed people are'. If people who by. 
dungeons, whether of Secularism or of Dogma get their Socialism, 
you may be quite sure they will make a dungeon of it. l 

The propaganda service was not merely the providing of a 'Sabbath 

Platform' for economic socialists; it was the propagation of a moral 

and religious enthusiasm that might easily have perpetuated the 

"Religion of Socialism". 

Reg e ti r! Services 

Mrs. Senior gave the present writer a very fine account of the 

working of the Bradford Labour Church, and the way in which the 

social needs of the congregation enlisted the aid of the women. 
2 

Not only was it the teas, the socials, and the sales of work, but 

also the Cinderella clubs, the Sunday Schools and the study groups 

that enlisted the active participation of women who had formerly 

been conspicuous by their absence. In Barrow-in-Furness, and per- 

haps in other places as well, Women's I. L. P. Groups werd formed 

under church auspices, for both study and practical work. 

In Labour Churches many workers gained their start and their 

early experience, for the congregation established large committees 

to conduct their business, required readers and chairmen for their 

services, gave training and opportunities in public speaking, 3 en- 

couraged the writing of papers based upon careful reading as basis 

of discussion in study groupsq. and enabled many who would not dare 

I Tt 

1. ProDhg. , April 1896, p. 56 
2. Appendix p. 7/0 
3. Eg. Norman Tiptaft, The In ividu 1st, p. 48; "I got some of my 

early training in speech making at the labour Church". 
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address a public meeting to find their feet and their voices as they 

argued socialism with a small circle of spectators at the open air 

meetings. 

Often a man or woman prominent in the Labour Church was put 

foreward as a candidate for local office as Councillor, Guardiah, 

or School Board member. 1 Official congregational endorsation of 

the candidate was received and the church became part of the elec- 

tioneering organization, in many instances the headquarters of it. 

Church members wore enlisted for the multitude of activities assoc- 

iated with elections, and were often thus knlisted for active party 

membership. 

As we consider the recruiting service of the Labour Churches we 

must again emphasize the characteristic attitude which is so easily 

misunderstood by any of us whose tradition is that of the historic 

churches. For the Labour Church member there was little or no 

distinction between Religious and Political activity. "God is in 

the Labour Movement". "The Labour Movement is a Religious Move- 

ment". Therefore electioneering and political campaigning were 

practical expressions of religious enthusiasm. It was a more 

'religious' service than acting on the Dioscesan Council or attend. 

1. Sale must not assume that because the candidate is put foreward 
by the I. L. P. or the S. D. F. that the Labour Church had no 
part in it. It was the accepted policy that the Labour Church 
members would work through the party of their own choice. A 
candidate who was prominent in the Labour Church had a better 
chance of the united support of all socialist bodies. The only 
Labour Church minutes available (Birmingham and Bradford) make 
it quite clear that in the early days particularly, the congre- 
gations had a big influence in the choice of and support for 
Socialist candidates. For instance, Birmingham Labour Church 
underwrote 25% of the expenses of the Joint Socialist Committee 
which they had initiated. 
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ing the Wesleyan Class Meeting. 1 A person could give his whole 

self to Socialism, for this was the way to achieve both the sal. 

vation of his society and of himself. 

: le Ute n: lzir r nervige i 

And in their rough and ready way the Labour Churches bear wit- 
ness to the fact that man is not an economic animal only, that 
he is something more than a "producer" and a "consumer". They 
are not "Clubs for Ethical and Spititual Culture" i was glad to 
find; but they recognize more than the scientific S. D. F. or 
the practical I. L. P., or the cynical Fabian Society that there 
is in every human being an abiding reverence for the Truths 

which are yet unknown, and for the Intelligence which is the im- 
pulse of all social evolutiono2 

So wrote Herbert Casson. The tendency of the S. D. F. was towards 
a 
a materialist-Marxist Scientific Socialism; the tendency of the 

I. L. F. was to political action to attain amelioration of environ- 

mental factors and therefore to a "bread and butter" Socialism; the 

tendency of the Fabian Society was towards an intellectual analysis 

that discounted something of the warm emotional side of human life, 

1. Propht N vember 1893, p. 111 -- Trevor, after a visit to 
Barrow-in- ness, where Pete Curran was adopted as Labour Cand- 
idat©, wrote in an Editorial: "Curran, my boy, stick to these 
Barrow men; I don't see how they are going to put you into 
Parliament. But they may do it. They are as brave a set as 
ever I met. Stand by thorn' Pete, and fight it out there. No 
church in the land will be doing a better piece of God's work 
than you will be doing, if you do it well. If Barrow does not 
send you to Parliament, it is sending out a scattered host of 
trained Socialists -- trained in the school of hunger and pain -- 
and you are helping their training. " 

2. , December 1897, p. 140. Cf. Trevor, Pron het, February 
189 p. 261 "The intellectual, moral, and religious development 
of the men women, and children in the movement; the awakening 
of all individuals therein to the deeper facts of life, of more 
serious and permanent import than even our social and secular 
relations; the realisation of human life as governed by divine 
laws, without obedience to which there can be no life worth liv- 
ing; the inspiration towards God, which only the deepest acquaint. 
ance with life can bring -- all this is what the Labour Church 
should continually be striving to give to the Labour Party, with- 
out which neither Church nor Party can ever achieve the great 
purpose for which they have been organised. " 
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and so to a 'Cynical' Socialism, though the term 'sophisticated' 

Socialism may be more descriptive. 1 The Labour Churches, being an 

impulse of the people rather than a movement directed by a person 

or a committee, tended to soften these tendencies and to shape 

them to the desires and needs of the ordinary membership of the 

Socialist movement. It is quite true that Trevor's high ideal of 

spiritualizing the Labour Movement was not realized as he himself 

admitted' but the lesser contribution was no less important be- 

cause of the failure of the greater. British Socialism has an 

ethical and humanitarian aspect because of many factors, not least 

among which is the influence of the Labour Church Movement. 3 

The Fel�lowshiu Sery cce,: 

We have dealt at length with the Labour Church Congregation as 

an agency providing for the fellowship of socialists' and there is 

no need of repeating what was said there. We need only emphasize 

that the Labour Churches were among the earliest and the most sat- 

isfying of the many groups called into being to satisfy this need, 

and to underline the Labour Church idea that this was a 'religious' 

1. In commenting on a Fabian meeting at which G. B. Shaw as speaker 
quelled a morally earnest but not so intellectually acute S. D. 
F. Socialist, Trevor wrote in the Prophet, November 1895, p. 1623 
"We need some larger mind, capable of combining the intellectual 
acumen of the Fabian Society with'the moral enthusiasm of the I. 
L. P. and the S. D. F. It was pitiful at Essex Hall to see moral 
enthusiasm pitting itself hopelessly against a clear and bright 
intellect, somewhat defiantly, and yet very tolerantly, conscious 
of the Impregnable strength of its own position. 

And no one at Essex Hall seemed quite to see through the sit- 
uation. .., I have been wondering whether in the Labour 
Church, we cannot reconcile and unite these two elements. " 

2. Cf. comment of Stanley Trevor, Vide Supra p. j2" 
3. Cf, comment of Arthur Woolerton, Vide Supra p. 9Z. 
4. Vide Supra pp. //o -/cZ/. 
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service, and not just a way of attracting people so that they 

would make personal contact with the religious activities of the 

congregation. The New Life which was to characterize the new 

society was to be a happy life of freedom where people would know 

how to enjoy themselves in song and dance and in a really satis- 

fying fellowship one with another in the Brotherhood of all Humanity. 

The Harmonix ne Services 

The existence of a Socialist organization at local level which 

was not actively engaged in political party work afi which did not 

propagate a particular political theory contributed much to the 

harmony of the Socialist cause, and paved the way for the Labour 

Party itself. The thought behind the inauguration of the I. L. P. 

was a federation which should include all groups -- but in this it 

failed and another political party was formed. When the idea of 

federation was again put foreward in the formation of the L. R. C. 

it succeeded. There were many factors in the years between 1893 

and 1900 to account for the difference of reception, and not least 

among them is the fact that members of the S. D. F. j the I. L. P. j 
various Trade Unions and Fabian Societies had worked amicably side 

by side on Labour Church Committees and had worshipped together in 

Labour Church services. l 

1. The Souvenir Program of the Official Opening of Adelphi Hall 
Stockport, 1952 acknowledges this service; Adelphi'Hail replaced 
the Central Hall which had been bought by the Labour Church and 
which became the Central Headquarters for Socialist and Trade Onion 
activities in Stockports "The Labour Church in Stockport ... was 
an independent body, being attached to the Trades and Labour Coun- 
cil only by affiliation. Its membership comprised of men and wo- 
mon whose approach to Socialism came in different ways. There 
were Independent Labour Party members, Social Democrat Party mem- 
bers, Labour-Party members and the unattached Socialists. They 
all came together in a spirit of Unity and Comradeship. This may 
have been because outside the Movement a declared Socialist was 
beset with hostility and abuse. " 
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This is the role of the Labour Churches which was most widely 

acclaimed by Labour Leaders and Labour Church Secretaries during 

the active life of the congregations. It was dramatically put in 

an Executive Report to the Annual Meeting of the Birmingham con- 

gregationt. 

The Labour Church is the place where the S. D. F. lion can lie 
down with the S. L. F. lamb and receive the benediction of the 
Fabian. 

Dan Irving of the S. D. F. put it this, Ways 

Another phase of the Labour Church work is that it provides a 
free platform whereon all sections of the socialist party may 
meet on neutral ground to discuss and consider the truths of 
Socialism from every standpoint, and so by bringing together 
men and women of diverse moodat tend to increase the points of 
agreement and promote the ultimate union of a}1 Socialist forces. 
In this work the labour Church has no rivals. 

Mjg 
�CGidfly 

Service: 

Fred Brocklehurst, in opening the Bolton Labour Church Sale of 

Work in 1900 raids 

The Labour Church Movement has acted not only upon their own 
churches, but upon the churches on the outside. The Union has 
done good in both directions. It has prevented the Labour Move- 
ment from becoming small utilitarian and economic, and has kept 
it in touch with the well-spring of the vital forces of the 
people as well as teaching some of the churches to practically 
carry out the teachings of Jesus Christ's mind, the application 
of religion to politics and to bring it down into the workaday 
affairs of human life. 2 

The influence of the 4bour Churches on the Denominations was 

1. November 1897 p. 129 
2. Regina A. Beckett writing a few years earlier in the , October 1896 p. 161, expressed a similar ideas "One ofý 

most convincing proofs of tho necessity and reality of our 
efforts to develop the Religion of Labour is to be found in the 
fact that all existing forms of Christianity are compelled f as 
it were, in self-defence - to exhibit a social side to their 
religion. In every denomination the younger and more earnest 
members are grouping themselves, formally or otherwise, into a 
progressive party which emphasized the Socialist element in their 
particular faith. " 
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not so much in what the Labour Churches said or did, as in their 

very existence. They came as a challenge. If there were Suf- 

ficient religious enthusiasm in the Labour Movement that could not 

find expression within the churches, then it was increasingly im- 

portant that the churches rethink their position and revamp their 

programs that they might more truly minister to the needs of the 

age. Out of the challenge came many and diverse programs. 

It is not suggested here that the awakening of the Christian 

Churches to their social responsibilities and the development of 

the Social Gospel were the direct counterpart of the Labour Churches. 

Such would be a claim out of all proportion to the evidence. Our 

suggestion is that the creation of* and the spontaneous response tot 

the Labour Churches were irritating factors which contributed to a 

quicker tempo of social change particularly on the part of the 

Chapels whose members were attracted to the new Socialism. The 

Adult School Movement, and Pleasant Sunday Afternoon programs were 

given increasingly important roles as counter attractions to Labour 

Churches and Political Ralliesl and from them came reinforcements 

for the socializing movement in the conscience of the Christian 

Church. 

1. Stead, The Labour Movement inRel4-in-9 p. 61 "Then there is a 
larger and much more decidedly religious movement, the Adult 
Schools. These have been taken up by the workers of the Mid- 
lands and elsewhere in their thousands. Wonderful tales are 
told of the new life this movement is making. 

Then there is the Pleasant Sunday Afternoon movement. It 
counts some hundred thousand enrolled members, and it is stead- 
ily advancing. This is a form of religious service which seems 
to fit the wants of the British working men. The Adult School 
Movement, the Labour Church, and the P. S. A. movement are 5i n5 
of the beginning of the great Labour MovemCnt in religion. " 
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During the early years of the twentieth century there were in- 

creasing evidences that the voices of Paul Stacy, Conrad Noel, P. 

E. T. Widdrington, Percy Doarmer, Canon Scott Holland, etc., were 

no longer lone voices in a wilderness of contentment with the 

Status quo. They were joined by a large section of the Church. 

Considerable support was forthcoming for the Sweated industries 

exhibition of 1901 and the Church Congress on Socialism in 1909. 

One hundred and thirteen Christian ministers were willing to sign 

a Socialist Manitostosl On the side of the non-conformist branches 

of the Church there was the 1905 invitation from the National Coun- 

cil of Free Churches to Select Labour leaders to a "strictly pri- 

1.83 of the 113 including the Rev. W. Be Graham, belonged to the 
Church of England. The following is the Manifestos 

("We the undersigned ministers of Christian Churches of various 
denominations desire to make this declaration in view of the wide- 
ly circulated suggestion, which has been made in the press and 
elsewhere, that the socialism we believe in differs fundamentally 
from the socialism advocated by the recognized Socialist organ- 
ization. 

We declare that the Socialism we believe in (sometimes called 
"Christian Socialism")$ involves the public ownership of the 
means of production, distribution, and exchange, and is therefore 
essentially the same socialism as that which is held by Socialists 
throughout the world. 

Our Socialism is not less earnest nor less complete because it 
is inspired by our Christianity. The Bentral teaching of Social- 
ism is a matter of economics and may, therefore, be advocated by 
all men, whether they be Christians or unbelievers; yet we feel, 
as ministers of the Christian faith, that this economic doctrine 
is in perfect harmony with our faiths, and we believe that its 
advocacy is sanctioned and indeed required bS' us by the impli- 
cation of our religion. 

(Signatures) 

The National Council of the I. L. P. j which represents the 
bulk of English Socialists, has unanimously repudiated the foul 
and unfair attack as to atheism and free lust so frequently lev- 
elled against Socialism by ignorant opponents. " 

Cf. also the Liverpool Clarion Club's Confession of Socialism 
which was signed by 160 British clergy and the similar confession 
signed by 161 American clergy in 1909. 
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vats" conference (where there could be frank discussion without 

fear of being reported) to determine how far the two bodies "hav- 

ing identical objects can unite to secure the object of their 

social ideals". 1 

From a very early date John Trevor began to wonder if the work 

of the Labour Churches might be done from within the Churches. 

His considered opinion was that they were too bound by tradition, 2 

that the changes in attitudes and ideas would be too revolutionary 

to be doomed possible. Yet at the back of his mind the possibility 

lingered. In an editorial in 1895 he wrotes 

There are thousands of young men and women in the churches who 
find no gospel in the weekly message of their minister, who are 
becoming converted to Socialism in large numbers, and who des- 
pairing of religion or never really awakened to it, are 

drifting 

into secular socialism, and accepting that as the one gospel for 
weary man. 

Will these young people come into the Labour Churchesp to de- 
velop the religious life slowly awakening there; or will they re- 
main where they are, and gradually revolutionise their own church- 
es and live their own lives with God, while working for the sal- 
vation of their fellow men? .,. 

I must confess that I cannot share the pleasant conviction 
that it is possible to combine in one organisation all those who 
accept the same fundamental idea. Human nature has to be counted 
with, after allo 

1. Clarion, November 17# 19059 The Clarnpolitely laughed at the 
idea of "identical objects", but we must notice that it was dis- 
tinct progress that such a conference could be convened. 

2. "Some will say I should be satisfied so long as the message is 
preached, by whatever Church it may be. But I am not for in 
the Historic Churches it is associated with the traditional re- 
ligion of the day, and the supremacy of Tradition will strangle 
the real life of the message quite as inevitably as the suprem- 
acy of Politics, " "- , et, October 1894, p. 137- 

@*. I do not think the proposal of church "Permeation" 
worth entertaining. Even with the churches which are "Liberal" 
in their theology, there is still the same backward look which 
makes ray adequa to "Forward Movement" impossible. " -- Prothet, 
September, 1 92� p. 68. 

3- ao-Dheý Fe brýarýy if9d pp . 3,7f. 
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Many of these young men and women remained with the historic 

churches and under the leadership of those who were really awakened 

to religious lifer men like William Temple, they accomplished, at 

least the beginning of the 'revolution' which seemed impossible in 

1892.1 It seems reasonable to suppose that the existence of Labour 

Churches and similar movements acted as the gadfly which stimulated 

more rapid motion. 

The DisIDDe ngSeerrvices 

A. J. Waldegrave, one time secretary of the Labour Church Union 

said to the present writers 

I'm glad, on the whole that the Labour Church did not flourish 
and become another established sect. 

Perhaps one of the reasons it didn't was the attitude of its founder 

and many of its supporters toward any efforts at perpetuating an 

organization or institution for its own sake. 
It is time a church was organised with courage enough to run 
full speed past a danger signal, and take the consequences. It 
is time there was a religious institution with some sense of 
responsibility to something outside itself and its own develop- 
ment; and with a real willingness to sacrifice itself, and even 
to cease to be if the welfare of that something demands it. 
The only fear I have for the Labour Church is lest it should not be sufficiently inspired with this devoted spirit lest its 
officers should love their office too well, and its member 
should make their organisation an end rather than a means. 
Like many other groups the Labour Church failed to live up to 

the ideals and expectations of its founder, but unlike them it did 

not perpetuate its own existence after it had done its job; in this 

it rendered what may be its most merciful service. It did not ac- 

quire that sectarian character which perpetuates . many. denominations 

long after the historic causes which brought them into being have 

1. Cf. comments of W. T. Taylor, Appendix p. 2, Trevor - Pro 
fi 
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ceased to be operative. This was a blessing to both, the labour 

Party and the orthodox Churches. Having registered their protest, 

and having given expression to an heretical faith till the historic 

denominations began to make good their lack of emphasis on a social 

gospel'$ the I hour Churches disintegrated; their members continued 

their work within the framework of Church, Chapel or Ethical Society 

and in the Political Parties of their several choices. Where the 

congregations survived they were no longer churches but merely de- 

bating clubs or cultural societies whose educational aims were con- 

sistent with and supplementary to the development of the Labour 

Mgvenent. 
4º ± rlý A Ii 

I he Signs canc of their Ctlurche Todavt 

Our main purpose in the present work has been to present as 

accurate and as lively a picture as possible of the Labour Church 

Movement, but the study would not be complete without a few notes 

of post-script, for while the Labour Churches are no more, many of 

the ideas they attempted to express are still with use When one 

is reminded of-the ethical and religious aspects of British labour 

history as contrasted with other socialist movements one is re- 

minded of the Labour Churches and of the I. L. P. ( and Labour Party) 

Sunday meetings which were in reality "Sunday Meetings on Labour 

1. Inglis's contention that the aroused conscience of the Churches 
was not sufficient to account for the decline of Labour Churches 
is inaccurate. Rev. W. Major Scott, 11. A., in the wes-Smith 
Bncvcllouaedia, article on Non-Conformist Churches, p. 300, in- 
dicates a different view -- "The Non-Conformist Churches have 
slowly but steadily appreciated the social implication of the 
Christian faith, and during the last generation they have re- 
alised with increasing clearness that the Kingdom of God in- 
volves a social order. " 
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Church lines". Such meetings are still carried on. Mr. Reginald 

Sorenson, M. p. told the present writer of preaching the sermon at 

one such gathering in 1953, and of Harvest Festivals and Labour 

Days where workers' make an annual parade to the local church. 1 

While one might hesitate to make a claim that the British Labour 

Party of today was a particularly 'selfless' movement, I believe 

we must recognize a number of ethical strands which have carried 

throughout the history of the party' keeping it from the grosser 

forms of self-seeking it might have otherwise entertained. Certain- 

ly there still remains a strong ethical motive in the desire for 

socialization. The Labour Party's Manifesto! Cee to Britain 

contains these wordst 

Behind all its proposals .,, lies the abiding faith of our 
organised movement in the moral and spiritual ideals which in- 
spired its pioneers and founders. 

There were three great motivating ideas behind the upsurge of 

the Labour Church which it may be well for us to consider. When 

the Churches became content with the status guog and did all in 

their power to maintain its they gave rise to a feeling that God was 

no longer active in history. 2 As a challenge to this static com- 

mentary on contemporary religion, there came a resurgence of the 

idea of God at work within human history. TThough Trevor' a idea of 
"The Growing Point of Evolution" may seem to us to be distinctly 

1. Cf. Appendix p. 7&?. 
2. Trevor expresses this idea in the Proohet February 1892, p. 12 

-- ". .. it is not in the least essential to bother our heads 
about what happened 1800 years ago, ... we have all the essent- 
ials of religious life and work in entering heartily into the 
life of our own times, and that to make the first century the 
standard of the. nineteenth is to suppose that God works back- 
wardsl 

ýýor 
gets tired, or goes to sleep, or some other nonsense. 

0 
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dated, the idea behind it may not be irrelevant to modern life. 

The tensions of cold war and the detonation of hydrogen bombs do 

foster a sense of frustrations and a sense of the aimlessness of 

historic development. 'God may have been active in Old Testament 

times$ but he is not concerned with the tensions between U. S. A. 

and U. S. S. R. ' If faith does not supply men with a sense of God's 

purposes working out in present day history, with some sense of 

God's immanencet as well as his Transcendence expressing itself in 

apocalyptic terms, then the vacancy will be filled with a lesser 

concept. And the unhistoric and creedless faith of the modern day 

may not be so benign as was Trevor's. 

The relation of the secular to the sacred in the field of labour 

is a question of 2elevance to the modern world. What is the true 

application of religion to the problems faced in a modern industrial 

society? Many are the avenues being explored by groups such as the 

Iona Community, the Worker Priests and the Religion-Labour Founda- 

tion. The answers must be tried and proven if the world is to 

ben@fit. The Labour Church was one experiment an attempt at 

solution which made its contribution but which in its over-all 

plan}l was a failure. Perhaps it was bound to fail because of the 

rejection of its source of dynamic power. It tried to. enjoy the 

fruits of the Christian ethic without the roots of the Christian 

Faith. 

The third idea giving rise to the Labour Churches that is of 

importance'in the modern world is "Freedom". The Labour Churches 

were a rovement for Emancipation from creeds whose form of expres- 

sion was no longer relevant, and from the dictates of conventional 

mores whose purpose was to perpetuate a structure of society out of 
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accord with men's ideals. Whenever such a situation has existed 

in history there has been generated much moral enthusiasm, and a 

willingness to serve and to sacrifice. Such emotional power is 

usually directed against restraint; if its power is not spent when 

it has achieved Emancipation from enslavement, there remains a form- 

less and directionless energy that may be used for purposes good or 

evil. I Much of the world today is sourding the cry of "Emancipation" 

and "Liberty", and slowly the chains of political colonialism are 

being broken. Resentment is now being directed towards the subtler 

and yet stronger chains of economic imperialism. One wonders what 

might happen in our world if the tremendous moral and spiritual 

forces directed toward Emancipation were to achieve their purpose. 

Would there be leadership to direct these same forces to constructive 

ends? Perhaps this survey of one small sector of the religious 

expression of Socialism may serve as a microcosm to help understand 

some of the gigantic forces we must learn to control or else re- 

sign ourselves to atomic disaster. 

1. The German Youth movement which grew up after the first world war 
has certain affinities with the development of the Labour Church 
idea in Great Britain during the nineties. Both had their rather 
anarchic religious appreciation of the Infinit© both were form- 
less seekings after expression. The German Youth movement receiv- 
ed direction in the person of ! 4olph Hitler for whom it develop- 
ed its services of adoration and 'communion:. One is tempted to 
hazard one of the great 'Ifs of History'. If John Burns, or 
John Trevor, or ICeir Hardie had been an Adolph Hitler what might 
have happened with the Socialist awakening an its religious ex- 
pression was directed to the attainment of personal ambition and 
power? 
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Let us be true! 
Our cause is holy and our purpose pure 

Let us be sure 
The means we choose hide not our aim from view. 

Let us be true. 
Our hope cannot consent to doubtful deeds 

Our strong will needs 
None but clean hands cur righteous work to do. 

Let us be trues 
Thought word, and deed, even as our cause is pure; 

And so endure 
Firm to the end, whatever fate ensue! 

""ý W. J. Linton 
L. C. Hymn Books 2nd ed., No. 131. 
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dbi11 and Leaflet4' (Various dates 

1891ý1896) 

No. 1 labour Church Principles 
No. 2 The labour Church has Come (appendix p. 505) 
No. 3 The labour Movement a Religion 
No. 4 Work and Wealth Shared 
No. 5 The Greatest Cause on Earth 

For God and Liberty 
Do you Desire the Emancipation of labour? 
The Labour Church Extension Fund 
The Labour Prophet Fund, (1896) 
The Labour Church Brotherhood, (1896) 
Letter, Nov. 12,1891, and Financial 
Membership Forms 
Labour Prophet Calendar, (1896) 
Labour Songs 
Tunes to Labour Songs 
Cinderella Songs 
Tunes to Cinderella Songs 
Labour Hymns 
Tunes to Labour Hymns 

Statement (appendix 
pp. 5O7ff. ) 

Cinderella -a reprint of the Cinderella Supplement 

The Christian World New York, (Aug. 1892,1 
Forum, New York, (16s597) "The Religion of the labour Movement" 

by John Trevor. 
Great Thoughts (January 1897), article by Ernest Williams. 
De Hervorming (Holland), An article about the labour Church and 

its founder appeared sometime in the autumn of 1696. 
The Inquirer, July 1891, and October 1892, articles by Trevor and 

P. H. Wicksteed. 
The Nation, (54: 27) "The labour Church" by R. Ogden. 
The New Era, Feb. 15,1892, article by W. H. Dawson. 
North American Review (178: 915 1904) "Socialism as a Rival of 

Organised Christianity" by T. C. Hall. 
The Spectator, (72: 530,533,582) Latter by Evelyn March-Philips 

(April 21 18 4) and comment arising from it. 
The Thinker, (3: 8) article by Blaikie1 k3: 105) reply by Keir Hardie, 

(3: 295) rejoinder by J. M. Long. 
British Weekly, Jan. 18,1894. 
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Tabour Churca Pamphlets and Labour Church Addresses 

Beckett, R. A. -- The Labour Church and its Future 
Casson, H. N. (of the American Labour Church) -- What We Believe, Labour Church Pamphlet No. 3 

Five Principles of the Liberal Faith 
The Socialism of Nature, (1895) 
Sunday Blue Law and the Labour Movement 
Bill Brooks and the Parson 
God Wills It 
Hard Facts for Americans 
Origin of Christianity in Trade Unions 
Labor Song Book 
Who is the Anarchist -- Bryan or Hanna? 
Organized Self Help -- The History of the American Labour 

Movement 
Harker, B. J. -- Christianity and the New Social Demands, (1892) 
Henderson Fred. -- The Case for Socialism, Clarion Pa phlet(1908) 

The Case for Socialism, (full series of sermons)(11911) 
Politics in the Pulpit, (appendix pp. 552ff. ) 

Hf tiford, Hugh V. -- p ocratic Religion Cc. 19024 (Quoted by C. H. 
Herford in Ehilip , but I can find no trace of such a 
book or pamphlet. It was the title of a sermon H. V. Herford 
gave to several labour congregations about this time, so it is 
very likely it was privately published. ) 

Hobson Samuel George -- Possibilities of the Labour Church (1893) 
Love, David (under nom-de-plume "Tricotrin") -- Mutuality an 

expression of the Labour Church (I have not been able 
to trace 

this pamphlet which Lowe says he published - see Souvenirs of 
Scottish Labour. ) 

Mackail, John William -- The Parting of the Ways t lecture de- 
livered at the William Morris Labour Church at Leek, (1902. ) 

Tamlyn, John--- Practical Socialismi 
A new Sermon from an Old Text Labour Church Sermons 

Tiptaft, Norman -- A Parody on Christian Church and Religion (a 
Labour Church lecture in 1912) 

God's Englishman 
Webster, Rev. Alex -- The Political Position of Labour (a Labour 

Church sermon at Oldham, 1893) 
Wilson, Ven. James Maurice, M. A. -- The Ethical Basis of the Labour 

Movement (a lecture to the Labour Church and I. L. P. at Bolton 
1895) 

Wm. Morris Labour Church -- The Book of the Opening of the William 
Morris Labour Church In Leek (1897) 

Woodsworth, J. S. -- The First Story of the Labor Church (Canadian 
labor Church publication) (Appendix, pp. 563ff. ) 

Birmingham Labour Church Hymn Book 
labour Church Hymn Book, 1st edition Sept. 1892 supplement added 

1896,2nd edition c. 1904, revision of 2nd edition 1906. 
Tune Book for 1st Edition Hymn Book 
Tune Book for 2nd Edition Hymn Book 
Trevor, My Quest for God, 1st edition 1897,2nd edition 1908 
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iterr1allm SuDDleme tart' to the Labour Church 

Abbott, Lyman -- The Theology of an Evolutionists(1897) 
Adderley, James The Parson in Socialism, (1910) 

Is Socialism Atheism? (1910) 
Atkinson, R. A. The Church and Inductrial Warfare 
Balmforth, Ramsden -- The New Reformation and its Relation to Morals 

and Social Problems, (1893, (acclaimed by Trevor to be the Intel- 
lectual side of the labour Church Idea. ) 

Barnett, George -- The Secularisation of the Pulpit 
The Secularisation of the Church 

(Those were the presidential addresses to the Congregational Union 
of England and Wales, recorded in the Con re, ational Year Book 
for 1895 and later published separately. ) 

Bellamy -- Edward Bellamy' s 'arable of the Water Tank -6.1-P, ?. rmf Benson, George Socialism and the Teaching of Jesusl(1925) 
Bessnt, Annie Why I am a Socialist 
Blatchford, Robert -- Merrie England, (189k) 

The New Roligion, (c. 1897) 
Socialism -A Reply to the Encyclical of the 

Pope (of 15 May, 1891' entitled ")o Conditione Opificum"), (1893) 
Three Open Letters to the Bishop of Manchester 

on Socialism. 
Brocklehurst, Fred -- I was In Prison 

A Socialist's Programme (A Pcclitical Address 
to the Electors in 1889) 

Campbell, Robert J. -. The New Theology and the Socialist Movement 
Primitive Christianity and Modern Socialism 
The New Theology (19073 
Socialism (I. L. P. Pub. 1907)(An address to 

the Bolton I. L. P., apparently to a meeting on Labour Church lines) 

Carpenter, Edward -- Forecasts of the Coming Century 
Clarke, C. Allen (one time editor of Labour Church Record)- What 

do we Live For? 
Clifford, Dr. -- Socialism and the Teaching of Christ (Babian Tract) 
Ellis, Mrs, Havelock -- Democracy in the Kitchen (a lecture) 
Gass 1 M. ". - The Socialism of Jesus (1893) 
Glasset John -- The Relation of the Church to Socialism (1900) 
Glasier, Katharine and Bruce -- The Religion of Socialism: Two Aspects 
Graham, Rev. W. W. .- The ford's Prayer, the Aim and Life Work for 

all True Christians (1909) 
Grayson, Victor -- The Destiny of the Mob 
Hardie, James Keir -- The T. L. P. - All About It. 

Can a Man be a Christian on £1 er Week? 
Writingsatýd Speeches, 1888-1915'Editort Emrys 

Hughes(1915) 
Hartley, E. R. -- Why are those who Work Poor? (1912) 
Headley, F. W. Darwinism and Modern Socialism(1909) 
Hird, James Dennis -- Jesus the Socialism(19($) 

In Search of a Religion(1897) 
Jesus the Socialists being a lecture (1896) 

I. L. P. The Aim and the Program of the I. L. P. 
Iamennais -- The People's Prophecy 
Iansbury, George -- Jesus and Labour (1924) 



Text cut off in original 
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Lees Henry -- A Christian's Duty toward Socialism 
Liebknecht, Wilhelm -- Socialism: What it seeks to accomplish 
Lowe David -- Souvenirs of Scottish Labour (1919) 
McArthur, Archie (of the S. S. S. ) -- Relgion and Socialism -a plea 

for both (192) 
MacDonald,, J. Ramsay, M. P. The Social Unrest, Its cause and 8o1- 

ution Socialism and Society 
l. alloson, Miles -- The T. L. P. and Its Dramatic Societies - What they 

are and might become 
Mann, Thos. -- The Socialist Programme (1896) 

The Programme of the I. L. P. and the Unemployed(1895) 
A Socialist View of Religion and the Churches (1896) 

Mazzini, Joseph -- Essays, Selected from the Writings, Literary, 
Political and Religions of Joseph l4azzine, Edit d by Wm. Clarke 

Ponsonby, Arthur, M. P. -- Religion In Politics (1921) 
Sinclair, Wm. -- Socialism According to William Morris 
Snowden, Philip -- The Economic Case for Socialism 

The Ethics of Property(1913) 
The Socialists Budget(1907) 
Labour and the New World (1921) 

Socialist Sunday Schools -A Manual 
Stacy, Enid -- Is Socialism Desirable? (c. 1896) 
Stead Francis Herbert -- The Labour Movement in Religion 
Tillett, Ben -- Labour Platform - New Style 

An Address on Character and Environment 
Fighter and Pioneer (Speeches of Ben Tillett - deals 

with a later period, but reveals much of Tillett's attitude to 
Religion) (1943) 

Tolstoy, Leo -- The Triumph of Labour 
Trevor, John -- The One Life (1909) 
Wilson, J. Stitt -- The Message of Socialism to the Churches (1904) 

How I Became a Socialist (1907) 
Woolerton, Arthur -- The Labour Movement in Manchester and Salford 
The Young Socialist - Organ of the Socialists Sunday Schools. 

p 11 atL1oor j off Hymg SQnrs. and Poetry 

Carpenter, Edward -- 
Ethical Songs 
The Fellowship Hymn 
Glasier, J. Bruce -- 
I. L. P. Song Book 
Songs for Socialists 
Stead W. T. (Editor) 

Chants of Labour 

Hook 
Socialism in Song 

-- Hymns that Have Helped (1912) 

Djogra]2bjes of e so tte jaboUX 

Blatchford, Robert -- My Eighty Years (1931) 
Portrait of an Englishman Thompson, Laurence) 

Broadhurst H. -- The Story of His Life (1901) 
Bondfield, Margaret A Biography (Hamilton, Mary A. )(1924) 

A Life's Work(1950) 
Brockway, A. Fenner Inside the Left 
Carpenter, Edward -- My Days and Dreams 
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Casson, Herbert Newton -- The Story of My Life 
Postscript - the We and Thoughts of H. N. Casson (Casson, Edward) (1953) 

Clynes, J. R, -- Memoirs 1869-1924 
Dearmer, Percy The Life of Percy Dearmer (Dearmer, Nancy)(19ý+0) 
Foster, D. Be -» Socialism and the Christ - My Two Great Discoveries 
Gallacher, Williams M. P. -- Revolt on the Clyde 

The Boiling of the Thunder 
Glasier, Glen -- The Glen Book (Glasier! Eatherine)(1949) 
Hardie, James Keir -- A Biography (Stewart, Wm. ) 

The Hungry Heart (Cockburn John)(1956) 
Headlamy Stewart -- A Biography (Bettany, Frederick G. )(1926) 
Hobson 8. G. -- Pilgrim to the Left 
Holland, Henry Scott -- A Bundle of Memories(1915) 

Memoir and Letters (1921) 
Biography (Paget, S. ) 

Jowett, Fred -- Socialism over Sixty Years (Brockway A. Fenner) 
Lansbury, George -- The Life of George ILansbury (Postgate Raymond) 
McMillan$ Margaret -- Life of Margaret McMillan (Cressweli, D'Arcy) 

Prophet and Pioneer, Her Life and Work (Mans. 
bridge, Albert C. H, )(1932) 

Makers of the Labour Movement (Colo, Margaret) 
Mann! Tom -- Memoirs (1923) 

Tom Mann and His Times (Torr Dona)(1956) 
A Biography (Tory Dona)(1936) 

Morris, William -- Life of William Morris (MacKail, J. W. ) 
William Morris and the Early Days of the Social- 

ist Movement (Glasier J. Bruce) (1927, ) 
Noel, Conrad -- An Autobiography (1945) 
Parkers J. -- A Preacher's Life (1899) 
Patong John -- Proletarian Pilgrimage (193 5) 

Left Turn - Autobiography(1936) 
Smith, Frank M. Pý -- Pioneer and Modern Mystic (Champness, E*Z)(1943) 
Snowden Philip -- An Autobiograph (1934) 
Stacy, Enid 

-- (Glasier, Katherine) 
Temple, Wm. Archbishop of Canterbury (Iremonger) 
Thompson, A. M. -- Here I Lie (1937) 
Thorne, Will -- My Life Battles (1925) 
Tillett, Benjamin -- Memories and Re ections (1931) 
Tiptaft Norman $- The Individualist(1954) 
Walsh, Walter 

-- My Spiritual Pilgrimage(925) 
Webb Beatrice My Apprenticeship 
Webster, Rev. Alex -- My Pilgrimage from Calvinism to Unitarianism 

"From Presbyterian to Unitarian" (article in lyAesof Rely = Exnerience 1903) 
Memories of Ministry (1913) 

ation) (1919) 
In Memoriam - Pioneer and Reformer'(Apprdoi- 

Widdrington, Canon P. E. T. -- Canon Off the Red (not yet published) 
Woodaworth, J. 8, -- A Man to Remember (Maclnnis, Grace)(1953) 

Social Pioneer (Zeigler, Olive) 
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There are steeple-houses on every hand, 
And pulpits that bless and ban; 

And the Lord will not grudge the single church 
That is set apart for man. 

For in two commandments are all the law 
And the prophets under the sun; 

And the first is last, and the last is first, 
And the twain are verily one. 

-- John Greenleaf Whittier 
(Poem used at the head of 

the monthly reports of 
the labour Church congre- 
gations. ) 




